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INTRODUCTION

i

A lot has been written about the gods in Homer1 - their power, their limitations, their

interaction with people, their morality (or lack thereof), very generally what it means to be a

god. The topic of the relation between fate and the gods and their influence over each other

is particularly interesting, and very popular, and Zeus is a particular figure of interest. The

links with Greek religion, ritual and cult, as well as with later literature are all fascinating

and well-documented topics. Yet, despite the omnipresence of the gods, the Iliad's central

characters arc human beings: heroes, despite the ambiguity of their status, remain above all

human beings and mortals, though they may be almost supernaturally brave and valiant

and can even be the sons of a god or goddess.

The anthropocentrism of the Iliad has been studied, especially in French scholarship. Two

scholars in particular have had a great influence on my understanding of the poem:

Jacqueline de Romilly and Louis Bardollet are almost lyrical about the humanity of Homer,

saying for example that "les heros homeriques, eux, sont sans doute beaux et vaillants, mais

toujours a la meeuro humaino Tous doivent couffrir et doivent mourir".7 Romilly adds

"on ne peut imaginer d'univers plus deliberement centre sur l'humain".3 Louis Bardollet in

particular talks about "le triomphe de 1'humain", "le miracle de l'homme pergu au

quotidien",4 which has become one of the things that interest me most about the poem.

1 See for instance Otto (1954), Dietrich (1965), Adkins (1972), Barnes (1974), Boedeker (1974), Clay (1983), Kullman
(1985), Slatkin (1986), Winterbottom (1989), Segal (1994), Yamagata (1994), Bardollet (1997), Leach (1997), Lesky
(2001).

2 Romilly (1992), 31.
3 Romilly (1992), 32.
4 Bardollet (1997), 128-30.
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However, all those studies remain fairly abstract, and rarely involved a really close

reading of the poem, as the points made were often quite general. They offer a very good

emotional approach and understanding of the Iliad, in a way that is enjoyable and helpful in

opening up to the poem. They made me want to know and understand more about human

beings in the Iliad, and made me wonder what it meant exactly to be human for Homer and

what was the Homeric understanding of human life and the human condition.

This dissertation is not a anthropological or sociological survey, and it is not a

comparative study, as I tried to remain entirely within the context of the Iliad only.

Occasional forays are made into the Odyssey (which is a very different poem), tragedy, and

even archaeological finds to support some arguments, or show continuation (or variation),

but the main point is in effect the impression given by one piece of work, and to show a

picture of human beings in the Iliad only.

The human condition in the poem might at first appear to be very negative one. After all,

this is a poem about war, and it is not surprising that distress, grief and death are at the

forefront. The main storyline is ultimately about loss and revenge, and the poem ends with

the coming together of the grief of two characters, Achilles and Priam.

A speech made by Zeus on the human condition is a key passage in that view of the

human condition:

rj iva 5ucnx|voiai pet' avSpdcnv aAye' Exptov;
ou pev yap tl nob ecmv oiCuQcbxepov avbpog
Ttavxwv, ocrcd te yauxv etu tcvelei te Kai £Q7T£i.

'Was it for you [Achilles' immortal horses] to share the pain of unhappy mankind? Since there
is nothing more miserable than man among all the creatures that breathe and move on earth.'

XVII, 443-5

Another god, Apollo, gives a slightly more detailed description of human life:
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Evvooryat' ouk «v p£ aaocf)Qova pu0f)aato
eppevcu, £l 6f) ctol y£ (3poxd)v £v£ka 7txoa£pi£,a)
betAcov, ot cftuAAotatv eoikotec; aAAoxe piv xe

C«4>A£y££g xeAeGouctlv dqouqr|g tcaprtov ebovxec,, (465)
aAAoxf be. 4>0lvu0ouctlv aki]qlol. aAAa xdxlcrxa
Ttauh>p£cr0a \iayy\c,- ol b' auxol 6r|puxdcr0Ci>v

"Earthshaker, you would not say I was in my right mind if I do battle with you for the sake of
wretched mortals, who are like leaves - for a time they flourish in a blaze of glory, and feed on
the yield of the earth, and then again they fade lifeless."

XXI, 462-7

It is slightly more positive than Zeus' account, although Apollo gives that

description of mortals as a reason not to bother about them.5 Those two passages are

especially interesting as they present a view of human beings as seen from the outside, from

the perspective of a god. A human poet imagining what the human condition must look like

to a non-human leads to a very poignant and very grim conclusion.

Those examples are what led to the title of this dissertation (bctAoi (3qotoi), and this

is what Part I is about: Mortality, Suffering and the general grimness of human life.

However, another key passage in the poem is far longer, and puts forward a slightly

different slant on what it means to be human: the meeting between Priam and Achilles. The

passage is also very much about pain, loss and death, but this time from an entirely human

perspective. Its answer is more in depth and less dismissive:

dAA' aibeio 0Eoug AxtAeu, auxov x' eAfrjaov
pvpcrdpevog aou Ttaxpog- £yd) 6' £Ae£iv6x£Qog tteq,

cxArjv 6' of ou neb xtg £7ux0dviog |3pox6g dAAog,
dvbpoc; natbocfiovoio 7toxl crxopa Xe~LQ' bQeyecrBai.
"Qg cjxxxo, xco 6' aga naxgog tpepov wgoe yooio-
hi|)ap£voc 6' aga XEtpog arubaaxo pica yepovxa.
tw be pvr|CTap£va) o prv "Eicxopog avbpocjrovoto
tcAal' abtva ngonagoiQe nobcov AxtApog £Aucr0£Lg,
auxap AxiAAcug kAcuev eov naxeg', aAAoxc 5' aux£
ndxpotcAov- xwv be axovaxp tcaxa bcopax' opcopa.
auxap enei pa yooto XExaprtExo 6Iog AxiAAcug,

3 The leaves simile is of course reminiscent of Glaucus' speech in Book VI, although Glaucus, emphasizes the
greatness of men despite their weaknesses, while Apollo deduces from it that men are not worth fighting for.
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kcil ol and 7CQa7iL6a)v f|A0' ipeqoc f]6' and yufarv,
ai)tlk' arto 0qovou <I>q>to, yepovxa 6e x£LQO<; avuxxr]
OLKTLQWV 7TOAlOV T£ KaQT] 7T0Al6v T£ y£V£lOV,
Kai piv cfxavrjcrac; enea 7xx£QO£vxa 7iQocrr]u6a-

'Respect the gods, then, Achilles. And have pity on me, remembering your own father. But I
am yet more pitiable than ho. I have endured to do what no other mortal man on earth hac
done - I have brought to my lips the hands of the man who killed my children.'
So he cpoko, and he roused in Achillec the desire to weep for his father. He took the old man
by the hand and gently pushed him away. And the two of them began to weep in
remembrance. Priam cried loud for murderous Hector, huddled at the feet of Achilles, and
Achilles cried for his own father, and then again for Patroclus: and the house was filled with
the sound of their weeping. Then when godlike Achillec had had his pleasure in mourning,
and the desire for it had passed from his mind and his body, he stood up from his chair and
raised the old man by his hand, in pity for his grey head and grey beard, and spoke winged
words to him.

XXIV, 503-17

This passage is certainly equally grim, but a form of hope appear, in the manifestation of

human solidarity. It is a solidarity through tears and suffering of course, and why should it

not be? This is war after all. However, the scene between Priam and Achilles transcends

many boundaries: war enmity, as the two characters belong to different camps, and also

personal enmity, shown poignantly in the image of Priam kissing the hands of the man who

killed his children. Human suffering is universal, as is shown by Achilles in the tale of the

two jars (from which Zeus picks either only evils or a mix of evils and blessings to give to

human beings, XXIV, 525-33), and because of that, compensations have to be found, most

powerfully through mutual pity, human solidarity and respect for other people's pain.

A study of those compensations is the object of Part II. The sense of human solidarity

shown in Book XXIV made me wonder about other possible compensations to death and

suffering that could be found in the poem, ways to look at what makes a human being other

than suffering and violence That is where the concept of mildness comes into play: the ways

in which people interact with each other can include care and gentleness, even sometimes

with enemies.

Of course, the behaviour of the characters and the qualities which are demanded of
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them can appear at times contradictory: Homer seems to insists on the necessity of pity and

solidarity, of respect for foes, of self-control and mercy, and at the same time he shows his

heroes jeering at dead enemies, and showing the utmost cruelty. Even though Homer never

seems to condone cruelty, gentle actions as well as harsher ones appear to be expected from

man, and from the warrior in particular. It is noticeable that, to modern scholars, this gentler

aspect of the Homeric values often receives little attention and may even be discarded as

"later additions", since they believe that man's behaviour and thoughts have to be consistent.

If the warriors are at some point shown as bloodthirsty, then to many scholars like Finley,

Kirk or Adkins, this has to be their main and only characteristic, and they appear to find that

every other quality that conflicts with this is "unnerving" (as Kirk finds the scene between

Priam in Achilles in book XXIV). However, these contradictory aspects do not mean that

Homer's picture of men is inconsistent, that they only show that men were as complex and

variable creatures then as they are now. People cannot be frozen once and for all in one

single pattern of behaviour, they are not immutable but multi-faceted beings, and Homer

seems to have understood that perfectly.

But violence and martial values have been studied many times, and there is more to

the Iliad than these. Further positive aspects have captured my attention. Not all is grim in

Homer, and further positive aspects of human life are shown in the happiness and pleasure

that can still be found in the poem. A link is created between human beings in the joy they

can find in each other and in the world, around them: despite war and the omnipresence of

death, Homer keeps insisting on the beauty of life. It can of course be found in descriptions

of what the warriors have left behind them, and may never see again, but even life on the

battlefield can be beautiful and even joyous. The idea which appears is that however hard it

can be, life is always desirable. Even if the warriors themselves think a glorious death is the
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most important thing in the world, the poet always reminds us that life is beautiful and

death a tragedy.

Another positive aspect of human life, and a further way to deal with the human condition,

is the topic of Part III: Politics. After what exists in the warrior's personal circle, positive

values can be found on a global scale, in political structures. Despite the title of the third

part, 1 have not placed too much emphasis on the question of power as such. My interest is

not so much in the question of power in general but in how human beings organise both in

their personal lives and in public structures in order to make the most of their situation and

compensate for human mortality and suffering: another way for human beings to mitigate

the tragic human condition is found through social organisation. Interpersonal relationships

and the joy that can be found in them do not prevent conflict, especially conflict of a

political/hierarchical nature. Indeed, political conflict is part of the main storyline of the

poem, in the dispute between Achilles and Agamemnon. Thic ic complicated by the fact that

it is linked to complex heroic values: honour, recompense and prizes.

However, even at that level, respect and understanding can be achieved, and conflict

resolution is one of the themes which conclude the poem: during the Funeral Games for

Patroclus, Achilles starts re-entering the human community through the resolution of

political/hierarchical disputes, which are appeased by respect and understanding. He then

can comes full circle, and resolves personal conflicts and suffering in the reconciliation with

Priam.

As has probably already been perceived, this is an unashamedly humanist, and possibly

overly optimistic, approach to the Iliad. The key aim of the thesis is to show how the poem
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affirms the dignity and worth of human beings, as well as Homer's perception of the

communality of the human condition. The dissertation is understood to be a reflection on the

representation of the human condition in the Iliad, in its dual and contradictory nature,

positive and negative, comprising both intense suffering and positive values such as

solidarity. There is a tension in the poem between the constant presence of death and a

wonder at the accomplishments and possibilities of mankind.

In terms of methodology, 1 have found that a good way to come to terms with concepts and

how they are understood in context is through vocabulary studies. Other than looking

generally at a passage, I have spent a great deal of time looking at every occurrence of terms

belonging to the lexical field of the concept studied.6 This was not enough to reach definite

conclusions, but allowed me to classify uses, which was useful in achieving a good picture of

the Homeric understanding of a given concept. Then it makes it possible apply the broad

categories to specific passages.

The translation for the passages quoted is that of Hammond,7 comotimcc slightly modified,

and the Greek text is taken from T. W. Allen's edition.8

6 A list of those terms is given at the beginning of each chapter.
7 Hammond (1987).
8 Allen (1931).
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PART I
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CHAPTER i

MANKIND AND MORTALITY: THE FRAGILITY OF
HUMAN LIFE

I - BEING MORTAL

A - MORTALS AS INFERIOR TO THE GODS

In their usages, the words |3qoto<; and 0vr)to<; refer to 'mortals' or 'human beings', and they

also both imply the inferiority of mortals, their limitations and suffering, in particular as

opposed to the gods. This view is confirmed by the striking etymology of |3qotoc;: it seems

that the meaning 'mortal' comes from the negative cognate apppoxog 'immortal'.1 This

would mean that mortals are defined by a lack of something, which in this case is

immortality. They are defined by their inferiority to the gods, and ultimately by their own

imperfection. The initial point of reference is not mortals themselves, but what they

constructed as an idealised form of existence, which would not be overshadowed by death,

and which they made that of the gods.2

1 Chantraine (1968), 197-8. Of course, apPpotog is still a privative form based on Indo-European *mr. Ppoxog
comas from apppoTog, but apppotog comes from *mrtos or similar. apPporog is less used in the poems than
(iOdvoTog , but it is still present. It is used of thingc cuch as the gods themselves, the night, and gifts from the
gods to mortals. For a complete classification of the occurrences of apPpotog, see appendix II.

2 Vernant (7001) points out for example that one of the questions relating to human mortality is: "aloro comment
est-ce que je peux trouver lo moyon d'attcindre un peu de la stabilite de cettc existence, que j'attribue aux
dipiix?" According to Vernant, the answer is in the remembrance of human exploits kept alive by song and
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That mortals are to be regarded as imperfect and inferior to the gods is also visible in

the way both human beings and gods understand the 'status' of mortals. This idea is clearly

domonctrated in a grim passage where Zeus expresses the general opinion that the gods

have of human life:

p tva 6uCTxf|voiCTL uet' dv&pdcriv aAye' Ixryrov;
ou piv yap xl hoi) eoxiv oICuqcoxeqov av&poc
navxatv, oacrd xe yalav £rci 7iv£t£i x£ Kal £q7x£i.

'Was it for you [Achilles' immortal horses] to share the pain of unhappy mankind? Since there
is nothing more miserable than man among all the creatures that breathe and move on earth.'

XVII, 443-53

There is very obviously an impassable boundary between men and gods, whose crossing is a

clear transgression,4 and the horses of Achilles highlight another aspect of this boundary.

These horses are immortal, and were given to Peleus by Poseidon on the occasion of his

wedding with Thetis. They are said to be hard to manage for mere mortals.5 It is also said

that they should not have belonged to a mortal.6 John Heath argues that the horses, as well

as the other divine gifts to Peleus which were later handed down to Achilles, function "as a

foil for Achilles' acceptance of the human condition".7 He adds that the gifts are often

monuments. 24. Tho etymology of avQgcjnoc; is unknown, but Sciler insists that the etymology should start
from the function of the word, which is to oppose the human race to that of the gods. Seiler (1953), 225ff.
Nevertheless, the uses do not always imply a contrast with the gods.

3 Apollo gives a slightly more positive description of human life at XXI, 462 7, even though he does give that as a
roaoon not to bother about them: "Earthshaker, you would not say I was in my right mind if I do battle with you
for tho cake of wretched mortals, who arc like leaves for a time they flourish in a blaze of glory, and feed on
the yield of the earth, and then again they fade lifeless." The leaves simile is of course reminiscent of Glaucus'
speech in Book VI.

4 Think for example of the outrage and disbelief expressed when men try to fight the gods: V, 359-62; XXI, 379-80;
XXII, 8-10.

5 X, 401-4; XVII, 75-8.
6 XVII, 443-45.
7 Heath (1992), 387. John Wilson (1974) also points out that the amour of Achilles in particular "in its unchanging

immortality brings out the contrasting evils of age and of premature death", 385.
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"connected in a most destructive fashion with human mortality".8 If we focus solely on the

immortal horses,9 we can see that they are "tied closely to the mortality of Patroclus as well

as that of Achilles",10 as they had carried Patroclus to his death and predicted Achilles' own

death.11 According to Heath, "the immortal gifts remind us of our mortality, but hasten our

meeting with death as well. In the world of the Iliad, then, it is not the case that human

beings turn the gifts of the gods to perverse use - the gifts themselves are pernicious".12 The

case of the horses is also interesting because they have to share human suffering which

should not normally be their lot, something Zeus regrets.13

Although Heath points out that: "like Thetis,14 the horses must be exposed to human

suffering and come to share it. Zeus questions the Tightness of such gifts but seems more to

regret that the taint of human tragedy has affected the horses than to feel compassion for

human suffering itself",15 Zeus' statement would still have an effect on a human audience

listening to the performer.

8 Heath (1992), 338.
9 Heath also look® at the other pieteiitt given to Fefeus by the gods, a divine wife, Thetis, armour and a spear and

show their interaction with human mortality in the poem.
10 Heath (1992), 392.
11 Therefore, Harrison seems to be in the wrong when he says that Hector's lack of involvement with the immortal

horses (he does not even seem to know that they exist) points to the poet's allegiance to the Achaian side.
Harrison (1991), 252-4.

12 Heath (1992), 394.
13 XVII, 443-45
14 J. Wilson (1974) remarks that Thetis, like the immortal horses, "is infected by too close a contact with

humanity", 388.
15 Heath (1992), 393.
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MORTALITY AS POTENTIALITY

Because of the clear and unavoidable link to Gavaxog, one might think that the uses

of Gvpxog would be more obviously related to mortality than those of (Tpoxog. As it is, both

Gvrjxog and [Sqotoc; have very comparable uses, in great part linked, as the Lexikon des

Fruhgriechschen Epos16 points out, to the restrictions human beings face, especially as

compared with the immortals, rather than the mere fact of their being subjected to death.

That can be shown for example in the fact that in many translations, the words 'mortal' and

'man' are used almost indifferently to translate Ppoxog (this does not seem to be the case

with Gvpxog).17 The fact that |3qoto<; and Gvpxog are not only used in contexts dealing

directly with death, but in contexts dealing with the life of human beings in all its aspects18

shows that death hangs over mortals all their life, whatever they are actually doing.

Anything that human beings do is tainted with death. Glory is an obvious example (this will

be discussed further in the parts on heroic and beautiful death). It is to be noted that

although the word avGQomog has extremely similar uses, it refers strictly to mankind as a

species and the context of the uses mainly includes the things that are common to human

beings), and not specifically to the notion of their mortality, and some differences can be

seen in its uses, which add the notion of suffering,19 and the idea that men dwell in cities.20

16 Snell et al. (1955-), from now on only referred to as the Lexikon.
17 In the context of thin particular discussion, the word 'mortal' is always used in the translations for reasons of

consistency, as we take the words not simply to described mankind as species, but to describe more or less
emphatically a particular characteristic of mankind, mortality, which is shown even in contexts not directly
related to death.

18 See appendix I.
19 IX, 592; XVI, 326-9; XXIV, 49
20 IV, 84; XVHI, 338-42; XVHI, 490-3; XX, 215-8.
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Etymologically, Leumann21 insists that the suffix *-to- in [3qotoc denotes potentiality:

'mortal', meaning 'subject to death' (whereas the Sanskrit myrta- for example means 'dead'):

the simple possibility of death means that men are limited.

Some men nonetheless almost manage to transcend their human condition and

achieve what no one had thought possible: in the face of all the misery of human life, men

can still achieve great things. One way of dealing with the spectre of death in the poem is

'excellence': the pressure of mortality creates competition between human beings in

displaying excellence. Human beings may be compared to the gods, but the consequences of

mortality remain mostly within the human realm: the gods are not really needed any longer

as death is more present in men's lives than they are.

According to Vernant, the point of heroism is to set oneself apart from the "commun

des mortels",22 and Griffin points out that if the hero were really godlike, he would not be a

hero at all: the pressure of mortality "imposes on men the compulsion to have virtues",

because death is constantly present in the hero's thoughts.23 This would mean that the notion

of mortality is always present in the background, even though most of the examples do not

deal directly with death. The question of heroism and mortality will be analysed in more

detail in a later section on heroic death.

Even though not very many occurrences of (3qoto<; and dvqxog deal directly with death, the

notions of mortality and suffering can be glimpsed frequently, as the two words can be

21 Leumann (1950).
22 Vernant (2001), 23. He also insists on the question of meaning: "on voit bien que l'enjeu de la mort hero'ique - ce

qui est vraiment en question c'oct le fait que nous autreo humains, malgre tout, nous no pouvons pas ne pas
nous poser la question du sens de tout cela".

23 Griffin (1980), 92-3. Griffin mentions in particular Hector and Achilles, who constantly live under the shadow of
their own death. He also mentions all the great warriors who, on the battlefield, are suddenly seized by the fear
of death.
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linked to another word meaning 'mortal', 'man' (and 'woman') or 'living'. One very frequent

term applied to human beings is pcQorceg, which comes from the McQOTiep , the inhabitants

of Cos, who themselves are supposed to descend from the hero McqoiJj , who was born of

the earth.24 Because of this origin, the adjective is generally understood to mean 'earth-born'.

It always refer to human beings (av0QCimoi or |3qotol), but has no direct link to mortality.25

Sometimes Gender is emphasized to differentiate mortals by the addition of the words

avf)Q26 and yuvf].27 Similarly, av0Qomoc;28 is also used in conjunction with OvpToq,

emphasising how human beings are not the only mortal creatures29 and how the meaning of

0v7]xoq or (3qoto<; is more than just 'human being'. Finally, tpvog is once used to differentiate

between living mortals and dead mortals, (in the example where it shows the greed of the

Kf|Q, who takes with her mortals who are still alive.30

|3qoxoc; is also very often used with a word referring to pain and misery, such as

oiCupoq31 or beiAoq ,32 which show how those limitations and restrictions experienced by

24
Similarly, the bird pepoi}) lay eggs in the earth (Chantraine (1968) says on this: "il est difficile de savoir si le nom
du heros est pris au nom de l'oiseau ou si le proces est inverse"). Of course, as in most aetiological myth, the
hero himself got his name from the inhabitants.

25 This word See pQOTog E, 285 and avdgunoq I, 250; EI, 402; IX, 340; XI, 28; XVIE, 288; XVEI, 342; XVIfl, 490; XX,
217. Cp. uses with emxQovlop, 'who walks the earth': it is used with dv0QO)7ioc (IV,45), |3qot6? (I, 272; XXIV,
505), 3x with dvr|p and once on its own, as a noun.

26 0vt|t6<;: X, 403; XVI, 441; XVII, 77; XX, 41; XX, 266; ppotog: V, 604.
27 Ovrpoc;: XX, 305
28 0vr|xoc: I, 339; XE, 242; XIV, 199; XVIE, 404; XX, 204; XX, 220; XX, 233.
29 Horses are also described as being mortal: in the following example, a mortal horse is put to the test by running

alongside the immortal horses, showing how a human creature can aspire to some extent to what the immortals
are able to do:

£v 6e Ttapr|oq(r]criv apupova nfj&acrov lei,
tov pa 7iox' 'Hstlwvo:; eAojv ttoAiv rjyay' AxiAAeup,
o? Kai 0vrjTog £cbv £7i£0' Innovc, a0avciTOLcrL.
In the side-track he put the excellent Pedasus, a horse that Achilles had brought back when he took
Eetion's city: mortal though he was, he could run with the immortal horses.

XVI, 152-4
30 Pqoto.;: XVEI, 539.
31 XIII, 569.
32 XXI, 463-64; XXII, 31; XXE, 76; XXIV, 525.
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mortals lead them to pain and suffering. Again the link to mortality in the uses of the word

is clear: apart from being used to mortals in general, it is used to pity dead or dying

warriors,33 but also to taunt them,34 and it is used of grief for dead relatives,35 and of

suffering.36

C - CHARACTERISTICS OF MORTALS

Mortals are not only defined as being something less than the gods, but also by their

activities, which are common to all human beings. In the plural, the uses of |3pox6g can

vary.37 It can be used to refer to the human condition, to what all men do, what is common to

all of them. That picture is particularly striking in the Odyssey, with its opposition between

real, normal human beings who belong to civilisation, and others who are either monsters or

supra-human.

Many things are common to all human beings, such as sleep, pain etc.38 but two

things seem to be particularly fundamental to what human beings are: bread and language,

two things that define civilisation: power over nature (through agriculture) and

communication within the species. As Deborah Levine Gera points out, "speech and diet are,

33 XI, 816; xvn, 201; XVII,670; XXHI, 65; 105; 221.
34 XI, 441; XVI, 837.
35 XVII, 38; XVHI, 54 (of Thetis); XIX, 287; XXII, 431; XXIII, 223.
36 XXIV, 518.
37 In the singular, it roforc to the uniqueness of a particular man, with the idea that "no other man could do what

that man does/did". It can either be used to glorify a particular positive quality, or on the contrary, to expose
negative qualities.

38 See appendix I.
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in fact, two criteria used by Homer to describe human beings and distinguish them from

beasts".39

1 - bread

Mortals are several times defined as bread-eaters. In the link between bread and mortality,

the expression for bread is not always ctItoc40. It can be ApppxeQoc; atcxri', grain of

Demeter'41. It can also be aQOUQi~|g koiqtioc, 'fruit of the field'.42

Vernant points out that "le pain represente la nourriture humaine par excellence, le

symbole d'une vie civilisee; les hommes sont des "mangeurs de pain" ; et "manger le pain",

"vivre du fruit de la terre labouree", c'est une autre fagon, pour les Grecs, de dire : etre

mortel."43 Levine Gera also points out that "the very different kinds of diet found in the

Odyssey point to the wide cultural differences between various groups of men, and also

emphasize the distinction between gods, men, and animals".44 In that respect, mortals are

opposed to the gods, who do not eat bread (but ambrosia) and have immortal blood (ichor):

V, 339-42.

The fact that while men eat bread, the gods cat ambrosia (and have ichor as opposed

to mortal blood) may lead us to think that there is a fundamental link between bread-eating

and mortality: ambrosia has the same root as ap|3poxo<;, 'immortal'.45 It is actually a food

39 l evine Gera (2003), 8. She montions for example how "Polyphemuc the cannibal fails this test of humanity on
both counts, for he neither resembles a grain-eater [...] nor is he articulate", 9.

40
orcoi; is used in conjunction with mortals in the Odyssey: VIII,222 and X, 101. In both books, bread is taken to be
such a basic food that it can mean 'food' or 'meal' in general.

41 XIII, 321-3. aA<f>r|CHT|<; is not discussed here, as it never appears in the Iliad.
42 VI, 142-3, XXI, 665.
43 Vernant (1999), 18.
44 Levine Gera (2003), 1. Cf. The Cyclops and Phaeacians, who will be mentioned below.
45 Vermeule argues th3t tho immortals arc "inedible, as well as bloodless and soulless; they are at least exempt

from the animal food-chain and from the cycle of nature", since according to her, mortals, Pqotoi , are
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that confers immortality: when thoy want to preserve from decompocition the dead body of

Patroclus, the gods put ambrosia through his nostrils.46 According to Vermeule, the gods

"may not eat meat or grain and may not drink wine, because these substances endanger

their status".47 Inversely, she argues that since the word nectar comes from vEKQog,

"drinking nectar may be fatal to non gods",48 which would go against the idea that a change

of diet could lead to a change of status. She gives the example of Calypso who carefully

separates her own (immortal) food from that of Odysseus, but she also mentions Circe's

drugs and the lotus-eaters' food which are capable of transforming whoever eats them.49

On the other hand, bread, which is perishable, could be thought to 'make' or at least

'keep' human beings mortal. Furthermore, according to Herodotus, the Ethiopians, who

according to him are the mortals who look the most like the gods (because of their beauty,

their nice smell and their long life), do not oat coroal and consider wheat to be a sort of

manure.50 It seems that eating immortal food means being immortal, while eating perishable

food means being perishable. At the other end of the spectrum, sub-human monsters like

Polyphemus do not eat bread either:

ev0a 6' avf]Q fvtaue rceAcoQioc, oc, got xa pfjAa
olog rtoiprnvEcncev arto7TQO0£v- ou5e p£x' dAAoug
rtatAelx', aAA' arcaveubEv earv d0£|aujxia f)&r|.
veal yap 0aup' exexukxo tteAcoqlov, ou&£ ecjkel

avbpi y£ CTLXocjtdycp, aAAa gicp uAf|£vxt
uijrqAarv ogicov, o xe cftaivexat olov an' aAAarv.

There, a monstrous man was wont to sleep, who shepherded his flocks alone and
afar, and mingled not with others, but lived apart, with his heart set on lawlessness.

"etymnlngirally destined to be eaten, or aro at least filled with delicious nourishing blood, ppoxoc;." On the
other hand, Chantraine does not think that the two words (|3q6to<; and (3qiot6<;) are related.

46 XIX, 38-40. In a similar way, Athena instils Nectar and ambrosia in the body of Achilles at XIX, 353
so he does not feel hunger (since he had not eaten since Patroclus died).

47 Vermeule (1979), 130.
48 Vermeule (1979), 31. But cp. Tantalos' attempt to steal the food of immortality, e.g. Pindar, 01.1.
49 Vermeule (1979), 130. cp. Persephone's story: often, eating someone's food means staying with them.
50 Herodotus, III, 22, 19.
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For he was fashioned a wondrous monster, and was not like a man that lives by
bread, but like a wooded peak which stands out to view alone, apart from the rest,

ix, 187-92

Bread is also of course linked to agriculture and represents civilisation in the mastery of man

over nature, ac well ac because working on a field implied a settled as opposed to nomadic

society.51 It is also interesting to notice that the word rtovoc;, which can refer to the work of

the field, is also a negative word referring to suffering: bread is linked to mortality in its

eating, but also in the suffering that is necessary for its preparation.

2 - language

Mortals also use language, which can be regarded as one of the most wonderful

accomplishments of human beings:

aTQ>enxf| be yAcboo' ecttl ppotdtv, noAeec; 6' evi puBoi
navxoLOi, eneuv be noAve; vopoc £v0a k«l £v0a.

The tongue of mortals is a versatile thing: it contains every sort of varied speech, and its
words can range at large, this way or that.

XX, 248-9*52

It is difficult to see language as a separation between gods and mortals, but as Levine Gera

points out, "Homer occasionally hints at a special language of the gods", in particular in

alternative names to people and places.53

Language also allows for knowledge to be transmitted. 0vr)Toc; is used in the context

of human knowledge being transmitted from generation to generation:

Ibpcv 6' dAAf|Awv yev£f]v, i6g£v be tokf\ac,
ttqokAut' akouovxec enea 0vr|tdrv dv0Q&m<x>v

51 It is also interesting to notice a gendered aspect to the consumption of bread: in Odyssey xx, 107-8, women make
bread and men eat it (it is described as pueAov dv&pdrv, 'the marrow of men'.)

52 See also avdQumoc,: II, 804.
53 Levine Gera (2003), 3. For a fuller discussion on the language of the gods, see 50-2.
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Wo both know oach other's birth, and we know each other's parents, from hearing the tales
that mortal men have long made famous.

XX, 203-4

Av0Qco7Tog is most commonly used in relation to this notion of human history (i.e. what is

recorded about human families and their relationships with each other) and memory ,54

At the same time, language can divide human beings, as different peoples speak

different languages. This is the case among the Trojan allies in particular

tioAAol yap Kara aaxu pfya IlQittpou etukouqoi,
aAAr) 6' aAAcov yAmaaa tioAvotieqewv avOpamwv-
tolctlv EKaaxog avf]g> crrjpaivexco oictl tleq apx£L/
xwv 6' ef,r]y£Lcr0a) Koaprjaapevog TroAujxag.

'Thoro aro many allies with us in Priam'G great city, but they are man from far and wide and
each speak a different tongue. Have each leader give his orders to the men he commands and
have him marshal his own countrymen and lead them out to battle.'

II, 803-655

People can also be described as |3aQ(3agocj)b)vcjv (II, 867), 'of foreign speech' and even as

ayQiocjxbvouc 'wild-spoken' (viii, 294), which is a negative term. As Levine Gera points out,

"while the use of the word barbaros here may well be onomatopoeic, reflecting the babbling

sound of foreign speech, agrios is a negative or judgemental term, which refers to life style as

much as language".56 She also makes the link between speech and civilisation, in particular

with the opposition between the Phaeacians (who "[understand] communities and

languages") and the Cyclops (whose "partial command of language is all of a piece with his

asocial and semi-civilized way of life").57

54 See I, 250-2; III, 287; 460; VI, 358; VII, 87; X, 213; XVIII, 288-9; XXI, 568-70; XXIII, 331-3; XXIV,
201-2.

55 Sec also IV, -138. The same idea is present in the Odyssey, when Odysseus mentions how different
languages are spoken in Crete: xix, 175.

56 Levine Gera (2003), 2. She alco points out that "it is significant that both of these compound adjectives make use
of the word <f>wvf| -- rather than ciubrj ■■ to describe foreign speech, for in Homer the word phone is used of
sound or noise, while aude refers to comprehensible speech."

57 Levine Gera (2003), 8. For a fuller discussion on Polyphemus, see 4-7.
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According to Hilary Mackic, one importance difference between the Trojans and the

Achaians in terms of language is that "the Trojans do not use language to attain social order.

While the Achaians speak a common language, the Trojan army embodies a noisy mixture of

nations, speaking many tongues." She adds that at Troy, "social and political strife remains

unspoken and under the surface", unlike the Achaian camp, where everything is endlessly

discussed and debated.58 More generally, Mackie makes the point that "speeches made in the

poem by Achaians and Trojans differ significantly with respect to diction and theme, and,

frequently, in length too."59 A more detailed analysis of political difference will be given in

the last part of the dissertation. Mackie nevertheless insists that all this does not indicate any

national bias on the part of Homer: "ethnic, cultural, and linguistic differences the poet

imagines appear to be descriptive and aesthetic, not prescriptive and evaluative."60

All this shows how unavoidable death is: in the narrative, the characters are at all times

conscious that they are going to die, the warriors of course, but also other characters, Priam

for example. Furthermore, the reader is also constantly reminded of the presence of death, as

it also occurs in other parts of the poem, such as the similes, or the stories told by the

characters. Even the shield of Achilles is shown as being a complete image of life, as it does

not 'hide' death, but present it as an unavoidable part of life.61

58 Mackie, H. (1996), 10.
59 Mackie, H. (1996), 1. She summarizes the differences in that manner: "Achaean style is aggressive

and outward diroctod whore Trojan otyle io reflective and introopective. Achaean language io public
and political; Trojan language io private and poetic. Among the Achaeans, language ia primarily uocd
for public blaming, and blame (neilzoo) hao a vital oocial function. Trojans, on the other hand, avoid
the use of blame in preference to genres that include praise." 1

60 More on national bias in the second part of the dissertation.
61 See appendix VI on the universality of death.
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IS-THE DEAD BODY

A - TREATMENT OF THE DEAD BODY: vsKpog AND VEKUg

One striking and rarely commented on aspect of the Iliad is the shockingly overwhelming

presence of corpses,1 and the presentation of an almost apocalyptic vision of the battlefield:

for example, we are shown horses trampling dead bodies:

"Qg apa ptovrjaag tpaaev KaAAixpiyag i7i7toug

paaxiyi Aiyupry xoi. bk nAr]yf]g alovxeg
pipcf/ epepov 0oov appa uexa Tpcoag kai Axmoug
crxelpovxeg vexuag xe xai aonibac;-

So speaking he whipped on the lovely-maned horses with the whistling lash: and they
hearing its crack carried the speedy chariot fast towards the Trojans and Achaeans, trampling
on bodies and shields as they ran.

XI, 531-42

We are told how corpses fill up the rivers1 and how they cover the plain so thoroughly that

the living warriors have to find a space clear of corpses to meet:

Tpcocov aux' ayoppv rtotrjaaxo paibtpog "Exxcop
vocrcjH vedrv ayay&rv rcoxapa) km bivtjevxi,
ev xaGapd) o0i 6f] vekucuv 6L£cf)aiv£xo ycepog.

Then glorious Hector held an assembly of the Trojans, taking them away from the ships to
gather beside the swirling river, in a clear space, where room could be seen free of corpses.

VIII, 489-914

It is very clear that, for the warriors, the physical presence of death is unavoidable.

1 See e.g. Friedrich (2003).
2 See also XX, 499.
3 See also XVI, 72; XXI, 220; XXI, 302; XXI, 218-20; XXI, 325 and veKQog XXI, 235.
4 See also X, 199 and vticpog X, 193. For the plain being covered with dead bodies, see vcicpog XXI, 343; 318 and

veKug X, 349; XV, 118; XVI, 661.
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Another major characteristic of the dead bodies in the poem, is that they have to be fought

over. Friends want to take them back to Troy or to the Achaean ships in order to cremate

them.5 Even the corpses of anonymous or unrecognisable fellow warriors obtain burial, as is

shown in the truce of Book VII.6

Those examples show that the living have a duty to the dead, the yiqac, Gavovxcov,

which in the poems is described as washing the dead (xxiv 190), closing their eyes (xxiv,

296), mourning them (XIII, 9; xxiv, 296) and finally burying them (XVI, 457; 675). Vermeule

talks about the responsibility of women in the burial and mourning rituals: "the dead are

helpless and need comfort or mothering like infants, from mother or wife, to close the eyes,

straighten the limbs, fix the jaw shut".7

The fullest account of a funeral that is shown in the poem is of course of that of Patroclus in

XXIII. Its unusual acpectc (in particular the human sacrifices) have been much commented

on, and some of the main conclusions follow Rohde in saying that it depicts an archaic and

outdated practice even for the time, linked to a cult of the souls and the belief that the souls

of the dead can be harmful for the living unless they are appeased. Achilles therefore

sacrifices the young Trojans, the horses and the dogs to appease the soul of Patroclus.8

Tsgarakis links this idea to the fear of the "living corpse" which needs placating.9 But it has

to be said there is no such thing as a "living corpse" in Homer, and as Tsagarakis points out,

"the portrayal [of the recurrent motif of mourning] indicates no fear and anxiety

5 Soq also V, 573 and V, 297 8 and vcicug XVI, 321. For the gods protecting the dead body ceo XXIII, 190; XXIV,
35; XXIV, 108; XXIV, 423.

6 VII, 331-5. See also VII, 376; 395; 408; 428; 431 and veku? VII, 418; 420.
7 Vermeule (1979), 14. See Agamemnon's complaint that Clytemnestra did not even close his eyes (xi, 425). More

will be said on women's ritual lamentation in the next chapter.
8 See Rohde (1925), 3-43 and in particular 12-17.
9 Tsagarakis (1980), 235.
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whatsoever"10 and Patroclus for example when he comes to see Achilles after his death is not

frightening or threatening at all.11 Tsagarakis adds that "the maltreatment and mutilation of

the opponent's body [...] demonstrate that warriors at least are not afraid of the dead".12 No

attitude of this kind is perceived elsewhere in the poem.13 To Annie Schnapp-Gourbeillon,

Patroclus' funeral consists in the perversion of existing rituals: the oxen and sheep are

prepared as for a sacrificial meal, but the fat normally offered to the gods is here used to

cover Patroclus' body and the jars of honey and oil, normally used as offerings and libations

are turned away from their function and burnt. The funeral show excess and disproportion

which are condemned by the poet (for example in the expression Kaica be <})Q£CTl ppbeTO

epya, XXIII, 17614), but they are not an isolated phenomenon in Achilles' behaviour. She

thinks that it is not only this particular practice that Homer condemns, but Achilles' violent

behaviour, in war as in the particular ritual chosen to honour Patroclus.15 Vermeule, on the

other hand, insists that the tradition of burning animals alongside the dead man on the pyre

is "an old Indo-European custom which intended the warriors' life-long companions to be

with him in death, a mark of dignity, leadership and affection".16

In fact, the only way in which mortals might reasonably be afraid of the dead is not

through any supernatural capacities of the dead themselves, but because if they maltreat

their bodies too much (or leave them unburied), there is a point where the bodies become

10 Tsagarakis (1980), 236.
11 Tsagarakis (1980), 237.
12 Tsagarakis (1980), 237.
13 This arguments fails in that it is possible to imagine that ghosts can be unhappy and resentful no matter how

nice the living person was.
14 Achilles had planned to sacrifice young Trojans over his friends' pyre since Book XVIII: 336-7. He mentions it

again at XXI, 26-33.
15 Schnapp-Gourbeillon (1998), 81-3.
16 Vermeule (1979), 59. This tradition is nevertheless changed in the case of Patroclus, since there is no mention

that the young Trojans and the animals accompany Patroclus to Hades.
Cp. the Lefkandi site, where horses appear to have been sacrificed and were included in a grave: see e.g.
Antonaccio (2002), Calligas (1988), Morris (1987), Popham, M.R., Sackett, L.H. and Themelis, P.G. (1980).
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pqvtpa, cause of divine wrath, as is the case with Hector in the Iliadu and Elpenor in the

Odyssey.18

Another form of contention over a corpse is the theft or attempted theft of the body. Two

major episodes in the poem are the fighting over the bodies of Sarpedon19 and Patroclus.20

Warriors can actually try to steal a corpse (XVIII, 539-40)21 or they can also most commonly

despoil it.22

The main threat to dead bodies is that they will be humiliated and dehumanised

through mutilation23. Vermeule remarks that the body's condition will affect the condition of

the soul: "the magical function of the mutilation of the body [...] apparently ensure that a

revenant ghost will be equally helpless", as "wounds in the flesh mean wounds in the shade

below (xi, 38)".?4 But more interestingly, according to Vernant, the mutilation of a dead body

is meant to make them unrecognisable and to take away the 'immortal glory' from them.25

We can add that if a body is disfigured to the point of being unrecognisable, he will not have

a burial place reminding future generations of his deeds and of the glory he earned. It is the

17 XXTV, 3iff.
18 xi, 5lff.
19 see v£kqo<; XVI, 545; 629; 641; 644 and vekui; XVI, 526; 565; 577.
20 See vekqo? Vn, 113; 1 104; 108; 235; 275; 300; 357; 362; 412; 509; 581; 589; 635; 713; 718; 722; 734; XVIII, 158; 164

and veicu? VII, 121; 240; 277; 394; 692; 724; 735; 746; XVIII, 20; 152; 173; 180.
21 A reason for wanting to steal an enemy's body could be bargaining; in XVII, Glaucus argues tliat I lector should

try harder to steal Patroclus' body, so that he can use it in exchange for Sarpedon's armour (XVII, 140-168).
22 See also IV, 467-9; IV, 493; V, 620; Xffl, 194; XVII, 317; XVIH, 540 and veicug IV, 492; X, 343 = 387XIH, 509.
23 According to Vermeule, the threat of leaving a body to be eaten by dogs and birds is linked, to an old, positive

idea of "constructive recycling of human flesh by the animal world", which has been "overlaid by a convention
of fear and outrage". Vermeulc (1979) 48. Redficld, in his article on the Iliad's proem, talks about 1.5 of the poem,
where, following Zenodotus (contra Arisarchus) he reads bourn, feast, rather than rtden . To him, this use of
bouta ("the institution wherein society pre-eminently becomes peaceful") for the "carrion meal of the bca3ts" is
thus "a strong and (as the critics complained) rather repulsive metaphor. [...] The complex phrase suggests the
analogies: warriors:victimsi:dogs:prcy and bird3:carrion::men:mcat."Hc also comments that "the perfection of
victory would be actually to consume the vanquished (Iliad 3.23-8, 13.198-202, 18.161-4, 22.261-5, 24.212-13).
P.edfield (2001), 468 9. But as Vermeulc points out, "[Achilles'] cannibal impulses and his animal language stay
in the realm of rhetoric, like almost all "ugly actions" in the Iliad". Vermeule (1979), 94.

24 Vermeule (1979), 49.
25 Vernant (2001), 32.
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same thing when a body is denied proper burial. That is why mutilation in the poem (or

threats of mutilation, as actual mutilation remains very rare) often takes the form of

beheading (Hippolochus at XI, 143-7, Dolon at X, 454-7 and Hector's threat to behead

Patroclus' body XVII, 127), disfigurement (Achilles with Hector), and leaving the body 'to

the dogs and birds' (a recurrent threat in the poem).26

Charles Segal27 insists that the theme of the mutilation of a corpse is part of a developmental

progression and creates a 'vast architectural construction'. The warnings concerning corpse

mutilation are fulfilled sporadically in the first two-thirds of the poem (for example the

beheadings in the Doloneia and in Agamemnon's Aristcia mentioned above), and gain

greater importance in the last books of the poem, with the mistreatment of Hector's body.

Segal insists that contrarily to what the 'primitivist' view of Homer says (i.e. the focusing on

the 'savagery' of the heroes, and the idea that we interpose our 'Christian ethic' when we

express revulsion, horror or compassion over details like mutilation), the poet is a 'voice of

civilisation'. To him, Homer "need not openly censures his heroes for their more extreme

acts of cruelty in order to indicate that barbarity is taking place and that something valuable

in human life is being outraged. A poet who could create a Hector, an Andromache, a Priam,

does not simply share his heroes' exultation in bloodthirsty deeds."28. He in particular

emphasises the etymological link between deudCeiv (the verb used for the mistreatment of

the corpses) and d£ucf|<; ('unbecoming', 'unseemly', 'disgraceful' 'ignominious'), which in

itself, according to him shows that it is wrong to mutilate corpses.29

26 See also section on the beautiful death below.
27 Segal (1971) 1-8.
28 Segal (1971), 10-11.
29 Jocelyne Peigney argues that "cur la base *weik est aucci forme le nom clicdiv , Timage', et tout lc groupc disant

la resemblance, nous avons suppose un duidtcj significant 'priver de la resemblance avec soi', 'dctruirc l'imagc
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Another aspect of the corpse is that it is what remains on earth of the individual after his

soul has left for Hades. Because the words vekqoi; and veku<; can be used of the dead in

Hades, Clarke got the strange notion that the corpse is actually what goes down into Hades:

"the inhabitants of Hades are seen in two ways: on the one hand they are corpses, and the

other hand they are wraiths, phantoms, images".30 But he seems to have mistaken vekqo:;

and vcKug for oxopa: atopa refers exclusively to the physical corpse that is burnt or rots

away,31 while vekqo<; and vekuc; are used in a more general way of the 'dead person'. They

do most of the time refer to the corpse, but they can refer to something else. As Douglas

Cairns pointed out in his review of Clarke's book: "to say that vekug/vEKQOt; covers both

corpse and survivor is not the same as to say that, qua vekuc;/v£kq6c, the survivor is the

corpse".32

What will happen to their body seeme to concern the Homeric characters deeply:33 Hector in

particular seems almost obsessed with the idea of giving back his enemy's body to his

friends, and having his own body given back for burial (which fits into Segal's conception of

an 'architectural construction' of the theme of the mutilation of the body): a crescendo can be

d'un corps'." Wounds aim to suppress the features of the hero with blood and dust, and deuccALOi; in the
Odyssey (IV. 244) est applique aux coups que se porte Ulysse pour se rendre 'insoupconnahle' a Troie en effarant
provisotrement non son aspect physique mais son image sociale, le signe construit - son corps - qui traduit en
lui un guerrier. T..a trace laissee n'est pas infamante, elle est efficace dans une civilisation qui voit chacun comme
un spectacle". So iAclkl£a) originally refers to a "mutilation cslhctique", though she accepts that "le characters
sinistre du geste et la honte qu'il provoque dictent toutes sortes d'equivalence". Peigney (1987), XV.

30 See Tsagarakis (1980) on the link between the living corpse and the need for cremation, 235.
31 The word is used 5 times: twice of a carcase eaten by a lion (IK, 23; XVIII, 161), twice of Hector wanting his body

given back for burial (VII, 79; XXII, 342) and once of the bodies sacrificed over Patroclus and heaped over him
(XXni, 169).

32 Cairns (2003), 60. He also compares the Greek to the French 'le mort', which also is a lexical unity and refers to
both the corpse and the dead person. He also mentions the fact that the crdipa is explicitly said not to make the
journey to Hades.

33 Vcrmculc (1979) points out that "the psyche is far less interesting to the poet than the mutilated body which he
can control, or threaten with scavengers, or save for burial. 97.
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observed in those three passages: in the first passage, Hector makes a purely personal

resolution to give the enemy's body back to his family, and hopes that he will be treated the

same. In the second passage, he makes a direct promise to his enemy and demands a similar

oath. In the final passage, he is dying and begs his enemy to spare his body. Throughout the

poem, it is clear that Hector grows more and more personal and more and more anxious

about the fate of his dead body, as can be seen in the following examples:

el pev kev epe k£tvog e'Ap xavar|K£l xuAkw,
TEuxea cruAfjcrac; <j>epexa> KoiAag Era vrjag,
aropa be oucab' Epov bopevai naAiv, ocjjpa rcupog pe
Tqwec icat Tpcocov aAoxoi AeAdxwcri Gavovxa.
el be k' eyco xov e'Aco, barp be pot evxog AnoAAcvv,
xeuX£a ovAr]oag olcrco Tipoxl TAlov lpf|v,
Kai Kpepoco rtpoxi vr)6v ArcoAAcovog EKaxoio,
xov be vekuv era vrjag eucroeApoug aTzobcboat,
6(j>pa e xapxbaaxji kccqt] Kopocovxeg Axaioi,
of|pa xe oi xebcoCTiv erci TiAaxei 'EAArjanovxcp.

'If he kilb me with the long-pointed-bronze, let him strip my armour and take it to the hollow
ships, but ho must give my body back to my homo, go that the Trojans and tho wives of tho
Trojans can give mc in death my due rite of burning. And if I kill him, and Apollo grants my
prayer, I shall strip his armour and carry it back to sacred Ilios, and hang it in dedication at
tho temple of Apollo the far shooter, but his body I shall return to the well benched ships, so
that the long-haired Achaeans can give him the rites of burial and heap a mound for him by
the broad Hellespont.'

VII, 77-86

on yap iyeb & £K7iayAov deuacb, ai kev Epoi Zeug
bdrp KappovLpv, of]v be r[)uxf]v dcjjeAcopai-
aAA' etceL ap ke oe auArjaw icAuxd xeuxe' AxlAAeu
VEKpov AxaioTcuv baxreo rtdAiv- <ug be av petetv.

'I swear that I will inflict no outrage on you, if Zeus grants me the endurance and I take away
your life: but after I have stripped you of your famous armour, Achilles, I will give your body
back to the Achaeans - and you do the same.'

XXII, 256-9

Tov 6' oAiyobpavecov Tipocrecjyr) KopuGaloAog "Etcxcop-
Aioaop' vrckg rjnjxn? Kalyouvcov acov xe xoKrjcov
prj pe ea naga vt]uctL Kuvag Kaxabaijiai Axauiv,
aAAd au pev xaAKOv xe aALg XQucr°v xe bebeS,o
bebpa xa xoi bcoaouai 7taxf]p Kai rzoxvia pf|xr|p,
acopa be oucab' epov bopevai toAlv, o<j>pa tivqoc, pe
Tpcbeg Kal Tpcucov aAoyoi AeAaxwai Gavovxa.

Then with the strength low in him Hector of the glinting helmet answered: 'I beseech you by
your life and knees and by your parents, do not let the dogs of the Achaean camp eat me by
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the ships, but take the ransom of bronze and gold in plenty that my father and honoured
mother will offer you, and give my body back to my home, so that the Trojans and the wives
of the Trojans can give me in death the due rite of burning.'

XXII, 337-43M (42-3 = VII, 79-80)

B-THE 'BEAUTIFUL' DEATH

Vernant, in hie article on the beautiful death, insists on the contract between the death of the

young and beautiful warrior on the battlefield and that of the old: as Priam points out, a

young man killed in battle is always beautiful:

vecp be xe rcdvx' etceolkev
appi tcxapEvat beba'iypEva) 6£,ei xaAiap
KeiaOai- rtavxa be kaaa Bavovxt tiep oxxi cj)avr|p-

In a young man all is decent if he is killed in war and lies there torn by the sharp bronze -
though he is dead all that is revealed of him is beautiful.

XXII, 71-3

But the same violent death, "subie par le vieillard, le ravale en de^a de l'homme, fait

de son deces une horrible monstruosite".35 According to Vernant, there is a strong link

between the 'beautiful death' and a short life (as Priam pointed out).36 The warrior who dies

young escapes death. Or at least escapes an ordinary death, in that "[il] ignorera sur son

corps les fletrissures, le ramollissement que Page apporte a toutes les creatures mortelles".37

The real reason for the heroic exploit, and of the heroic death, according to Vernant, is

metaphysical. It comes from a desire to escape old age and death: "on depasse la mort en

l'accueillant au lieu de la subir".38 Here, Vernant goes further than what Priam says: Priam

34 Note that here, the word crwpa is used, and not veKQog or vtveug.
35 Vernant (1989), 65.
36 Vernant (2001), 13.
37 Vernant (2001), 16-7.
38 Vernant (1989), 52.
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only talks of the horror for an old man of a violent death, when we can say that old age itself

is a thing of horror.39

Indeed, the desire to escape old age is more easily understandable, and is copiously

illustrated in the poem: the words yfjQac an<^ YhphcrKco are always used in a negative

context. The words are linked with the incapacity to fight (symbolised by the passing on of

one's armour for example).40 Old men are also described as being unable to fight and

as being only capable of sitting on a bench talking.41 The fact that Nestor still

commands troops is seen for example as his resisting old age.42 Old age weakens their

bodies43 and it makes them dependent on their children.44

yppat; is often used with an epithet such as Auypog ('wretched, pitiable, ruinous'),45

XoA£7i6<; ('bad, dangerous, grievous'),46 or CTTuyepog ('hated, hateful'),47 which shows how

negatively it is perceived.48 Apart from old age, Auypog is used of death,49 of suffering,50

hatred,51 murder,52 battle,53 news of someone's death,54 and orders pertaining to someone's

39 The important human wish is of course to be dyqQao? as well as aOavaxoq.
40 VII, 148-9. See also XVII, 197. Old men also cannot compete in games: XXIII, 623.
41 III, 146-52. This example is the most positive, as the old men arc praised for their wisdom. Old men arc also said

to stay behind and guard the walls with the women and children in a siege, on the shield of Achilles: XVIII, 515.
42 X, 76-9. He is also said to be less competent now that he yields to age: XXIII, 644, and at one point, he even has

to be rescued by Diomedes: Vffl, 99 ff.
43 See IV, 315-6; VIII, 103 and XVIII, 434.
44

XXTV, 538-42.
45 V, 152-4; X, 79; XVIII, 434; XXIII, 644.
46 Vffl, 102-3.

47 XIX, 334-7
48 There is a discussion on whether opotiov at IV 315 is one of those negative adjectives: many translators consider

that it means 'common to all' or as Hammond puts it, 'the leveller', but Murray says that it is to be
distinguished from opoloi; , and that 'the traditional rendering, "common to all," is not particularly apt as
applied to yf|pag, and is quite inappropriate in connexion with TioAspo? etc. The word occurs in Homer only as
an epithet of war, strifo, old age, and death. It seems best to follow the ancient glossographcro, and understand
the word as an equivalent of KXtKOi;, although we need not go so far as to read oAotibq, with Nauck'. Leaf (1900-
2) agrees with Murray and adds that the adjective should be separated in lexicons from opoioq . Nevertheless, it
can be argued that both old age and war are grievous to all, and in that sense are 'levellers'.

49 II, 873; VI, 16; X, 174; XX, 289; 296; XXIV, 531.
50 V, 156; Xm, 346; XV, 393; XVIII, 430; XXTV, 735; 742.
51 ID, 416.
52 XXIII, 86.
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death.55 xoAetiog is mostly used of harsh words,56 but also of suffering,57 chains,58 Zeus'

thunderbolt,59 a blast of wind60 and the gods.61 CTTuyepoc;, which comes from the Stu/c is used

of war/Ares,62 of the darkness of death,63 disease,64 suffering,65 a funeral feast,66 Patroclus'

fate,67 and of some specific characters of the poem.68

Those two words yfjQa? and ypQacncco) are not once connected for example with the

idea of respect due to elders and experience. The usages are unanimously very negative. It

therefore does not come as a surprise that the warriors should tend to glorify a kind of death

that allows them to avoid such an undesirable and humiliating part of life, and it is right to

point out that the warriors' desire to die gloriously on the battlefield is not only due' to their

desire for fame and glory, but also to their desire not to face old age.

It seems clear that what will happen to their body is of much greater concern to the warriors

than what happens to their i^uxp: they are very concerned about their body being mutilated

and left to the birds and dogs (Hector seems to be positively obsessed with that idea). They

also wish to leave behind a good-looking young corpse rather than an old withered one. In

the proem, it is said that the soul leaves for Hades and what is left behind is called auxoi,

53 XXIV, 739.
54 XVII, 642; 686; XVIII, 18; XIX, 337.
55 VI, 168.
56 I, 546; H, 245; 378; m, 438; XVII, 141; XXIII, 489; 492.
57 V, 384.
58 V, 391.
59 XIV, 417.
60 XXI, 335.
61 XX, 131; XXI, 482 (Hera).
62 II, 385; IV, 240; VI, 330; XVIH, 209; XIX, 230.
63 V, 47; XIII, 672; XVI, 607.
64 Xffl, 670.
65 XXII, 483.
66 XXIII, 48.
67 XXIH, 79.
68 in, 404 (Helen); VIII, 368 (Hades); XIV, 158 (Zeus).
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'the warriors themselves'. On the other hand, they do not talk much about the after-life, their

own or anybody else's. Curiously, their concern is not what survives of them after their

death (the i|>uxr)) but both what does not survive (the body) and what survives for others (their

glory).69

However, it is true, as we have seen, that a wounded or mutilated corpse led to a wounded or mutilated 4>uxi)
(or v£KQo<;, or vki*;) in Hades. Furthermore, this is also complicated by the fact that the tja>xod in Hades are
credited with a degree or physicality (as we will see in the next section). Concern for the body is therefore also,
in a roundabout way, concern for the ifrnxf]. But that is not what is explicitly mentioned by the warriors.
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Hi - THE MEANING OF DEATH

A - THE ATTITUDE TOWARDS THE AFTER-LIFE

1 - Hades

Hades is the place people go when they die. It is an underground place, apparently situated

very close to the surface, since an earthquake would be enough to expose it (XX, 59-65). It

contains "great rivers and dead streams" (xi, 157): the Styx (the river of hate) is mentioned as

the 'dead river of oaths' (II, 755).1 It is also described by Athena as 'sheer falling' (VII, 369).

The Lethe does not seem to exist but the Acheron (the river of misery, x, 513), the Cocytus

(the river of wailing, x, 514) and the Pyriphlegethon2 (the flaming river, x, 513) do. Hades is

described in greatest detail by Circe before Odysseus goes there: x, 504-15.3 Erebus is

mentioned many times,4 but as it is used as an apparently exact synonym of Hades (as the

place where the shades are), it is difficult to tell if it is actually a part of Hades or only

another word for it. Tartarus is a place situated below Hades, where the gods can be sent to,

and which is used as a threat by Zeus.5 It is probable that Hades, as a god, can also be sent to

1 Several oaths are made by the gods on the Styx: XTV, 271; XV, 37; v, 185.
2 C.J. Mackie mentions how in the scene between the river Scamander and Achilles, the river gains the

characterics of all four of the rivers in Hades (hate, wailing, misery, fire), and in particular of the
Pyriphlegethon, as it blazes with fire (tiuql (jjAcycto , XXI, 365), showing how the return of Achilles makes the
battlefield a kind of 'hell on earth', a place of otherworldly suffering". C.J. Mackie (1999), 487 and 494-5.

3 Some have even argued that "such a well defined topography appearc to conflict with the otherwise vague
descriptions of Hades in Homor" (C.J. Mackie (1999), 486), which makes them question the authenticity of the
passage especially considering that Hesiod only scorns to know the Styx. See for example Merry and RiddclTs
1886 edition of the Odyssey, and Vermeule (1979), 211 n.6.

4 See Vffl, 368; IX, 572; XIV, 327; x, 528; xi, 37; xi, 564; xii, 81; xx, 356.
5 VIII, 10-16.
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Tartarus. That would mean that Tartarus is not a part of Hades (the place), and that Hades

(the god) does not rule it.

Hades is of course not a place where mortals can look forward to going: it is such a

horrible place that Hades himself does not want it to be revealed to either gods or men.6

A particularly striking aspect of Hades is that the characters do not talk about it much: there

is no description by the warriors of what Hades is like, neither is there any theoretical

consistency in their general conception of the after-life:7 the only thing the characters seem to

know for certain is that when people die, they go to Hades. Precise information about the

underworld is almost inexistent.8

One of the main characteristics of Hades is that it is dark: it is therefore probable that

Hades (the god) does not want light to come into the underworld. Vermeule comments on

the apparent contradiction between a dark Hades and a description of it: surely, if it was

dark, no-one would be able to see or describe anything. Her interpretation is that Hades

needs to be light for poetic reasons: "one would know it was dark but render the needed

light".9 Nevertheless, this darkness goes quite well with the lack of precise description in the

poems: Anticleia calls it a '"murky darkness": Cb4)0V pcQoevxa (xi, 57). It is also mouldy:

evQcbevxa (XX, 65;x, 512; xiii, 322; xxiv, 10)10. It makes sense that, if the land of the dead is

pure darkness, as it seems to be, the only description we have of it refers to senses others

than sight (the notion of it being mouldy can refer to both the sense of smell and of touch).

6 XX, 59-65
7 For the inconsistencies in the Homeric conception of the after-life, see in particular Sourvinou-Inwood (1995).
8 Cp. Hesiod's Theogony 722-813: the description is much longer and more precise than in Homer, but some

similar expressions occur (the 'murkiness' etc.). Cp. in particular Virgil's Aeneid VI268-901, where the poet gives
an extraordinarily detailed description of Hades.

9 Vermeule (1979), 29.
10 The word is only used of the Underworld.
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The question of the light only poses itself in scenes glimpsed in Hades, such as the

punishment of the 'sinners'. Actual communication with the dead takes place outwith Hades.

Other descriptions (all in the Nekuia in Odyssey xi) are much more abstract: it is according to

Tiresias a "region where there is no joy" (xi, 94) and to Anticleia "hard for the dead" (156).

A very important factor in the way Homeric people think about death, and in particular

their own death, is the fact that they will find after their death no reward for what they did

when they were alive and no consolation or compensation for their suffering, but also, apart

from some exceptional mythological cases (such as Tityos xi, 576-81, Tantalus xi, 58292 and

Sisyphus xi, 593-600) no punishment. According to Griffin, "the poet insists on presenting

death in its full significance as the end, unsoftened by any posthumous consolation or

reward (...); and showing that even heroes fear and hate it".11 Vernant stresses the horror

that awaits the heroes after their death: "dans ce systeme de la mort hero'fque, il y a en meme

temps une idee que la mort est un seuil infranchissable derriere lequel il y a un monde qui

est un monde d'horreur, d'anonymat, de magma ou chacun se perd".12 Sourvinou-Inwood

also insists on the collective destiny of the shades: there is no differentiation, no reward or

punishment depending on the conduct that dead person had in life.13

Even on the human plane, nothing much is achieved by death. As Bowra puts it, there is no

such thing as a "glamour of defeat". Bowra clearly states that there is not in the Iliad the

savage exultation in glorious death that can be found in most epics (he mentions in

particular Beowulf, the Song ofRoland, the Fight at Maldon, the Edda poems, the Lokasenna, and

11 Griffin (1980), 94.
12 Vernant (2001), 33.
13 Sourvinou-Inwood (1995), 66-7. She also points out that the germs of a development towards an individualised

after-lifo can bo found in Homer. She mentions in particular the hierarchical differentiation of Achilles and
Minos as 'rulers' among the shades is part of the erosion of the collective destiny of the shades.
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the Song of William). Indeed, Homer makes defeat more tragic than glorious, and each death,

Hector's in particular, seems an irreparable loss. The pitiful side of death seems to interest

Homer far more than the heroic side. Certainly, Hector dies a magnificent death, but "the

glorious death which Hector finally achieves is no comfort to his defenceless family and

friends",14 on whom the poem ends (at Hector's funeral). Homer shows no feeling that glory

triumphs over death: "His heroes die as heroes should, but their death is an irreparable and

uncompensated disaster", but he shows an acute sense of the tragedy of death: "death is a

thing of horror"15. That is why the god Hades is said to be the most hated of the gods.16

2 - the diminished life of the shades

As early as the Iliad's proem, we are given an idea of the respective status of 'body' and

'soul':

Mpviv aeibe 0ea FIr|Ar]ia&£a) AxiAf|0<;
ouAopevpv, f| pupl' Axaioig aAyc' £0r)k£,
TcoAAag 6' LcjjOipoug tjntxhg AL&I rcQo'iaipEV
f)Qd)cov, auxoug be eAmqux teuxe kuvectctiv
olwvolctl t£ TCCXOl

Sing, goddess, of the anger of Achilles, son of Peleus, the accursed anger which brought
uncounted anguish on the Achaeans and hurled down to Hades many mighty souls of heroes,
and made themselves the prey to dogs and the birds' feasting.

1,1-5

It is clearly stated that the souls leave for Hades while the men themselves (avTobc.) remain on

the ground. James Redfield, in his article on the Iliad's proem, argues that the use of t|mxp in

such an expression is non-standard: the traditional expression would be kjiGlpoug K£cj>aAag

14 Griffin (1980), 98.
15 Bowra (1930), 236.
16 IX, 158-9 According to the Lexikon, the word cxic; originally described a place, aibo<; appeared later Q3 the god

of the underworld. In the poem, out of 32 occurrences of the word, it refers only 7 times to the god as opposed
to the place. Hades as a god is also described as possessing a cap of invisibility (V, 844-5). He is the brother of
Zeus of Poseidon, and when the world was divided into three parts, he received the underworld to rule over
(XV, 187-93). He is described as the "ruling over the dead" £v£QOimv dvaacrcov (XV 188) and as the "lord of the
dead" dva£, eveqwv (XX, 61). That is the only information we are given about the god Hades.
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(potent heads), as is used at XI, 55. Because of the use of auxoug 1.4, it could have looked like

Homer said that a part of the body (the head) went to Hades while the rest of the body

remained on the battlefield (not, not because ho particularly wanted i|>ux«Q but because he

wanted an acceptable substitute for K£c{)aAag".17 He adds that "this notion [of the soul going

to Hades while the person remains on earth] is peculiar to the proem. Usually the dead a

very nice visual image). Redfield says: "the poet therefore inserted thuyac person goes to

Hades and leaves his body behind".18 He goes on to say that "with some perturbation of

normal usage the poet here focuses our attention on the fate of the dead bodies",19 a focus

which according to him "looks forward to the last third of the epic".20 Onians, however,

argues that there is a strong and consistent link between i[a>xp and KrcJiaAq: he says for

example that "the head ic also important in a different way, is in fact identified with the

person and equated with that soul or principle of life which the r|>uxp appears to be".21

Several things can lead us to think that people are before all their body and that the soul is

not what matters. When you are a shade, you are obviously very limited, and you cease to

count, at least for the living. This, however, might be too dualistic an understanding

anyway.

The state in which human beings survive after death ic not something the mortals

seem to give much thought to: Achilles for example is quite surprised when he meets

17 Redfield (2001), 466. This would also explain why the tjmxcu are described as being ixjjBipiog when they lose so
much of the man' faculties (it could also be a hypallage, the adjective refering to the actual warriors, who were
powerful before they were killed).

18 Redfield (2001), 466.
19 Redfield (2001), 466-7.
20 Redfield (2001), 467.
21 Onians (1951). 96 He goes on to say that this belief that the head contained the r)'vxf| might explain the practice

of beheading enemies. For a complete discussion of the idea of the iJjux1) being equated to the head, or being
located in the head, see Onians 95-122. On an alternative explanation for the beheadings, see above.
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Patroclus' shade and finally understands that his friend dead is not the same as his friend

living:

"Qq aga cp<x>vf|(jag cbge^ato XEQci cjxApcuv
ou6' eAa|3e- i[>uxf] be Kara x©ov6<; rpxe Kanvoc,
cjjXeTO xcxpiyuux* xacjxuv 6' avopoucrev AxiAAeug
X£Qol te CTUp7iAaxayr|cr£v, enog b' oAocfwbvov eeirtev
ci> tcotiol f| pa xtg ecrxi Kai elv Aibao bopoicu
i(juxn KttL eibcoAov, axap cf>pev£<; ouk evi na\x7iav-
Tiavvvxir] yap poi naxQ0KAf]0<; SeiAolo
i^uxf) £cf)£axf|K£Lyo6a)CTa x£ (ruQO|j.£vr) te,
Kai |xol £Kacrx' £7x£x£AA£v, elkxo be GeokeAov auxco.

So speaking Achilles reached out with his arms, but could grasp nothing. The ghost vanished
away under the earth like smoke, squeaking. Achilles sprang up in amazement, and clapped
his hands together, and spoke sadly to the Myrmidons: 'Ah, so there does remain something
of a man even in the house of Hades, a ghost and a semblance of him, but without real being
at all. All night long the ghost of poor Patroclus has stood over me weeping and lamenting,
and has told me all that I must do - it looked wonderfully like the true man.'

XXIII, 99-10722

Achilles does not seem to have given much consideration to what happens to people after

their death. At the same time, the idea of Patroclus speaking to him does not seem very

surprising.23 He must therefore have assumed that people somehow "live on" (and are able

to stay in contact with the living), as is shown by the use of the word r(a/, but he had not

explored the matter in great depth.

In that passage, we see that shades look like the living human beings, but are as

insubstantial as smoke. There have been discussions on the exact meaning of cj5Q£V£q in the

passage (axap (pgevec, ouk evi 7idpnav-, 104): after all, Patroclus appears to be perfectly

rational in the passage, rather than 'witless'. Commentators seem to agree with Leaf that "

4>q£VE(; from the context must mean something like bodily life"24. He goes on to say that "this

sense may easily have arisen in the word which is the most material and corporeal

expression of mental power". Clarke, who is a firm believer in the purely physical nature of

22 See abo a similar scene in the Odyssey when Odysseus tries to embrace the shade of his mother Anticloia; xi,
210-4.

23 His response is simply to interrogate the ghost, with no apparent surprise: XXIII, 93-5.
24 See also Richardson (1993) for example.
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the 'psychological organs' cannot but agree, and goes as far as saying: "what [Achilles] has

realized is not that the ghost has no mind or wits - what it said was very lucid - but that

there was no physical substance25 in the breast when he flung his arms around it"26.

There also have been disputes over the exact capacities of the shades, as there seems to be

some inconsistencies, in the Nekuia in particular. Sourvinou-Inwood insists that two

contradictory traditions are present in the Nekuia, in particular relating to the necessity (or

lack of) for the shades to drink blood before they can regain their senses.27 Some shades seem

to need the blood (such as Achilles), but others do not seem to: Ajax, for example, refuses to

talk to Odysseus, apparently still resenting his being chosen over him as the recipient of the

arms of Achilles, without drinking any blood, which shows that some shades are "reactive

before drinking blood".28 That, to Sourvinou-Inwood, is a proof that another, more modern

tradition starts to appear in the poem. She says that Odyssey xi "attributed to the senseless

ghosts of tradition behaviour pattern that belonged with the more lively shades of their own

belief system",29 who did not need blood to be responsive or recognise people. To her the

"witless shades were inherited in the epic material while in Homer's society shades were

believed to have at least some faculties comparable to those of the living".30 However, this is

an unnecessarily complicated explanation, as we shall see.

Emily Vermeule points out that in Hades, "sin" is punished in an "oddly physical

manner". She says that there must have been a "feeling that the body was, in fact, existence;

25 Which is not the same thing as "bodily life".
26 Clarke (1999), 74.
27 Vermeule links that to the fact that "the dead in many cultureo arc rumoured to be thirsty". She

adds that "our communication with them is more commonly by toast and libation than by food". She
also relates it to the expression "the thirsty ones", di-pi-si-ju-i, found on Pylos linear B texts.

28 Sourvinou-Inwood (1995) 81.
29 Sourvinou-Inwood (1995) 79.
30 Sourvinou-Inwood (1995) 82.
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that if existence continued it would to some degree be bodily".31 Laurence Kahn thinks that

human beings choose in their beliefs relative to death to respect "ce qui de leur humanite

parait irreductible"32. But what "survives" death is not the most important part of human

beings, and has become pointless. Emily Vermeule differs on that, and chooses poetic

reasons both for some capacities of the shades and for the contradictions in what is said of

those capacities.33 According to her, the reason why the psyche cannot be "shrivelled, feeble

and witless" is because "a poet who has sent his hero to talk with such a crowd would soon

lose his audience". She goes on to say that "Homer injects and liven some souls with blood,

to bridge the gap between the stupid34 [the dead] and the bright [the living] with life-fluid;

but sometimes the step is forgotten, or suppressed to prevent boredom by repetition".35 She

concludes that to talk about "religious inconsistencies" is "to confuse folklore with religion

and above all to be discourteous to the poet".36 This explanation seems far more likely than

Sourvinou-Inwood's theory of the two overlapping traditions.37

There have also been disputes over what shades exactly are. A yuxh/ without the

body does not seem to amount to much, and it can even possibly be said that the ij^uxp/

alone has lost its purpose, as it does not have a body to animate, but as Clarke has pointed

out, the ijmxp plays no role in the mental life of the living human being, and is only

31 Vermeule (1979), 8.
32 Kahn (1982), 134.
33 According to her, the shades should normally be much smaller than normal human beings, but she says that "it

would be poetically awkward for Odysseus, when speaking with the psychai of his dead friends, to go down on
all fours outside the mouth of Hades with a magnifying glass". She concludes that it is not a "religious
ceremony which inflated the size of the psyche to a reasonable size for conversation; it was the poet, who
adjusted the scale of the living and the dead to the requirements of his imagined scene and to the dignity of his
characters". Vermeule (1979), 32.

34 For an explanation of the "stupidity" of the dead, see Vermeule, 23-27.
35 Vermeule (1979), 29.
36 Vermeule (1979), 30.
nn

Even more simply, we could also say that tyvxai are ontological metaphors drawn from the domain of oral
experience.
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mentioned in connection with death (or death-like swoons).38 Nevertheless, this leads him to

believe that the ijiux1! only exists as the cold breath of air that leaves the body and does not

exist in the living person at all, which is very debatable: Cairns39 in particular says that

though it is true that the r^uxf] is only mentioned when someone dies, and has no function in

the living person, it is also reified by the characters "as a valued possession" (p.48) and also

is a "permanent possession" of the living man and the "conditio sine qua non for life and

consciousness."40

3 - 'immortal glory'

Nagy, in his study of the adjective acjrGitoi;,41 explains how icAeog acjrOi/rog refers to the

cultural negation (through song and memory) of a natural process (the vegetal cycle as

mentioned by Glaucus at VI, 145-9): "heroes are destined for immortality in the form of a

cultural institution that is predicated on the natural process of death".42 He concludes that

"this epithet can denote the permanent and cacred order of the Olympians, into which the

hero is incorporated after death through such cultural media as epic in particular and cult in

general".43

38 Clarke (1999), 129ff., esp. 133-6.
39 Cairns (2003) 45-51.
43 Cairns (2003) 50. When talking about the v|wxi), Clarke insists that two unrelated types of rjmxcu ore to be found

in the poems. The first one is what we just mentioned, the last cold breath exhaled by the dying man (which lu
him is not part of the living man, and only exists at the moment of death) and the second one is the ghost of the
dead man in Hades. Clarke argues that the ghost in Hades and the last dying breath are "distinct and
unconnected"c|Hq also points out that "tho deaths of PatrocluG and Hector arc unique precisely because they
bridge that gap"n to him, in other passages in which tho buxn leaves for Hades, there is no link made between
the last breath and the ghoct, as the latter "is not closely identified with the last gasp of the dying man".-] T him
those passages differ fundamentally from others where the tf'uxrj, or last breath, "vanishes into the air" and is
lost.! Again, Douglas Cairns offers a valid criticism of that idea: a consistent contrast is drawn throughout the
poem between the if^X1) that goes to Hades and the body it departs from, which shows that they must at some
point have been united.! Furthermore, because the two arc not constantly 'closely identified' (though they arc in
the two examples he dismisses) does not mean we are to take them as distinct and unrelated phenomena.

41 Nagy (1979), 174-89.
42 Nagy (1979), 184.
43 Nagy (1979), 189.
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The warriors talk a lot about their own and others' glory. It is interesting to see how

that is such an important subject to them, when they do not talk much about what happens

to them after they die (i.e. when all that is left of them on earth is this 'immortal glory'), as

there is nothing they can do about it. This shows very clearly that the warriors give their

consideration almost exclusively to their life as living human beings. It also seems that glory

is to them the only true after-life worth thinking of: they are not very interested in what

happens to their i[>uxq, but they want to win a glory that will live long after they have died.44

In that respect also they are more interested in the world of the living that in that of the

dead. As Griffin points out, "there is no posthumous reward for the brave man in the other

world", and as he goes on to add: "the consolation of glory is a chilly one".45

But it actually goes even further than that: as Jean-Pierre Vernant pointed out very

sensibly, considering that the 'shades' are 'witless' and have no knowledge of what

happens in the world of the living46 and cannot know what is said about them, they do not

know about their own glory: "1c rcnom qu'apporte la mort hero'ique, Achille ne 1'entend pas

lorsqu'il est au royaume des ombres. [...] L'immortalite, le kleos aphthitos que confere la

mort heroique ne passe pas la frontiere de 1'Hades".47 It can therefore be said that even their

main concern for death is actually a concern for life, as the glory of past warriors is

something that remains only on earth only (which might explain why they want immediate

glory and only talk about 'immortal glory' in the two passages mentioned above). Vernant

concludes that the life and death of human beings are ultimately the concern of the living.

44
Cp. Pindar, Olympian VIII, 72-3.

45 Griffin (1980), p.102.
46 Cf. Achilles in the Nekuia, asking how his son is doing.
47 Vemant (2001) 33.
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Vernant, when talking about the importance of 'immortal glory' seems to forget that

what the warriors actually seem to want is immediate glory. It is true that the glory they want

might also be immortal at the same time, but they do not mention that aspect: does it mean

that it is implicit and so obvious to them (and to the audience) that the poet did not feel the

need to mention it all the time (and only does when the contrast mortality/immortality is

particularly important to the plot, as in the case of Achilles' choice), or does it mean on the

contrary that the warriors are not particularly interested in immortal glory, but only in glory

in their lifetime? Murnaghan talks about how the promise of honour after death is a promise

that "goes largely unfulfilled for all but the greatest heroes", as there is "no time for

recovering and honouring the dead, and even when war is suspended, there is no prospect

of distinguishing and memoralizing each individual".48 She also adds that "given the

importance of kleos through song to the characters' lives [...], it is striking how little and how

joylessly it is actually envisioned within the poem".49 She gives the example of Hector,

whose visions of future glory are "tied to a painful vision of Andromache's future".50 She

goes on to say that "the only character to refer explicitly to her future commemoration in

song is Helen, and she does so without pleasure"51 Her conclusion is that "the search of an

adequate match between a hero's investment of energy and acceptance of risk and the honor

that rewards them is always inadequate".52 Of course, only the audience of epic poems

would be aware of exactly what immortal glory the characters end up receiving, and

whether their efforts can be regarded as fairly rewarded or not.

48 Murnaghan (1997), 31.
49 Murnaghan (1997), 31.
50 Murnaghan (1997), 31-2.
51 Murnaghan (1997), 32.
52 Murnagharr (1997), 32.
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B-HEROIC DEATH

1 - A negative portrayal of death

a - Qavaroq, 9vqoxco, rrorijoq and <i)p

All four words appear in similar contexts, but, while they all refer to death, they

appear to carry slightly different emphasis.

The use of Gavaxog in the meaning of death probably results from a euphemism (cf.

Sanskrit a-dhvani-t 'he disappeared, vanished' and dhvdn-ta- 'dark').53 As the Lexikon points

out, it refers both to the 'end of life' and to the 'condition of being dead'. As dictated by the

subject matter of the poem, it mostly refers to sudden or violent death (usually in battle).

Gavaxoq (like some of the other words) is often referred to as 'taking away', 'engulfing',

'enfolding'54 etc. the dying person, who is therefore seen as the passive victim of death,

rather than 'actively' dying. We will look more closely at death as an external force in the

rest of the chapter.

floxpog in Homer, it is linked to an unhappy fate, always referring to or associated

with death.

Kf)Q is very close in meaning to Yxoxpoq, as it refers to the notions of fate, death, and

personal daimon. In Homer, the word is always equivalent to 'death', most often 'violent

death'. It is possible to give Kf]Q the meaning of 'destruction' and link the word to dKqpaxog

(untouched, undamaged), dicqpioq (unharmed), etc. This has been strongly criticised by

53 Chantraine (1968-1980). That is why according to Vermeule the gods, dOavaxoi "are not subject to the
darkening of mortals." 121.

54 See below.
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D.J.N.Lee,55 who says that the original meaning of 'fate' is plausible, but Chantraine does not

accept the derivations that he suggests.56 When in the singular, it is virtually always

synonymous with death, and is often combined with cjiovog or Gavatoc57. In the plural, it is

still connected with death: it refers to manifestations of ills, except that in Homer, those ills

are always death:

puptat, ag ouk ecra cjmyelv |3poxov ou6' urtaAii^at,

Put as it is, whatovor wo do the fatcc of death stand over us in a thousand forms, and no

mortal can run from them or escape them.
XII, 326-758

Justensen gives a very bizarre interpretation of that passage: his conclusion is that

the role of the Krjp is not only 'raping the dead, but regulating the features of the battle,

protecting the soldiers, whose hour has not yet come, supervising that the will of fate is

realised exactly to lire point'. lie therefore translates lines 535-7 as: 'the fateful Ker/Rescued a

newly-wounded, shielded one, /And haled the corpses midst the fray, feet first.'59

The author of the Shield, attributed to Hesiod, uses the same scene, but adds to it:

ai bk pex' auxoug
Kfjpeg icuaveat, Aeuicoug apafhuoat obovxag,
betvamoi |3Aoctuqol te 6acJ>oivoi t' a7iAr)Toi xe
bfjptv exov tteqI tcl7tt6vt(uv- Ttaacu 6' ap' hvxo
alpa peAav Txteetv- ov bk rcpcoxov pepa7xot£v
KEtpEVOV f| 7XL7IXOVXtX VEOUXtXXOV, ap<J>l p£V aVTCp

|3aAA<ov 6pd>g> ovux«g peyaAoug, t^uxf) 6e £Al6oct6e] KaxfjEv
Tapxapov eg KpuocvG'- al bk cf)p£vag eux' apeaavxo
alpaxog av6pop£Ou, xbv pev pircxaaKOv 07x1000),

ai|) 6' opabov kol pcoAov eGuveov aung Louacn.

And behind them the dusky Kppeg, gnashing their white fangs, lowering, grim, bloody, and
unapproachable, struggled for those who were falling, for they all were longing to drink dark
blood. So soon as they caught a man overthrown or falling newly wounded, one of them

55 Lee (1961) 191-207.
56 Chantraine (1968).
57 See also II, 352; II, 858-59; III, 6; 454; V, 22; 652; VII, 254; VIII, 70; XI, 306; 443; XIV, 452; XVI, 47; 687; XVII, 714;

XVffl, 117; XXI, 66; XXII, 210; 365; 82.
58 See also II, 302; 834; IV; 11; VIII, 73; IX, 411; XI, 332; XII, 113; 402; XIII, 283; XV, 287; XXI, 565; XXII, 202.
59 Justensen (1926), 40ff.
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would clasp her great claws about him, and his soul would go down to Hades to chilly
Tartarus. And when they had satisfied their souls with human blood, they would cast that
one behind them, and rush back again into the tumult and the fray, (translation by Hugh G.
Evelyn-White)

Sc. 248-57

It appears that there is a difference between Kqp and 0avaxoq, in particular a gender

difference: Gavaxoq is not a killer, but simply appears when death strikes, and welcome

those who have lost their livcc.6n This aspect of Gdvaxoq is particularly obviouc in the scene

in XVI when dead Sarpedon is taken away to Lycia by Sleep and Death61. On the other hand

Kr|Q is a malevolent force, and an active agent of death.62.

Kahn, when talking about the Sirens, wonders why they are women rather than

men. What she says may apply to the Kqqeq as well: to her, the answer may lie in a

"marginalito cociale [dec fcmmcG] qui prend appui sur une oolide charpcntc mythologiquc

ou, sommo toute, le gcnoc gynaikon rcctc problcmatique dans ca constitution commc dans son

insertion, appesanti qu'il est du trouble initial d'une difference qu'on lui pardonne

difficilement. [...] Elles portent en elles le spectre d'une feminite pure ou s'annuleraient

toutes les valeurs masculines complementaires. Feminite pure, qui, si elle n'est reduite a

1'impuissance, devient probablement aussi monstrueuse que la mort".63 Vernant also

reminds us that in mythology, at the time when there were no women, before the creation of

Pandora, there was for the men no death either, 'la mort et la femme sont apparues de

60 Kahn (1990), 153, Vornant (1989), 131. Vcrmeulc (1979) says that "in some sense there is no agent of death for
the Greeks, because death is not a power - so Hades and Thanatos are notoriously unworshipped." , 37.

61 XVI, 771-5.
62 Vernant (1989), 132, Vermeule (1979), 40-1.
63 Kahn (1990), 140-1.
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concert'.64 The association between reproduction and death obviously rubs off on the

representation of women.

b - the epithets and the uses

In the poem, death is always painted in a very negative light. This can be seen both

in the usages and in the epithets that characterise death.

©avaxoc is used with a quite large variety of epithets, all of which are very

negative: peAag65 (dark, black),66 rroQcjruQeog (purple, or 'spoken of non-transparent

substance with a reddish gleam, yet without distinct notion of colour'67),68 xavqAeyeoc

(containing long-enduring grief, deeply painful),69 kolkoc, (bad),70 buopxeoc (ill-boding),71

AeuyaAeog72 (wretched, shameful, ruinous).73

Kf)q, on the other hand, is only used with piAag74 and once with kcxkoc;75.

rioxpoq is only used once with aeiKqq (disgraceful, ignominious)76.

64 Vernant (1989), 136. Vernant also makes a long comparison between fighting on the battlefield and love-
making: p.137-42. On that last theme, see also Monsacre (1984), 63-77.

65 See Morcux on the parallel between night and death, with the very Ilugolian "la niort est noire, elle est done
line nuit". Moreux (1967), 237. More generally: "[Hornere] rattache [...] le phenomene de la mort a la sphere du
"sombre-terrible"." 239. See also his very good discussion on the uses of geXai; 254-60.

66 II, 834; XI, 332; XVI, 687.
67 Autenrieth (2002). According to Chantraine, the meaning of uopcjwpcoi; is ambiguous, as it may come from

nopcjwpa , the shellfish from which is taken the 'pourpre', hence the meaning of rcopcjjupEoq : 'dyed red'. It may
also come from 7iop(£>upa> , which is used of "la mer qui se gonfle et s'agite" and "du coeur trouble et
bouleverse". Blood can therefore be either red or "bouillonnant", and death can also be rod or "telle le gouffrc
de la mer". But see Moroux on colour adjective meaning 'dark' rather than a specific colour p.251. He says more
specifically: "il n'y a pas de concept abstrait qui serait "le rouge" ou "le noir", il y a seulement une serie
d'emplois plus ou moins comparables ct done chacun pout s'expliquer pour des raisons variables", p.252. On
Ttoppupeoq specifically, see Moreux p.263 ff.

68 V, 83; XVI, 334.
69 VIII, 70: XXII, 210.
70 XVI, 47; XXI, 66; XXII, 300.
71 XVI, 442; XVIII, 464; XXII, 180.
72 Cp with Auypop used of old age (see above).
73 XXI, 281.
74 II, 859; IH, 360; III, 454; IV, 11; V, 22; V, 652; VII, 254X1, 360; XI, 443; XIV, 462; XXI, 66.
75 XH, 113.
76 IV, 396.
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It is clear through those epithets that death is never regarded as something positive.

On many occasions, the words are used simply to state the fact that someone is

dead. This could be regarded as an unloaded factual description, but even in that case, some

of the expressions are relatively negative: the warriors are said to be 'taken away' by death,77

Ted on'78, 'covered, enfolded'79 or 'engulfed'80 by it. Death 'comes upon'81 people and 'comes

over their eyes'.82

All the uses of the words for death carry additional negative connotations, which

may be taken to indicate the poet's and his characters' attitude to death. The negative

implications are as follow. People fool fear and worry at the prospect of death: all four words

are used in contexts where warriors are worried they or one of their friends are going to

die.83 Unsurprisingly, death also provokes grief.84 Very importantly, death is for the warriors

something they are happy to escape or be saved from (death is therefore not something they

welcome).85 Finally, death comes to be accepted and seen as an unavoidable evil.86

This idea is illustrated for example by the scales of Zeus:

ppo<; 6' 'HeAioi; pecrov oupavov apc()if5e|3f)K£L,
Kaixoxe 6f] xpbaeia rtaxpg etitcuve xaAavxa-

77 <f>£Qw: H, 302.
78

aya>: II, 834; XIII, 602.
79 KaAu7iT&j, meaning 'to cover'. It is used of darkness, of grief, and of death: V, 553; XVI, 502 m= XVI, 855.
80 dpcjxKaAuTTTW, meaning 'to wrap around, veil, shelter, enclose, becloud'. It is used of a swoon, of sleep and of

death: V,68: XVI 350.
81

Kixavco : XVII, 478 = 672.
82 koct' octcte tAAape: V, 82-3 = XVI, 334 = XX, 477.
83 See also IV, 155-7; X, 383; XV, 628; XXIV, 152; 181 and 328; 6vr|CFKXo: I, 240-3; Kf|p: XII, 326; XIII, 276-83; noxpo:;:

IV, 170 and VI, 412, XXII, 38-41.
84 See also XVI, 13-6; XVI, 856-7 = XXII, 362-3; XVII, 538; XIX 300; XXII, 52; XXII, 432; XXIII, 9; XXIV, 743.
85 See also I, 60; II, 401; IX, 416; XII, 362; XVII, 464; XVII, 714; XX, 300; XX, 349-50; XX, 449; XXI, 66; XXI, 548; XXII,

180; XXH, 202; 0vr|aKm: IV, 10-2; VII, 52; Kf)Q>: also III, 357-60 (360 = VII, 254); IV, 11; V, 22; XI, 360; XII, 402; XIV,
462; XV, 287; XVII, 714; XXI, 66; XXII, 202; noxpoc VII, 52-3.

86 See also II, 309; III, 101; III, 101-2; XII, 326-8; XV, 495; XV, 496-7; XVI, 442; XIX, 274; XIX, 420; XXI, 103; XXI, 110;
XXI, 565; XXIV, 225; Kr|Q: XII, 113; XVI, 47; 687; XVIII, 114-6; XVIII, 117; XXI, 565; XXII, 365; rtoxpoc: XV, 494-7;
XVIII, 96.
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£V 5' £X10£1 6uO Kf|Q£ XaVT]A£y£0£; GaVCtXOLO
Tpcuarv 0' LTiTiobd^wv Kai Axaiatv xctAKOXixarvcvv,
eAke be pcacTa Aa(3a>v gene 5' alcnpov qpaq Axoadrv.

But when the sun had straddled the centre of the sky, then the Father opened out his golden
scales. In the pans he put two kx|Q>£c; of Gavaxoc; long sorrow, one for the horse-taming
Trojanc and one for the bronze clad Achaeans, and he took the scales in the middle and lifted
them up: and the Achaeans' day of doom sank down.

VIII, 68-7287

2 - Heroic death?

a - heroic death

Renehan gives a definition of tho spirit of the heroic death: "the heroic warrior confronts his

death with a dignity born of bravery, unafraid and defiant to the end. His immediate foe

may defeat him, but over such a one death, the ultimate foe, can have no dominion".88

Speeches by the warriors such as those we will mention later offer according to him "a

coherent attitude towards heroic death that is unambiguous and basically not very different

from that found in other cultures: every man must die, and a brave death in battle is the way

to immortal glory".89 Vernant offers something similar, and links heroic death to the more

general conception of death we saw earlier: "e'est parce que la mort est vecue comme

quelque chose de monstrueux que la mort heroi'que a ete ainsi idealisee comme solution

vertigineuse et incroyable a une condition humaine marquee par la mortalite".90 In other

words, the very fact that death is something monstrous explains the existence of the heroic

ideal as a way of vanquishing death by dying young and gaining immortal glory through

heroic actions.91

87 See also XXII, 210.
88 Renehan (1987), 100.
89 Renehan (1987), 107.
90 Vernant (2001), 28.
91 Cp. Plato's Republic III (386 a 6 to £, 2), where he argues that if soldiers are to be brave, they must not fear death,

as it is impossible to be brave if one is scared. If they are afraid of Hades, they will not prefer death to defeat
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- acceptance rather than defiance

One of the first things that can be noticed is that even among the warriors a precise idea of

"heroic" or "glorious death" hardly ever appears in the poem, as the two examples

mentioned below are the only ones referring to any kind of heroic death. The rest of the

time, death is described as a very negative thing, to be avoided if possible. Though it is true

that things such as fleeing are considered inglorious, the idea of dying gloriously (or

ingloriously) does not seem to be what concerns warriors most when they are about to die. It

may be comforting for the fallen warrior to think about his future glory as he is about to die,

but the truth is that the warriors do not talk about how bravely other people have died. The

glory of dead warriors seems only to reside in victories they achieved before their death. The

way they die is not what seems to matter most: glory is found in the actions of the living

man. Dying on the battlefield is what truly matters, rather than the exact manner of the

death.

The closest we can get in the text to that ideal of a heroic death is an acceptance of

death, and resignation to one's fate. The best example of acceptance we get in the poem is

that of Achilles. It, is after the death of Patroclus, one of the recurrent themes in Achilles'

speeches:

Edv0£ tl pot Gavaxov pavxeueai; ovbe tl ae XQp.
ev vu to ol&a Kai auxoc; o pot popog ev0d6' oAeaGai
voctcJh cjxAou rtaxQOc; Kai ppxepoc- aAAa Kai £unr]s
ou ApE,co 710lv Tpcoag a&pv eAdaui rtoAepoio.

'Xanthoc, why prophesy my death? There is no need. I know well myself that it is my fate to
die here, away from my dear father and mother. But even so I shall not stop, until I have
driven the Trojans to their fill of war.'

XIX, 420-3

and slavery. Because of that, Plato thinks that the Greek need texts that praise Hadcc. He is explicitly critical of
the Homeric view of Hades.
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x£0va0i- KX)Qa 6' cyd: x°x£ bcfopai otctcoxe kev 6f|
Zevc, £0eAt] xeAectcii f]6' a0dvaxoL 0eol aAAoi.

'Die! I shall take my death at whatever time Zeus and the other gods wish to bring it on me'.
XXII, 365-6

Another passage showing the acceptance of death by the warriors is in Book VII, when

Hector prepares himself for his duel with Ajax and is very lucid about the possible outcome:

cl)b£ 6e pu0£opcu, Zevc, 6' app' EmpaQTupoc; eotoj-
eL p£v kev epe kelvoc IAp xavaf]K£'i xaAiay,
xeux£« ax>Af|cra<; <f>ep£xa) KoLAag £7tl vpag,
awpa bk ohcab' fpov bopevai rcdAiv, oc|>Q>a tivqoc; pe
Tqcuec KaiTpcuajv aAoxorAeAdxwai 0avovxa.

'And I say this, and let Zeus be our witness to it. If he kills me with his long-pointed sword,
let him strip my armour and take it to the hollow chipc, but he muct give my body back to my
home, so that the Trojans and the wives of the Trojans can give me my due rite of burning.'

VII, 76-80

Renehan insists that "it is true that Crock notions of fate and divine intervention dictated

that the hero must accept his death at the destined moment, but the emphasis is on noble

resignation rather than defiant resistance"92. Nevertheless, this definition seems to be too

narrow: 'noble resignation' seems to be as good a definition of heroic death as 'defiant

resistance' is. Nevertheless, as we will ceo, neither of those actually occur very often on the

battlefield, and it does not seem to be the poet's understanding of what death actually

means.

b - unheroic death

Vernant, when he talks about heroic death as a 'solution' to mortality,93 seems to remain too

much on the level of the characters' speeches, without attempting to analyse what is offered

by the poet in terms of the 'heroic death'.

92 Renehan (1987), 111.
93 See above.
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Griffin considers that the poet is mostly interested in the sight of his heroes facing

their own death, but there is a difference between the narrative and what the characters say

(even though, as we saw earlier, even the characters do not speak that much about heroic

death). The noble and heroic sentiments described above are only to be found in speeches.94

Indeed, when we look at the death or the warriors on the battlefield, we find that

most deaths are actually very "unheroic". Griffin for example points out that "in many

killings the victim seems rather to wait passively for his death than to be killed fighting":95

- Some warriors beg to be spared:96 Lykaon (XXI, 64-96); Pisander and Hippolochus (XI, 122-

37); Adrestus (VI, 37-54); Dolon (X, 454-7); and Tros (XX, 463-72).

- Some warriors try to run away, for example Hector (XXII, 136-8) and Patroclus (XVI, 816-

7).97

- some warriors are terrified: in the following example, Odysseus finds himself alone on the

battle field because the other Greeks were afraid:

OLd)0r| 6' Obvaevc, 6ouqi kAuxoq, ovbe tic; auxcp
Aqyeicov rtaQ£|a£LV£v, £7T£i 4>o|3oc; eAAa|3£ 7xdvxac;

Now Odysseus, the famous spearman, was left by himself, and none of the Argives stood by
him, as fear had taken hold of them all.

XI, 401-2

- Some warriors die without even trying to fight: Renehan gives the example of Deucalion as

a typically unheroic and pathetic death, in that he is depicted "as placed in the desperate

predicament of seeing that he is about to be killed, all helpless to do anything about it.

Homer is showing us a pathetic death, not a defiant one":

AeuKaAitova 5' £7T£l0', tva xe £,uv£XOIXji xevovxec;

94 see Renehan (1987), 108.
95 Griffin (1980) 94, n.42.
96 It is interesting to notice that Hector's speeches at XXII, 337-43 introduces a shift in the traditional supplication

pattern: instead of begging to have his life spared, he is begging to have his dead body spared.
97 Other characters are seen to flee and manage to save their lives: Odysseus at VIII, 91-8 and Menelaus at VII, 89-

108. Renehan gives the latter occurrence as an example of "truly unheroic conduct" (Renehan 1987, 111).
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ayKcbvog, xfj xov y£ cjatAr]:; bid xciQog etieiqev
ai-XPfi x«dK£Li?T o bk piv g£V£ xctpa paQUvOeig
ngooQ' oqocov Oavaxov- o bk cjtaayavcp auxeva 0£ivag
xrjA' auxrj ra]Ar]KL lcapr] (3aA£- puEAog aux£
acpovftuAlcov £K7iaA0', o 6' kni xQovi kelxo xavuCT0£ig.

Deucalion waited for him with his arm crippled, looking at his death there before him.
Axhilles struck at his neck with his sword, and cent hie head and helmet dropping far away;
the marrow spurted out from his vertebrae, and he lay there stretched flat on the ground.

XX, 478-839S

One thing that is clear in Homer's portrayal of death in the battlefield is that, as Renehan

points out, the heroes very often "show fear, panic, and a most definite desire to go on

living".99 In that, Homer shows his sympathy and compassion for his heroes' fate and for the

human condition in general, linking the feeling of pity to deaths that could have simply

aroused awe in the reader/listener. While Homer's heroes are chiefly concerned by honour

and fame, "Homer is not his heroes [and] broadens his vision so as to embrace the universal

experience of human death".100 He concludes by saying: "heroic death is great and noble to

be sure, but it is not coextensive with the human condition, and that is Homer's real and

proper subject. When he suppresses details one has come to expect in a description of heroic

death, preferring rather to introduce delicate touches of profound pathos, he reveals, here

perhaps more than anywhere , his extraordinary sympathy with our common humanity".101

Renehan's definition of heroic death might be too narrow, as we mentioned earlier. Indeed,

it would seem reasonable to include in it any time a warrior faces up to his fate and accepts

his destruction. Certainly, a warrior who falls raging and fighting to the last is heroic, but a

98 Renehan insists that 481 does not mean that Deucalion is "looking death in the eye" but simply that "that he
sees its approach - more's the pity for him. The phrase is a fine and delicate touch, but it heightens the pathos of
the scene, not its heroic tone", 108.

99 Renehan (1987), 111 He also mentions how in the Odyssey, the great Greek warriors die an unheroic death, of
ten of old age, far from the battlefield: 113.

100 Renehan (1987), 114-5.
101 Renehan (1987), 115.
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more reflective death can be heroic too. It would alco broaden the definition of heroism (in

death at least), as, at least in theory, non warriors too are capable of this. This also supports

Renehan's conclusion that Homer is mostly concerned about common humanity.

c - heroic death - just like any other death?

Sheila Murnaghan points out that "heroic endeavour, however distinguished, is not

efficacious enough to overcome death: a heroic death, however distinguished, is not

ultimately different from any other death".102 Hector's death is a good example of that idea:

although Hector faces death with the desire to die heroically, that still does not make his

death something positive, as his soul goes down to Hades weeping, and Hector himself

describes the death that is to come to him as kcxkoq (XXII, 300) He does not say that dying

heroically will make his death better, only that not doing so will make it okAaoc, inglorious

(ns well as kctkoc ). That would chow that contrarily to what Vcrnant seems to think, dying

heroically does not make death less of a tragedy (which also shows that the warrior's ideal

and the reality expressed by the narrator are two different things - see above). Furthermore,

heroic death is not truly a solution, as all the warriors who panic at the last moment seem to

have realised.

102 Murnaghan (1997), 35.
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Griffin says that Homer is far more interested in death than he is in war, but Vermeule may

be closer to the truth when she says that "it is wrong to regard the Iliad as a poem of death: it

is truer to regard it as a poem of mortality and mortal accidents, and the kinds of behaviour

only mortals need to confront".103 Though there is an obvious fascination with the many

ways someone may die in the Iliad,104 focusing too much on the moment of death itself (and

whether it is heroic or not) may be missing the point a bit: what seems to matter most to

Homer is the tragedy which irremediably underlies all of human existence. Whether mortals

are kings like Priam, supra-human heroes like Achilles, or ordinary people like those

depicted on the shield and in the similes, whatever they achieve, however glorious they may

become, they are all going to die and share the miserable fate of all those who have died

before them, be they remembered or forgotten.

Nevertheless, death isn't entirely uncompensated. Not only does the constant

shadow of death allow for human excellence, but most importantly pity and human

solidarity are consequences of human vulnerability, mortality and suffering.

The next chapter will deal with another obstacle to human happiness, suffering.

i°3 vermeule (1979), 97.
104 For a complete survey and classification of all those ways, see Garland (1981). See also Friedrich (2003).
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MANKIND AND SUFFERING
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I - SUFFERING IN THE ILIAD

The theme of suffering in the Iliad is extremely prevalent in the poem, and has received a

great deal of attention. This particular study of suffering in the Iliad has a strong focus on

gender differences, as it is an aspect which appears particularly striking. A look at female

suffering in particular reveals a lot about the role of women in the poem.1

A - THE PERCEPTION OF SUFFERING

1 - Predominantly male suffering

That suffering is predominantly male (statistics show that 82% of the vocabulary of suffering

apply to men and only 19% to women) is not surprising for a poem on war, taking place

1 Particular attention will bo given to the lexical field of suffering, as one helpful way to look at occurrences of
suffering is to look at whether the words used refer to suffering itself or to the expression of suffering (i.e. tears
and lamentations). The words looked at are:

Buffering itself: ttsvOoc, grief 923 occurrences, novoi;, toil (44 occurrences), rayOne. burden, pain (8
occurrences), 10)601;, care, sorrow (54 occurrences), 7n)pa, woe (17 occurrences), oAocjrudvov, pitiful,
doleful (19 occurrences), dAyot;, pain, grief (59 occurrences), oitrx;, woe (10 occurrences), axo;, grief,
pain (51 occurrences) o&uviy pain (21 occurrences) and obupopai, to grieve, to mourn (16
occurrences).
tears and lamentations: cttovoi;, groaning, wail (15 occurrences), crTsvdxw, to wail, to groan (39
occurrences), yoo;, lamentation (38 occurrences), kcokvco, to shriek, to wail (8 occurrences), bakqv,
tear (62 occurrences), oiparyf|, cry of grief, wail (12 occurrences), and KAaku , to weep (38
occurrences).
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above all on the battlefield.2

However, it has to be said (though it may seem obvious) that suffering is not

regarded as feminine, unmanly or weak in Homer. Monsacre mentions in particular how the

conception of tears as being weak and feminine belonging to the classical period (in book I

and II of Plato's Republic),3 for example does not apply to the world of Homer4: "les heros de

Ylliade [...] sont tres souvent presentes en larmes, en proie au chagrin, a la douleur. [...} Tout

laisse a penser que pour un heros epique, pleurer n'etait pas simplement exprimer un

desarroi momentane mais relevait bien plus d'un comportement "constitutif" de sa nature".5

As Van Wees points out, "the one reason for not crying which is never given is that it is

unmanly. The narrative, in fact, does not suggest that women cry more easily than men. [...]

If anything, the male reaction seems the more emotional."6 However, the simile in Odyssey

viii is very interesting, as the tears of a warrior (Odysseus) are compared to those of a

woman who has lost her husband to war, suggesting that even though male grief is in no

way unmale or reprehensible, and is even predominant in Homer, female suffering could be

considered paradigmatic:

avxag 'Obvaaevc,
xt)kexo, 6aKQ>u 6' ebevev vno pAecjxxQOicn naQEiac;.
(be, be ywf| xAaiqaL cjstAov 7iocav dpcjx7T£croucra,
oc x£ £*tjc 7tqoct0ev ttoaloc aawv x£ tt£ot]ctlv,
aax£L kal tekeectoxv apuvcov vr|A££g qqaQ-
f) g£v xov ©vqcncovxa Kai aa7iaiQovxa Lbouaa
ape})' auxcf) xnp£vq Aiya kwkuei- ol 6e x' 6tiic0£
k07tx0vxec 6ouq£ctctl p£Xacj)q£vov f]&£ Kat ojpoug
e'lqeqov ELaavayoucri, novov x' exepev Kal o'lCuv-
xf)c 6' £A££ivoxdxCjj axdi c])0i.vu0ouaL napeiaL-

2 On the heroes' tears, see Arnould (1990), 51-58.
3 Or for example Rep. Ill 387e-389a.
4 Monsacre (1984), 137-8.
5 Monsacre (1984), 137-8.
6 Van Wees (1998), 14. See also Pope's reaction in his notes on the translation of the Iliad (1715): "It is no Weakness

in Heroes to weep, but the very Effect of Humanity and Proof of a generous Temper." note ad. I, 458. See also
Waern (1985) and Arnould (1990).
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(be; ObvoEvc; eAeeivov vn' ocj)QUCTi bctKQuov elpev.

But the heart of Odysseus was melted and tears wet hie cheeks beneath his eyelids. And a3 a
woman wails and flings herself about her dear husband, who has fallen in front of his city and
his people, seeking toward off from his city and his children the pitiless day; and as she
beholds him dying and gasping for breath, she clings to him and shrieks aloud, while the foe
behind her smite her back and shoulders with their spears, and lead her away to captivity to
bear toil and woe, while with most pitiful grief her cheeks are wasted: even so did Odysseus
let fall pitiful tears from beneath his brows,

viii, 521-31

For the heroes, tears are also often part of the epic sense of morality: "sens de l'honneur et de

1'amitie, de la fidelite envers le compagnon de combat".7 To Monsacre, a hero is a hero as

much by his courage as by his "proximite a la douleur".8 Achilles is a figure great by both

his heroism and his suffering.9 Tears are not unmanly because they are a condition of the

"law of war": "les larmes sont complementaires du kleos; l'un ne va pas sans l'autre".10 Nagy

points out that "the kleos heard by the [epic's] audience may be akhos/penthos for those

involved in the actions that it describes".11 Warriors earn glory though their suffering, and

though war is undoubtedly a great source of glory, it is equally a source of tears, as can be

seen in the epithets given to it.12 More will be said on the link between honour and suffering

(in particular in regard to Achilles) in the next part.

On the other hand, Monsacre mentions how Thersites' tears13 highlight the

difference between "noble tears" and "weak tears", which are laughed at by the other

7 Monsacre (1984), 141. For examples of warriors weeping, in particular for the death of a comrade, see part II on
the consequences of suffering.

8 Monsacre (1984), 141. She also mentions how male gods weep as well: 142.
9 See in particular Nagy (1979) 69-83 on the etymology of the name Achilles, where he points out that there is "a

thematic association between the Achilles figure and the notion of grief." Monsacre points out that another great
hero, Heracles, is also shown in tears (Vin, 364), 141.

10 Monsacre (1984), 142.
11 Nagy (1979), 101.
12 See V, 737; VIII, 388; XVII, 512; III, 165; XXII, 487 and Odyssey 11, 383.
13 Which are also described as OaXepog, it is interesting to note. This could point to the fact that male tears are in

general regarded as fertile (and therefore seen in a positive light). It doesn't have to do with the circumstances
surrounding them.
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warriors (II, 266-70). She does not explain why Thersites tears are not heroic when the tears of

the other warriors are, but we can say that first of all, Thersites weeps for himself and not for

a friend/family member,14 and those are tears of pain and humiliation rather than mourning.

Furthermore, this is not about "noble" pain inflicted on the battlefield, but in the

encampment, by a superior, as a punishment. The content of Odysseus' rebuke is also

particularly humiliating, in particular the allusion to the exposure of Thersites' genitals.15

Another interesting aspect of male suffering is how it can be compared to the most female of

all sufferings: that of giving birth (in that too, female suffering can be regarded as

paradigmatic).

2- Maternity

In book XI of the Iliad, the pain of a wound Agamemnon received on the battlefield is

famously compared to that of a woman in labour:

auxap etieI to pev e'Akoc eteqcteto, rcauaaxo 5' alpa,
o^etai 6' obuvat buvov ptvog AxQEt&ao.
ax; 5' ox' av cbbivoucrav Eyp |3eAoi; o£,u yuvalica
6g>ipU, to x£ 7tqoleiot pOyOOTOKOl EIAeIGuUXL
"Hprjc Guycxteqec, niKQag cbblvag exoucrai,
ax; o^eI' o&uvcu &uvov pfvog AxQEl&ao

But when the wound began to dry and the flow ceased, then sharp pains began to overcome
[Agamemnon's] strength of spirit. As when a woman in labour is taken with the sharp stab of
piercing pain sent by the Eileithyiai, daughters of Hera, who bring the bitter pangs of
childbirth, so sharp pains began to overcome the son of Atreus' strength.

XI, 267-72

The various commentaries written on the Iliad seem astonishingly dismissive of the

14 It could be argued that this is also the case of Diomedes at XXIII, 385, where he weeps with anger and
frustration during the chariot race, but it has to be said that the context is very different: weeping with anger is
not the same as weeping because one has been publicly humiliated. Furthermore, Diomedes was winning a race
at that point.

15 For the exposure of genitals as shameful, see Priam's speech at XXII, 74-6.
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significance of this extraordinary simile. Leaf and Willcock do not mention it at all and

Hainsworth regards it as a pejorative simile, meant to demean the warrior's glory by

comparing it to everyday life experiences: "the great effort of the King of Men ends with hie

being rushed off to his surgeon like a woman to her accouchement - but like a woman

nonetheless". He obscurely adds: "At a deeper level the poet understands the zest for battle

[...] but is so carried away by admiration for it that he cannot equate the self-sought

suffering of the dpiCTTOi [...] with the pains of other's everyday existence".16 This statement is

very difficult to understand, especially considering that the poet does exactly that: he

compares the suffering of an aristos (Agamemnon) with that of others (women in labour). As

for describing childbirth as an "everyday experience", many women would surely disagree.

Postlethwaite agrees in thinking that the simile is pejorative: "the simile contributes to the

characterization of Agamemnon: [...] the significance of the great king, wounded by a

comparative nonentity, being compared to a woman, is marked".17

It is possible to understand how one could see that simile as negative, since

Agamemnon is often thought of as a fairly non-heroic character and being compared to a

woman is an insult in battle.18 Nevertheless, two things come to mind: First of all,

Agamemnon may be a bad leader, but he is undoubtedly a good warrior; only extraordinary

warriors are given an aristeia in the poem (Agamemnon, Diomedes, Patroclus, Achilles).

Furthermore, being compared to a woman on the battlefield is only an insult in the mouth of

the characters. When the narrator uses similes of women, they are always positive, for

example XII, 433-35, where the tenacity of the Achaians is compared to that of a woman

spinning:

16 Hainsworth (1993), 254-5.
17 Postlethwaite (2000), 156-7.
18 See Monsacre (1984), 81-85.
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aAA' e'xov coc, xe xaAavxa yuvr) x£pvfjxi.g aAr)0r)g,
f) xe oxaOpov itxovoa icai elpiov apcjxg aveAicei
LadCoua', Lva ttcuctIv aeixea |ulct06v aprpai

But the sides held even like the scales a careful spinning-woman holds, lifting the beam with
the weight and the wool on either side, so she can earn a meagre provision for her children.

XII, 433-519

Moreover, throughout the poem we see clearly the respect Homer had for

motherhood. It can be seen in the stunning scene in which Hecuba reveals her breast in an

attempt to persuade Hector not to fight Achilles (XXII, 79ff.). According to Monsacre, that

scene shows the "proximite initiale de la mere et de l'enfant"20: "le geste d'Hecube est

solennel : en montrant son sein, ce symbole de la maternite, en faisant reference a sa

function nourriciere et preservatrice, elle rappelle a Hector, sur le point de mourir, qu'il a ete

un tout petit enfant, et que le plus vaillant guerrier reste, en un certain sens, un enfant pour

sa mere".21

More interestingly, the importance of motherhood is also seen in the many scenes of

positive comparisons to women, in particular those in which a warrior protecting another

warrior is compared to a woman protecting her child:

Teutcpog 5' elvaxog r)A0£ itaAlvxova xo£a xixaivcev,
orf) 6' dp' vtc' A'tavxog oyxkel TeAapcovidbao.
ev0' A'iag pev vTCE^E<pEQev oaKog- auxap o y' qpcoc
Tta7xxr|vag, £7xel ap xlv' oiaxeuctag ev oplArn
|3£(3At]kol, o p£v au0i 7X£ctcjv ano 0upov oAeooev,
auxdp o auxig Icov naig cog utco pqx£pa Suctkev
£cg Aiav0'- o be pcv ctcckel Kpunxaaice cjxx£ivcp

And the ninth to come was Teucer, stringing his curved bow, and he took up position under
the cover of Ajax the son of Tolamon's shield. The Ajax would move his shield a little to one
side- and the hero Teucer would look sharply around him, shoot, and hit a Trojan in the mass
of men, and then, leaving the man to fall and die where he was shot, he would dodge back
again to Ajax' protection, like a child running to its mother: and Ajax would cover him with
his bright shield.

19 See also Ty 140-7 wham the wound inflicted by a warrior on another is compared to a woman staining ivory
with scarlet.

20 Monsacre (1984), 89.
21 Monsacre (1984), 89.
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VIII, 266-7222

dj-icfn 6' ag' auxcp (3alv' cog tig 7i£Qi rtopxaKt pf]xr|Q
npcoxoxoKog klvugt] ou tiq'iv fibula xokolo-

7T£ql naxQOKAcij (3alv£ £,av0og MfvfAaog

[Menelaus] strode through the front ranks, helmeted in gleaming bronze, and took his stand
over Patroclus as a mother cow stands lowing over her first-born calf, untried before in
childbirth.

XVII, 4-6

The mental suffering of mothers is also very present in the poem, in particular their

mourning. Nicole Loraux points out that "la douleur d'une mere est generale au sens ou l'on

dirait qu'elle est generique, douleur en general qui contient tous les deuils en elle".23 To go

back to the Hector/Hecuba scene, Loraux mentions that "comme si, de toute origine, le deuil

faisait necessairement partie d'un destin de mere, Hecube a tellement anticipe la vision, a la

fois redoutable et etrangement consolante, de la prothesis d'Hector que, devant le fils voue a

mourir aux mains d'un feroce adversaire, la mere s'affole, d'avance depossedee et du fils et

de son corps mort et de l'apaisement qu'apporte le rite".24

On seeing the possible positive connotations of motherhood in the poem, there is no

reason to think automatically that because it is Agamnemnon, and because the comparison is

to a woman, it is necessarily negative. On the contrary, it makes more sense to believe that

Homer, like many people, regarded the pain of childbirth as the greatest possible pain.

Monsacre points out that "odune est pris ici dans le sens fort: le mot fait reference a une

souffrance aigue, lancinante, alourdissante et epuisante; autant de caracteristiques des

douleurs de l'accouchement".25 Nicole Loraux mentions that Agamenmnon's pain is

22 For an analysis of the implied shield/womb comparison, see Loraux (1990), 48, n.60.
23 Loraux (1990), 12.
24 Loraux (1990), p.61. On a mother seeing the body of her son, see 59-60.
25 Monsacre (1984), 92-3.
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rompared to that of a woman in labour "parco que peutetre, cn maticrc d'cxpcricncc dco

'douleurs aigues', la palme revient aux femmes".26 She adds that "le scholiaste ajoute que

l'acuite des souffrances exclut qu'Agamemnon puisse etre traite de lache lorsque, sur son

char, il fuit la douleur: souffrir ainsi est en soi un combat".27 There is no reason to believe

that Homer considered women's suffering to be less noble than that of a man: the simile is

used here to emphasise the pain Agamemnon is feeling.

It seems also quite significant that within the simile itself, one of the terms used to

refer to labour pains is (3eAog oiE,u, "sharp missiles", which are warlike terms. In other words,

the pain of a battle-wound is compared to the pains of childbirth, which are themselves

metaphorically described as battle-wounds. The female realm of childbirth and the male

realm of the battlefield seem to be intimately intertwined. This is one aspect of childbirth

Nicole Loraux is interested in. She shows in particular how the mother and the hoplite were

put in parallel, so that "supporter 1'enfantement comme 1'hoplite supporte I'assaut de

l'ennemi, lutter contre les douleurs: 1'accouchement est un combat".28 She adds that novoc,

(which is used strictly of war-toil in the Iliad), "est bien l'un des mots qui designent la

douleur de Taccouchement, dans la poesie comme danc la prose, et tout cpccialcmcnt dans lc

corpus hippocratique qui n'en farde pas les dangers".29

Even though male suffering is predominantly present in the poem, female suffering is also

very significant and is used in similes (where the pain of a warrior is compared to the pain of

childbirth): typically, in times of war as well as in times of peace (childbirth), women suffer,

26 Loraux (1981), 54.
27 Loraux (1981), 54.
28 Loraux (1981), 38. See also of course Medea's famous speech in Euripides at 250-1. Cp. again simile in Odyssey 8:

if pain is typically feminine, then so is weeping.
29 Loraux (1981), 44. Cf. 'labour' in English, but the reference to childbirth is not primary.
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and their suffering can be a basis for a description of male suffering. Nevertheless, the

question is not so much whether suffering is typically masculine or feminine, but what are

the differences between male and female suffering, in the causes for suffering, the expression

of suffering, and even the consequences of suffering.

B - FEMALE SUFFERING: DOMESTIC CAUSES

1 - The effects of war on women

In wartime, women lose their husbands (as Andromache does), their sons (as Hecuba does,

and Andromache and Thetis will), and their freedom (as Chryseis and Briseis do and

Andromache will). It could be regarded as inconsequential, compared to the fighting itself

and the way the warriors face death everyday on the battlefield, but it is treated very

seriously by Homer, and it is a recurring theme in the poem. Indeed, Monsacre ponts out

that "Ylliade evoque en permanence la dure necessite de la condition feminine en temps de

guerre" ,30

The lament for Hector at the end of Book XXIV symbolises all that women have to

live through because of war: Andromache loses her husband, a protector and the father of

her son (723-46), Hecuba loses a son (747-60) and even Helen, who does not belong to his

immediate family, and will not lose anything by the defeat of the Trojans, loses the only

person who could protect her within Troy from the hostility of the other Trojans (761-76).

It is also worth noticing that the suffering of those whose city is taken (including

women) is mentioned in the poem:

kal tote Sf] MgAgaypov evC,covoc; rcaqakomc;

30 Monsacre (1984), 148.
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Aictctet' obupopfvr], kcu ol Kat£A££,£v anavxa
Kr|&£', 6(f dv0Qa>7Toicri neAenxov aaxu aAdrty
avbgac; pev Kitivouai, rtoAtv be T£ tivq apaGuvei,
x£Kva be x' aAAot ayoucji |3a0uC<uvoug xe yuvcuicag.

Then his fine-girdled wife entreated Meleager with tears, and described to him all the
miseries that come on people when their city is captured the men are slaughtered, fire razes
the city, and other men carry away the children and the deep-girdled women.

IX, 590-94

Even a warrior's own courage can be seen to prove grievous to him and the women

surrounding him, as Andromache points out about Hector.31

The "obituaries" often mention the suffering of a mother or wife when a warrior

dies3'. The suffering of women seems to add to the suffering of the man, and puts it into

context: in war, not only those on the battlefield suffer.

2 - women and the family sphere

One very striking thing in the Iliad is how very limited the causes of suffering for women arc.

Female suffering is almost entirely limited to mourning a male relative. They mostly mourn

sons33 and husbands34, and sometimes brothers, as is the case for example with Briseis.33 On

the other hand, it is interesting to notice that they never mourn fathers.

Typically, women mourn for the men who are there to protect them, which would explain

why women are not seen to mourn their fathers, who are too old too protect them efficiently.

Furthermore, in case of a war, they are victims and helpless in the same way that women are

31 XXII, 454-59
32 See chapter on pity.
33 II, 315 (sparrow mother); XXI, 122-5 (boast); XXII, 352-4 (boast), XXII, 437-8; XXIV, 90-2; XXIV, 206-9; XXTV, 760,

XXII, 407; XXIV, 613; 614-7 (Niobe: boys and girls).
34 V, 412-5 (obituary); XXII, 499-501; XXII, 482-4; XXII, 515; XXIV, 746.
35 XLX, 290-4. See also IX, 565-71; XXIV, XXIV, 703 (Cassandra); XXTV, 773; XXIV, 776 (Helen for Hector, her brother

in-law); XXIV, 703 (Cassandra)
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(as we will see in a further section). Another explanation would be that women leave their

original family when they marry, so their father might not be around to protect them. As will

be pointed out, the laments for Hector by Andromache, Hecuba and Helen illustrate this

situation very well.

It is also clear that Briseis saw a protector in Patroclus, as he seemed to look after her,

comfort her and play the role of an intermediary between herself and Achilles, in terms of

their possible marriage for example (XIX, 282-300). This explains why she seems to mourn

him as though he was a family member.

Female suffering is therefore very political, since it is entirely linked to their own situation of

weakness, helplessness and powerlessness36, and to their role in the community, to which we

will come back in the next section. As was mentioned in the beginning of this chapter,

suffering is predominantly male in the poem37, and male suffering offers different

characteristics from female suffering, and is far more wide-ranging.

B - MEN'S SUFFERING: POLITICAL CAUSES

1 - mourning

It is true that mourning still plays a large part in male suffering. In that respect, it is partly

similar to female suffering though there do not seem to be any kind of power-relations

36 Monsacre points out that a characteristic of women in the poem is to be potential preys, Monsacre (1984), 160ff.
37 Though possibly paradeigmatically female.
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involved. First of all, the warriors mourn for their comrades.38

The case which occurs the most frequently is, unsurprisingly, that of Achilles mourning for

Patroclus. Achilles' suffering is also described by the narrator as follows:

cbg be rtaxfip ou rtat&og 6&ug>£Tai oaxea icatarv
vupcfTou, 6c, xe Gavcov 6£tAou<; dKdxqcre xoKqac,
cog AxtAcug exapoio o6uq£to oaxca koucuv,

£Q7tuCcov rcaga nuQKa'iqv dbiva axEvaxiCvv.

As a father weeps for his son as he burns his bones, a son newly married whose death brings
anguished to his unhappy parents, so Achilles wept for his companion as he burnt his bones,
dragging his step up and down beside the pyre in ceaseless lamentation.

XXIII, 222-25

The simile involving a father mourning his son is of course a way to emphasise Achilles'

grief.39 It is also thematically important, as it introduces the meeting in book XXIV between

Priam and Achilles, where father/son relationships are central (Priam/Hector and

Peleus/Achilles). The simile also picks up on Priam's grief after the death of Hector in Book

XXII. With this simile, Achilles is already put in parrallel with Priam, before their meeting in

Book XXIV. Because they are seen to be experiencing the same thing, their reconciliation and

the empathy they will share at the end of the poem is foreshadowed here.

The comparison between Achilles an old man is also present, if more generally, in

the participle egnvCcov: Leaf says about that passage that "eqtzvCcov evidently expresses the

weary movement of a broken-hearted man". Richardson adds " It is only used here in II.,

and once in Od., of the aged Laertes (1.193); it recurs in Hellenistic and later verse. The

present participles which frame the verse emphasize Akhilleus' continual sorrow and its

physical expression."

38 VII, 424-6; VIII, 36;124; XI, 248-50; 656-8; XHI, 417, 421-3; 538-9; 581; 658; XIV, 458; 475; 486; 508-9; 581-3; 599;
XVII, 82-6; 138-9; 591-2; 694-6; 700-1; XVIII, 22-5; 32-3; 73; 460-1; XVIII, 15-7; 63-4; 70; 73; 78; 314-5, 316; 317-8;
323; 333-6; 354-5; XIX, 4-7; 225; 228-9; 303-4; 305-8; 338; 344-6; 365-8; XXIII, 10; 6-9; 15-6; 16-7; 43-7; 59-61; 97-8;
102; 152-3; 154-5; 160; 171-2; 211; 224; 252-4; XXIV, 2-4; 9-12; 128-30; 160; 161-5; 328; 513-4; 548-51.

39 The warriors are also seen to mourn for their sons: V, 156 (obituary); VIII, 364-5; XI, 815; XVII, 34-7; XXII, 41-5;
427-9; 424-6; 429; XXEI, 222-5; XXTV, 507; 549; 619-20; 695-7; 716-7; 740-2.
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But of course, other warriors also mourn for their comrades, either individually or

collectively.40 Furthermore, the two armies take the bodies of their comrades-in-arms way

from the battlefield to bury them.41

Curiously enough, for the warriors, one's own death is also cause for mourning. The same

passage is used for the deaths of Patroclus and of Hector:

'Dc; apa ptv Elrtovxa xMog GavaxoLO KaAutjje-
b' £K Q£0£a)v 7Txa|U£vr) A'i&og be |3£|3f|K£i

ov 7x6xpov yoococra Atrtoua' dv5pOTf|Ta Kai rj|3r]v

As he spoke the end of death enfolded him: his spirit flitted from his body and went on the
way to Hades, weeping for its fate, and the youth and manhood it must leave.

XVI, 855-57 = XXII, 662-63

As yoop seems to be reserved for formal lamentation, it may be used here because this is

how Patroclus would be lamenting if he was actually lamenting with the others.

Nevertheless, men have a lot of other important causes for suffering. We saw earlier how

only men felt physical pain, but there are many other causes.

2 - care and pity

Men's position of power means that they can feel pity and care for their comrades. Pity is a

very positive emotion in the poem, and the lack of it is chided several times (see next chapter

on mildness). The same can be said of concern and worry felt for other, which are common

40 XVT, 548-51; XVTT, 138-39. Monro translates 139 'letting his sorrow swell in his heart'. Ho comments that "the
phrase occurs several times in the od. (11.195 etc.)" Edwards adds that "verse 139 is another reminder of
Menelaus' feeling of responsibility for Patroklos' death; the phrase is like Od. 11.195 psya be cj>p£ai ntvQoc;
ds£ei (of Laertes' grieving for Odysseus)."; XXIII, 159-60; XXII, 270-72; XVIII, 354-55; XIX, 338; XXHI, 208-11.

41 See also VII, 424-26; XVII, 694-96; 700-1; XVIII, 15-17. Edwards (1991) comments on XVII, 694-96 that
"Antilokhos' silence here prepares or that of Akhilleus himself when he hears the news (18.22ff.) 'the silence is
more effective than any words. (bT)."
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emotions in the poem. This shows how suffering is not limited to entirely negative

experiences such as mourning. This is what makes suffering such a key aspect of the poem: it

is expected of the characters and unavoidable. If pity is part of expected human behaviour,

and it is, then suffering is an unavoidable part of human experience. This shows how

suffering is not always something to be avoided but something that can link all human

beings together. This point will be developed later on in the chapter.

Here, admittedly we will be dealing with concern in general rather than pity, strictly

speaking. It nevertheless still implies care for someone else and their misfortunes.42 Pity will

be looked at in detail in the next chapter.

a - for others

- concern for individual warriors

Pity and concern can be felt for an individual warrior.43 Kfjbop (or Kijbopat) is used when a

character shows care or worry for another warrior.44 At one point, Mcnelaus is even accused

by Agamemnon of caring too much for Trojan suppliants.45

We will see later how excessive suffering can be as inappropriate as lack of suffering.

Nevertheless, it has to be said that Agamemnon is far from being the norm in terms of

empathy as will be seen in part II. It is actually easier to sympathise with Mcnelaus' reaction

42 For a complete study of care in the poem, see Lynn-George (1996). Pity specifically will be looked at in the next
chapter

43 XT, 814-15. It is noticeable that among all the mortals, Patroclus is the only one who suffers for the pain of
others.lt can also occasionally be felt by the gods: nevBoc;: XXII, 242; a)/xoj: XX, 293-96; oAocfiuQopcu (and
oAotfiubvov): VIII, 33-34; 201-2; 245; 464-65; XVII, 648; XXII, 168-72, on which Richardson (1993) comments:
"<f>Mnv nvftQn: • 'a man I love'. It is curious that this very simple phrase occurs only here in Homer. In its very
plainness it carries a great deal of emotional weight in this context."

44 IX, 640-42; XIII, 463-64; XXII, 416-17; XXIII, 160; 163; 674, about which Richardson (1993) says: "there is an echo
of 159-60, where those who have responsibilities or Patroklos' burial are asked to remain (pevovxwv ).

45 VI, 55-58
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and see Agamemnon as too harsh. Zeus himself feels pity for individual warriors.46

- concern for the whole army

Worry and fear can also be felt for the army in general. Patroclus shows his fear for the

Achaians in Book XVI

ndxpoKAoc 6' AxiAfj'i TtctQLOxaxo 7xoip£vl Aacov
b&KQva 0£g>pa x£«v d)g xe KQpvr] pEAavubpog,
f\ x£ kax' aiylaltxoc tx£xq>t]<; 6voc()£q6v xecl u6ojq.
xov bt ibcov cyKXLpE 7io6dQ)Kr|i; bloc AxlAAeuc;,
icai piv cj)GJvr|cra<; ircsa nxegoevxa ngocrr]vba-
xl7xx£ bEbaicQuaai naxpoKAeet;, fjiixe kouqt)
vpmr], rj 0' apa ppxQi 0£oua' dv£A£cr0aL avaryei
euxvou artxopEvr), Kat x' £crCTup£vr|v kocxequkei,
haKQUOEaaa 6e piv rambEpKexai, ocJ>q' aveArpai
xfi IkeAoC IldxQOKAE xeqev Kaxd bakquov £Lp£lC-
f]£ xt MuQpi&ovEcrCTi rucjjauctkeac p Epoi auxcjj,
f)£ xiv' dyy£Alr|v <3>0fr)c e^ekAuec; oloc;
Cweiv pav exl cjxxoi Mevoixlov Akxoqoc ulov,
Cd)£i 6' A1uki6t|£; npAeuc; p£xa MuppLbovecrai;
xuiv ke paA' dpcJ)OX£Qa)v dKaxolp£0a x£0vr]d)xcov.
r)£ av Y Apy£Lwv oAoc|>bp£ai, cue, oAekovtou
vpuaiv £7xi yAacjwpfjcriv u7i£Q|3acrir](; tvEKa crtpf]^;
iE,avba, pf] keu0£ vocy, tva eibopev apcjxn

And Patroclus came up to Achilles, shepherd of the people, letting his warm tears fall like a
spring of black water, which trickles its dark stream down a sheer rock's face. Swift-footed
godlike Achilles felt pity when he saw him, and spoke winged words to him: 'why are you all
in tears Patroclus, like a little girl running along by her mother and demanding to be carried,
pulling at her dress and holding her back as she tries to hurry on, and looking up at her
tearfully until she picks her up? That is what you look like, Patroclus, with these soft tears
falling. Have you some news for the Myrmidons, or for me myself? Have you had some
message from Phthia that no-one else has heard? Menoetius, Actor's son, is said to be living
still, and Peleus, son of Aecus, is alive among his Myrmidons - these are the two whose
deaths would grieve us mosyt. Or is it that you are distressed for the Argives, as they die by
the hollow ships through their own folly? Tell me, do not hide it inside you, so that both of us
can know.'

XVI, 2-19

It is interesting to note that Achilles compares himself to the mother in the simile is also

shown by the fact that the little girl runs in tears to her mother, as Patroclus ran in tears to

46 II, 27 = 64 = XXIV, 174. See also: Hera: I, 55-56; 195-96; 208-9; Zeus: VII, 204; the gods in general: XXTV, 748-50.
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Achilles.47 In an example given above, his grief for Patroclus was compared to that of a father

mourning his son: after offering a mother's protection to Patroclus, he then offers a father's

sorrow. This emphasises his link to Patroclus, and, interestingly, puts him into parallel with

Hector, who is said by Andromache to be "father and honoured mother and brother to

[her]".48 The humane, affectionate side of both characters appear in those passages. It is also

interesting to note that not only is Achilles said to pity Patroclus as soon as he sees him (XVI,

5), but, in the simile, the mother eventually accedes the little girl's demands (XVI, 10), which

gives a good indication of what Achilles' reaction is going to be.

On a more general note, it can be said that it is in the character of Patroclus to empathise, for

example, that is how Briseis describes him after his death (he knows how to relate to

everybody). It is therefore not surprising that he should be able to go beyond individual -to-

individual pity and be able to generalise it to whole groups of people. Achilles' inability to

do the same is commented on by Nestor: Achilles reacts to the fate of individual warriors,

but does not seem capable at that point to generalise it to the whole army:

tl7it£ xap d)6' AxlAeup oAocjjUQexai vlat; Axaiaiv,
ocrcroi 6f| |3eA£ctlv pEpApaxai; ovbe ti olbe

■ 7T£v0£og, O0CTOV oqcoqe Kara CTTpaXOV-

'Now why does Achilles show such concern for those sons of the Achaians who have been
wounded by flying weapons - when he knows nothing of the great distress that has afflicted
the whole army?'

XI, 656-584'

Nevertheless, there is no actual 'wilful obstinacy'50 on the part of Achilles in IX: during the

Embassy scene, he actually grows less and less obstinate and in the end, after Ajax'

47
Furthermore, if Patroclus' tears are natural because it is natural for a spring to pour forth water, Agamemnon
selfish tears are equally natural, as the same simile is applied to them.

48 VI, 429-30.
49 See also XVI, 17-18; XV, 397-98.
50 Hainsworth (1993), ad loc.
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intervention, he is no longer talking about leaving in the morning, but merely about keeping

away from the fighting until the Trojans reach his ship. It is a huge concession, and makes

Achilles' reaction in XI and XVI perfectly logical: he is sensitive to the fate of his fellow

Achaians, and gets gradually more involved with them. Yet, Nestor is right in pointing out

that Achilles' concern is limited at this point to individual warriors rather than to the whole

army.

b - for themselves

- physical safety

The warriors also fear and worry for themselves. First of all, symbolically, Panic itself is

present on the battlefield:

Tic; o'i pev Tqwec cfjuAaicag eyov- avzag AyaLoug
0£cm£oir) eye cJwCn cj)o|3ou KQUOEvrog Exaipr),
7T£v0£i 6' axArjxcp |3e(3oAr|axo rtavxEg ctpicrxoi.

So the Trojanc kept their watch. But the Achaians were gripped by monstrous Panic, the
workmate of chilling flight, and all the leading men were struck down with unbearable
sorrow.

IX, 1-3

A question here is the nature of the 'sorrow' the men felt: was it only fear, or perhaps also

shame at having to flee? Why is it limited to the aQicrtoi? Does it mean that they have a

greater understanding of what is happening, while the 'common soldiers' flee without giving

it a second thought? The passage is not particularly clear on any of these issues, but it is

interesting to compare it with Odysseus' reaction in the assembly in book II, when all the

warriors flee towards the ships after Agamemnon' disastrous speech. While Odysseus hits

and insults the common soldiers to stop their flights, he tries to reason with the leadership: it

seems that, like in this passage, the common soldiers arc impulsive and instinctive while the

aQiCTTOL are more capable of reflecting on their situation, even though their initial reaction is
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the same. More will be discussed in part III on this type of hierarchical thinking.

Wounds are also seen as a worry for the warriors, and it can be expressed by the verb Kf|5o),

here referring to Odysseus' wound:

alpa be. ol crrcacr0£VTO<; aveacruxo, Krjbe be Oupov.

Blood shot up as the spear was pulled clear, and pained his heart.
XI, 45851

Leaf comments that Kfj&£ be 0upov is used "of purely physical pain, like rjxQeio Kfjp " (see

next example). If Leaf means that the expression only occurs in the context of physical pain

(rather than being used of physical pain), then he must be right. This expression reflects a

secondary indirect reaction to the wound, the worry that it could be serious, or more simply

show the warrior feeling a little faint hearted at the sight of his own blood. This expression

occurs again at V, 400-9

Thp verb dx0o|.im can also be used to the same effect, here when Agamemnon has

just been wounded:

ec, 6lc}>qov 5' avopouCTE, Kai pvioxw etieteAAe
vpuCTlv em yAacjrupfjCTiv eAauvepev f)x0£to yap Kfjp.

He jumped into his chariot aird told his charioteer to drive for the hollow, as he was sick at
heart.

XI, 273-74 = 399-400

Again, the exact meaning of the expression fjxQexo yap kt]q is not entirely clear. The first

nleaning of rt'xOoc; is "burden", which suggests that Agamemnon's heart is burdened by

something. By worry for his wound? Shame and regret at leaving the battlefield? Worry for

the fate of the army without him especially since afterwards, Agamemnon tells the army to

keep fighting without him, as he has to leave? The only thing clear is that it cannot be direct

51 See also V, 400-9; XV, 244-45; XVI, 514-16.
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physical pain, as neither Agamemnon nor Diomedes (XI, 399-400) have been wounded in the

heart (Agamemnon was wounded in the arm and Diomedes in the foot). Nevertheless, the

yap seems to mean that his being "sick at heart" is the cause for his leaving the battlefield.

Therefore, the last two suggestions seem impossible: he cannot leave because he worries for

the army or because he is ashamed to leave. It is more probably linked to the wound, and

means that because of it, he can no longer fight.

Here, we see a self-concern about the body as opposed to general safety.

Nevertheless, it is still about the warriors' physical safety. Honour may play a part in the

concern for wounds, as they might be ashamed about having the leave the battlefield (but

that aspect is never explicitly mentioned by the poet), opr of being wounded in the back.

-honour

The fact that the warriors' obsession with honour leads them to suffer from its loss is very

interesting and tells us much about the respective roles of men and women. This also leads

us on to the 'political' aspect of male suffering. Indeed, one major cause of male suffering is

their own humiliation or perceived loss of honour. This is what the whole dispute between

Achilles and Agamemnon is about (see part III). The leaders can appear to be particularly

subjected to worry for their status. Here, Agamemnon fears his own humiliation should the

Achaeans be destroyed and prays to Zeus:

ICov 6' eLv dyoprj xexir|6x£c;- av 6' Ayapepvaiv
icrxaxo &aKQu yewv a>g xe KQ>f)vr] peAavu&poc
rj xe Kax' aiyLALrcoc ttexprjc bvocjjEQOv yen uScoq

Agamemnon rose to speak, his tears falling like a spring of black water which
trickles its dark stream down a sheer rock's face.

IX, 13-15

Hainsworth mentions that "14-15 = 16.3-4 (of Patroklos' acute distress at imminent disaster to
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the army causes floods of tears in both cases. (...) There is indeed a contrast between the

tears of Agamemnon, who is concerned for his reputation, and those of Patroklos, which

express his distress at others' sufferings."

Diomedes is another example of this, when he worries about what the Trojans will

say of him when he rescues Nestor and has to flee with the old man from the battlefield.52

Diomedes also feels personal humiliation during the games at XXIII, when Athena throws

the whip away from his hand to prevent him from winning the race, but the tone is of course

much lighter.

There is an interesting tension between the fear for one's personal safety and the fear

for one's honour, as they contradict each other: a warrior often may feel concern for his own

safety and flee, thereby feeling he is at risk of dishonouring himself. This tension is

paralleled in that between the yearning for glory and heroic death, and the terror in face of

actual death: as we saw in the chapter on mortality, a warrior often may put himself at risk

on the battlefield to gain honour and glory, only to flee or be paralysed with terror when the

risk taken becomes so great he is actually about to die. Those are two constants in the

Homeric world yearning for glory and love of life. Those two aspects are visible in Achilles'

speech in IX (401 ff. In particular).

The only way a woman can feel something similar would be if she is raped, since in the Iliad

(as in many cultures), a woman's honour is predominantly linked to her chastity. Nagler for

example points out the veil metaphor used of the walls of a city:51 as the dress protects the

52 VIII, 147-50
53 Nagler (1974), 44-63. See XVI, 99-100; xiii, 388. See also Monsacre (1984), 104-8. On women's honour and veiling,

see Cairns (2002): "women's veiling thus marks them as potential vehicles of dishonour, creatures whose
excellence, such as it is, is realized in concealment rather than in openness and exposure", 80. See also 77-8.
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woman, the walls protect the city, and when a city is taken, the women are raped. In both

cases, the veils, metaphorical or not, are taken away brutally.54 When Andromache and

Hecuba tear off their veils in Book XXII, they "prefigurent and attestent en meme temps la

chute de Troie".55 The link between the veil and male protection in particular can be seen in

the fact that Andromache is seen tearing off her wedding veil, which makes her (and

symbolically Troy) "a la merci des assaillants grecs".56 It is noticeable that Andromache, when

she talks about her future if Hector is killed, never mentions it, and neither does Hector,

possibly because it is a touchy subject for him, as it is also a loss of honour for the man (who

is supposed to be able to protect his dependants).57

Furthermore, another major difference between men and women in terms of suffering is that

the poem is almost entirely focused on the fate of the men: no sorrow is expressed for

women.

C - NO SORROW FOR WOMEN

1 - men and women

While women in the Riad constantly appear to feel sorrow for men, men do not appear to

feel any kind of sorrow for women. What Achilles feels for Briseis could fit into this category,

54 Monsacro (1981), 68. See also Cairns (2002) who points out the notion of vulnerability implied in the women's
veiling: "all three emotions (cii&rjt;, anger and grief) involve self consciousness and self protection, and all focus
on one's vulnerability as an individual for whom interaction in the public arena has suddenly become
problematic." 75. See also Van Wees (2005), n.49, 29 and 20.

55 Monsacre (1984), 69.
56 Monsacre (1984), 69. See also Llewellyn-Jones 130-31.
57 On women's veiling on the honour of the man, see Llewellyn-Jones (2003): "the veil marked out a woman as

sexually inviolate and the property of one man whose honour was reinforced by her veiled invisibility." 122.
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but as we will see in the next part, it has more to do with his own loss of honour.

The only true exception seems to be Hector's feelings for Andromache:

aAA' ou poi Tqwgjv xocrcrov peAei aAyog dniaoco,
out' auxfjg 'EKa|3r)c oute npiapoio avaieroc
oute Kaaiyvpxcov, ol kev ttoAeec; xe Kai ectBAol
ev Kovipor 7iecjoiev urt' dvbpdor buapEVEEaaiv,
octctov cteu, ox£ kev xl? aycd-cov xaakoxlxo)vo)v
SaicQuoeoaav aypxai eAeuGeqov ppap arcouQay
Kai kev ev ApyEi Eouaa rtpog aAApg Lcrxov ucjjaivou;,
Kai kev vbcog 4>OQ£Oi<; MEcrcrrjL&og rj Tti£Q£U]c;
7xoAA' deKaCopEvr], kpaxepp 6' etxikeictex' avayKp-
Kai 7xox£ xl<; eltipolv Lbcbv Kaxa 6aKQu xeouoav-
"Eicxopog pb£ yuvfi be; apiaxEUECTKE paxecrQciL
TqOJOJV L7X7To6dp.(x)V ox£ "IAtov apcflepdxovxo.
cog rcoxE xig eqeel- aoi 6' au veov £oa£xaL dAyog
XpxE'i xoioub' dvbpog dpuvriv SouAlov ppap.
aAAa p.£ x£0vpd)xa xutH Kaxa yala KaAunxoL
Tipiv y£ xl crpg te |3of|g ctou 0' £AKp0uoIo rcu0£cr0ai.

'But the pain I fool for tho cufforing to come is lesc for the people of Troy, loco even for Hecuba
and king Priam and my brothers, the many brave brothers who will fall in the dust at the
hands of our enemies, than my pain for you, when one of the bronze clad Achaianc carriec
you away in tears and takes away the day of your freedom: and you will live in Argos,
weaving at the loom at another's woman's command, and carrying water from a foreign
spring, from Messeis or Hypereia, much against your will, but compulsion will lie harsh upon
you. And someone seeing you with your tears falling will say: "This is the wife of Hector, who
was always the best warrior of the horse-taming Trojans, when they were fighting over Ilios."
That is what they will say: and for you there will be renewed misery, that you have lost such a
husband to protect you from tho day of slavery. But may I be dead and the heaped earth cover
me, before I hear your screams and the sound of you being dragged away.'

VI, 450-65

The feelings expressed are very strong, and she is obviously a priority for Hector, but Hector,

like Patroclus, is made to be an unusually gentle and loving character, as can be seen in

Helen's lament in XXIV. Furthermore, it can also be argued that a large part of his suffering is

linked to his failure to protect his wife and child, and is therefore also linked to the question

of his own honour. It is noticeable in particular that he very quickly brings the topic back to

himself: "this is the wife of Hector..." (1.460) and "you have lost such a husband..." (1.463).

This speech, despite its numerous allusions to Andromache, is still mainly about Hector's

fate and death.
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It is also interesting to note that women do not appear to feel sorrow for other

women either. The only exception to that is the case of Cleopatra's mother mourning the loss

of her daughter (IX, 561-64).

Why is it the case that men do not seem to express any kind of suffering for women,

even those closest to them? Is it related to Aristotle's understanding of pity, i.e. that it is

impossible to feel pity for those closest to us?58 But then it would also apply to women's

feelings for their men as well, and that is clearly not the case.

Hector's speech is actually quite illuminating: women seem to belong to the men to

such an extent that their fate is so intricately linked to that the men that it becomes very

difficult to separate the two: women's misfortunes are their protector's misfortunes and

would not exist without them. The focus tends to be on those of the men, and the women's

fate is rarely mentioned, because it is obvious perhaps, and also because it is only one of the

many consequences of the warrior's death, wounds, etc.

2 - themselves

While men are concerned with their honour, reputation and possible wrong decisions, this is

not the case with women. If characters such as Andromache or Briseis can be said to feel

sorry for themselves, it is due to their vulnerable position because of the death of a protector,

which tends to be the main focus of the suffering expressed anyway: mourning for a male

character takes precedence over concern for the women's own fate. Women are hardly ever

seen as having regrets for previous decisions they took, or as worrying about their

reputation. The only exception to this is Helen. She blames herself and regrets decision that

CO

For a fuller explanation, see next chapter on pity
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she made:

d>g ocjseAEv 0avaxo<; pot abctv Kaicoc; bmxoxz bevgo
vlel crty £7r6|ar)v 0aAapov yvcnxoug xe Amouaa
naiba x£ xr|Auy£xrjv Kai6pr]AiKtr)v £Qax£tvf|v.

'Oh if only vile death had been my choice when I came here with your son, leaving behind the
house of my marriage, and my family and my darling child and the sweet company of
friends!"

Ill, 173-5

She also feels responsible for the war.59

Unlike the other women who only weep for the loss of za husband or son, Helen

weep for herself, for the sorrows that she has caused and for her error and its consequences,

as the heroes do. In that, she is the only female character of the epic with such an autonomy

of feelings: remorse and guilt tend to be limited to the male chracters.60 Futhermore, other

women tend to blend themselves with their man. It is not so for Helen. Monsacre for

example talks about how Andromache is a double for Hector.61

There is also a link with "feminine honour" as was mentioned earlier: the two

adulterous women of the epic, Helen and Clytemnestra are condemned "dans la mesure

meme ou leur infidelite a ete source de perils, voir de conflits, pour leur royaume".62

Polygamy is not meant for women.

Another interesting thing to notice is that while women sometimes mention other people's

suffering in their own lamentation, men do so in boasts.63 The mention of suffering in boasts

is often linked to the idea that the enemy they are about to kill is not going to be lamented.64

59 VI, 354-6
60 Monsacre (1984), 159.
61 Monsacre (1984), 128-31.
62 Monsacre (1984), 105.
63 XXI, 122-5, XXn, 352-4
64 XXII, 348-54, XXI, 122-25. Richardson (1993) comments on that example that "di<r]6££<; means 'uncaring'



All this highlights the dichotomy between the two spheres: men and women are different in

their priorities and in their state of mind and illustrate how female suffering is inward-

looking while male suffering is outward-looking: when they mention other people suffering,

more often than not, they are talking about the enemy and are gloating, while women

mention their friends' and family's suffering, to join with them. It is now clear that

something seemingly as innocent as the causes for suffering for men and women in the Iliad

is actually very significant of their respective status and political role. This political aspect is

something that will be looked at in more detail in the next sections.

(cf.24.526). But the icf|6o<; which they will not provide is above all that of proper burial and mourning, and the
point is stressed by "ovbi ere pr|Tr|Q...yor]a£TaL"
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I! - THE CONSEQUENCES OF SUFFERING

A - SUFFERING AND LAMENTATION

1 - Women and lamentation

When we look at all the occurrences of the words, suffering accounts for 51% (297 examples)

and lamentation for 49% (227 examples), but when those words refer to women, lamentation

accounts for 69%. Women's link to suffering exists mostly through the external expression of

sorrow, as opposed to the internalised pain itself.

One verb, kcukuco,' is used only of women, kcokuco is normally translated as 'to shriek' or 'to

wail'. Chantraine points out that it is a typically female way of lamenting: "oLu KcoKuaaaa

oppose a |3apu crxevaxen".

This would mean that in the following example, the women in the city lament, rather

than the whole city, as it is often translated:

6' eAeeLva 7iaxf)Q cf>L\oc, apejx bk Aaol
KOJKUTcy T elyovTO ical oiparyir| Kara acrxu.

And [Hector's] dear father groaned pitiably, and around them and all through the city the
[women?, people?] were overcome with wailing and groans of lamentation.

XXII, 408-9

kwkuxou 5' fjicoucrg Kai oip<oyf]c; and nupyou-

But now the sound of wailing and lamentation reached her from the tower.
XXII, 447

In the first example (and implicitly in the second one, it is possible to believe that Aaoi does

1 XVIH, 35-; 70-1; XIX, 282-5; XXII, 405-7; 408-9; 447; XXIV, 200; 703.
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refer to the whole people (or possibly only the men) being overcome with olpcuyf), and

among which only the women are overcome with KtoKuxog.

One thing that is particularly noticeable is that women's laments appear to be much

more formal than men's. They are organised, follow a clear pattern and are part of a ritual

(burial rites):

"Qg £<j>axo KAaioua', £7il bk orevaxovTO yuvaiKeg.

Such was [Andromache's] lament, and the women joined with their keening.
XXII, 515 = XXIV, 746

This formal lament has variants:

"Qg ecjjaxo lcAaloucra, yoov 6' aAtacrxov opive.

Such was [Hecuba's] lament, and she set [the women] to endless weeping.
XXIV, 760 = XXIV, 776

The following phrase can also be found:

xd>v be Kai dQ>yi)cj)£ov TtArjxo ankot;• at 6' dpa naoai
axr|0£a nenAriyovxo, ©Extg 5' ££,f|QXe yooio-

The silvery cave filled with [the Nereids]; and they all beat their breasts together, while Thetis
led the lamentation.

XVIII, 50-1

Those show how the gestures and laments expressed by women in mourning are linked to

formal, mostly public mourning and burial rituals.

A traditional pattern, pointed out by Alexiou in particular, is obvious in the lament

for Hector in book XXIV and consists in an alternance between yooi, uttered by the female

relatives of Hector, and 0Qfjvoi, sung by professional mourners2:

"Only the laments of the kinswomen - Andromache, Hekabe and Helen - are

given in full, and it is these that we are interested in from a literary point of

2 Alexiou (1974), 13. For the full analysis, see 10-14. For a similar analysis, see Vermeule (1979), 15, Holst-Warharft
(1992), 111 and Murnaghan (1999), 205-6.
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view. Yet the mourning for Hector clearly involved more than a string of solos

followed by a refrain a keening: there are two groups of mourners, professional

singers and kinswomen. The singers begin with a musical threnos, answered by

a refrain of cries, and then the lament is taken up by the three next of kin, each

singing a verse in turn and followed by another refrain of cries. Their verses are

an answer to the lamentation of the professional singer."

Formal lament is clearly the women's role. According to Murnaghan, "it may bear traces of

authentic women's voices and offer women's perspective on actions that are carried out

primarily by men and primarily to promote male interests".3

Murnaghan and Holst-Warhaft have made the point that those female laments, though

steeped in ritual, are subversive. First of all, they express a female power over death, as

Holst-Warhaft points out, "in a patriarchal society where women are consistently

undervalued, it leaves in the hands of women, who both as child-bearers and midwives

already have a certain control over birth, potential authority over the rites of death."4 In the

Iliad, this almost unique occasion that women have to make their voices heard, they use to

express a subversion of traditional epic values. Indeed, as Murnaghan shows, "lamentation

threatens to undermine the kleos-conferring function of epic because it stresses the suffering

caused by heroic death, rather than the glory won by it; lamentation calls into question the

3 Murnaghan (1999), 204. She also makes the point that "Achilles' alienation from male Achaean society leads him
into a closer association with lamentation", and therefore, we may add, with women, which can also be seen in
"his close tie to his mother Thetis, a figure especially identified with lamentation; his vision of himself in his
speech to the embassy in book 9 as a mother bird, the archetypal figure of lamentation [...]; and most overtly in
his actual laments, especially the one in book 19, which follows on and echoes the speech of Briseis, who is not
only a woman but also a slave.", 210. We can add that in the simile in which he ciompares the weeping Patroclus
to a little girl clinging to his mother, he casts himself in the role of the mother.

On lamentation being mostly a form of female expression, see also Alexiou (1974), lOff. and 102, Vermeule
(1979), 14, and Holst-Warhaft (1992) 1.

4 Holst-Warhaft (1992), 2.
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glorification of death sponsored by martial societies and the epics that celebrate them."5 She

adds that "women's laments are subversive, not just because they dwell on the negative

consequences of heroic action, but because they ignore the death-defying kleos that provides

a positive compensation for heroic sacrifice and constitutes a major function of epic itself."6

Interestingly, This subversion is similar to what was mentioned in the previous

chapter: the warriors' actual attitude when faced with death created an tension between the

ideal of heroic death and the characters' love of life and terror when faced with death. This

tension between heroic ideals and the reality of the life of the characters is to be found

throughout the poem, in different contexts. Women's lamentation brings a tension within the

epic and can be regarded as subversive and it is worthwhile to notice that while historically,

female lamentation was regarded as a thread to society and strictly controlled by legislation,

most famously that of Solon7, in the Iliad, female lamentation is not repressed, forbidden or

even criticized in any way, it is given free rein, and can even be said to be an essential part of

the poem, a discourse on war and its consequences compatible with many other aspects of

the narrative.8

2 - Male/female mourning symbolism

0 Murnaghan (1999), 204. She also makes the general point that "women become speakers there primarily when
something has gone wrong, and so their proper language is that of complaint." 209.

6 Murnaghan (1999), 215.
7 On legislation restricting female lamentation, see Alexiou (1974), 14-23, Holst-Warhaft (1992), 114-9 and

Murnaghan (1999), 205. Holst-Warhaft has an interesting theory on this phenomenon: "if we accept that women
are the ones who, in most societies, turn tears of grief into structured laments, we can view the discrediting of
lament as merely an extension of male chauvinism in a patriarchal society, but I think that there is much more to
it than that. The male/female opposition displayed in attempt to suppress lament is based , it would seem, on a
recognition of women's traditional control of the community's relationship with its dead, and of the authority
conferred by such control. There is undoubtedly a strong element of fear involved in the legislation against
lament, a fear based on the association of laments not only with the dead, but with possession, madness and
violence". 26-27. This is of course difficult to prove, and, on the other hand, there is evidence for the control of
funerals as an effort to limit displays of social capital and the exacerbation of tension between families.

8 But while the poet uses lamentation fully, the male characters' reaction to lamentation is to wind it up and go
back to action. Achilles for example is "an advocate of keeping lamentation in its place", Mumaghan (1999), 212.
For a fuller discussion, see below, the part on resignation to suffering.
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Men's mourning gestures are more violent and more varied than women's: "le guerrier de

l'epopee pleure comme il combat: dans l'un et l'autre cas, ce qui est mis en avant, c'est son

corps. Les hommes qui sanglotent le font intensement, activement, vigoureusement."9 They

might hit their faces with his hands,10 crawl on the ground or in mud,11 tear their hair out.12

Men's suffering, extravagantly manifested outwardly, is a response to an outward event.13

Women may do similar things (tearing their hair, hitting their chests14), they never

dirty themselves the way men do (by rolling in the mud for example): their enlaidissement is

limited to defacing their beauty by scratching their cheeks.15 Women's pain, outwith the

ritualised lamentation during burial, are normally limited to inside the house. Penelope in

the Odyssey is always seen crying within the palace, in particular in her bedchamber ( see

for example xvi, 449-50; xvii, 101-3; xix, 594-6; xx, 58). In the Iliad, as Monsacre points out,

"tandis que les fils de Priam pleurent Hector dans la cour, les filles gemissent 'par le palais'

(XXIV, 166.)". Monsacre (1984), p.238, n.94. The place of mourning is also marked between

men and women.

While female expression of suffering is fixed in a hyper-ritualised code and limited

to ritual, male grief can be expressed more freely.16 It is interesting to see that even though

female suffering is predominantly shown in the expression of that suffering, this expression

of suffering is physically more limited for women than for men.

9 Monsacre (1984), 183.
10 XXII, 33-34 (Priam).
11 xiii, 220 (Odysseus); iv, 539 (Menelaus); XXII, 414 (Priam). Jan Bremmer points out the link between the sitting

position, supplication, self-abasement and male mourning gestures in the Iliad. He says about those mourning
gestures: "as in our other examples - begging, supplication, rites of integration, and initiation - sitting or lying
on the ground is part of a complex of gestures which all aim at total self-abasement of the subject." Bremmer
(1992), 26.

12 X, 5 (Agamemnon); XXII, 77-8 (Priam).
13 Anastassiou (1973), 220.
14 XVII, 30-1; 50-1; XXTV, 710-1.
15 XI, 393; XIX, 284-5.
16 Monsacre (1984), 184. See also Reiner (1938), 42ff.; Neumann (1965), 85-9 and Anastassiou (1973), 22.
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Another characteristic of (violent) male mourning is that they remove themselves from social

activities. They stop eating, sleeping, washing and having sex. The most obvious example of

this is of course Achilles after the death of Patroclus: he cannot sleep,17 he refuses to eat,18

and to bathe19 and we know through Thetis that he is not sexually active.20 His refusal to

participate in normal male activities is commented upon both by Odysseus, who tries to

urge him to eat21 and Thetis. Even Zeus asks Athena to put ambrosia in his chest so he does

not collapse.22

Monsacre analyses this phenomenon as a slowing down of the bodily functions

when mourning,23 but though it might be true, it is certainly more than that. It also

represents a refusal to join in communal activities, activities common to all mankind, as well

as some kind intimacy with other human beings. Achilles' removal from social bonds and

activities is part of his removal from the human realm.24 More generally, this severing of

communal links through the refusal to participate in normal social activities is symbolic of

the feeling of alienation with the world men feel when going through a great loss.

Women on the other hand have no such link to sever (or would not be allowed to: they

17 XIX, 1-5; XXTV, 3-8. Even when he does try to sleep, his sleep is constantly interrupted: XXIII, 101; 232; 235
18 XIX, 209-14; 303-8; 315-21. As Monsacre points out, "dans l'etat particulier ou il se trouve, la nourriture [...] est

incompatible avec les larmes et avec le combat qui en quelque sorte, lui tient lieu de repas." 189.
19 XXffl, 40-5.
20 XXTV, 128-31.
21 XIX, 155ff.; 228-33.
22 XIX, 342-48.
23 Monsacre (1984), 188ff. See also the similarities between ancient Greece and classical China in Granet (1922),

104.

24 He is several times criticised for his lack of pity, and is very often compared to wild animals during his time
mourning Patroclus and slaughtering the Trojans.
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cannot refuse sex and do not join in communal meals)25 and as they are not truly part of the

community the symbolic gestures women use when suffering are of a different kind. Here

are two different examples:

When learning of the death of Hector, Andromache tears off her wedding veil:

xf]v 5e tcax' 6(j)0aAp.drv £Q£|3£wf) vul; £KaAut|>£v,
f)g>iTt£ 6' eE,onLoco, and be tjtuxnv £Kdmx7CT£.
xtJAe 6' and Kpaxog (3aA£ &£crpaxa criyaAocvxa,
apnuKa K£KQucf)aA6v xe L6e 7iA£Kxf]v ava&£cr|ar]v
KQrjbepvov 0', o pa oi Scoke XQuofj Acf>QO&Lxr)
fjpaxt xcjj ox£ ptv KopuGaioAog rjydy£0' "Ekxcoq
etc 5opou 'Heti&tvcx;, etiel tcoqe pupla ebva.

Black night covered her eyes, and she swooned backwards, and the spirit breathed out of her.
And she flung away from her head her shining headdress, the frontlet and the cap, the woven
hair-band and the mantle that golden Aphrodite had given her on the day when Hector of the
glinting helmet led her as his wife from Eetion's house, when he had given a countless bride-
price for her.

XXII, 466-7226

We talked earlier about the veil/city walls metaphor. Cairns points out that the more

traditional response to mourning is veiling, rather than wnveiling.27 Llewellyn-Jones also

mentions how "unveiling was not a natural display for 'proper' female values and was not

the kind of action that women readily and willingly performed, certainly not in public."28 In

addition, Van Wees mentions how tearing off one's veil represent an abandonment of self-

control, in other contexts too: "when a women tears off her head- and hair-bindings (II.

22.406-7, 468-70) or even rips her veil (Homeric Hymn 2.41) in a show of extreme grief, this

may represent a temporary abandonment of self-control."29

As for Andromache specifically, Llewellyn-Jones points out: "it is more than a

25 The only exception is Arete in Odyssey vii and viii, but this might or might not be very significant, as the
Phaeacian society is dissimilar in many ways to that depicted in the Iliad.

26 In a similar vein, Hecuba tears off her veil at XXII, 405-7, also because of Hector's death.
27 Cairns (2002), 75ff. See also his point on the unveiling of the bride as an important element of the wedding

ritual, 76.
28 Llewellyn-Jones (2003), 101.
29 Van Wees (2005), 20. See also Cairns (2002) and Llewellyn-Jones (2003). Richardson (1993) only sees in the

gesture a reminder of her former happiness (which emphasises her current tragedy).
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routine gesture of mourning; with the death of her husband Andromakhe is suddenly

unprotected and acts out her downfall symbolically with the removal of her veil. She knows

that what lies ahead for her is the threat of sexual violation and slavery and the fearful

prospect of becoming a concubine to one of her conquerors. The removal of the veil takes

with it Andromakhe's rank of princess and wife as well as the safety she had enjoyed under

the sexual protection of one man."30

When trying to convince Hector not to fight Achilles, Hecuba bares her breast:

pTjxtjp 5' avQ' eregcodev dbvgeio baicpu ycouaa
koAttov aviepevr], exeprjcjn bt patov avea%e-
ical ptv barcpo X£°ucr' crcea rcxepoevxa 7iQ>ocrr|u&a-
"Etcxop tekvov Epov xa5e x' aibeo k«l p' eAtqaov
auxrjv, el tcoxe xol AaOttcqbEa paCov eneoxov-
xcov pvrjcrai <j>LA£ xekvov apuve be 6f|'iov avbga
xe lxfog evxog £d)v, pf| be rtpopoc; laxaao xouxtg
ctxexAloc £l tieq yap ae kaxaxxavq, ou <f £x' £ywy£
KAauaopai £v Aexeectctl cplAov GaAog, ov xekoV auxf],
ou6' aAoxot; TcoAubcvpog- av£U0£ be ae peya voSiv
Apy£Lcov 7iaQa vr]i)oi kuvec xax££? Kaxcbovxai.

His mother now wailod and wept tears beside Priam, and opened the fold of her dress and
helH out a breast in her hand, and then with her tears falling she called to him in winged
words: 'Hector, my child, respond to this and have pit)' on me, if ever I gave you the breast to
soothe your trouble. Remember those times, dear child, and fight off your enemy from inside
the wall - do not go out to challenge him, obstinate man. If he kills you, I shall not be able to
lay you on the bier and mourn for you, dear creature, my own child, nor will your dowered
wife - but far away from both of us out by the Argive ships, the quick dogs will feed on you.'

XXII, 79-89

By doing so, Hecuba significantly trangresses the limits set by aibcuq, as, obviously, it is not

proper for women to uncover themselves in such way.31 The fact that Hecuba goes to such a

length to persuade Hector not to fight shows that, to her at least, the link between mother

and son is stronger and more essential than social customs.32 Hecuba goes very far in terms

30 Llewellyn-Jones (2003), 130-1 and Caims (1993).
31 See for example Llewellyn-Jones (2003) on the veil and aibwg, 156-72.
32 It is also a reminder to Hector of what she did for him: it is now time he does something for her, such as not

getting killed.
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of transgression, and its fits with her level of despair and fear.

Those two reactions are also potent symbols of their suffering, but show that their status as

wife and mother is the only relationship women are truly part of.

What was just mentioned is an important difference between women and male non-

combatants. It would be possible to think that all the difference mentioned in this chapter are

not truly linked to gender but reflect the differences between what happens within the

battlefield and outwith the battlefield: old men for example also need protection and are as

defenceless as the women.

Nevertheless, though they cannot fight, they retain their political status, for example

as counsellors. That is the case of the old men on the wall of Troy33, and of Priam himself.

Priam still possesses his authority and plays a major role in the community. He therefore can

stop communal activities as Achilles does. After Hector's death, he does not eat, sleep or

wash34 until he meets with Achilles. Through their reconciliation, they become truly human

and part of the human community again.35 The ritual aspect will be dealt with in more

details in the next part.

33 m, 146-53.
34 He does not sleep: XXIV, 637-38. He does not eat or wash: XXIV, 635-42.
35 Contra Hammer (2002): the meeting between political resolution of the conflicts of the poems, but a human,

personal one. See Cairns' review of Hammer's book (2004b), esp. 247-9. Nagler (1974) talks about the return
back to normal life after a grieving period as a traditional part of Indo-European mythology: "The consolatio
motif seems to have arisen with the earliest strata of New Eastern mythology and was destined to enjoy long
continuity in the literary tradition after Homer. The Gestalt may be considered for my purposes as a dramatic
psychological manipulation of someone who, in refusing to accept the fact of death (usually of a dear one), is
denying the ongoing process of the life cycle - this will have obvious relevance to Achilles, in a general way. If
the personage in question is a god, his (or her) abstention may mean the blighting of all terrestrial fertility, his
consolation (or reconciliation!...]), a renewal of the life cycle for all mankind." 175-6. He then goes on to give
several mythological examples of this motif.
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B - "ACTIVE SUFFERING"

Another difference between men and women that include male non-combatants is what

could be called "active suffering".

Kim talks about pity, anger or grief leading the warrior to "charge out against the

enemy even more ferociously than before."36 In particular, according to her, 'to pity' in many

cases means "'to ward off death' or 'to save'".37 Although her focus is on pity, to a great extent

the same can be true of suffering: very often, male grief leads to some kind of action:

revenge, such as when the Trojans try to avenge Sarpedon's death,38 and defence of the dead

body, such as when the Achaeans fight for Patroclus' body.39 There are many other examples,

as those are common patterns. The warrior's reaction can be very negative and violent, the

most obvious example being Achilles' treatment of Hector's body. Sometimes, the action can

also be unique and dramatic, though still fitting a pattern (here rescuing a dead body), such

as Priam going into enemy camp to get Hector's body back.

Female suffering on the other hand is entirely passive, as there is no realm in which they can

be active. Hecuba does threaten to eat Achilles' liver (or rather wishes that she could),40 but

of course she will not and cannot do it, and it is a way for to vent her anger (precisely

because she cannot actually do anything). Andromache's reaction to her husband's death is

36 Kim (2000), 17. See also Fenik (1968) 3 and 177 and Slatkin (1988). On tho actions caused by pity specifically, see
Kim (2000) 35ff.

37 Kim (7000), 38 See also Rukert (1955), 41-2. She cays a lot about the motif of 'saving and healing' as relating to
pity.

38 XVI, 548-53.
39 XVII, 132-9.
40 XXIV, 212-13.
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again quite symbolic: she faints, which may be the most extreme example of passivity

possible. Monsacre41 argues that Andromache's swoon replicates what happens to a

wounded warrior: "pressentant le malheur, Andromache est atteinte dans son corps

exactement comme un guerrier touche [...] fagon de dire, peut-etre, l'etroite proximite qui

existe entre Hector et elle, l'entrecroisement absolu de leur destinees qui font d'eux [...] plus

qu'un couple." This seems a little bit far-fetched, and it seems more significant to take it as

meaning that, as women are passive in the social and political spheres, even in the

expression of utmost suffering they show the utmost passivity by losing consciousness.

Nevertheless, the fact that the vocabulary used of Andromache's fainting is similar to that

used of a dying warrior highlights the fact that in the poem, she exists only through Hector.

As we saw earlier, the only domains in to which women can actively participate are the

funeral and formal public lamentations.

The consequences of suffering are very different for men and women: women's suffering is

mostly linked to lamentation, passive and can only be truly expressed the formal context of

burial of a kinsman. Men can express their suffering more freely, and male expression of

suffering often has a social impact, as they withdraw from society, commensality in

particular. Men suffering also lead them to actively redress the situation, by avenging a dead

friend for example. Nevertheless, the poem also offers a universal vision of suffering, as

something which no human being can escape, and which therefore must be borne and

accepted.

41 Monsacre (1984) pp.128-31, esp. 130
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II! - RESIGNATION TO SUFFERING

We have seen that the expression of suffering is acceptable and never considered never

considered unmanly, and that even women's suffering is given free rein. Nevertheless, there

are situations where the expression of suffering is inappropriate, and ultimately pointless

and even destructive.

There are three main reasons to curb sorrow and lamentation, all in different

contexts: it can be inappropriate, futile, and unavoidable.

A - GRIEF AS INAPPROPRIATE

A common reason why suffering is inappropriate is because of the negative effect it might

have on other people.

1 - Disturbance

Suffering may be inappropriate because it will cause a disturbance among the soldiers or the

population in general. In the following example, Priam asks that the Trojans recover their

dead from the battlefield without lamenting over them:

'HeAiog pev £7T£ixa veov 7XQOcr£(3aAA£v dpoupap
e£. aKaAaoQELxao |3a0upQOOu Dkeovolo
oupavov clcjawav- 01 6' fjvxEov dAAf|Aoiotv.
£v0a 6iayvcl>vai yaAETTdx; fjv av&pa Etcacrxov-
aAA' ubaxi vlCovxec; oltio |3poxov alpaxoEvxa
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SctKQua 0£ppa x£OVT£9 apa£,cWv enaeiQav.
ovb' eia kAcueiv nptapog piyag- ol5e aramr)
vekqouc; rcupKaifjc; £ravr|V£ov axvupcvot icfjQ,
£V be TlVQl TtQT]CTaVT£(; £|3dV TtQOTL "IAlOV LQr]V.

The sun then was just beginning to touch the fields, rising from the gentle follow of Ocean's
deep stream and climbing up to the sky, when the two sides met each other. Then it was hard
for them to recognise the individual dead: but they washed away the clotted blood with
water, and lifted them on to wagons with warm tears falling. And great Priam would not let
the Trojans cry aloud - so in silence they kept they kept heaping the bodies on the pyre in
anguish of heart, and when they had burnt them in the fire they went back to sacred Ilion.

VII, 421-9

According to Leaf, there is "no reason to limit the shedding tears to the Trojans". "Priam

forbids them to cry aloud, which was the habit of non-Greek people, see W 721; hence the

silence of the Greeks does not need mention".1 However, there is no reason to believe the

Greek were any less vocal in the expression of sorrow, and they lament as much as the

Trojans do.2 It is likely that the reason why Priam thinks they should not lament over the

bodies is to prevent further decrease of the morale of the army. Excessive lamentation would

lead the warriors to reflect on the losses they have suffered since the beginning of the war

and would demoralise them. According to Segal, the injunction to keep quiet adds more

pathos to the burial scene.3

2 - Manipulation

Open expression of grief may also be used to psychologically manipulate other people. In

the following example, Phoenix is told not to try and sway Achilles with his tears.4

1 Leaf (1886).
2 Kirk (1990) also seems to disagree, as he says: "both sides wept as they lifted the dead (426), but Priam (who

had naturally left the city to preside over the cremation) forbade further, perhaps ritual, lamentation [...] as the
Trojans piled them on the pyre. No distinction seems to be intended between barbarian laments and Greek self-
restraint." 187.

3 Segal (1971), 26.
4 IX, 611-4.
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The tears of a loved one may elicit pity, which in turn may lead to a change of heart.

In reality, Phoenix did not even mention Agamemnon, but Achilles wants so much to stick

to his original decision (letting the Achaians die and going home), that he links any attempt

of trying to change his mind with siding with Agamemnon against him. The interesting

thing is that, effectively, he is swayed in the end, if not specifically by Phoenix' tears5, then

by all the arguments that are presented to him, as he gradually makes more and

more concessions.6

Another example could be Patroclus in XI and XVI, where he attempts to sway

Achilles to pity by showing his own suffering. As with Phoenix, Achilles complains about it

(see the little girl simile), but it does have an effect on him, showing that Achilles actually is

sensitive to his friends' suffering. Though he denies it in words, his actions say as much.

The impression given by the poem is that the expression of grief is rarely inappropriate. A

more common reason for it to be avoided though, is its futility.

B-GRIEF AS FUTILE

1 - Physical inferiority

An idea commonly expressed in the poem is that there is not point in grieving over a past or

prospective defeat if the adversary is clearly stronger. In I, Hephaistos tells Hera to let Zeus

5 Though Loaf (1886) points out that "Achilles acknowledges the effect which Phoinix's speech has had upon
him". Hainsworth (1993), like Willcock, only focuses on Achilles' anger, 141

6 Ho is going to go home immediately, then he is going to go home later, then he is going to fight when the fire
reaches his ships.
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have his own way and not get back at him, since he is so much stronger than her.7 In a

similar way, in VII, Agamemnon tells Menelaus that he should not be distressed about not

fighting Hector, who is much stronger than him.8

According to Kirk,9 the grief and humiliation referred to by Agamemnon, and

Menelaus' "true motive" for standing up, "is likely to have been shame at the failure of

others and a feeling of responsibility for the war on his own part - issues Agamemnon may

prefer to avoid". Nevertheless, it looks at though shame and guilt are not enough to justify

certain death at the hands of a stronger opponent - no one rebukes Menelaus for his

eventual decision not to fight Hector.10

A similar argument can even be used when gods are fighting mortals who are

stronger than them, as Dione tells Aphrodite, who has been wounded by Diomedes.11

The idea in that argument is a reinforcement of the hierarchy that exists among fighters (VII,

109-12 and V, 381-4) and among the gods (I, 586-9): there is no point in grieving over one's

inferiority (and the consequences of that inferiority, i.e. Defeat or physical pain) since it is the

way it is and nothing can change that. There is obviously a twist in the last example, which

Dione points out in the ends of her speech, that according to another hierarchy

7 1,586-9

8 VII, 109-12
9 Kirk (1990), 248.
10 On this passage see Cairns (1993) 74. This scene makes a striking contrast with the scene in XXII, where Hector's

parents try to prevent their son from fighting Achilles, using pretty much the same arguments as Agamemnon
here - Achilles is stronger and this is certain death. Nevertheless, Hector, unlike Menelaus, does not let himself
be persuaded. Cf also Menelaus at XVII, 91-105.

11 V, 381-4. Willcock (1978) points out that this example (and the rest of Dione's speech) constitutes "a good
example of the use of mythological examples as a methods of consolation. The three separate examples have a
cumulative effect. The plan of the speech is: (1) you must endure pain. (2) many of the gods have endured pain
for similar reasons. (3) three examples. (4) comments on the foolhardiness of mortals who cause such pain to the
gods. It is interesting that the three stories given -of Ares, Hera and Hades being hurt by mortals-are to all
intents and purposes unique to this passage, and not found independently elsewhere. It makes one suspect that
they were invented, or at least modified, by the poet for the purpose of this speech.", 235.
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(mortals/gods rather than fighters), those mortals who attack the gods are usually punished.

It is also interesting that this context of "inferiority" is the only one containing female

examples of the futility of grieving.12

2 - "Creatumlitv"

This idea is not so much about futility as such as it is about the need to accept grief because

it is necessary to keep on living. In a way, the 'creaturality' argument is a sophisticated

version of "life goes on".

Nagler13 uses the expression "creaturality" to refer to the need to accept even

extreme suffering such as the loss of a dear one, and keep on participating in the life cycle,

fulfilling the biological needs of sleep food etc necessary for survival.14 This is what Thetis

tells Achilles:

teicvov epov xeo pext?1? obupopevoi; icai axeucov
crf]v e&eai Kpabuyv pepvt]pevo<; ovxe ti alxou
out' euvf)<;; ayaQov be yuvaiKi tieq ev cfnAoxrixi
picryeaG'-

'Mjr child, how long will you oat your hoart in sorrow and mourning, with no thought for
either food or bed? It is a good thing to join with a woman in love.'

XXIV, 128-31

Food is the most common theme, as far as creaturality is concerned. As Segal puts it, "the

taking of food is a recognition of the tragic reality of human life, an acknowledgement of the

12 Tf, as we saw earlier, female grieving and lamentation ic mostly limited to formal ritual, then it hac a social
function and cannot be properly speaking "futile".

13 Nagler (1974), 175-6.
14 See also Lynn-George 16-7.
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individual's commitment to life's wholeness, continuity, vitality, despite and in the midst of

the fearful losses and sufferings which belong to our existence".15

The most developed version of this consolatio pattern is obviously is the Niobe myth

as explained by Achilles to Priam. This is Lynn-George, "the consolatio is a speech that

attempts to show care in the midst of cares, to express concern while trying to relieve the

listener of the burden of concerns, a speech that tries to teach to care and not to care; to hush

grief without diminishing the harsh reality that is its cause."16 The paradigm is here: a) you

must eat (i.e. go back to normal life), b) mythical characters have suffered worst than you

have, c) they ate (went back to normal life):

ulog pev 6f| xoL AcAuxat yepov cog ekeAeuec,
icetxai 6' ev AExkcaa'- apa 6' f)oi cf)aLVop£vr|cfHV
orbeai auxog aycov- vuv bk pvr|crcbp£0a boprtou.
xal yap x' pUKopog Nio|3r) Epvpcraxo otxou,
xf| 7x£p bwbcKa naibEC, £vi pEyapoccuv oAovxo
eE, (a£v 0uyax£p£g, iE, b' v'leec; f|[3a>ovx£g.
xoug p£v ArtoAAcov nkcpvev an' dpyupeoio (koto
XcoopEvog Nio|3p, xdg 6' ApxEptg i.ox£«ipa,
ouvek' dpa Ar|xoI iaaaKExo KaAAi7Tapp|cp-
<f>f| 6oid> x£K££iv, f| 6' auxf] yEivaxo TioAAoug-
xeb 6' apa ical 6oico tzeq eovt' and navxac, oAsaaav.

'Well, your son is released for you now, old man, as you asked, and he lies there on a bier.
With the showing of dawn you will see him for yourself when you take him. But now let us
think of our supper. Even lovely-haired Niobe, you know, thought of food, and she had
twelve children killed in her house, six daughters and six sons in the strenght of their youth.
Apollo killed the sons with his silver bow, in anger at Niobe, and Artemis the archer-goddess
killed the daughters, because Niobe would compare herself with beautiful Leto - she said
Leto had two children only, but she herself had borne many. But those two, though they were
only two, destroyed all her many.'

XXIV, 599-609

15 Segal (1971), 66 On the importance of food, see aloo Vivanto (1965): "It ic that in Homer the taking of food is not
simply an indispensable routine: it ic a moment of peace, a pause between one crisis and the other, a vantage
point in which to dwell for a moment in order to draw upon the sources the sources of life and restore the
wholeness of existence. Picturing as he does a vitality which is body and soul at the same time, Homer must
necessarily stress the physical process which is its medium, he must tell us how the heroes renew their strength
from day to day." 427. See also Redfield (1975), 218-9.

16 Lynn-George (1996), 6. See also Kassel (1958) on Consolatio, and Macleod (1982) on Iliad XXIV.
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The striking fact about the story told here is that it appears that Homer has invented the

central reason for adducting it as a parallel. The Niobe legend and the killing of her children

were surely part of the mythology which he and his audience knew. But almost every other

detail here is affected by the reflection of the Iliad situation: and the main point (that she

dried her eyes and ate food) is here precisely because that is what Achilleus wants Priam to

do.17

Though food is the most common thing mentioned, the 'creaturality' argument can

also be about sex (Thetis to Achilles, XXIV, 128-31) and sleep. Food is simply more obviously

and symbolic because of the social bonds linked to it. Indeed, this is about more than just

biological needs, and is linked to social needs, i.e. the need for the renewal of social bonds.

Food, through the importance of commensality, falls in that category.18 Refusal of food

symbolises Achilles' obvious isolation, as well as Priam, who not only refuses to eat, but

rejects his own sons19 and his own wife worries for his sanity.20

This can be seen in the social practice of offering and accepting compensation:

keepii ig social bonds intact can go as far as forgiving one's enemy. This is one of the points

Ajax makes to Achilles in the embassy scene:

icai pev tic; xe Kaoxyvfjxoto (jxrvfjog
Tioivriv fj ou Tiaibbc; ebe^axo xcGvqwxog-
Kai q' o pev ev brjpcjj pevet auxou rcoAA' anoxiaac,,
xou be x' £pr|xu£xai KQabirj Kai Qupoc; dyfjvcop (635)
7tolvf)v SeEapevcp-

'and yot a man will accept recompense for his dead brother, or his own son, from the man
who killed him: the killer pays the great blood-price and staj's on in his country, and the
other's heart and high anger are kept down when he takes the payment.'

17 Willcock (1984), 319. On the Niobe story, see also Segal (1971) 66-7.
18 Schein (1984), 139-40.
19 XXIV, 239ff.
20 XXIV 201 ff.
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IX, 632-621

In the scene between Priam and Achilles, it goes as far as the creation of new social bonds:

Achilles treats Priam not as an enemy, but as a c£>LAop (more on that in the next chapter).

3 - the futility of excessive grief

Furthermore, in the Iliad, sorrow has to be accepted because long-lasting grief does not lead

anywhere or achieve anything in general, from a more philosophical perspective. The

general futility of grief is expressed best in a passage of book XXIV when Achilles tells Priam

that nothing can be achieved by grieving:

avCTxeo, pf] 6' aAlacrxov o5uq£o aov kara 0upov
ou yap xi 7Tpf|^£Lg aKayppevog uloc £f|OC,
ou&£ piv avaxf|CT£ic, rtpiv kccL kolkov aAAo 7ta0pcr0a.

'But you must endure, and not grieve endlessly in your heart. You will not gain anything by
mourning for your son: you will not bring him back to life, before yet more suffering has
come on you.'

XXIV, 549-51

While lamentation provides a clear relief for the person mourning, hence the idea of the

'pleasure of tears' present in the poem (as well as tears being the 'due of the dead')22, Achilles

gives a clear impression that it is impossible to achieve anything through excessive grief.

This is a fairly subversive view of lamentation: we saw earlier how women's lamentation

was subversive in that it exposes the dire consequences of heroic warfare. Here, insisting on

the futility of mourning adds the notion that not only does heroism have dire consequences,

21 Other allusions to that social custom can be found at XIII, 659 and XVIII, 497ff. (Achilles' shield) for example.
Willrnrk (1978) explains the practice as follows: "In earlier days a killer, whether the killing was intentional or
accidental, was held to be guilty of the blood of the dead man, and this used to oblige the relatives to avenge the
death and kill in their turn, thus leading to an unending vendetta unless the murderer fled the country, which
he frequently did (see for example II, 664-6). A relaxation of this otherwise insoluble problem was eventually
achieved by the acceptance of 'blood money' by the relatives of the dead. In that case, honour was satisfied, and
the killer could continue to live in the community." 283. On the question of ransom, see Wilson (2002). See also
part III on politics.

22 More on the pleasure of tears in the chapter on pleasure and happiness.
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but those consequences are irreversible too. The idea that human life is worth more than

anything and impossible to regain once lost is present in Achilles' discourse since the

Embassy scene.

In the closing book of the Iliad, it is made clear that heroic warfare is an irreparable loss of

human life. It shows once more23 that Homer is interested in death far more than in war. For

those reasons, and others, the meeting between Priam and Achilles is essential to an

understanding of suffering and lamentation in the poem, and will be discussed more below.

C-SUFFERING AS UNIVERSAL

The point that is made in the Iliad is not only that grief achieves nothing, but also, and

perhaps most importantly, that suffering is universal and cannot be avoided (and therefore

that neither can grief). This idea is not as frequent as the other type of consolatio (grief as

futile), but it is illustrated by Achilles in the famous gnomic 'tale of the two jars':

tlx; yap £7i£icAwaavTO 0£oi beiAolcn |3poxoTcn
Cweiv axvupevotg- auxoi 6e x' dtcqbeei; e'lctl.
boiol yap xe 7TL0OL KaxaKEiaxaL ev Aide oubei
bcbgcov ola btbcocn kcckxov, exepot; be eacov-
<p pev k' appU;ac; 6arq Zevc; xepruKEpauvot;,
aAAoxs pev xe Kavcp) o ye Kupexai, aAAoxe 6' ectOAw-
cp be ke xcov Auypcov bcoq, Acopqxov E0qKE,
Kai e lcaicr) |3ou|3pceaxig erti y06va 6tav LAauvei,
ct)OLxq 5' ouxe 0£olai xexipEvoc; ouxe ppoxotaiv.

'This is the fate the gods have spun for poor mortal men, that we should live in misery, but
they themselves have no sorrows. There are two jars standing on Zeus' floor which hold the
gifts he gives us: one holds evils, the other blessings. When Zeus who delights in thunder
mixes his gifts to a man, he meets now with evil, and now with good. But when Zeus gives

23 See previous chapter on mortality.
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from the jar of misery only, he brings a man to degradation, and vile starvation drives him
over the holy earth, and he wanders without honour from gods or men.'

XXIV, 525-33

All human beings receive a mix of good and evil, or unmixed evils. No-one ever receives

unmixed blessings. The best a man can expect is to get s with his ill; he may well have

nothing but misery.24 There, the consolatio pattern is different from the Niobe passage: it is

not about a mythological character, but all of mankind. In this earlier passage, Achilles'

thought is universal. The mythological aspect is presented here as a contrast to the human

condition: the gods, unlike human beings, are dicrjbeeg, free of sorrow.25

Suffering is part of the human condition and must be accepted as such: there is no point in

either rebelling against it or in dwelling on sorrows. As Segal points out in his conclusion,

"for Homer [...], understanding reality without passion or suffering is not a given part of the

human condition. In the world of the Iliad the reality is suffering. The task of human life is to

win the strength to grasp and accept what 'the gods have spun out for wretched mortals' (24,

525), that is, what the nature of life is."26 Various occurrences of the consolatio motif in the

poem show that the characters have a profound understanding of suffering in relation to the

human condition: dwelling on suffering is pointless, and no-one can be exempt from loss.

24 Leaf (1888), 467. See also MacLeod (1982) 10-11 and 13, and Dodds 29-30. On human vulnerability and the
sharing of tears, see Greene (1999), esp. 195-6.

25 Redfield (1994), gives the following summary of the passage: "the human condition is one of privation; god
grants the happiest of men no more than partial happiness. As the gods torment us, they also mock us with
their own careless bliss. Man must be modest and enduring or even this partial happiness will be taken from
him. Yet just as the gods inflict on man pain and death, so also they have granted man the gift of finitude. Just
as happiness is also partial, so also pain must come to some conclusion. The gods destroy, but at the last they
bury their victims and there is an ending." 217. On the contradiction of human life see also Lynn-George (1996):
"The Iliad's compound of caring and uncaring gods does justice to the problem of the meaning of an often
contradictory existence, where contradiction itself is often the only satisfactory explanation." 8. He also points
out that "the carefreeness of the gods reinforces the defining car of the human realm", as the life of the gods
"lacks what is ultimately more desirable than immortality: the essential element of care and concern", 6-7

26 Segal (1971), 73. For a similar argument, see Lynn-George (1996), 6
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CONCLUSION

Human suffering is one of the central themes of the Iliad. A gender approach to grieving and

sorrow in the poem shows important differences, which reflect their respective social roles

and status: for example, female grief is inward-looking while male grief is outward-looking,

and female grief is formal and passive while male grief is active and more varied in

expression. Most importantly, he poem also offers a universal vision of suffering as

something which no human being can escape, and which therefore must be borne and

accepted. It is on this understanding of a universal suffering, an understanding which leads

to the reconciliation of two bitter enemies, Priam and Achilles, that the poem closes. In a

way, it is the lesson of the poem. But the universality of suffering, which, like death and

mortality, makes all men equal, is also one of the things which bring about an important way

for mankind to overcome and compensate for death and suffering: pity and compassion for

other human beings.
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CONCLUSION TO PART I

The material examined is at variance with the view of the epic's role as an ideological tool

used to support the martial values of a warriors' ruling class, and highlights the tension

between heroic ideals and the reality of the life of the characters:

- Mortality: death is hated by the characters while life is highly valued. Mortality is a

tragedy which irremediably underlies all of human existence, and heroic death only partially

compensates for it, as the warriors are actually terrified when faced with their own death.

- Suffering: Lamentation highlights suffering rather than glory as a consequence of

war, bringing a uniquely feminine perspective on war, which nevertheless is in agreement

with other aspects of the narrative.

In the next part, we will look at another way humans being have to compensate for death

and suffering, namely the Pity which encourages solidarity and fellow-feeling among

human beings, even between enemies, as well as the personal happiness that can be found

even in the midst of a battlefield, and the gentleness that is shown to friends and family, as

well as to enemies. Again, those show the value of human life and the happiness that can be

found in human interaction and acts of solidarity, as opposed to war and killing. Part III will

look at the social and political functioning of the Iliad, with special emphasis on the

importance of minimizing conflict.
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PART II



CHAPTER 111

MANKIND AND PITY

104

I - PITY AS A NORM

So far, we have seen a very bleak picture of human life in the Iliad, in particular through the

omnipresence of death and suffering. Nevertheless, one thing that may compensate for that

negative portrayal of human life is the fact that death and suffering are not only present for

their own sake: they often elicit a response of human solidarity, mostly through the feeling

of pity, which is going to be studied in this part.

The words looked at here belong to the family of oIktoc; (olktqoc;, olktlqcu) and of

eAeoq (eAcaiQcu, eAeelvoc;, eAeegj). There is no obvious difference in usage between the two,

apart from the fact that the eAeog family is much more commonly used (47 occurrences

against 6 for the family of olktoc;), and that olktoc; is never used of the gods' feelings, but

considering the scarcity of the instances, this may not be particularly significant.1 Burkert

points out for example that both words are used interchangeably in phrases such as "pity

and pardon", "worthy of pity" etc.2

Others have nevertheless argued that there are differences between eAeoc; and

olktoc; although their arguments are not always very convincing.

1 As Rachel Hall Sternberg puts it in the most general way possible, "typically, both [oikto<; and eAcoc] denote
Person A' feeling of sorrow or distress aroused by the misfortunes of Person B, who is in pain or jeopardy",
(2005) 18.

2 Burkert (1955), 35-6, although he also argues that olktoc; and eAeoc have different shades of meaning even in
Homer, 36. So Scott (1979), see below.

PA
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According to Konstan,3 oIkto? refers to the expression of 'audible grief' or

lamentation rather than pity. He gives a few examples in which oltcxog is very clearly

audible: Trachiniae 863-4, Trojan Women 155 etc. Indeed, this is partly supported by

Chantraine (and the ancient grammarians), who points out that the original sense of this

family leads one to make a link between olxxog and the verb oi'Cco, which comes from the

interjection oi)/. He translates oIkxoc as meaning 'lamentation, d'ou compassion'.

Nevertheless, Konstan's contention that o!kxo<; refers to audible grief is borne out only by

usage in tragedy, not in Homer, where the word, though much rarer, does not seem to differ

in usage from lAeoc,.4 The Lexikon also translates it as 'Jammer, Ergriffenheit, Riihrung,

Mitleid', which is very general. Konstan considers that oIkxoc; "carries a penumbra of

associations different from those 'pity' and ought sometimes be rendered by a porte-

manteau expression such as 'pity/grief'.5 oixxog in the poem is felt for a dead warrior, an old

man with a shameful death, Achilles pitying Eumelus i.e. a participant in the games whose

worth is not recognised, an old man mourning, and a wounded warrior.6 Those are exactly

the same types of uses as eAcog.7 Certainly, it could be said that grief is somehow mingled

with the feeling of pity, but then the same could be said of the examples using eAeog. It

could even be said that pity always encompasses some form of grief for the person pitied,

that it is part of the definition of pity. How is there more grief in those examples than in the

examples where eAeoc; is used to refer to pity for a dead warrior or an old man?

3 Konstan (2001), 53-4. See also Burkert (1955), esp. 49-51 (on the link between otictoq and tragedy).
4 On otKxog and lamentation, see also Johnson and Clapp (2005), n.2,154-5.
5 Konstan (2001), 53-54.
6 All those examples also fit in the Aristotelian definition of pity as being felt for undeserved misfortunes (see

later). Odyssean examples are equally doubtful: olkxoi; is felt for the death of someone (xi, 421; xii, 342; xii, 258;
xxii, 472; xxiii. 79; xxiv, 34), for Odysseus' stories (xi, 381) and for someone's grief and lamentations (ii, 81; iv,
719; x, 409; xi, 412; xix, 543; xxiv, 59; xxiv, 438). The last category could remind us of the 'pity/grief and audible
grief question, but in those examples grief, audible or not is what is pitied: the spectator's pity is never said to be
audible as well.

7 eAeoc, is felt for dead warriors, old men (as well as women and children), lamentations, suppliants.

PA
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Unfortunately, Konstan does not say in what way those associations differ from pity.

Considering that the usages are very similar to those of eAeog, it is difficult to see what the

difference is between what Konstan calls 'pity/grief' and straightforward pity, or exactly

what sort of emotion 'pity/grief' refers to, and how it differs from both pity and grief.

Neither does he explain when it does need to be rendered as 'pity/grief, since it does not

seem to be all the time.8

According to Mary Scott, there is another difference between eAeog and oIktoc;:

oucrog refers to feeling horrified and appalled at another's failure rather than actually

pitying them: "the feeling involved in oiktros is aroused only by people placed in a position

of peculiar humiliation, of especially shameful failure under Homeric arefe-standards".9

cAeoc on the other hand refers according to her to a more traditional understanding of pity,

in particular an 'impulse of positive forward drive'.10 Considering Scott's obsession with the

concept of failure, her understanding of oucrog is not surprising, but neither is it accurate.

Each example that she gives could be read differently, and nothing in the etymology or in

the usage of oucxog indicates shame.

According to Kevin Crotty, two fundamental aspects of pity in Homeric epic are 'its affinity

with the family and its suppression within warrior society'.11 As will be developed later on,

this is actually far from being the case. Several things make it clear that in fact, pity in Homer

is a norm of conduct: the gods feel and upheld pity, and both gods and mortals face

8 Konstan also argues that appeals for olktoc; are uncommon in Greek literature (53), which is fair enough, but he
adds in the footnote that "one may of course employ the verb oiktirein in beseeching pity" (n.4, 141.) It is not
clear what is the difference , other than grammatical", between appeals for oucxoi; and appeals for oucxiqciv ,

especially since Konstan bases the difference between olktoc; and eAcog on etymology.
9 Scott (1979), 7.
10 Scott (1979), 9ff. Lateiner (2005) seems to agree with her, but he is not much more convincing, 68.
11 Crotty (1994), 46.
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reproaches if they fail to show suitable pity. Furthermore, pity, rather than being simply a

response of solidarity, also has a clear role to play within warrior society. Pity also

permeates the narrative itself, and can be expressed by the poet himself.

A - THE GODS AS UPHOLDING PITY

1 - the pity of the gods

Given their superior nature and status, one might think (following Aristotle, see below) that

the gods are beyond pity. Nussbaum points out that "in tragedy, pity is the province of

humans, not gods". She adds that the gods, "lacking understanding of suffering as a

possibility for themselves, necessarily lack pity also",12 and indeed, this seem to be true in

the case of tragedy. Nevertheless, in the Iliad, it seems to be in the nature of the gods to feel

pity. Konstan admits that as far as pity is concerned, there is a difference between tragedy

and Homer. As he points out, "tragedy by its nature raises the question of human suffering

in a cold, indifferent universe, and is thus the wrong genre in which to look for divine

compassion",13 but he insists that even in Homer, divine pity is not something on which

human beings can safely rely.14

The reason why the gods are actually seen to feel pity is that unlike their counterpart

in tragedy, the gods of the Iliad can actually suffer, both 'mentally' (through mourning in

12 Nussbaum (1992), 120.
13 Konstan (2001), 109. He takes the following tragedies as illustrations of the absence of divine pity: Sophocles'

Ajax (107-8), Women ofTrachis (108), Oedipus at Colonus (109), Euripides' Trojan Women (108-9), Electra (109).
14 Konstan (2001), 110. We might add that of course, neither is human pity.
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particular)15 and physically.16 The range of emotions available to the gods seem to be wider.

Louis Bardollet points out about the gods that "Homere ne leur a pas epargne la souffrance.

Thetis gemit et pleure sur son fils aussi fort qu'Andromaque et Hecube sur Hector.

Aphrodite et Ares, ferocement blesses par Diomede, hurlent de douleur. Les dieux

d'Homere souffrent done dans leur coeur et dans leur corps."17

Nevertheless, it is true that the gods never feel pity for another god, but only for

humans. This makes perfect sense, as perhaps the gods have no reason to be pitied.

However, one may wonder why the gods are able to feel pity, but at the same time do not

deserve pity.18 In a more telling example, Zeus pities the divine horses of Achilles, because

they are immortals among mortal men, living the sort of existence they would not have

chosen for themselves.19 Indeed, it seems that there is a strong link between pity and

mortality: those who are pitied experience human reversals of fortune which cannot be

experienced by the gods. Nussbaum for example calls pity "a reminder of human

vulnerability".20 Of course, the biggest reversal of fortune is death, which is what human

beings are most pitied for, and which is something that the gods cannot experience. Other

things that are commonly pitied are general vulnerability (women, children and old men)

and being in mortal danger, again things that the gods cannot experience. The only thing the

15 See for example Vm, 364-5; XV, 113-4; XIX, 132-2.
16 See for example V, 353-4; V, 395-400; V, 416-7; V, 899-501.
17 Bardollet (1997), 52. Konstan (2001) also wonders, as a reason for the difference between tragedy and Homer:

"was there something in the egalitarian ideology of Athens that widened the gulf between human and divine?
We may recall that Aristotle restricts pity to those who are similar (homoios) to ourselves" 111. On the gods who
both care and do not care, see Lynn-George (1996), 6-8.

18 It is true that in Book V, Ares and Aphrodite seem to expect pity from other gods (V, 351-62 and 868-87), but
those are the only examples, and they are, in a way, the 'weakest' gods: they are disliked and mocked by the
other gods.

19 XVII, 44.
20 Nussbaum (1992), 118. See also 120: "in pity the human draw close to the one who suffers, acknowledging that

their own possibilities are similar, and that both together live in a world of terrible reversals, in which the
difference between pitier and pitied is a matter more of luck than of deliberate action." On human vulnerability
and the importance of pity (especially as opposed to the gods), see Achilles' speech at XXIV, 485-510, as well as
Soph. Aj. 121-6, Aesch. Ag. 1327-30, Eur. El. 1329-30, Or. 976-81, Hec. 488-91. See also Hdt. 1.86 and 7.46.
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gods share in terms of pitiable situations is mourning for the death of someone dear to them,

but it is of course much less common for the gods to mourn the death of a relative or friend

than for a human being. Indeed, the link which exists between gods and mortals and which

allows the gods to feel pity is often family ties: the gods are often seen mourning (or

worrying) for their mortal children (Aphrodite for Aeneas, Zeus for Sarpedon, and most

importantly, Thetis for Achilles). Nevertheless, that pain they sometimes feel for humans

close to them, though it allows them to feel pity for those experiencing similar pain, is still

not enough for them to be pitied.

It is also true that the gods feel pity for mortals, even though they cannot share or

even truly understand their pain. It can be argued than Zeus, having lost several sons, can

understand Priam's pain after Hector's death and pity him, but Apollo's pity for Hector's

mutilated body cannot be explained along those lines, as he obviously cannot expect to die

or be mutilated himself. The pity in this case is most likely linked to to the gods' role as

upholding pity as a social norm for human beings. The best example of this is Apollo

complaining about the lack of pity shown towards-Hector:

aAA' oAoct) AxtAf]t 0eol |3ouAe(70' etxapfiyetv,
out' ap 4>qevec; elctlv EvaicnpoL ouxe voppa
yvap7tx6v evl cTTf]0£aar, Aecov 6' (be. aypta oi&ev,
oc t' etteI ap pEyaAp te [3u] Kai aypvopi 0uptl)
£if,ac Eta' £7ti pf|Aa ppoxcuv Lva balxa Ad[3poxv-
d)c AxlAeuc eAeov pev ambAeoev, ou&e oL albcbc
yiyvexat

'But no, gods, you are determined to favour the deadly Achilles. He has no decency in his
heart, his mind cannot be turned in his breast, but his thoughts are savage like a lion's, who
follows only his own great strength and his proud heart, and goes to make his meal on the
flocks that men keep. So Achilles has lost all pity (eAeov), and there is no shame in him.'

XXIV, 39-4521

21 Cf. also IX, 301-3; XI, 64-65; XXI, 145-47. The other character who is blamed for not feeling pity is Zeus (quite
paradoxically, as he is the one character among men and gods who feels pity the most: VII, 26-27).
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Among the gods, it is Zeus who feels pity the most (7 instances out of 11: he pities

Agamemnon, Priam, Hector, Sarpedon, horses, Achilles and the Achaians in general).22 The

other gods who do are Poseidon (2 instances: he pities the Achaians),23 Hera (1 instance: she

pities the Achaians)24 and Apollo (1 instance: he pities Hector).25

2 - reproaches form the gods

The gods also complain about people's lack of pity, which is an important aspect of their

upholding pity as a social norm: when a mortal or even a god contravenes this norm, they

can be reprimanded. Apollo complains twice once about Athena's lack of pity for the

Trojans26 and once about Achilles' cruelty.27 The river Xanthos complains once about

Achilles' cruelty towards the Trojan youths he mindlessly slaughters.28

It is interesting to see that, every time, their complaining is followed by immediate

action: Apollo convinces Athena to help him stop the fighting by organising a duel. In book

XXIV, his complaint leads the gods to send Iris to Achilles, asking him to give Hector's body

back to Priam. The river Xanthos immediately attacks Achilles. The feeling of pity can move

people to action, as we will see later, but this shows that witnessing cruelty and the absence

of pity in someone also moves the characters (or at least the gods) to action. This is

important, as it emphasises the point that the gods' feeling pity reinforces the notion of pity

as a social norm. It is also clear that though an agreement is possible between gods (such as

22 n, 27; n, 64; XXIV, 174; XV, 12; XVI, 431; XIX, 340; XXIV, 332.
23 XIII, 15 and XV, 44.
24 VIII, 350.
25 XXIV, 19.
26 VII, 24-30.
27 XXTV, 44ff.
28 XXI, 147.
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Apollo and Athena), it is not possible between a god and a mortal: the river Xanthos does

not try to negotiate with Achilles; he immediately attacks him.

3 - limits to the pity of the gods

It is also noticeable that, in those few instances, the gods only pity their own camp (Hera and

Poseidon pity the Achaians29 and Apollo pities the Trojans),30 while Zeus pities both. We

may wonder why gods other than Zeus only pity their own camp. It could simply be that it

is easy to believe that one's enemies deserve to die, and Zeus does not regard either camp as

personal enemies.31 Zeus is seen in the poem as the universal father (he is regularly called

7iaxr|Q avbQcuv te Gecuv xe32 and Ceuc; 7taxf]Q33), and he cares for warriors in both camps

(Sarpedon and Achilles for example). The other gods seem to have 'friendly' ties with one

camp only, and complete hatred for the other. Hera is the best example of that, but this is for

example not entirely true of Poseidon, who sides with the Achaeans, but saves Aeneas from

death.34 Zeus also seems capable of distancing himself from the war, and to avoid partisan

feelings. This can be seen in the imagery of the scales: he does not influence the result, and

does not even comment on it35.

B - PITY FROM HUMAN BEINGS

29 XIII, 15; XV, 44.
30 VIII, 350.
31 Cf. Arist Rhet. and Poet, on bias.

32 I, 544; IV, 68; V, 426; VII, 49; 132; XI, 182; XV, 12; 47; XVI, 458; XX, 56; XXII, 167; XXIV, 103.
33 II, 146; III, 350; IV, 23; 235; V, 33; 362; 457; VI, 259; VIII, 397; 438; 460; X, 154; XI, 66; 201; 544; XIII, 796; 818; XIV,

414; XV, 637; 227; 253; XVII, 46; 498; 630; XX, 11; 192; XXI, 83; XXII, 221; XXIV, 100; 287
34 See XX, 291 ff.
35 See VIII, 69ff.; XIX, 221ff.; XXII, 208ff.
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Among men, pity is often felt for the dead warrior (4 instances out of 9),36 but Patroclus also

pities a wounded warrior,37 Diomedes an old man38 and Hector his wife.39 Achilles is the

only man who feels pity for an enemy.40 Common to all those examples is the vulnerability

of man to death, wounding and old age, that is to say the risks inherent to human life and

caused by mortality.

1 - Aristotle

According to Aristotle, pity does not pertain to those who are very close to one, since family

and close friends are simply an extension of oneself, whereas pity can only be felt by

someone not closely involved: "the persons men pity are those whom they know, provided

they are not too closely connected with them; for if they are, they feel the same as if they

themselves were likely to suffer."41 In the Iliad, this is very clearly not the case. True, several

examples follow the Aristotelian picture, when warriors pity other warriors. On the other

hand, as we saw above, Zeus is clearly said to pity his own son, Sarpedon42 and Hector's

closest family begs him to pity them.43 According to Konstan, the case of Hector is

explainable by the fact that it is not actual pity, but a hypothetical case which would occur

after Hector's death, in which Hector would be a "helpless, spectral bystander", and to

Konstan, this would not go against the idea of pity 'from a distance'. Pity, according to

Konstan, would not be Hector's response if he actually saw his family being harmed.44 This

36 V, 561; V, 610; XVII, 346; XVII, 352.
37 XI, 814.
38 X, 176.
39 VI, 484.
40 XXIV, 516.
41 Aristotle, The Art ofRhetoric, II, viii, 12. See also for example Hammer (2002), 220, who uses the same argument.
42 Cf. XVI, 431-34.
43 Cf. VI, 407-9; VI, 431-32 (Andromache); XXII; 59 (Priam); XXII, 82-83 (Hecuba).
44 Konstan (2001) pp.61-62.
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explanation, although interesting, seems to be special pleading and a bit far-fetched. Konstan

also forgets that Hector does in fact pity Andromache, while being very much present and

alive:45

"Qg £L7rcf)v aAoxoio 4>LAr|c; ev x£Q°i-v £0r|K£
tuxIS' eov f| 6' dpa piv KpcobEL 6£f,axo koAtujJ
6aKg>uo£v yeAaoaoa- tcoctlc; 6' £A£t]a£ vopnag,
Xeipi t£ piv KaxfpE^Ev £7iog x' £cf>ax' ek x' ovopaCc-

So speaking he placed his son in his dear wife's arms. She took him to her scented breast,
smiling with tears in her eyes. Her husband saw the tears and was moved to pity.

VI, 482-85.

Furthermore, according to Aristotle, pity is "a kind of pain, excited by the sight of

evil, deadly or painful fthings], which befall one who do not deserve it; an evil which one

might expect to come upon oneself or one of his friends, and when it seems near".46 This

definition helps to explain several occurrences of the feeling of pity in the poem, such as the

pity a warrior feels when he sees another warrior die, as he can expect to die himself very

soon.47

Moreover, incapable of pity are to Aristotle those who have lost everything and

therefore do not anticipate that anything worse will befall them, and those who believe they

are extremely fortunate and cannot envisage that they could suffer the same thing. After

Patroclus' death, Achilles can be said to belong to the first category: he indeed feels that he

has lost everything, and is resigned to his own death,48 and he is therefore immune to any

45 See also Cairns (2004), 69. On the possibility of self-pity, see 70-71 (see also Pelling 286, but as relating to
Plutarch).

46 Aristotle, Rhetoric II, viii, 2. An alternative list of conditions to 'identification with others' is given by Dover
(1974), 271-2.

47 The point about the suffering being undeserved is problematic, as Christopher Pelling has very well analysed:
"we all have the capacity for bad actions, not simply the capacity to suffer bad things. And once that is
conceded, the link of pity with merit becomes a good deal more complex. It no longer becomes so easy to deny
pity to one who has brought about his own downfall through culpable actions, for that too or something like
that could happen to me or someone close to me. Two of Aristotle's basic postulates have come to be in conflict
with one another" (2005), 291. We will see below how showing human beings bring their own doom on
themselves through ignorance and bad judgement is an important part of Homeric pathos.

48 See XXI, 99-113.
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feeling of pity (and therefore feels none,49 as in Book XXI, until Priam reminds him he still

has a father). On the other hand, the gods can be said to belong to the second category, as

they indeed have everything, and are immortals. Yet, as Konstan himself admits,50 they do

feel pity several times in the poem (see above).

What Pelling said in reference to Plutarch brilliantly applies to Homer, with the

same emphasis: "It does look as if Plutarch is not operating with any Aristotle-like notion of

a spectrum of closeness, where we need to feel close (bonded by a shared humanity and

fragility) but not too close, where some relationships are too thick for pity and some too thin.

Such picking and choosing among pitiable fellow humans is not for him."51 It is simpler to

admit that pity in the Homeric epic differs slightly from pity as interpreted by Aristotle, and

that therefore the Aristotelian definition is not completely relevant to the poem. Konstan's

principle of discussion lumps together Homeric references, Vth century tragedy as well as

Aristotle's even later theory. Though some of it is relevant to a discussion which restricts

itself to Homer, Konstan's conclusions do not entirely apply to the Iliad, where pity is less

limited than in Aristotle's definition.

2 - too much pity?

Achilles is the one who feels pity the most among men (with two instances of words from

the lexical field of pity)52, but he also suffers reproaches and complaints for his lack of pity

(in the poem, 4 out of 5 of those reproaches are addressed to him). Interestingly, he is also

blamed for pitying too much by Antilochus, when Achilles feels sorry for Eumelus losing the

49 Except for Patroclus, in XVI for example.
50 Konstan (2001), 106-11. He goes on to say that though it might be true in Homer, the gods do not seem to feel

pity in the Attic tragedies (he gives for developed examples of that).
51 Pelling (2005), 286.
52 Kim (2000) shows how Achilles' pity emerges as a motif or a recurrent idea in the poem, 28ff.
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race in the Funeral Games (see last part on Politics for a closer look at that passage).53

Antilochus' objection is that if Achilles personally wants to give something more to

Eumelus, he should get it from his own resources and not from what now belongs to the

public domain. Achilles accepts the objection, and chooses a prize for Eumelus that had not

been set beforehand. Note that Antilochus does not actually disapprove of Achilles' reaction

and only thinks it is a bit exaggerated. But Achilles' decision to give a prize to the loser out

of pity is approved by the army, which shows that pity is never out of place, even in a more

"trivial" situation like this one.54

3 - human solidarity

Achilles' most interesting acts of solidarity and pity are not aimed at his own people and

comrades, which would be the normal and even expected behaviour, but at his enemies. In

Book XXI, his reply to Lykaon shows a sense of solidarity in mortality: Achilles has lost the

man he cherished the most, he knows he is going to die soon himself, and though still

incapable of pity, he sees other men as mortals like himself: everyone is going to die, so why

wait? He slays Lykaon after calling him "friend".55 At this point, Achilles identifies with the

mortality of other men, rather than with the men themselves:

"Qg aga pw riptapoto 7ipocrr|u6a cjxxtbi|uog uiog
AtaaopEVog etceeoctlv, apfiAiKxov 6' on' ttKouoE-
vf|Tue prj poi brcoiva rucjxxuoKEO pr|6' ayop£U£-
repiv p£v yap ndtpoKAov etuotcelv alatpov rjpap
TOcj)pa xl pOL 7i£cj)l&£cr0ai £VL cjtpEaL (j>LAx£pOV f)£V
Tpcucov, kai TtoAAoug C&toug eAov r]6' £tt£paaoa-
vuv 6' ouk £o*0' og Tig 0avaxov cfwyr*] ov ke 0£og y£
IAiou 7ipo7iapoL0£v £pf|g ev XEQci- |3dApai
kui Tiavxcov Tpaxnv, 7i£pl 6' av 1 lpuxpoio y£ naibajv.
hAAa cj>LAog 0av£ Kal au- xi p oAocjn>p£cu ouxcug;

53 XXIII, 544-52
54 Nevertheless, we may wonder why, if pity is indeed a social norm, why should anyone be criticised for pitying

too much. On pity and anger, see Most (2003). On anger and 4>iA6ir]g, see Muellner (1996).
55 Cf. for this interpretation already e.g. Ameis-Hentze, ad.loc. For the Homeric use of the nominative instead of a

vocative ("cjjiAoc" 1.106), see Chantraine (1953), 36.
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Kdx0av£ Kai ndxpoKAog, o rt£p geo tioAAov d|a£LVcov.
oux opaag oloc k«l £ycb KaAog te peyag te;
naxpog 6' E'ip' aya0oio, Qecx be p£ y£[vaxo prjxrip-
aAA' etu xol Kai £|xoi Gavaxog Kai polpa Kpaxauy
EaaExaL f| rycoc fj betAr] r| gkoov rjpap
07I7x6x£ Tig Kai £|U£iO Apt] £K 0UpOV £'Ar]XaL
fjoyt feoupi (3aAd)v r| d7ro VEuprjcjHV o'lctxo).

So the glorious son of Priam spoke to him with words of entreaty, but the answer he heard
was hard: 'Fool, do not offer me ransom or talk of it. Before Patroclus met the day of his fate,
then perhaps it was more to my mind's liking to spare Trojans, and there were so many I took
alive and sold elsewhere. But now there is no-one who will escape death when god puts him
into my hands in front of Ilios, none among all the Trojans, and above all non of the sons of
Priam. No, friend, you die too - why all this moaning? Patroclus died also, a far better man
that you. Do you not see how fine a man I am, and how huge? And I am the son of a great
father, and a goddess was the mother who bore me. And yet I tell you death and strong Fate
are there for me also: there will be a dawn, or an evening, or a noonday, when some man will
take my life too in the fighting with a cast of his spear or an arrow from the string.

XXI, 97-113

In Book XXIV, with Priam, he transforms this solidarity in death into solidarity in grief,

which is made obvious by the fundamental image of the sharing of tears.56 Words for pity

are used three times in this passage (£Aet]ctov 1.503; £A££ivox£pog 1.504; olkxlqwv 1.516):

aAA' aibelo 0£oug AxlAeu, auxov x' £Aer]crov
pvpoapevog aou rtaxpog- Eycb 6' £A££iv6x£p6g tieq,

ExAryv 6' oT oii mo xig etuxGovioc |3qoxo<; aAAoc,
avbpog TiaibocjidvoLO ttoxl axopa X£L0' OQ£y£O0ai.
"Qq cjjaxo, xm 5' aqa naxpog uc})' IpEQOV coqoe yooio-
aif>ap£vo<; 6' apa x£lqo<; ancooaTO f|Ka ycpovxa.
xcb bk |avr|ou|a£va) o pev "Ekxoqoc av6pocj)6voLO
KAal' a&iva ngonaQOidE nobcov AxiAfjog £Aucr0£ig,
auxap AxiAAeug icAalcv eov Ttaxig', aAAoxe 6' aux£
ndxpoKAov- xcov bk axovaxp Kaxa 6<bpax' opcopeL.
auxap £7t£i pa yooio x£xap7xexo 61og AxLAAeug,
Kai ol ano nganibcov r)A0' Ipcpog rj&' drco yuiwv,
auxLK' aTxo 0povou cupxo, yepovxa bk x£Lpog avioxr]
OLKxipcev 7toAl6v te Kapp tioAiov x£ yevetov,
Kai piv cf>wvf|crag kn£a TixepoEvxa 7xpoor|u5a-

'Respect the gods, then, Achilles. And have pity on me, remembering your own father. But I
am yet more pitiable than he. I have endured to do what no other mortal man on earth has
done - I have brought to my lips the hands of the man who killed my children.'
So he spoke, and he roused in Achilles the desire to weep for his father. He took the old man

by the hand and gently pushed him away. And the two of them began to weep in

56 Kim's analysis is very useful to understand this passage: it is linked to Achilles' transformation of who truly are
his <j)iAoi started in IX (or even actually in I: his sense of community changes throughout the poem): he starts by
rejecting all who obey Agamemnon as his enemies, and ends up in Book XXIV, by accepting all those who are
suffering (such as Priam) as his cjjtAoi.
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remembrance. Priam cried loud for murderous Hector, huddled at the feet of Achilles, and
Achilles cried for his own father, and then again for Patroclus: and the house was filled with
the sound of their weeping. Then when godlike Achilles had had his pleasure in mourning,
and the desire for it had passed from his mind and his body, he stood up from his chair and
raised the old man by his hand, in pity for his grey head and grey beard, and spoke winged
words to him.

XXIV, 503-17

As Kim points out, "Achilles' response to Priam is as extraordinary as the

supplication itself: he receives him not just as a suppliant but as a cf>iAog".57 She justifies this

idea by saying that "Achilles' reception of Priam as a cjiiAog is also evident in the way he

treats and talks to Priam as one who shares and empathizes with Priam's sufferings. We

need only recall, for example, how he says to Priam that it is the common lot of all 'us

miserable mortals' as opposed to gods, to live with sufferings [...] It comes as no surprise, in

the end, when Achilles addresses Priam as a cjilAoc;: yepov cjjLAe (24.650)."58 We may add that

his trend of turning suppliants into cj)L\oi had obviously been started in the previous

example, where Achilles calls Lykaon cjjiAot; before killing him, although Achilles' state of

mind, and the consequences of this cj)tA6xqg are obviously different. As Kim remarks, at the

end of the poem, Achilles' "conception of <j)tAoi has been redefined: they are no longer just

the Achaians but all humans, in that death and suffering bind all mortals".59

Pity is a common feature of life in the poem: the gods feel it and encourage it, and

mortals seem naturally inclined to pity. The only passage where pity is seen by a character as

inappropriate is when Achilles is said to pity Eumelus during the funeral games. It has to be

57 Kim (2000), 63.
58 Kim (2000), 63-4. On the universality of suffering, see previous chapter.
59 Kim (2000), 151. Similarly, Nussbaum (1992) says: "the two men draw close in the recognition of the ways in

which the afflictions and the destructions of war can come to any man, and heroic character proves insufficient
to ward them off. Through his pity Achilles arrives at a new understanding of the shared vulnerabilities of
human beings, and becomes able to think of his enemies as human beings like himself." 121.
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remembered first of all that Achilles never says that himself, and it is Antilochus' rhetorical

construction, and, moreover, what is truly seen as inappropriate is not even the feeling of

pity itself, which the warriors seem to agree with, but the gesture that follows it. Not only is

pity a norm upheld by the gods, but it is fundamental to life in the warrior society.
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II - PITY WITHIN THE WARRIOR SOCIETY

A - NO PLACE FOR PITY?

It has been argued that pity has no place in what often called the 'warrior code' of the Iliad.

Later philosophers such as Plato talk about the 'pleasurable' aspect of pity, an emotion

which is, according to Nietzsche (who would probably be horrified at finding himself in

agreement with Plato on that point) a refusal to acknowledge the importance of suffering,1 a

"pleasurable sap, whose general effect is to squelch out not only suffering, but the powerful

acts of self assertion that necessarily entail suffering and that suffering alone can call forth."2

This analysis, which seems to be in the background of some Homeric scholars, is wrong: pity

is not a pleasurable emotion in the Iliad. It is on the contrary very painful, and neither is it

some kind of wishy-washy emotion which prevents action, as we will see in the rest of this

chapter.

According to Kevin Crotty, a warrior's life becomes on the battlefield a commodity,

and that is the point of Sarpedon's speech in XII (309-28): "to the extent that the warrior may

lose in battle, he must contemplate his life essentially as a commodity - a boast for another.

Considered in this way as a form of exchange, death can scarcely be expected to arouse deep

1 See Nietzsche (ed. Horstmann and Norman, 2002), §199, where pity is described as "those characteristics that
make [man] tame, easy-going and useful to the herd" 87; and §202 where he says that those "united in the cries
and the impatience of pity" are "in deadly hatred against suffering in general, in the almost feminine inability to
sit watching, to let suffering happen" 91. See also §222 and §225.

2 Crotty (1994), 11-12.
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emotions".3 Because of that, pity is according to him "associated with an emotionally

intense, less sublimely heroic response towards death, and one which is at some odds with

the dispassionate attitude that shame and the warrior require".4 It is therefore 'repressed',

because it is "uncoded, felt only occasionally, and unforeseeable as to its effects" and

"cannot provide a sure and steady basis for the warrior's conduct". It is therefore

"inconsistent with the dictates of the warrior code, which accordingly requires that the

undeniable power of this emotion be resisted and not acted upon."5 One of many problems

that appears here is that Crotty seems to follow unquestioningly Adkins' division between

competitive and cooperative values.6 If one agrees with Adkins on this, it is indeed clear that

cooperative values such as pity, while they may be useful in the family, have no place on the

battlefield. Scott, who admits to following Adkins' system unconditionally,7 is also very

critical of pity which according to her does not show sympathy, but shows horror at

another's failure.8

The point of this section is to how wrong that understanding of pity is. Crotty

misunderstands both pity and its consequences and the 'warrior code', if such a thing truly

exists. As we will see, pity is present on the battlefield, is not criticised as being

inappropriate, and is an integral part of the warrior's expected conduct.

3 Crotty (1994), 42-3. The two parts of the argument do not seem to follow, which makes his point more difficult
to understand.

4 Crotty (1994), 44.
5 Crotty (1994), 47-51. he also makes the point that Phoenix' Meleager tale is a cautionary tale against pity: 52-55.

For similar arguments, see also Redfield (1994) with the idea that the warrior must overcome mercy (104), and
Motto & Clark (1969) with the idea that the inhumanity and excess shown in the second half of the poem "are
simply the decorum of warfare", 111. All those points also demonstrate a severe misunderstanding of the role of
pity and the 'gentler values' in the poem.

6 See for ex. Crotty (1994) 19, although he criticises others (in particular Mary Scott) for doing the same.
7 Scott (1979), 1.
8 Scott (1979), 1-5.
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B-WHO DESERVES PITY?

Pity does occur in the poem, both within and outwith the warrior society. Five categories of

people are pitied or regarded as worthy of pity (if only by themselves) in the Iliad. They are

mostly vulnerable people, who need help or revenge.

1 - people in mourning

The first category puts together people who have just lost a friend or relation, or who feel

pity for someone close to them (13 instances, 11 of which refer to Priam only). It is noticeable

that people who have lost someone do not need physical help but only compassion, which

shows that pity is not only an active cooperative quality. Priam for example is regarded as

worthy of pity after he has lost Hector.9

2 - endangered people

The next category comprises people who are in danger, who are about to die, and very often

do not know it, which adds to the pathos (12 instances). The following example is an

example of pity from a god, Poseidon, who feels pity for the Achaians who are being killed.

Since the Trojans are losing the war at this point, it is mostly Trojan warriors who belong in

this category.10

3 - women, children and old men

The fourth category is made up of women, children and old men (9 instances)

9 XXII, 405-409. See also: XIX, 340; XXII, 408; XXII, 419; XXIII, 110; XXIV, 174; XXIV, 207; XXIV, 301; XXIV, 309;
XXIV, 332; XXIV, 357; XXIV, 503; XXIV, 504; XXIV, 516.

10 XIII, 10-16; VI, 94; VI, 275; VI, 309; VII, 27; VIII, 350; IX, 172; IX, 302; XI, 665; XV, 12; XV, 44; XXI, 273.
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dAA' ot£ 6f| ttoAlov te kdgr| noAiov te yeveiov
ai5cl) t' airrxuvaxTi kuvec; KxapEvoto yepovTog,
TOUTO 6f) OLKTLCTTOV Tl£A£Tat &£lAoicJl pQOTOlCTLV.

'But when an old man has been killed and the dogs are mutilating his grey head and grey
beard and private parts, this is the most pitiable (olkxioxov) thing poor mortals can see.'

XXII, 74-76

Andromache also reproaches Hector of not feeling pity for herd1

4 - dead warriors

The third category comprises young warriors who have just been killed (7 instances).

Whereas the whole army being destroyed is pitied mostly by the gods, individual dead

warriors are pitied by their comrades.12

The pathos of this motif is made obvious in the "obituaries" (see below), which

always imply pity on the part of the poet, to which can be added an explicit expression of

pity from a god or from another warrior.

5 - suppliants

Finally, we encounter 4 instances of suppliants seeking pity.13

As could be expected, the people who deserve pity are the weakest, most vulnerable, and

those who suffer the most, as well as in general those who suffer an undeserved and

unexpected disaster.

There also a notable difference between appealing for pity (the way suppliants,

women, and old men do) and expressing spontaneous pity. Spontaneous pity is only felt by

11 VI, 407-9. See also: VI, 431; VI, 484; XXII, 37; XXII, 59; XXII, 82; XXII, 494.
12 V, 561; V, 610; XI, 241-43; XVI, 431; XVII, 346; XVII, 352; XXIV, 23.
13 XX, 463-65; XXI, 74; XXI, 147; XXII, 123. Success rates and norms of supplication will be looked at in greater

detail below, in the chapter on 'mildness towards enemies'.
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the gods and by warriors. Warriors fluctuate between a powerful and a vulnerable position:

they attack enemies and protect their friends and family, but the next minute they may be in

danger themselves. On the other hand, women, children and old men are constantly

vulnerable. They are even defined by their vulnerability, as is shown in boasts, obituaries

and encouragements to fight. They are very much the stake of the fighting and they are

regarded as being unable to protect anyone, or even to defend themselves.14

Gods are at all times powerful, and even though they can be in danger (on the

battlefield, or from each other), the danger they are in is always fairly trivial. Unlike for men,

it is never a question of life and death. Death itself is a major theme as far as pity is

concerned. Death, or the risk of death are almost the only reasons pity is present in the poem

at all. There are obvious risks for the warriors on the battlefield, but the shadow of death is

present over other categories as well, such as women, and old men: think for example of

Priam's vision of his own fate in XXII. Simone Weil points out that all men in the poem are

vulnerable at some point: "les hommes ne sont pas divises dans Ylliade, en vaincus, en

esclaves, en suppliants d'un cote, et en vainqueurs, en chefs, de l'autre; il ne s'y trouve pas

un seul homme qui ne soit a quelque moment contraint de plier sous la force".15 The

vulnerability that is pitied in the poem is mostly the vulnerability to death, and any loss of

control over one's life in general, the ultimate loss of control being of course death. As we

saw above, vicissitude is fundamental to pity, and, as Achilles observes, to human life.

14

15

See for example Hecuba's reaction to Priam's plans to visit Achilles (XXIV, 200ff): Hecuba's point is that Priam
is too vulnerable to go into the Achaian camp, as he cannot defend himself and is likely to get killed.
Weil (1953), 19.
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C- "ACTIVE" PITY

Another characteristic of pity is the reaction that it elicits. That is what shows more than

anything else that pity is an important part of the warrior society:16 three are warriors who

feel pity, and also some who react to it. Kim points out that "it is precisely the constant

reality of the warriors' killing or being killed that generates [...] the ethic of acting pitiless

towards the enemy, but at the same time, and no less importantly, a different ethic - the

need to have pity for one's fellow warriors who are being killed".17 She adds what is the

main point of this argument, the idea of what could be called 'active pity': "when a warrior

sees his friend(s) fall and is thereupon filled with pity, anger or grief, he is invariably shown

to charge out against the enemy even more ferociously than before. In this respect, as a

catalyst of warriors' actions in battle, pity is no less potent than xoAoq or axoq."18 She adds

that "the subject of the phrase [xcu be 7T£ctovt' eAepae ] witnesses his friend(s) being killed in

close combat, and pities; and each time, he charges out (or wishes to, but is impeded) to

avenge his friend's death".19 It is absolutely true, and quite remarkable, that in the poem,

every time a dead warrior is pitied by one of his comrades, the 'pitier' takes action, more or

less effectively, to avenge him:20

Tw be tiectovt' eAeqaev dprju^iAog MeveAaoc,
|3f) be 6ux npopaxcvv K£Kopu0p£vo<; cu0otu x^AkcI)
CT£ LWV cyxELqv-

When [Crethon and Orsilochus] fell the warrior Menelaus felt pity for them, and strode
through the front ranks helmeted in gleaming bronze, shaking his spear.

16 On how pity is valued in the poem, see Segal (1971), 12. and on how it is valued in ancient Greece more

generally, see Dover (1974) 190-205.
17 Kim (2000), 16.
18 Kim (2000), 17. For a fuller analysis see 35ff.
19 Kim (2000), 41. This is not the view of Crotty and Redfield, who think that the 'heroic code' does not include,

and is even adverse to pity.
20 See also Fenik (1968), 3 and 177.
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V, 561-321

This is also true of the gods: most of the instances of pity concerning a warrior in

danger involves the gods. They may act (XIII, 15; XXI, 273), sometimes do nothing (XV, 12;

XVI, 431, it is Zeus in both cases) and sometimes want to but are prevented to by Zeus (VIII,

350; XV, 44). It is interesting to see that Zeus, although he is the god who feels pity the most,

is also the one who acts the least on it, and even prevents other gods from acting. As we saw

earlier, this is symbolised in the scales of Zeus: he watches what happens, but does nothing,

and accepts whatever is about to come to pass.

But this 'active pity' does not only concern fellow warriors, and that is particularly

clear in the scenes of supplication, where an appeal for pity is effectively an appeal for

survival. Similarly, appeals to pity another warrior can be addressed to a warrior or to a god,

and tend not to be successful: VII, 27; IX, 172; 302; XI, 665.

Pity is therefore not something that inhibits from action in the poem: it is in fact part of the

warrior's expected response to life on the battlefield. Pity is not in contradiction with heroic

behaviour, and can on the contrary encourage it. Pity is also an important part of the

narrative, and is to be found in the poet's attitude towards his characters.

21 See also V, 610; XVII, 346; XVII, 352; XXIV, 23.
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III-PITY FROM THE POET

It is not only the characters who are seen to feel pity: pity permeates the whole poem

through the way Homer presents the tragic events that are taking place.

A - vpniog

1 - etymology

As we saw earlier in the chapter, there are differences in the poem as far as death is

concerned: in particular in the conception of death shown by the warriors and by the poet:

for the warriors, death should be heroic and glorious whereas for the poet it is always tragic

and pathetic. This difference is paralleled in the uses of the word vr|TiLog , and though it is

not immediately apparent, vpiuog is a word which can allow us to shed light on some

aspects of human mortality in the Iliad, as it is often linked to death.

The literal meaning of vr|7iiog is 'small child' or when used as an adjective, 'very

young' and 'puerile, childish'. It has been said traditionally that it actually means 'who

cannot speak' (cf. the word infant) because of its link with Znoc,, 'word, that which is

spoken'. People have now more or less renounced that idea (Chantraine for example, but the

links between the Mycenian naputijo and the Greek vpnuTiog makes him think of p/ruco, 'to

call', but he does not consider this as certain).1 Edmunds offers the hypothesis that vr|TiLog in

fact comes from a root ap- meaning 'to join' or 'to connect', which can be found in the Latin

1 Nevertheless, the fact that it can be used of lion cubs for example (XXVII, 132-5, see below), show that it may
actually have nothing to do with speech (unless that particular use is entirely metaphorical).
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aplscor ('reach', 'attain') and Sanskrit apnoti ('reach', 'attain'). She admits that there are

problems with that derivation, and that there is more semantic than phonological evidence

(although her semantic evidence is also doubtful).2

The main distinction is between vr|7UO(; used of actual children and vfjTiLOC used

metaphorically of adults. Indeed, the Lexikon's classification follows this separation: 1-

vt]7ilo<; as a descriptive term when it is used of children 2- vf]7ito<; as a judgemental term

when it is used of adults. Those are two useful categories, which this study is going to follow

to a certain extent, but they are not enough to attain a full understanding of the word and in

particular of its importance in understanding the way the human condition is described in

the poem. The main focus of this study will be the adult uses.

2 - vfiTTioc as description: used of children

The word vr]raoc; is used firstly of the ingenuousness of a small child, and is often used in

reference to children. With 27 out of 53 occurrences, it is the main usage.

a - general uses

The expression vr|7iia xeKva is used 3 times on its own3 and 11 times when associated with

the word aAoxot.4 Edmunds understands the expression vf|7iia xetcva as linked to the

thematic absence of the father in the poem: "children are nepios when their fathers have gone

off, not to return, leaving them with their mothers and disaster." She adds that "this is a

virtually fatal condition. Such a nepios child does not ordinarily grow up to become a

2 Edmunds (1990), 7-9 and 98-9. See also the possibilities given by Vermeule (1979), 113.
3 II, 311 (an animal simile); XI, 113 (an animal simile); XXII, 63.
4 II, 136; IV, 238; V, 480; 688; VI, 95; 276; 310; 366; XVII, 223; XVIII, 514; XXTV, 730.
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the theme of the poem, i.e. war, and does not really explain the meaning of vpruoq.

Furthermore, as she admits herself, though it works for Astyanax, whom she calls the

'paradigm' for this usage of the word, there are several exceptions to that 'rule', such as

Telemachus in the Odyssey, and Diomedes in the Iliad, both of whom are orphans, and end

up being fine warriors, rather than dead. This use actually mainly highlights the role of the

warriors as protectors of their wives and children (or as killers of the enemy's wives and

children), and it emphasises the helplessness of the vpnia xeicva who are unable to defend

themselves. In each case, it is used to encourage the warriors to fight.6

It is used 5 times of Astyanax in particular7 (Hector's son, the only child to actually appear in

the poem) and once of Achilles (to say that he was just a child when he went to war).8

Astyanax is according to Edmunds the paradigm of the vqruoq child. She points out that

"Astyanax is called nepios almost every time he is mentioned".9 This may be true, but it does

not necessarily have the deep significance Edmunds seems to infer from it: quite simply,

vijmog means young child and Astyanax is a young child. Why should the fact that he is

called vrjTiLOC be so significant? But to her, as we saw earlier, being called vr|7uo<; means that

the father is absent, and the use of the word implies "imminence or possibility of doom and

destruction".10 She insists that Hector's death (as the absence of fathers in general), will lead

to the "social disconnection" of Astyanax, and that this social disconnection is part of the

5 Edmunds (1990), 35. For her general analysis of vr)7UOL children, see 25-59.
6 e.g. IV, 234-9.
7 VI, 400; 408; XXII 484; XXIV, 726.
8 IX, 440.
9 Edmunds (1990), 30.
10 Edmunds (1990), 28.
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meaning of the word vf)7iio<;.11 She also points out that "few Homeric heroes seem to have

grown up as orphans", while at the same time pointing to major exceptions: Orestes,

Diomedes and Telemachus.12 Her conclusion on vpTuoc; children is that "children, being

essentially ephemeral, disconnected from past and future, have no past in them". She then

goes on to apply this 'disconnection' which is to her at the centre of the meaning of vprnog

to the adult uses of the word, all of which seems very far-fetched.

The word vfjmoc; is used very generally of the helplessness of youth. In the following

example, extreme youth is presented as something negative, grievous (dAeyEtvog).13

b - children in similes

The Trojans are compared to wasps tormented by children:

auxika bk a<j)f]k£ctalv eoikote:; e^exeovxo
eLvoSloic, ouc 7ial&£t; Eptbpcuvaiaiv e'Govtei; (260)
cue! K£QTop£ovx£t; o&cl) etu olkl' exovxag
vr|7uaxOL'£uv6v bk kukov tcoAeectcti xiGeiox

They swarmed out all at once like wasps by the side of a road, constantly irritated by boys
who made a habit of teasing them in their nests by the roadside the little fools / children that
they are, they create a nuisance for many others.

XVI, 259-62

It is not entirely clear in this example if vpmaxoi refers to their youth and inexperience

("children that they are") or if it is a judgemental use ("the little fools"), where older boys for

example are treated as adults and are censured for behaving like babies. The context seems

11 Edmunds (1990), 31-2.
12 According to her, the reason why they have turned out alright is because they have gone through a kind of

initiation rite which compensate for the absence of their father, see Edmunds 44-53 for a detailed analysis of
those initiation rites. In essence, her point is that those three warriors die a symbolical death through the
initiation rites, in the same way that actual fatherless vrjniOL children such as Astyanax die a real death
"without fulfilling their epic destiny". The difference with Diomedes, Orestes and Telemachus is that "they are
reborn, and as warriors".

13 IX, 490-1. Edmunds understands aleyeivo<; not as meaning 'grievous' and referring to the helplessness and
infancy, but as meaning 'troublesome', and therefore as referring to Phoenix' problems rather than Achilles'.
Edmunds, 57.
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to allow both understandings. Edmunds' understanding is that the children (and Patroclus)

"were unaware of the consequences of their actions, and, for this reason, both are called

nepios",14 Nevertheless, this can also be understood as a behaviour typical of childhood,

rather than as a judgement of those specific children.

In the same book, Patroclus is compared to a little girl:

ti7it£ bebaKQuaai naxpoKAcEg, t)uxe tcoupq

vqTuq, rj 0' apa pqxpl Grouch aveAeoQai dvwyu
eittvou dnxopevp, kcu x' EcrcrupEvqv kocxequkei,
baKpuoEaaa 6e piv 7toxi&£q>kex«i, oc])q' aveAqxai-

'Why are you all in tears, Patroclus, like a little girl running along by her mother and
demanding to be carried, pulling at her dress and holding her back as she tries to hurry on,
and looking at her tearfully until she picks her up?'
XVI, 7-10

Again in this example, it is possible to understand vqnLq as judgmental: Patroclus behaves

like a silly girl. Nevertheless, it seems that Koupq is too vague a descriptive term to allow a

full understanding of the simile. Only tiny little girls would behave like that: only very

young children can expect to be picked up by their mother, and it would make much more

sense if we take vqxuq as a descriptive term here. Willcock points out that "Homer sets

before us wonderfully clearly the unchanging behaviour of children".15 Edmunds links this

child with Astyanax, who displays the same behaviour ("crying and clinging to an adult").

According to her "Patroklos himself is like Astyanax in fretting about something other than

the ultimate disaster that is approaching." Nevertheless, Astyanax is only a baby, and it is

difficult to see how significant is the fact that he is not fretting about the specifics of the

future, and Patroclus does not even know yet that he is about to go on the battlefield, so this

point (whose aim is obviously to show the 'disconnection' linked to the use of vrjmoq in

14 Edmunds (1990), 56.
15 Willcock (1984), 244.
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both passages) is again very far fetched. All in all, though the word is likely to be only

descriptive of the tcoupq, it is very obviously judgemental of Patroclus: an adult male is not

supposed to behave like a little girl.

vqmoq is also used of the young of an animal.16

Children, and even very young children are present throughout the poem, either in person,

in similes, or presented as victims of war. This is the most straightforward use of the word.

In almost every case, the word is there to excite sympathy. The emphasis is most of the time

on dependency and helplessness, and Edmunds' arguments on children being disconnected

are very weak.

3 - vnnioc as judgement: used of adults

The word is used almost as often to refer to adults (26 occurrences), sometimes in the

vocative. The link with the original meaning is that compared with the omniscient gods,

men, in their ignorance, are like children, and like children they behave unwisely or

unthinkingly. Edmunds also talks about adult vt|tilol being disconnected: "they are adults

who are disconnected from the past and, especially, the future. As in the case of children

who are nepios, this disconnection is both mental (they do not have foresight) and social

(their lack of foresight almost always has fatal consequences; it disconnects them from the

fellowship of the living)".17 We will see in this part that vrjmoc indeed implies a lack of

16 XVII, 132-5. It is clear that in this example, vr]7Tloq cannot be linked with £7TOQ, as animals cannot be expected
to speak. Of course, it could simply be a metaphorical use.

17 Edmunds (1990), 60.
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foresight, but it has to be said that her last point - that because this lack of foresight tends to

be fatal, they are disconnected from the living - is again very far fetched and a bit silly.

It is true in a way that vf)Tuoi adults are like children, but it is more general than a

simple 'disconnection'. Their ignorance, limited understanding and, indeed, lack of foresight

are all part of the human condition. There is no real need to bring in this idea of a connection

or disconnection. The common ground is not so much with infancy itself, but with an aspect

of it: the helplessness and inadequacies of children. But it is not enough to simply say that:

there are specific uses and differences according to who uses the word:

This word can be used either by a mortal, to refer to another mortal (10 occurrences),

by a god, to refer either to a mortal (2 occurrences), or to a god (1 occurrence), or by the poet,

in the narrative, only to refer to a mortal (13 occurrences). In each case, there is a clear

difference, if not of meaning, at least of intention.

a - Used by a mortal

In the mouth of a mortal, it is a term of abuse and contempt (the word 'child' is not strong

enough in English). It is used mostly in boasts, of enemies, when about to kill them. For

example, Hector uses it of Patroclus in XVI:

TIutookA' r) 7tou £c|)qa0a tcoAlv KepaiTiprv apf|v,
Tpaka&ac; bk yuvaucac; eAeuGeqov f|paQ anovgac,
af,eiv ev vf|£crcn (friAqv £<; Ttaxgiha yaiav
vr|tu£- xaarv bk tiqooQ' "Ekxoqoc cokeec Ititioi
7xoaalv 6pMQ£x«xai 7XOA£piC£LV

'Patroclus, you must have thought that you would sack our city, and take the day of freedom
from the women of Troy and carry them off in your ships to your own native land - nh/pioj!
In their defence Hector's swift horses speed into battle.'

XVI, 830-3418

18 See also: VIII, 177-79; XX, 196-98; XXI, 99.
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According to Edmunds, "those who do not take good advice are nepioi. They disconnect

themselves from their leaders and usually also their own life as a consequence. On the other

hand, those who give bad advice are disconnected from their own future and success".19

Again, this is very far-fetched: not everything that leads a man to 'disconnect from his life'

(die) are linked to being vr]7uoq! Heroic behaviour and accidents kill too.

The word can also be used of an ally during a heated argument, to expose the

foolishness of the opponent and their lack of understanding of a situation: For example,

Hector accuses Polydamas of being vr|Txioc when Polydamas advises him to retreat for the

night.20 In this particular case the man using the word vqmoq is actually the one who is

wrong and is himself called vfjmoq a few lines later by the poet. Men can make a wrong

judgement when using this word, and can be guilty of what they accuse other people of.

b - used by the gods

In the mouth of a god, it always refers to a man's misapprehension of his relationship to the

gods: it is always a question of rank and hierarchy.

On one occasion, it also refers to the gods' failure to comprehend their own

relationship with Zeus.21 In the next example, Hera is speaking:

vr]7iioi o'i ZqvL pEVEaivopEV acjrpoveovxEcp
r) exi piv pepapev Kaxa7iauCTepev acraov Lovxeg
rj £7i£i f]£ [3fr]- o 6' ac|)f|p£vo<; ouk aAEyiCEt
oub' o0£xai- cftqaiv yap ev dBavaxotox Beoloi
vcdpxei xe ctGevel xe bLaKpibov £ivai apicrxog.

'vf]7iioi we are, thoughtless idiots, to storm against Zeus! We are still intent on facing him,
and trying to stop him with argument or force. But he sits there by himself without thought or
regard for us, saying that he is pre-eminently the best of the immortal gods in power and
strength.'

XV, 104-8

19 Edmunds (1990), p.87.
20 XVIII, 293-96. See also: II, 337-38; VII, 400-2; XVII, 30-32; XVII, 629-30.
21 This points out to the possible ignorance and lack of understanding of even the gods.
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In those cases, the word is not necessarily used as an insult, it is not used to boast or

to laugh at the misfortunes of an enemy, there is not even necessarily any anger involved.

The point is mostly to state facts of hierarchy between the gods and the mortals, as well as

among the gods. There can even be a touch of pity (in the case of Poseidon, where it is linked

with sorrow (axog) and is in the form of a lament, with the expression co ttottoi), which

places those occurrences as an intermediate between the word used by mortals and used by

the poet.

c - used by the poet

It is the most significant use (usually the only one mentioned by scholars, Romilly for

example22). The tone is extremely different when the word is used by the poet himself, as it

then very often has a connotation of pity and compassion. What is very interesting is that it

is almost always used when someone is about to die. The causes of death are always linked

to something innate to the human condition. Very often, it is used when a character is about

to die because of his ignorance or misunderstanding of the true reality of a situation (it is

very frequent: 8 times). This is a recurrent idea with vf]7uoq (cf when it is used by mortals

and gods):23 those men are about to die because of an error of judgement, and even though

the sympathy felt for them can be minimal, their plight is typical of the human condition as

seen in the poem. In the following example, Patroclus asks Achilles to let him fight in his

place:

"Qc cjxrro AiCTCTopEvoc pfya vf|7uoc- rj yap eptAAev
ol auxcy Gavaxov xe kcucov Kai xfjpa AixecrGai

22 Romilly (1997), 138-44.
23 XII, 124-130. See also: II, 872-75; XII, 110-15; XVI, 830-33; XVH, 494-98; XX, 411-12.
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So he spoke in entreaty, vr|Tuo<; - what he was begging would be a wretched death for
himself and his own destruction.

XVI, 46-724

This time, because of the sympathy cultivated for Patroclus as a very likeable character, the

pity felt for him is more obvious. Nevertheless, in terms of content, this example does not

differ so much from the previous one, as, again, excessive confidence and lack of judgement

leads him to his death. In the following example, Tros begs Achilles for his life:

Tpcua 6' AAacrxopi6r|v, o pev avxiog fjAuGe youvarv,
el riMC, ev rcecjjibolto Aa|3cbv kai Ccuov d<j)£ir|
pp&£ kaxakt£lv£l£v oppAtKipv £A£f|CTag, (465)
vrjTuoc, ovbe xo rjbr) o ou TiEiaeaGai EpcAAev-
ou yap xi yAuKuOupoc; avpp fjv oub' ayavocftpcov,
aAAa pdA' EppEpacog-

Then Tros, son of Alastor - he came to take hold of Achilles' knees, in the hope that Achilles
would spare him, taking him prisoner and releasing him alive, and would not kill him out of
pity for a man of his own age: vrjniog, he did not realise that Achilles would never listen -
this was no sweet-minded man, no gentle heart, but a man in full fury.

XX, 463-8

Pity for suppliants is the normal reaction in the poem (see chapter on 'mildness for enemies'

for a more detailed analysis). Here, Tros is also said to be very young (the same age as

Achilles).

Men may also die because the gods tricked them. Again, it is actually a misunderstanding of

the gods' true intentions.25

It is often the case that it is a man's own over-confidence and pride that leads him to his

doom. This can also be described as ignorance or a misunderstanding, and in this case an

overestimation of his own capacities:

ndxpOKAog 6' 17x7x0101 Kai Auxopcbovxt KeAeuaac;
Tpcoac Kai AuKLOug p£x£Kia0£, Kai pey' adcrBr) (685)

24 According to Edmunds, this example shows that being vt)tuoc; "does not present a contrast to warrior-like
behaviour", 4.

25 II, 35-40; XX, 293-96.
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vi]7iiog- ei 5e ettoc npArfuxbao cjmAa^ev
f) x' av u7T£K(|)uy£ Kfjpa KaKT]v pcAavoc; Oavaxoio.
aAA' ai£l x£ Aiog kqelctctwv voog r]£ tieq avbgcbv

But Patroclus called to his horses and Automedon and went in pursuit of the Trojans and
Lycians, and this was a fatal error, vpmog - if he had kept to the instructions of the son of
Peleus, he would have escaped the vile doom of black death.

XVI, 684-8726

It can also be pride and vanity, as in the case of gold-wearing Nastes.27 In both cases, the

characters foolishly believe something that they should not believe.

In all the previous examples, the play on the contrast between the characters' knowledge and

the narrator's (and therefore the audience's) knowledge, the expectations described by the

poet and the dire reality that awaits are what creates a lot of the pathos in the poem. The

vanity of human hopes in apparently on the poet's mind. But even in these cases, the word is

not linked to a condemnation of pride, but to a feeling of pity for men.

When it is used of children, the word vr)7iiog is simply a description of them as children, and

does not have anything to do with their doing something specific. If they are doing

something (in the similes for example), it might be something foolish, but the main point is

still that it is something a child would typically do. But when it is used of adults, the word

vpmop is extremely important to the understanding of the condition of mortals in Homer:

men are ignorant, careless and foolhardy like children, and it leads them to their death, and

this deserves pity rather than ridicule or condemnation.

Key in understanding the word is the idea of misunderstanding or ignorance:

misunderstanding of the situation, of the gods' intentions, but also of their own capacities. It
k

26 See also: XII, 110-15; XVII, 494-98.
27 II, 870-5.
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is in that respect that there is a clear link with the original meaning: like children have a

limited understanding of the adults' worlds, men have a limited understanding of the world

as a whole, of fate, the gods and all that is metaphysically beyond them. As opposed to what

Edmunds says, it does not seem to be 'disconnectedness' that applies to both children and

foolish adults. It seems that when it is used of adults, the word is used metaphorically: by

making those mistakes and errors of judgement, when, as adults, they should know better,

men, in their misunderstanding of the world, are like children.

B-THE "OBITUARIES"

Another way of looking at the expression of the poet's pity in the Iliad is through an

examination of what Griffin calls the "obituaries",28 i.e. "those illuminations of minor

warriors who exist in order to be killed",29 a discreet but fundamental set which gives a

flavour of what the poet's general attitude is.

According to Jasper Griffin,30 in the "obituaries", Homer manages to confer

significance on the slain, and to make their deaths have an emotional meaning for the

audience. Even the dispassionate manner in which the deaths are recorded conveys emotion,

and that is one of the most telling and representative aspects of the Iliad. Griffin records ten

different motifs that are used by the poet to accentuate the pathos of death and make it

moving and significant to the audience. These motifs are: dying far from home, dying near

28 It is interesting to note that these motifs are mostly used by the poet himself to explain how tragic the death of
such and such warrior is. They are also used in lamentations, by the friends and family of the dead warrior, but
also in taunts, by the man who killed him, in which case, the pathos is still present, but is not intended by the
character.

29 Griffin (1980), 103.
30 Griffin (1980), chapter IV "Death, pathos and Objectivity", 103-43.
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friends, lack of care after death, the figure of the bereaved wife, the figure of the bereaved

parents, the short life of a warrior, the divine perspective on human life, the young husband

slain, beauty brought low, being unrecognisable in death and mutilation.

In the following pages, those categories have been slightly changed, to fit the uses

more closely. Furthermore, what Griffin did not recognise is that although these motifs can

also be used in things such as taunts or laments, those are not really obituaries (which are

only used by the poet). It is clearer to stick strictly to obituaries, as they are very specific and

unique expression of pathos in the poem. Therefore, the following examples are slightly

different from those given by Griffin, as he tended to incorporate examples that followed the

motifs but were not 'real' obituaries. Those are given in footnotes with the context in which

they are used. Furthermore, it is worth adding that the obituaries can be used just before or

after a warrior's death, but also a long time before his death, as a prediction by the poet. The

following categories are classified starting with the most common motif and finishing with

the rarest. As the conclusions from this classification remain fairly similar to Griffin's,

though the focus is slightly different, descriptions of each category will remain brief.

1 - the bereavement of the warrior's family:31

Pity for a dead warrior is often expressed through mentioning the pain his death will cause

to those closest to him. This motif is very important as it shows the world that exists outside

the battlefield: the warriors do not exist in a vacuum, only to kill or be killed. There are

people who care deeply about what happens to them. This motif also adds individual

31 From the father: XI, 328-34; the wife: II, 698-702; XIII, 170-6; 427-35. (See also as a boast: IV, 237-9; as a plea: VI,
431-2; XVni, 120-24) The parents: V, 59-64; V, 148-58; XVII, 194-97; XX, 407-10. (See also: as a taunt: XTV, 501-5;
XVII, 24; as a lament: XVII, 34-40; XXIV, 255-60.) The warrior did not have time to have children: XI, 240-5, and
did not have time to repay his parents for his upbringing: XVII, 300-2.
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biographical details to the life of the warriors, showing that they have an existence outside

the limited sphere of the battlefield.

2 - friends cannot prevent the warrior's deaths

This is partly similar to the previous motif in that it shows how the warrior's death affects

people around him, here his comrades-in-arms. The pathos is also expressed in the

inevitability of the death: even other warriors cannot prevent it from happening.

3 - loss of beauty and disfigurements

The physical appearance of the warriors is important and is often commented on. In many

ways, beauty equals courage and is part of the excellence of the warrior. Cowardice and a

lower-class background is associated very often with ugliness, as is the case for example

with Thersites, whiles there are several comments on Achilles' and Hector's beauty. In this

particular obituary there is pathos in the fact that it is a shame to lose such a thing of beauty.

Disfigurement on the other hand, is more than just a loss of beauty: its aim is to make the

warrior unrecognisable, and therefore his exploits unsung.34

4 - the short life of a warrior (almost exclusively used of Achilles):35

One of the tragic themes that is present throughout the poem is that of the premature death

that awaits Achilles. It is present in Thetis' lamentations from the start and after Patroclus'

33 IV, 522-24 = XII, 548-50, XIII, 653-55. It is also used when friends and allies are nearby but cannot give any help:
XV, 650-52; V, 49-54. (See also: as a lament: XVI, 837).

33 XVI, 638-40; XVII, 50-53; XXII, 401-4. That idea is also shown in the way the bodies of the minor warriors are left
untended: VIII, 491 = X, 199, and are driven over by chariots: XI, 531-37; XX, 498-5021. Griffin included the loss
of helmets in this category. I have chosen not to.

34 See Vernant (1999).
35 XV, 610-14; XVII, 194-7; XVII, 300-3. See also in a lament: I, 352-53; I, 413-18; XV, 610-14; XVII, 201-2; XXIV, 540;

XXIV, 725-26.
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dearth, the knowledge and acceptance of that premature death colours everything that

Achilles does.

5 - dying far away from home:36

A common theme linked to Achean death is that they are never going to see their homeland

again. It actually is not certain whether the Achaean dead were going to be buried in Troy or

if their bodies were going to be brought back to Greece, as there is evidence for both.

Furthermore, it is clear that the warriors greatly miss their homeland. It is also used very

cleverly of Hector, even though he dies in his own country:

vr]7ur), oub' £vor|<Tev o piv pdAa xpAe Aoetqwv
XeqctLv AxLAArjog bapaae yAauKumtg A0r|vr].

Poor child, she did not know that far away from any bath bright-eyed Athena had brought
him down at the hands of Achilles.

XXII, 445-6

6 - lack of burials

Burial and the lack of it is a major theme in the poem and a very real concern for the

warriors38, as for example Hector's behaviour shows throughout the poem.

Of course, some examples can belong to several of those categories at the same time.

All these obituaries, according to Griffin, show how pervasive the expression of pathos is in

the Iliad. To him, "the universality of the Homeric vision confers significance on the victims

of the great heroes who, in most warlike epics, count for nothing."39 By showing the

36 XV, 704-6; XVI, 298-303 (linked to the two other motifs "short life" and "bereaved wife"). (See also: as a

reproach: XVI, 538-40; as a taunt: I, 29-31; XX, 389-92; in a lament: XI, 814-18; V, 684-88).
37 XXI 200-4. See also: as a prediction: XVIII, 281-83; as a fear: XXII, 86-89; XXII, 66-68; as a boast: II, 391-93; XIII,

829-32; XI, 391-95; as a taunt: XXII, 333-34; XVI, 834-36; XXI, 122-27; in a lament: XI, 814-18; as a general
statement: I, 1-5; XI, 159-62.

38 See Griffin (1980).
39 Griffin (1980), 139.
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diversity in the lives those warriors have left behind them and in the manner of their death,

the poet affects our perception of the nature of heroism and of the world in which the heroes

struggle and die.
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CONCLUSION

Pity is pervasive in the poem. It is a way to overcome death and suffering through human

solidarity and fellow-feeling, as well as through the actions that pity leads to such as revenge

or protection. It is not only an inner feeling, as it leads to gestures which have great

significance on the battlefield: defending the body of a fallen warrior, avenging a comrade or

even reconciliation between enemies. Unexpected acts of pity, such as what happens

between Achilles and Priam, are what conclude the poem.
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CHAPTER IV

MANKIND AND MILDNESS

I - MILDNESS IN CHARACTERS

The vocabulary of mildness in the Iliad, which for the purpose of this study includes

gentleness and pleasantness, has been subjected to exhaustive classification in the Lexikon.

Furthermore, words such as rjTuoc; and peiAtxot; (or peiAixLog) have been examined by

Romilly,1 but not in such a way as to include all available occurrences. In this present study,

the divisions used do in fact coincide largely with those to be found in the Lexicon, but are

not dependent on them. The words rjTiioc;, peiAtxoc;, dyavot;, yAuicuc;, rjbuc; and paAaxot; as

well as some derivatives such as yAutcuGupog or p£Atr|5f)<; are considered in the light of all

their occurrences in the Iliad.

A simple examination of the lexical field of mildness therefore shows that those

'gentler' values where not unknown in the Tlomeric society.2

1 Romilly (1979), 13-22.
2 See in particular the criticism of Adkins made by Pearson (1962), 37-8 and 60-1.
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A - AS A NATURAL QUALITY

Only three characters are specifically described as "mild" in the Iliad: Patroclus, Hector and

Priam. With no other characters is an adjective meaning "mild" (qmoq or pHAtxoc;) used as

the complement of the verb elpt and applied to the individual, rather than to words or

actions, suggesting that when used predicatively, it appears to designate a general

characteristic of the person rather than an incidental attribute.3

Jacqueline de Romilly studied in depth the word qmog.4 To her, this adjective refers

to a particular kind of mildness, that of a father towards his children and by extension, of a

king towards his subjects. Odysseus in the Odyssey she sees as best exemplifying both these

meanings of the word. The approval of his reign repeatedly expressed by his Ithacan

subjects provides her principal evidence.5 This is to Romilly a mildness characteristic of

patriarchal royalty. Even when the word is applied to other human values it retains this

sense. This is why this word is used in regard to kings or leaders such as Zeus,6 Priam,7 and

Hector.8 Those who are treated kindly are in their turn devoted to their "masters", and it was

this reciprocity that continued to be seen in the Classical period as a reason to recommend

mild behaviour in rulers. Romilly gives examples of such a use of the term fjmoq in Hesiod,

Herodotus and Thucydides, as well as in tragedy and Aristophanes.9

Expressions such as rj7iia oibe will also be looked at later on.
4 Romilly (1979), 16-20.
5 She quotes Telcmaehus' remark about Odysseus, uuujp 6' toe, ijinui, ijtv ("he was mild as a father") Mentor

and Athena use the same formula in II, 234 and V, 12. Eumeus also complains that he will never find a master as
rjmoc; as Odysseus (XIV, 139). Romilly (1979), 17.

6 VIII, 40 and XXII, 184.
7 XXTV, 770.
8 XXIV, 775.
9 See Rnmilly (1979), 18 Aristophanes in particular is mentioned in n.4 and tragedy in n.2. After Thucydides, it

seems that the word disappears (other than brief mentions in Hippocrates), which, according to Romilly, could
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"Hmoc; is used to designate a human quality having high social and political value.

To evoke a more general attitude of gentleness, other words are used, such as peiAixoq or

evqrjq. Romilly says that those words are used in particular in relation to Patroclus who is

not a king or even a leader, and cannot have the "mildness of a father", but who still has a

"temperament egal et bienveillant" and reproaches Achilles for his harshness, calling him

vqAqq (XVI, 33) and dnqvpg (XVI, 35).

Yet, Romilly seems to forget that Patroclus is also called fjmog by Achilles. This

raises the question of whether all of Romilly's conclusions relating to the patriarchal

meaning of the word are undermined, since it is used to refer to someone who is not a king

or a leader. Yet, if we look at the context in which this word is used in reference to Patroclus,

we find that Achilles is talking about the gentleness that Patroclus, as a charioteer, shows to

Achilles' horses:

tolou yap kAeoc; ectSAov anwAeoav rjvloxoio
f| 7t lou, oc; acfxulv paAa noAAdKu; uypov eAaiov
x«LTdcuv Kaxexeoe Aoraaac ubcm Aeukw.

They have lost their groat and glorious charioteer, that qruoc man who so often would pour
soft olive oil down over their manes after washing them in bright water.

XXIII, 280-2

This is clearly a relationship in which Patroclus is the master. But is the attitude of a

charioteer towards his horses like that of a father towards his children, or that of a king

towards his subjects? Indeed, the horses seem to miss Patroclus in the same way that

Odysseus' people missed their king.10

If so, then we can indeed consider that the mildness expressed by the word rjruog

has a precise meaning which presupposes a relationship such as that between ruler and

hp rlnp to the fact that "cctto conception toutc patriarchale do la douceur n'avait plus place dans la cite de type
nouveau qui s'etait alors institute", 18.

10 XXffl, 283-4.
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ruled.11 Patroclus is also on two separate occasions described as pHAtxoc once by Menelaus

and once by Briseis. In Book XVII, the word describes his gentleness towards his comrades,

equals and even superiors:

Tiaaiv ycxq etuotccxo prLAixot; elvcu

His way was to be pEtAixog to all men
XVII, 671

The use of the word nacriv clearly rules out every possibility of using rjnioq as defined

above, since even considering Patroclus "ruled" some of the warriors (which is not at all

obvious, since he is not a leader but Achilles' charioteer),12 it includes Menelaus himself and

the other kings. Menelaus thus evokes Patroclus' general attitude towards men, be they

kings or simple soldiers. And indeed, one can even say that the word Enloxaxo suggests an

intellectual capacity for adaptability:13 he knew how to be kind to everybody, and expressed

his kindness in ways which others, whatever their rank, clearly found appropriate.

The second example shows his gentleness towards a woman. Briseis says to him

after his death:

x(b a' apoxov kAollo) xeGvrjoxa ptiAixov aleL

'And so I weep endlessly for your death. You were always pelAtxoc;'
XIX, 300

And it must be noticed that first of all, Briseis was never really treated as a slave, but

more as a part of the household he and Achilles belonged to. Furthermore, with her, he

played the part, not of a superior or "master", but of a friend, consoling her and promising

11 There are numerous other examples of that use of f|ruo<; in the Odyssey, which seem to carry that same meaning:
they refer to the attitude of a king towards his subjects (II, 230; II, 234; XTV, 139; XV, 153), of a husband towards
his wife (X, 337; XT, 441), of the suitors towards Penelope and Tclcmachus (XX, 326), and of a goddess towards a
mortal (XIII, 314). A similar link to hierarchy will be found in the chapter on pleasure. However, in Odyssey XV,
557, the word is used to describe the feelings of the swineherd Eumaeus has towards his masters: dvdKxscnv
rjTua el&cIx; . This use seems to be in complete contradiction to the other examples.

12 He is called Achilles' fjvioxoi; at XVII, 427; 439; XXIII, 280.
13 On the link between character and knowledge, see Dodds (1951), 16ff. and n.103 and 104, 26. See also Marg

(1967), 69ff., Nestle (1942), 33ff. and Gernet (1917), 312.
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her a marriage with Achilles. On the other, one may wonder whether, in a way, Patroclus

played the part of Achilles' father: he seems to be organising his marriage, as he talks not

only of making Briseis his wife (GqcrEiv, XIX, 298) but also of organising a wedding feast

(5cuct£iv be yapov, XIX, 299). According to Nestor, Menoitius advised his son Patroclus to

give counsel to Achilles, which is also one of the roles of fathers (XI, 783ff.).14

We can thus say that pglAixog is not simply a synonym of qruoq, but implies a different kind

of gentleness. It must also be noted that, similarly, the word Evrjfjq is used in the Iliad,

meaning "gentle". This adjective, and the corresponding noun, £vr|£np are to be found only

in the Iliad (XVII, 204; XVII, 670; XXI, 96; XXIII, 252; XXIII, 648) and (except in XXIII, 648

where it is used of Nestor) only in reference to Patroclus, the adjective always as

complements of the word Exalpoq. Etymologically, this rather mysterious word may be

related to the Sanskrit avas- meaning "benevolence" or "help".15

Even if Patroclus is the character who is the most talked about in terms of

gentleness, he is not the only one described as possessing this quality. Helen describes king

Priam as being CKupog be Traxqp cue; fjmog curt, 'a father-in-law who wac always fjmoc as a father'

(XXIV, 770), an expression in which we again find the idea of the father's mildness. And

indeed, Priam treats Helen as his own daughter, calling her cj){Aov x£Koq (III, 162). Helen

also uses rjmoq of Hector at his funeral, and not only that, but he also is the only one in Troy

to behave kindly to her:

ou yap tlc poi ex' aMoc evl Tpoir] eupaq
f|Tuog oube cj)iAoc, navxec, be pe 7T£<j>pucacriv.

14 See below.

15 Pierre Chantraine (1968).
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'There is no-one else now in the broad land of Troy to be kind to me and a friend, but they all
shudder with loathing for me.'

XXIV, 774-5

Hector thus stands as an exception within Troy (apart from his own father), and the use of

the adjective rjmog in particular may mean that, like his father, he would have become a

good king. The use of qmoq is explicable perhaps not so much by the fact that Hector is a

man and Helen a woman, though it is possible. But Hector is the leading active man in Troy,

and Helen seems all through the text to place herself under his power, perhaps as an

acknowledgement of her own part in bringing about the war. Helen's use of the noun

ayavocftpocxuvq to characterise Hector points to the fact that his influence over other people

may have been enhanced by his own mild temperament. For example, Helen acknowledges

to him that he has prevented his brothers to abuse her thanks to this quality:

or) x' dyavocj)g>oai3vq Kai crotc; ayavolg ineeocn.

through your own gentle-hearted way and your gentle words.
XXIV, 772

The noun dyavocjtQocruvq also suggest a mental disposition rather than

reaction, in common with other -cjipocruvq words. It may show than

resides more in reasoned thoughtfulness.16

B-LACK OF MILDNESS

Two characters in the Iliad are specifically described as lacking gentleness, Achilles and

Agamemnon. It is interesting to notice that they are the ones who are responsible for the

crisis which is the subject of the poem. They are several criticised for their harshness, as we

16 See also cj>iAoc))Qoauvr] at XIX, 256.

a merely superficial

Hector's gentleness
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will see, which shows that their attitude was regarded as abnormal by the rest of the

Achaeans. Yet, if Agamemnon seems by nature to be harsh, Achilles' harshness is only

linked to the circumstances, namely the way Agamemnon treats him, and then, more

importantly, the death of Patroclus.

Agamemnon is never directly said not to be f|7uog, but to lack the qualities connoted

by the term qmoq, which, according to Achilles, makes it impossible to reach an agreement

with him:

xdx« K£v cjjEuyovxEg kvavAovc,
TiAf|cr£iav vEKuarv, el pot kqeiwv Ayapcpvarv
f|7ua Ei&eiry

"They would soon run in flight and fill the gullies with their dead, if lord Agamemnon would
be q 7i ioc to me"

XVI, 71-73

Ironically enough, this reproach comes from Achilles himself. The use of the word qmoq is

here again perfectly understandable: Agamemnon does not behave as a king should (and is

incapable of those f)7ua brjvea he boasts of).17 He is incapable of treating his "subordinates"

properly, and this is to Achilles a reason not to oblige him, since he now considers himself to

be outside of the laws of hierarchy, as is shown in the embassy scene.18

Achilles' status is clearly distinct from his usefulness, and because Agamemnon did

not seem to think much of him in Book I, when he took Briseis from him, Achilles' use of the

word (3acriA£UTEQOc is ironic. By saying that even if Agamemnon's daughter was "as

beautiful as Aphrodite and as talented as Athena" (IX, 389-90) he would not marry her, he

17 VI, 361. Does this mean that Achilles actually accepts Agamemnon's authority? It seems to be the case at XXIII,
156-7. Achilles' gripe, as We will see in the last part of the dissertation, is not necessarily about the social
hierarchy of the Achaian camp as such, but has more to do with the fact that he is expected to perform the
duties of an "inferior" while Agamemnon ignores his duties as a "superior".

18 IX, 391-2.
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rejects the social implication of the match.19 This shows in negative the reciprocity occurring

when a king is fjmoq. Being fjjuoc; is shown here as possessing a necessary social quality,

which Agamemnon himself seems to acknowledge when he praises Odysseus' diplomacy in

Book IV. Agamemnon has belatedly shown flexibility and some spirit of compromise and,

objectively, Achilles should have taken advantage of the considerable advancement in his

standing which the promised marriage would have conferred. In his refusal, however, he

displays the very harshness he criticises in Agamemnon.20

Achilles, on the other hand, is clearly described as being neither yAuKU0upog nor

ayavocjiQcov. This idea is linked to his refusal to spare a suppliant:

Tpcoa 5' AAaoTOQL6r]v, o pev avxioc f|Au0£ yoiivcov,
£1 TICbe, ev 7T£(j)Lt)OlTO Aa|3d)V Kai CaJOV rtcj)£ir)
pr]&£ Kax«KT£LV£L£v opr|Audr)v EAeqcTag,
vrjmoc, oube xo rjbq o ou neicjEohai epcAAEv-
on yap xi yAuKuOupog avqp pv oub' ayavoc|)Qa>v,
aAAa pcxA' eppEpaax;

Then Tros, son of Alastor - he came to take hold of Achilles' knees, in the hope that Achilles
would spare him, taking him prisoner and releasing him alive, and would not kill him out of
pity for a man of his own age: the fool, he did no realise that Achilles would never listen - this
was no yAuKi30upog man nor ayavotjrpwv man, but a man in full fury.

XX, 463-821

Achilles not only is in no mood to spare anybody, but he would also consciously

refuse anyway. This mental aspect of his attitude is also made clear by the participle

eppepacug used to describe his state of mind, and which gives a connotation of desire and

eagerness to Achilles' attitude: not only is he in no state to spare anybody, but he also wants

to kill. Interestingly enough, this refusal to spare supplicants he shares with Agamemnon. In

19 See Donlan (1993).
20 More on this topic in the part on politics.
21

On Bupoc; vs. cj}Q£V£Q'4>Qf|V, see in Clarke (1999), chapter 4 passim, esp. n.72, 31; 64 (+ n.9), 78 (+n.41 and n.42)
and 83ff.. See also Jahn (1987), Caswell (1990), Darcus (1979,1980 and 1988).
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Book XI, Pisander and Hippolochus beg Agamemnon to spare their lives, but he does not

listen to them:

"Qq Tea y£ kAcuovte 7tg>o(7au6f|xr|v |3aCTiAf]a
priAixioig £7i££ctotv-ap£LAiKTOv 6' on' aKoucrav-

So these two wept their appeal to the king: meili/xioi words, but the answer they heard was
dpciAiKTog.

XI, 136-7

Agamemnon even shows the utmost cruelty to them by cutting off their hands and

their heads. His words are also clearly described as being dpelAiKxoi. In VI, 55-60, he says to

his brother who wanted to spare a suppliant:22

(I) TIETZOV (I) M£v£Aa£, xi f] &£ co) kx)&£cu ouxcog
dvbpcltv; q croi aptaxa n£7ioir|xai tcaxa olkov
ngoc. Tqcoojv; xchv pf| xig UTi£Kc()uyoi ainvv oAeQoov
XElpdg 0' rjpETEpag, prjb' ov Tiva yacrxEQt pf|xpp
kouqov fovxa c()£qol, pp6' og cftuyot, aAA' dpa navxec,
IAiou ££,aTToAoiax' dkf|6£axot kal dcfjavxoi.

"Menelaus, dear brother, why this concern for men's lives? Did you get the very best
treatment from the Trojans in your house? Not one of them must escape stark destruction at
our hands, even the boys still carried in their mothers' wombs - not even they must escape,
but all be extinguished together, wiped from Ilion without sight or ceremony."

VI, 55-60

Curiously enough, one may think this cruel statement seems to be approved by the

poet himself, who says:

"Qg Eirabv £XQ£i|>£v db£Acj)£iou cj)Q£vag fjpaig
alaipa nageinccv-

With these words the hero turned his brother's mind, winning him alcnpa nixQEimov.
VI, 61-62

The poet usually never condones the cruelty he describes,23 and the sentence quoted above

has puzzled scholars like Grace Macurdy.24 Yet, here, aiaipov does not necessarily mean

22 Supplication is a very important theme in the Iliad, and will be looked at in greater detail in the next chapter.
23 The poet, unlike some of his characters, never seems to rejoice in bloodshed. On the poet's "objectivity", see

Griffin (1980). On cruelty not being condoned, see also Sega! (1971) and Romilly (1985, 1992 and 1997).
24 Macurdy (1940), 20-21. The general puzzlement which exists over this expression can be seen in the following

quotation: "But to our dismay the epic story continues in a way that has caused great dismay to commentators:
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"just" or "suitable" as is often thought, but retains its primary meaning of "decreed by fate".

Homer may simply state that the Trojans' destruction is fated, and this may be the

implication of using the word aimpov in this context. It does not necessarily imply that

Homer approves of what is going to happen, but simply states an irrefutable fact. It does not

undermine in the least the general idea that that the normal attitude is that of Menelaus,

since the only people who kill suppliants, Achilles and Agamemnon, are also criticised

elsewhere for their harshness. Furthermore, Agamemnon seems to take too much pleasure

in killing the suppliants (when he cuts off their hands and heads in Book XI for example) to

appear simply as "doing his duty", and we are also told that Achilles himself used to spare

suppliants before Patroclus' death.25 He tells Lycaon:

tzqLv pev yap naxpotcAov etucttoIv alaipov fjpap
TO(j)pd xl poi 7X£<j)L6£a0ai £vl (j>p£ctl (jjiAxEQOV r)£V
Tpwcev, xai rtoAAoug twovc, eAov t)6' enegaooa-

"Before Patroclus met the day of his fate, then it was more my mind's liking to spare
Trojans, and there were many I took alive and sold elsewhere."

XXI, 100-2

Thus, there is a precise reason for his sudden cruelty, which is represented as abnormal' even

for the hero himself. We can also notice that the word cucnpov is used again here (atcapov

fjpap), and does not mean "just" or "suitable" either, but simply indicates that Patroclus

died on the day Fate decided he should die. It is an objective statement and not an

approval.26

'with these words he diverted the heart of his brother from his purpose, giving him just counsel.' Thus the poet
commends Agamemnon's monstrous words of cruelty. 1 do not approve of a change of aicripa (just) to alcruAa
(unjust), nor do 1 agree with miss Stawell's argument that naQsimbv in this passage and in II., VII, 121 means
"uttering awry", "perverting the right". The phrase alcnpa nagemuv appears to me to be an "unexpurgated"
phrase, left over from an older lay, perhaps used here carelessly for "giving him timely advice", i.e., just in time
to prevent Menelaus from yielding to his impulse of mercy."

23 However, killing suppliants is also never directly condemned by the poet. The pathos of a scene such as the
encounter with Lykaon indirectly shows Achilles' cruelty, but there is no direct condemnation. The closest we
get to a direct condemnation is that of human sacrifice at XXIII, 176 (Kaica egya).

26 For a similar argument, see Goldhill (1990).
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It is also important to notice that the only gods who are said to lack mildness are

also those who are the most hated by men and gods alike, namely Hades and the Erinys.

Before sending the embassy, Agamemnon says that he hopes Achilles will yield:

6pr|0r]TW- AT6r|<; xoi dpeLAixoc f]6' dSapacrtoc;,
TOUVEKa KCU T£ |3QOTOlai 0£&)V ExSlCrTOg d7TaVTWV

'Let him yield27 - Hades is the one who is bpEiAixoc and pitiless, and for that he is of all gods
the most hated by men.

IX, 158-9

And during the embassy itself, when telling Achilles the story of Meleager, who eventually

relented and saved his people, Phoenix mentions the Erinys apeLAixov f)TOQ exouoa (IX,

572), "having an dpciAixoc; heart". Those two divinities are used as counter-examples, and

exemplify the behaviour men should avoid, and are themselves abnormal by "divine"

standards: they are hated, and unlike the gods who are said to be moved by prayers and

sacrifices, they are implacable.

D - THE INAPPROPRIATENESS OF MILDNESS

If gentleness of words and attitudes seems to be highly valued by the Homeric heroes, this

quality becomes a flaw when it is transferred from social relationships to the battlefield.

During Hector's funeral, Andromache explains to Astyanax that people mourn him because

he was such a fierce warrior:28

£7T£i paAa 7toAAO! Axatcbv
"Ektoqoc ev TtaAdpqcjiv o6d£, e'Aov dorcetov ou&cu;.

27 Yielding is a fairly important theme in regards to the Achilles/Agamemnon dispute, where Achilles, as an
'inferior', is expected to 'yield' to Agamemnon's authority. It is interesting to note that the same verb is also used
of being vanquished on the battlefield (IV, 99; V, 646; XTV, 316; XVIII, 113).

28 Cf. also Astyanax' reaction to his father's helmet in Book VI.
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ou yag pUAixoc ectke Txaxijg xeog ev 6at Auygrj
xcb teat ptv Aaoi pfv obugovxni vcaxa daxu,

"There were many of the Achaeans who sank their teeth in the broad earth, brought down at
Hector's hands. Your father was no petALXog man in the misery of battle. And so the people
are mourning him all through the city."

XXIV, 737-40

She probably means that they are sorely going to miss his prowess in battle. On the other

hand, when Agamemnon is said to be apeLAtKxoc; (XI, 137) on the battlefield, it is not meant

to be a compliment. But there are here two very different attitudes: Hector is harsh to

enemies while defending his country,29 and Agamemnon is harsh to suppliants, when he

should have been gentle. Harshness is appropriate when used in a fair fight, not towards

helpless people. Unlike Agamemnon, Hector is harsh only when it is called for.

In Book XV, when the Trojans are very near to setting fire to the Achaean ships, Ajax

says:

xcb ev xeqof <j>6o>c, ou peiAixir] noAgpoto.

"So salvation is in the strength of our hands, not in p£tAtxir| in battle."
XV, 741

The word is often (unnecessarily) translated by "weakness" rather than "gentleness", and

indeed, it is difficult to imagine what sort of pEtAixb] Ajax is referring to. It does seem like a

bit of an obvious statement ("strength is better than gentleness in battle"!), and indicates that

Ajax enjoys valour and that peiAixb] has no place on the battlefield. It looks like a simple "no

mercy to our enemy" statement., rather than anything really specific. It is a rallying cry for

courage and action, made dramatic by the use of a polar expression: pELAiXLp/x£Qcn. The use

29 The Achaians, on the other hand, are described as pillaging neighbouring town (which is where they get
captives and booty from: I, 124-6; 163-4; II, 133; VI, 414-6; IX, 185-9) whereas the Trojans (Andromache for
example), are focusing on defending the wall around Troy to prevent an incursion (V, 471-6; 489-92; VI, 433-4;
also the fact that the most common epithet of Troy is eupuayuia is quite significant).
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of the term is very similar to what Andromache says of Hector in the previous example:

petAiXLr] is not a welcome quality in the middle of battle.

Mildness is a welcome and valued quality in the poem, and even appears to be link to

important qualities of leadership.30 Some individuals seem to be gifted with more gentleness

than others (Patroclus and Hector as opposed to Agamemnon in particular), and,

interestingly, Zeus himself is described as especially gentle. We will now look at the

importance of this quality within the circle of family and friends.

30 See also section on persuasion below and part III on Politics.
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II - MILDNESS WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS

Family is typically the place in which a reciprocal mild behaviour is expected from the

characters (especially when women are involved). A study of the words referring to family

(pf|Tr]q, 7iaxf|q, aAoxoc, tioctu;, node,, xekvov, dbcAcjrog, KaaiyvExop) highlights the kind of

mild relationships that usually exist within the family circle in the Iliad.1 Harshness within

the family can of course happen, but it is generally viewed as abnormal, as is Anthea's

hatred for her son, Meleager:

xf] o ye TtttQKaxEAEKTO ydAov SupaAyca tieckkov
iE, ixqeuiv pqxpoc KEXoAwpevog

This was the wife that Meleager lay with, and he brooded on the anger that pained his heart,
made furious at his mother for her curses.

IX, 565-66

A father's anger driving his son to exile is similarly uncommon:

cf>£uyajv VEUcea rtaxpoc Apuvxopoc 'OppEvibao,
oc poi xtaAAaKtboc TtEptxcnaaxo KaAAiKopoio

running from the anger of my father Amyntor, son of Ormenus. He was enraged at me over
his lovely-haired concubine.

IX, 448-492

Thus, the familial relationship and the roles attributed to each member can be used as a

paradigm to explore relationships outside the sphere of the family.

1 For a general look at kinship mildness in the context of care, see Lynn-George (1996), passim, esp. as linked to
funeral rites.

2 See also Priam's behaviour towards his son at XXIV, 248-54.
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A-WOMEN IN THE ILIAD

Women play a surprisingly large part in the Iliad and the female characters, though they are

not as central to the action as the heroes are, are arguably as striking.

The female gender is often used as a symbol of cowardice on the battlefield,3 but

women also have a very positive role to play outside the sphere of war. For example, their

role as birth-givers makes them a symbol of life, offering a sharp contrast to the reign of

death on the battlefield.4 Women are also very much present through their suffering and

their mourning for their male relatives, which makes theirs a mild and sympathetic

presence.5 The poem also presents them as symbols of the fate of the non-combatants during

a war, insofar as most women are Trojans, and are seen as representing all women whose

men-folk are engaged in a war.6

Women also reveal another aspect of the warrior: Hector in particular, is not only a

fierce combatant, he also is a gentle husband,7 a respectful son,8 and a man capable of

treating Helen kindly, though she is reviled by the rest of the Trojans.9

Women have particular relationships with warriors, specific "roles" to fulfil, and

specific responses to expect, most of which are linked with the theme of mildness.10

3 Cf. II, 235 and VII, 96. See also II, 289-90; VII, 235-35; XI, 389; XVI, 2-8; XX, 252-54; XXII, 124-25.
4 On maternity and metaphors of maternity on the battlefield, see chapter I on mortality.
5 See chapter II on suffering. This 'mildness' nevertheless has some striking exceptions, such as Hecuba's desire to

eat Achilles' liver at XXIV, 209-13.
6 Mosse (1981) points out that the only female characters in the Iliad are either servants or royalty: "des femmes

du peuple, aucune mention, comme si les Thersyte et autres hommes du vulgaire qui constituent le gros de
l'armee en etaient depourvus." She adds: "il est bien evident que ni le poete, ni ses auditeurs n'en avaient cure.",
210. However, ordinary working women do appear in the poem, in important and memorable similes, as well
as on the shield of Achilles. Considering the importance and significance in Homer of both the shield and the
similes, it seems very unreasonable to conclude that the poet does not care about the characters that appear in
them. On the contrary, they show Homer's love for the ordinary life, and that he saw the beauty and the
significance of it, even in an aristocratic, heroic context, and used it side by side with the heroes. On this point
see in particular Romilly (1985). On similes involving women, see chapter I on mortality. For similes involving
men compared to women in the Odyssey, see Foley (1978).

7 See in particular VI, 399-502.
8 See in particular VI, 250-85.
9 See in particular XXIV, 762-75.
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1 - mothers

The social role of the mother in the Iliad follows the son throughout his entire life, since

mothers give birth, raise and finally bury their sons. Even when the warriors have reached

their full manhood, and even in times of war, mothers are still present at their sons' side.

They give them advice,11 they console them,12 and if they can, they protect them.13

This last role is mostly reserved to the goddess-mothers such as Thetis or

Aphrodite.14 The mother also appears as a mater dolorosa, lamenting over her son's

misfortunes or mourning over his corpse.15

It is noticeable that Thetis is the foremost mother figure in the Iliad (out of 98

occurrences of the word pqxqQ, 33 refer to Thetis).16 Of course, the fact that she is a goddess

means that she is more capable of helping her son than say, Hecuba, but it is interesting to

see that even the "best of the Achaians" can require the help and love of his mother, without

10 On the role of women in the poem, see in particular Arthur (1973), Clader (1976), Foley (1978), Groten (1968),
Hirvonen (1968), Kahn (1998), Llewellyn-Jones (2003), Loraux (1981, 1990), Monsacre (1984), Mosse (1981), Rose
(1993), Van Wees (2005).

11 See also: XVIII, 189 and XVIII, 216.
12 See also: I, 357-63; V, 370-74; VI, 251-54; XVIII, 35-37; XVIII, 70-73; XVIII, 78-82; XXIV, 126-131; XXIV, 141-42.
13 See also: IV, 130-31; VI, 429-30; Vin, 271-72; XXIII, 782-83; XXTV, 72-73.
14 On Thetis' grief, see Slatkin (1986), 14, and for a comparison with Demeter, 17. On the point of motherly

affection to foreground mortality, see Leach (1997), 355. On female suffering, see chapter II of the dissertation.
15 I, 413-18. Another example is Hecuba in Book XXII:

Tpojricriv 6' Eicd|3r| abivou E£,f|QXE yooio
tekvov eyd> bEiAry xi vu fSeiopai aivd 7ia0oOcrc<
cteu dnoTeOvrjdrroc;;
And Hecuba led the women of Troy in the loud lament: 'child, oh, my misery! Why should I live
now, when I have suffered the agony of your death? (XXII, 430-32)

and Andromache in Book XXIV:

Kod pcv eycb pcxd Trjor- cfu 6' av xcicog f) epoi auxr|
eipeat, ev0d kev Epya deucea egydtoio
a0Aeuojv tiqo avoncxog dpeiAixou, rj Tig Axaiwv
Qitjiei xeiQdg eAcuv and nupyou Auypov oAeOpov
And you, child, you will go where I go, where you will be put to shaming work, slaving for a
cruel master. Or some Achaian will catch you by the arm and fling you from the walls to a miserable
death. (XXIV, 732-35).

16 For a comparison with the relationship between Eos and Memnon in the Aithiopis, see Slatkin (1986), 2ff.
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being diminished in his manhood.17 A mother is expected to be with her son when he needs

her, and often, as Helene Monsacre pointed out, the initial proximity between mother and

son underlines their encounter: Thetis often has for Achilles the mild gestures a mother has

for a very small child (cf. XVIII, 35; XVIII,70; XVIII, 71). Aphrodite, to protect her son

Aeneas, repeats the gestures of maternity: she takes him in her arms and holds him against

her breast:

Kai vu kev £V0' dnoAoixo ava£, dvbpwv ALvEtag,
el pq ap' of,u vopae Aide 0uydxr|p Acf>po6(xr]
pqxrjp, q piv xm' Ayxtcrq xeke |3oukoAeovxi
apejn 6' eov cjrtAov uiov exeuaxo rcf|X££ Aeukco,
7xpoa0£ be o't 7X£7tAolo cf>a£ivou 7xxuypa icaAut|>£v
eqkoc £p£v PeAeojv, pq xtg Aavatov xaxu^uAcov
XaAKOv £vl axr|0£CTCTL |3aAcbv ek Oupov e'Aolxo.

And now Aeneas, lord of men, would have perished there, if Zeus' daughter Aphrodite 18had
not quickly seen it, his mother, who had conceived him to Anchises, when he was herding
cattle. She threw her white arms around her dear son, and held the fold of her shining robe in
covering him, to shield him from the spears, so that no fast-horsed Danaan should cast a
bronze spear in his chest and take the life from him.

V, 311-17

That scene can be compared with the one between Andromache and Astyanax, in which the

gestures are quite similar:

"Qc; ELTtchv aAoxoio c()iAqg ev xepoiv £0r)K£
7xai&' eov-q 6' apa ptv kt]6j6£'l betaro koAticj
baicpuoev ycAdaaaa-

So speaking, he placed his son in his dear wife's arms. She took him to her scented breast,
smiling with tears in her eyes.

VI, 482-8419

" Nevertheless, constantly saving a mortal warrior from danger, as Aphrodite does with Aeneas, prevents him
from being truly heroic. As Slatkin (1986) points out: "To snatch a hero from danger, to protect him from death,
however, offers a paradox of which the Iliad and Odyssey are conscious: that preserving a hero from death
means denying him a heroic life.", 7., On the relationship between Thetis and Achilles, see Slatkin (1986) 8ff.
And 22. On the protection motif, see 8ff and 20ff and on the theme of concealment, 7. On the relationship
between Aphrodite and Aeneas in the Aeneid, see Winsor Leach (1997), esp. 351ff, 362ff (363-4 for a comparison
with the Iliad), and Wlosok (1967), 86-88 and 110-111.

18 A handmaid also uses the same gesture towards Astyanax (VI, 400).
19 See also Achilles comparing Patroclus to a little girl wanting to be picked up by her mother (XVI, 7-10).
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Curiously, Thetis is said to have used the same maternal gesture, not towards Achilles, but

towards Dionysus (VI, 136) and Hephaistos (XVIII, 398). In a way, this shows Thetis as the

quintessential mother.

While begging Hector not to fight Achilles, Hecuba unveils her breast, the symbol of

maternity. By doing that, "elle rappelle a Hector, sur le point de mourir, qu'il a ete un tout

petit enfant, et que le plus vaillant guerrier reste, en un certain sens, un enfant pour sa

mere."20

In the Iliad, all those gestures seem to exist only between mother and child, whatever

the age of the child.21

2 - wives

Of course, the social role of the wife is to be submissive to her husband and to obey him.22 It

is also to fulfil domestic duties, such as running a bath for the warrior's return from the

battlefield.23She is also expected to give him children.24

The relationship between husband and wife as shown in the poem, is very complex

and intimate.25 Women can give help and advice to their husbands, and their main tool is

persuasion.26

20 Monsacre (1984), 89. Although her purpose is really to remind Hector of what she did for him, so he does her a
favour in return and does not fight Achilles.

21 Lateiner (1998) does not seem to have picked up on those gestures. On the other hand, the 'protection motif (see
Slatkin 1986) can also involve male gods: Apollo covers Hector's dead body with the Aegis (XXIV, 20),
Hephaistos covers Idaeus (V, 23) and Molione (XI, 752) in darkness to save them from death, Apollo covers

Agenor in mist (XXI, 597), Apollo send a cloud to protect Hector's body (XXIII, 189). It is once seen from a
human being, when Ajax covers Patroclus' body with his shield (XVII, 132).

22 in, 408-9, V, 70-71
23 XXII, 440-44. See also: XXII, 155-57. For a list of domestic duties to be expected from the wife, see Mosse (1986),

216 (esp. Penelope, 217) and Arthur (1973), 13.
24 XIX, 115-17. Interestingly, this is not something that seems particularly emphasized in the Iliad. Arhtur (1973)

argues convincingly that "since heirs were freely bred from concubines, or freely adopted, the child-bearing
services of the wife were less critically essential than in an era when only the legitimate wife could produce a
legitimate heir.", 17. We will see in the sub-part on happiness how the husband/wife relationship, like many
others, is both hierarchical and reciprocal.
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The example of Meleager's story, as told by Phoenix during the embassy scene is

also quite significant, as it shows a certain power of the wife, persuasion. While the elders

and priests, family and even dear friends fail, only his wife convinces him to fight.

The wives are also shown to share a special relationship with their husbands. They for

example expect to share knowledge:

"Hpr) pf] 6r] navzac, Epoug etileAtieo puBoug
eLbqaELV- xnA£7iot xot ectovt' aAoxcp tceq Eoticrry

'Hera, do not expect to know of all my thoughts - they will be hard for you, even though you
are my wife.'

I, 545-46

But more importantly, love can play a great part, as is particularly plain in the

relationship between Hector and Andromache:

AAA' ou poi Tpdxov xocrcrov peAel ctAyoc; oxucrcrw,
out' autqc EKa(3qc oute ripidpoio avctKxoc
oute KaaLyvf|x&)v, of kev tcoAeec, te k«l eoBAol
ev Kovlqai rreaoLEV fm' avbpaat buapEVEEaorv,
o0ctov c7eu, ote kev tlg axduuv xoakoxltcuvcuv
6aKQuo£aaav nyqxaL eAeuBeqov qpap aTroupac

'But the pain I feel for the suffering to come is less for the people of Troy, less even for Hecuba
and king Priam and my brothers, the many brave brothers who will fall in the dust at the
hands of our enemies, than my pain for you, when one of the bronze-clad Achaian carries you
away in tears and takes away the day of your freedom.'

VI, 450-5527

Arthur argues that although "the social position of women in Homeric times was roughly

the same as in later times in Greece", "the new importance of man's personal life, especially

the life of the family", is treated by Homer "as part of the forward-moving element in society

[...]. As a result, woman's position was upgraded ideologically; the everyday relations

25 See Mosse (1986) in particular on the relationships between Hector and Andromache and Priam and Hecuba,
213-14.

26 VI, 337-38 and IX, 590-96.
27 See also: for Andromache: VI, 366; VI, 394; VI, 482; for other wives: IX, 335-37; IX, 340-41; XIV, 315-16.
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between man and wife especially were the subject of romanticization which contrasted

strongly with the epic emphasis on heroic exploits."28

Furthermore; Kakridis shows very clearly that the Meleager story points to a scale of

affection, which the wife tops.29 In a later work,30 Kakridis points out that women have a role

in the Iliad, which is of exercising a restraining power. Nevertheless, he defines this

"restraining power" as something negative, since to him it consists in "trying to dissuade

them from doing their duty, as they feel they must, and by keeping alive the agonizing

conflict in their souls." While this may be partially true of Andromache (she does offer good

strategic advice regarding the defence of the wall, but it is not what FFector "feels he must"

do), it does not match what Cleopatra does in the Meleager story: she actually encourages

him to do his duty. Helen also does the opposite of restraint, as she reviles Paris for not

fighting and behaving like a coward.31 As for Hecuba, she does try to prevent Priam from

going into the Achaian camp to claim Hector's body, but considering that in the same breath

she talks about eating Achilles' liver,32 "restraint" might not be the most appropriate term too

use here.

In a context of war, protecting one's wife and children is an incentive to fight, as women are

characterised by their potentiality to be a prey to the enemy. Women are also first and

foremost linked to their husbands, they have no existence outside of them.33 Andromache for

example is always mentioned in relation to Hector; she has no real individual existence.34

The relationship between Priam and Hecuba also seems to be a very close one, as is shown

28 Arthur (1973), 14. On Hector in particular, see 11-12 and on Odysseus/Penelope, see 14-15.
29 Kakridis, Th. (1949), 19-20.
30 Kakridis, Th. (1979).
31 IE, 428-36.
32 XXIV, 201-216.
33 This is also the case of children, as will be seen below.
34 Cf. VI, 369-502; VIII, 185-190; XXII, 437-515 and XXTV, 723-746.
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by Hecuba's reaction when Priam decides to go and see Achilles: she rants and raves at him

to try and prevent him from going into the Achaian camp (XXIV, 139-227), while the

relationship between Paris and Helen seems to be much more problematic: she seems to feel

sexual desire for Paris (as embodied by Aphrodite), but she also seems to despise him (III,

383-450).

Men in the Iliad generally show kindness to women, and sometimes, even to women who are

actually outside their family circle: Hector and Priam show great kindness to Helen, even

though she is a stranger to them, and the cause of their woe.35 Patroclus is also kind to

Briseis, even though she is only a captive (XIX, 300).

In general, the attitude of warriors towards women is significant of their attitude in

general, and towards those more vulnerable than themselves in particular. Hector and

Patroclus are a very good example of that. Agamemnon on the other hand, who speaks

dismissively of his wife Clytemnestra36 and treats the two captives Chryseis and Briseis as

mere possessions rather than as human beings, is also the one who systematically refuses to

spare suppliants.37

Therefore, it is safe to say that Finley is wrong when he says:

Be that as it may, there is no mistaking the fact that Homer fully reveals what

remained true for the whole of antiquity, that women were held to be naturally

inferior and therefore limited in their function to the production of offspring and the

35 XXIV, 765-67 and ffl, 161-64
36 See I, 113-5.
37 See VI, 51-65 and XI, 122-47.
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performance of household duties, and that the meaningful social relationships and

the strong personal attachments were sought and found among men.38

Arthur of course strongly disagrees with Finley, and her conclusion is that his statement

assumes a connection between women's social function and an active desire on the

part of society as a whole to establish their inferiority. Yet nowhere in the Iliad or the

Odyssey do we find any disparaging remarks about women's role, nowhere do we

encounter the expressions of misogyny which appear so frequently in later Greek

literature. Although it may be true that the position of women in Homeric times was

little different from that of later times in Greece, there is a difference in the Homeric

attitude towards this social role. The Homeric poet focuses almost exclusively on the

positive side of the position of women; it emphasises women's inclusion in society as

a whole, rather than her exclusion from certain roles; it celebrates the importance of

the functions that women do perform, instead of drawing attention to their

handicaps or inabilities.39

It is also noticeable that that the judgement of the Trojan women seem to matter to Hector as

much as that of the Trojan men:

aAAa paA' aivcog
aibeopat Tpwag k«l Tpcodbat; £AK£at7T£7iAouc;,
ai k£ Kaico? ax; vocrcjHV aAuoKaCw noAepoio

"But I would feel terrible shame before the men of Troy and the women of Troy with their
trailing dresses, if like a coward I skulk away from the fighting."

VI, 441-340

There also exists a female version of the Council of the elders, with Hecuba at its head.41

38 Finley (1954), 128.
39 Arthur (1973), 13-14. For the Odyssey, see also Foley (1978) on the similes equating Penelope with Odysseus. On

the same topic, see also Podlecki (1971), 90 and Arthur (1973), 15.
40 See also XXD, 104-5.
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B-CHILDREN

Children are very often mentioned alongside their mothers, much more rarely on their own,

unless it is a reference to a specific child, and are more or less in the same situation as wives,

in that they also are potential prey for the enemy, and must be defended.42 But as is the case

for wives, it does not mean they are necessarily defended as possessions, but most of the

time as "loved ones", as the use of words like xeicvov or nede, as terms of affection outside

the family circle shows quite well. Better still is the short scene where Hector sees his son

Astyanax in Book VI, and where tenderness is clearly present, in passages such as those:

rjxoi o p£v pdbqerev ibebv et; naiba aicortfi

Hector looked at his son and smiled in silence.

VI, 404

"Qc ElTCcbv ou Tiaibdc, OQeE,(XTO 4>«l&ipoc "ElCTCUQ
at|) 6' o node, ngoc, koAtcov euCcjvolo xiBqvqc;
eicAivOr] idxwv naxgoc, cftLAou ovjnv dxuxBeb;
xap|3f|oag x°Akov T£ Aocjiov Lrcmoxmxrjv,
beivov an' akqoxbtxqt; koquOoc vfuovxa voqaag.
ek 6' eyeAaaae 7iaxr]q> xe cjaiAcx; Kai ttoxvux pqxqQ
auxuc' and Kpaxog koqu0' elAeto cfjaibLpoc "Ektcoq,
Kai xqv pLv KaxeGqKEv £ni xQovi Ttapckavocncrav
auxdp o y' ov cfiAov uiov enei kucte tifjae xe XEQcnv

So speaking glorious Hector reached out to take his son. But the child shrank back crying
against the breast of his girdled nurse, terrified at the sight at the sight of his own father,
frightened by the bronze and the crest of horse-hair, as he saw it nodding dreadfully from the

41 VI, 270, 287, 296. See Mosse (1986), 215. As for the topic of women in the poem, a comparison with Hesiod's
violent misogyny is not uninteresting. See in particular Arthur (1973), 20ff., esp. 22-25. Her conclusion is that:
"The Hesiodir attitude towards women and their social roles, then, is part and parcel of the developing trend
toward a society made up of individual, small families, but an attitude formulated from the perspective of that
class for whom the small family was an economic and political necessity and for whom, consequently, woman's
enforced participation in a societ;' in which she had no concrete stake posed a problem. From the Homeric or
aristocratic point of view, this evolution was part of a promising movement towards a new humanism, and no
immediate threat to a class for whom the small family was only part of larger network of clan affiliations which
assured the security of their political positions.", 25.

42 VIII, 55-57; IV, 130-31; IV, 238-39; VI, 94-95 = VI, 275-76 = VI, 309-10; VI, 237-41; VI, 407-9; VIII, 55-57; VIII, 271-
72; IX, 594; XII, 433-35; XV, 497-99; XV, 661-66; XVII, 223-24; XXII, 63; XXTV, 729-30
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top of the helmet. His dear father and honoured mother laughed aloud at this, and glorious
Hector took the helmet straight from his head and laid it gleaming bright on the ground. Then
he kissed his dear son and dandled him in his arms.

VI, 466-74

Even the fact that Hector has a special name for his son, Scamandrios, is significant of the

special love he has for the child (VI, 399-403).

Furthermore, out of 23 occurrences of the word cfiiATaTOg, 6 refer to a son.43

Male children are also heirs to their father, and the theme of transmission 44 is very

present in the poem, and helps create another kind of privileged relationship between father

and son. Children are also put forward as an image of innocence and thus show an aspect of

life different from the picture of war that is predominant in the poem45.

C-MALE RELATIVES

1 - brothers

In times of war, the relationship between two brothers takes different forms: co-operation in

battle,46 protection,47<revenge when one of the siblings is killed.48 As Van Wees points out,

« V, 378; XV, 111; XVI, 433; XVIII, 118; XX, 410; XIV, 748.
44

Knowledge; IV, 218-19; bravery, XIV, 113; houses and objects, XVII, 194-97; but also misfortunes and
responsibility: XI, 142 and family traits: V, 892-93

45 See for example II, 337-38; VII, 234-36; XI, 558-62; XV, 362-4; XVI, 259-62; XVIII, 554-56; XVHI, 569-71.
46 XXI, 308-310; VII, 2-3; XV, 436-41; XV, 466-70; XV, 545-47; XVI, 326-27; XXIH, 607-8. The Odyssey points out that:

p xi KaCTiyvr|TOLCT' ETupepcfieai, olcri usq dvpp
papvapLvoim nenoiGe, kul a pcya veIko? oprpai; (16, 97-8 = 115-16)

47 VIII, 330-31; V, 20-21; V, 357-60; VI, 429-30; XI, 257-58; XIII, 533-35; XIV, 469-85. Not doing so is a great source of
disgrace, as the Odyssey points out:
Aw|3r) yap mbe y' taxi Kai eacropevoicn 7iu0£cr0ai,
£t 6f] pr) naibcov x£ Kacnyvr|xarv x£ <f>ovf|a<;
x£iaop£0' (24, 433-4)

48 XVI, 319-21; IX, 566-71; XI, 248-53; XX, 419-23; XXIV, 433-5; 736.
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kinship ties "involve mutual support in conflict", and kinsmen and friends "are potentially a

great source of power."49

But as with women, it can also take the form of a gentler kind of interaction, such as:

persuasion,50 an open display of worry, when one of them is wounded for example,51

affection:

Ar)T4>o[3' p prv pot to ndgog rtoAu cJxATaxog f)oQa
yvcuxcltv oug 'eka|3r| f)6e ripiapog xeke Tialbag-

Deiphobus, you have always been the brother I loved far the most of all the sons
born to Hecuba and Priam.

XXII, 233-3452

According to Whitman, Agamemnon at IV, 148ff, when Menelaus is wounded, seems to be

merely fussing over Menelaus rather than showing real affection53 (and their relationship is

very unlike the "high-hearted friendship of Diomedes and Sthenelus" or "the passionate

unity of Achilles and Patroclus"). Nevertheless, the brothers also appear to be particularly

close, for example when Menelaus instinctively feels his brother needs him in Book 11:

cxuxopaxog 6e oLf)A0£ |3of)v dyaGog McvEAaog-
p&££ yap Kara 0upov abeacfteov cog £7toveito.

And Menelaus, master of the war-cry, came without need for summons, as he knew in his
heart how his brother was suffering.

II, 408-9

On the other hand, Hector and Paris seem to interact only in a warlike context, even

outside of the battlefield. There is no obvious affection between them: all Hector wants to

talk about with his brother is the battlefield and Paris' role in it, and all he does is chastise his

brother for his cowardice and laziness.54

49 Van Wees (1992), 140. Contra Adkins (1970), who says that the head of a household "could rely on no-one else,
and the other members of the oikos needed him to secure their very existence", 28 (cf. 1960b, 28; 1963, 32-3; 1972,
12; 1982, 294; as well as Gouldner 1967, 17).

50 VII, 120-21 = VI, 61-62; VI, 102; VII, 47-48.
51 IV, 148-49; III, 234-38; VI, 237-41; VI, 451-53.
52 See also: XIX, 293-94.
53 Whitman (1958) p.162.
54 Cf. Ill, 38-78; VI, 312-41 and XIII, 765-88.
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It seems that the battlefield roles tend to override brotherly affection, but it does not prevent

the latter from being present to some degree.

2 - fathers

Like the mother, the father gives protection (and like divine mothers, divine fathers are more

likely to be able to help their sons).55 They also give advice.56The father figure is nevertheless

also clearly respected and his anger is even sometimes feared by his children (male and

female).57

Unlike women relatives, the natural authority he possesses in this patriarchal society

means that he never has to use persuasion (and he is perhaps the only family figure who

does not), as he can simply give orders, which are unlikely to be disobeyed. He also clearly

displays his love for his children and show them kindness, as is made obvious by the

expression "mild as a father", 7iaTf|Q 5' cog f|7uog, which is repeated several times in the

Iliad.58 Even when they are fully grown warriors, fathers still worry about their sons59, and

are stricken with grief at their death. Both those attitudes are particularly clear in Priam's

reactions to his son's attempt to fight Achilles and to his subsequent death (XXII, 21-78; XXII,

405-29).

55 V, 660-62; VI, 429-30; XI, 751-52.
56 IX, 252-53; XXIII, 304-5. The actual content of Peleus' advice is also very interesting, as it about mildness,

curbing anger, and the kind of behaviour Achilles is expected to show:
tekvov epov kciqto<; pev A0r|vair) te icai "Hqt]
bdiaoixr' al k' eGeAojctl, ctu 6e peyaAfpopa 0upov
iaxuv ev axr|0eaaL- cjjiAocjrQOOTJvr) yap apetvarv
Arpyepevai 6' eqi6oc KaKoppxavou, ocfjpa a£ pdAAov
Tttuo' Aqyelwv f|p£v veol f)6r yeqovte<;. (IX, 254-8)

57 XXIV, 265; I, 533-35; I, 578-79; VI, 468; IX, 444-63; XXIV, 265.
58 See previous chapter.
59 See for example Achilles' concern for Neoptolemus in Odyssey 11.
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It is also quite significant that out of the 151 occurrences of the word 7iaxf)Q in the

Iliad, 52 refer to Zeus as "universal father", in the expressions 7toti]0 avhrxov it: Gccuv xe

and 7iaxf)Q Zevc,. Zeus indeed possesses all of the characteristics of a father, both for his

actual children and for mortals and immortals in general.

It can thus be said that the kind of relationship to be found within the family circle is indeed

one of respect and protection, within war and outside of war. The display of affection is not

overbearing, but is still present.

D - WITH COMRADES-IN-ARMS

Three words can be said to express the possible relationships between warriors on the

battlefield: exalpoq (or exapoq), "companion", QeQancov, "squire" and qvioyoq,

"charioteer". David Konstan and Helene Kakridis have analysed the words exalpoq and

Qeqancov, but Konstan seem to have overlooked qvioyoq completely, while Kakridis does

not sufficiently distinguish the functions of the Qegancov and of the qvfoxoc. Stagakis also

has analysed all three terms.60

Helene Kakridis divides the usages of the word exaipoq into four different

categories and provides a useful analysis of the term in question and its range of meanings.

According to her, in general, it refers to a battle-companion who belongs to a group of

warriors taking part in a common enterprise, but there are nuances to the word, depending

of the context it is used in:

60 Also Dirlmeier (1931) on exaiQoc;, 22-3.
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1 - etcuqol may be men belonging to a same contingent commanded by a single leader. In

that case their role is to take care of the spoils of a killed enemy,61 and to remove a wounded

or dead leader from the battlefield.62 The bond between that kind of etcuqol is particularly

evident in the case of the Myrmidons, who share Achilles' mourning:

7iavvuxiOL pev £7T£iTa nodag xaxuv apcj)' AxtArja
Muppibovec naxpoicAov aveaxevaxovto yowvxeg-

Then all night long the Myrmidons gathered round swift-footed Achilles and mourned in
lamentation for Patroclus.

XVII1, 354-55

For him and Patroclus, they are like family.63

2 - they may also be the whole of the Greek or Trojan army. For example, the fight Hector

has started for his "companions" in Book XIII can only be a general fight64

3 - the leaders are also exatQOL of each other. Kakridis draws attention in particular to the

Embassy, when Ajax complains that Achilles does not care for the friendship of his

companions:

ctxexAioc, oube p£xaxp£7i£xat cJjiAoxqxoc; £xaipa>v
xfjc q piv naga vrjuaiv £xiop£v e£,oxov aAAcuv

'Cruel man, he has no thought for the love of his eftai^roi, how we honoured him more than
any other by the ships.'

IX, 630-3165

4 - and it can finally be used of individuals who are singled out from the group of the

EialpoL. Their roles are then quite varied. On the battlefield, their task is to carry the

warrior's heavy weapons,66 to carry the spoils,67 including chariots, to take care of the

61 III, 378; V, 26, 165; XIII, 641; XXIII, 512; XIII, 710ff.
62 V, 574, 663, 692; XIII, 213; XIV, 428; XV, 241; XV, 9; XXIII, 695.
63 It is perhaps worth noting that all this and what was said previously about Achilles' relationship with his

mother and with Briseis goes to disprove Bowra's theory, according to which Achilles has no friends, and "lives
largely for himself and his own honour". Bowra (1972) 113-14. This is also disproved by Iliad I.

64 VI, 5f„ X, 355; XI, 461; XII, 49f.; XII, 122f.; Xffl, 778; XV, 249; XV, 501f.; XV, 671f., XVI, 362f.; XVI, 512; XVII,
189ff..; XVII, 273; XVII, 635f.; XVIII, 102f.; XXII, 271; XVIII, 128f.; IV, 154.

65 See also: XIII, 477f.; XIII, 489ff.; XIII, 780.
66 XIII, 710.
67 V, 26, 165; VI, 378; XIII, 641; XVI, 665; XVII, 189.
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prisoners,68 to move away the wounded warriors,69 and to lend one another assistance.70

Outside of the battlefield, their task is to prepare the beds (with the help of the captives),71

and to prepare the meals.72 The best exalQOt are often killed near their leaders.73

She also mentions that a few personal epithets accompany the occurrences of the

word (for example, Oeleus is called 7iAf]£i7i7ioc; at XI, 93). The relationship between etcxlqol

is very important and implies one of the most powerful human bond. It also creates deep

friendships. The verb expressing the feelings one hero has for his favourite companion is tlcu

(to honour, to value highly, to esteem),74which she takes as a reminder of how honour is the

ideal of the Homeric heroes, but she does not seem to develop the point much more.75 We

can add, though, that it is obviously necessary to respect and show honour to one's close war

companions, and the two are obviously linked, but it is not clear what she means when she

says that tlu> expresses the "feelings" of the hero for his companion. Riedinger argues more

clearly on xipr| in the private sphere and between cxalpoi, and talks about the "etroite liaison

entre les notions d'amitie et d'honneur".76 David Konstan77 has a slightly different analysis: to

him, only those excuqol who are singled out as cjiiAot and tucttoi can really be described as

"friends".78

68 XXI, 32.
69 V, 574; V, 6631., 692f.; Vin, 332 = XIII, 421; XIII, 213 = XIV, 428; XVIII, 233; XXIII, 134.
70 ID, 32 = IV, 585 = XH, 165 = 553 = 566 = 596 = 648 = XIV, 408 = XVI, 817; IV, 113; IV, 523f. = XIII, 549f.; IV, 532; V,

325; V, 694f.; VII, 115; XI, 50f.; XI, 91; XI, 461; XI, 595; XE, 122f.; XIE, 477; XIE, 653f.; XIV, 650ff.; XV, 9f.; XV, 591;
XV, 650; XVI, 558f.; XVII, 114; XVII, 273; XVII, 532; XVE, 581; XVII, 640; XVE, 698; XXIE, 612.

71 IX, 658; XXTV, 643.
72 XXTV, 123sq„ 622.
73 II, 417f.; VIE, 537; X, 559f.; XVI, 560.
74 V, 325-26; XVE, 575f.; XVEI, 80ff.; XX, 425f.
73 H. J. Kakridis (1963), 51-77.
76 Riedinger (1976), 247-8.
77 Konstan (1997), 31-33.
78 Though on Konstan's eccentric understanding of cfjiAoq, see (1997), 33. On the other hand, Stagakis argues very

strangely that not only is Exatpoq only used in one context, it also means exactly the same as 0EQd7ia>v, it is not
necessarily reciprocal (one can apparently be a excupoq in general rather than someone's exalpoc), and applies
to all the Danaans all the time because of the expression 0EQd7Tovx»; Ag>r|0(; (if they are all Oepdrtovxeg, i.e.
exalpoi of Ares, then they are all excuqol of each other), Stagakis (1966, 1968, 1971). The argument does not
follow, and none of this is helpful in understanding what Exaipoi are.
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Kakridis also gives an analysis of the role of the Qeqaniov: he is a free man, and

sometime even a nobleman bound to the family for whom he accomplishes a certain number

of functions. Indeed, according to Konstan again, the word BcQdraov does not indicate any

social status. Glaucus, who comes from a rich and noble family79 is Sarpedon's Gepdrccov and

Sthenelus, an Achaian leader, is Diomedes', and there is not much of a difference between

'main' warrior and Gepdrccov. It is the "duty or privilege" of the 0£pd7icuv to wait on the

other man in various ways (setting the table), but at the same time, he can be "frankly critical

of him",80 as Patroclus is of Achilles in Book XVI. A few of them are presented as having

been obliged to go into exile after a homicide. There again, Patroclus is the best example:

pf] Epd crcnv anavevQe xt0f|p£vat octxe' AxlAAeu,
AAA' opou cog £xpdc}>r]p£v £v upEXEpotat bopotcnv,
£ux£ p£ XUX0OV EOVX« MeVOLTIOC ££ 'OtIOEVTOC
f|yay£v up£x£q>ov 6' dv&QOKxachrig vno Auyprjg,
fjpaxt xco oxe 7xaI6a kcxxekxccvov Ap4>i5apavxog
vr)7tLog ouk eGeAcov apcf>' daxpaydAotcri xoAco0£tg-
£v0d pe 6££,ap£vog ev hcopaoLV iTcnoxa FIpAEUc;
£xpa<|>£ x' £v6uk£coc; kol aov Bepdnovx' ovopryvEv

'Do not let my bones be laid away from yours, Achilles, but let them be together, as we grew
up together in your house, after Menoetius had brought me there from Opoeis when I was
little, because of a dreadful manslaughter, on the day when I killed the son of Amphidamas -
I was just a boy, I did not mean to, I was angry over a game of knucklebones. Then the
horseman Peleus welcomed me in his house and brought me up lovingly and made me your
0£Qd7XOJV.'

XXIII, 83-9081

A deep friendship binds them to the lords who have welcomed them. They come to

the help of the heroes with devotion. The pvioxoi in particular do everything with the hero,

and are associated with his valour, as is shown in Patroclus' speech to the Myrmidons:

MuppibovEc; ExapoL TIr|Ar|Ld6£Gj AxiArjoc
dv£Q£<; eoxE (j)iAoi, pvf|oaCT0£ 6e 0ouql6oc dAKrjc,
cog av TIr]A£'L&r]v xiprpopEv, oc, pey' apiaxog
Apycicov 7xapd vpuoi Kai. dyx£p«XOL OcQarcovxEg

79 Cf. VI, 144-211.
8(1 Cf. Konstan (1997), 40.
81 See also the case of Lycophron, Ajax' and Teucer's 0£pdraov: XV, 437-39 and XV, 429-31.
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'Myrmidons, companions of Achilles son of Peleus, be men, my friends, and fill your minds
with fighting spirit, so we can bring honour to the son of Peleus, who is far the best of the
Argives by the ships and has the best close-fighters serving him'

XVI, 269-72

Furthermore, the victory, and even the life of the warrior depend on his charioteer, which is

seen in the frequent occurrences of the "shared death" of the warrior and his charioteer82.

Kakridis and Konstan's analyses are valuable, but the difference between the three words

(including this time qvloxoc) must be emphasised. It must be pointed out that if all three

words can be used to describe the relationships between two people (for example, we find

Patroclus is sometimes called Achilles' cxalpoq,83 sometimes his BcpaTicuv,84 and sometimes

his qvioxog),85 they actually refer to different roles. A warrior may have many etcuqoi,86

some of whom are simply other warriors from different cities fighting with him, while some

are closer to him, come from the same place and "serve" him in battle as his BcQanovxeq.87

And even among those 0£Qd7iovx£q, only some have the specific task of driving his horses,

and are then described as his qvioxou88 The word excupog/Ixapot; has over 200 occurrences,

82 Cf. V, 576f.; VI, 320f.; XI, 320ff.; XX, 485ff. On the different types of GEpdnovxtc; see also Stagakis (1966), 411 ff.
He nevertheless has the strange notion that while the £xa!po<; relationship is not necessarily reciprocal, the
Btpdranv one is ,414, which leads him to believe for example that Achilles and Patroclus are Gepdrcovxec; of
each other. Even more strangely, he also seem to argue that the rjvioxoi; relationship is reciprocal,417 (see also
Stagakis 1980). Of course, this is not supported by any passage, and the relationship bewteen a warrior and his
Gepdnaiv or f]vioxo<; is a hierarchical one.

83 IX, 205; XI, 602; XV, 64; XVI, 195, 240; XVII, 204, 411, 557, 642; XVHI, 80, 81, 98, 235, 317, XIX, 210, 315, 345; XX,
29, 426; XXI, 96; XXII, 390; XXIII, 18, 37, 137, 178, 646, 591, 746; XXIV, 4, 416, 596, 755.
XVI, 165, 244, 653; XVII, 164, 271; XXIH, 90.

85 XVII, 427, 439; XXIII, 280.
86 The noun excupoc can etymologically be compared to Expi;, Feta?, referring to the kinsmen and dependants of a

great house. See Glotz (1904) 85ff., Jeanmaire (1939) 105ff. and Andrewes (1961) 134ff. On exai as more than
kinsmen, see Stagakis' not completely convincing analysis: Stagakis (1968).

87 The etymology of the word Gepdrtaiv is obscure. Chantraine considers that Gtpaij) is a Greek loan from the
Hittite "tarpassa" referring to a "ritual substitute". This altered meaning would explain the usage of the word in
Homer, where, according to Chantraine, the OnQanuv would play the part of a substitute to the warrior (cf.
perhaps Patroclus being sent into battle in place of Achilles). Cf. Chantraine (1968), pp.430-31. On the Gepdncev
as a 'ritual substitute', see also Van Brook (1959), Lowenstam (1975), Nagy (1980), 33ff. On the link between
Patroclus' death and that of Achilles, see Whitman (1958) 136-7 and 200-2 and Pestalozzi (1945). Nevertheless,
considering that there are many Gepdnovxa; other than Patroclus, who certainly never seem to play the role of
a substitute, the other possible etymology, which is to extract the meaning "servant" from the noun Gepdnvr],
meaning "dwelling, abode", is much more convincing.

88 From rjviaL, reins.
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and is either used in the plural ('comrades-in-arms'), or in reference to a specific warrior.

0£Qcmcov only has 57 occurrences, very rarely in the plural (when the warriors are described

as QeQanovxec, Apqog, the squires of Ares, which, contrarily to what Stagakis believes, is

simply a metaphor), and fjvioxog has even less: 35 occurrences, only used once in the plural.

Sarpedon, for example, is Hector's exatpog (XVII, 150), but he is not his Qegancov (he is an

ally leader). Eniopeus is described as Hector's deqaniov and as his qvioxog:

k«l xou pev q' acjxxpapxEv, o 6' qvtoxov OepaTtovxa
uiov u7t£Q0upou 0r][3aiou 'Hvt07xf]a
uxnarv f)vi' Ixovxa |3aA£ axfjGog naga gaCov.

He missed Hector, but hit his fjvioxog and Qegancov, Eniopeus the son of great-hearted
Thebaius, striking him in the chest by the nipple as he held the horses' reins.

VIII, 119-121

In that example, qvioxoc; is used as an adjective, and the expression means something like

"rein-holding servant" rather than charioteer.89 The qvioxog is a specialised ©epdncov, and is

distinguished from the ©epcmovTeg who do not have these duties, but the rjvioxog may also

act as a general servant. Similarly, after Patroclus' death, Automedon becomes Achilles'

main Qegancov and qvioxog.90 This time, the functions are clearly separated, as Automedon

was simply Achilles' servant (0£Qd7icuv) before Patroclus' death.91 The difference between

those terms is thus a question of the role played by the character. A qvioxoq is always a

0£Qbc7Tcov, and he is only described as qvioxog when he is actually driving the chariot.

Interestingly, the words of affection are always associated with the term exalpog.

0£pd7icuv and qvioxog are only used to describe a role played by a warrior, looked at

objectively, and not considered from the point of view of friendship. When the poet wants to

89 See also: V, 580 and XII, 111.
90 XVI, 864-65:

ctuxiKa bk £,t>v 6oug>i ptx' Auxopebovxa pEprjxEi
dvxlGeov Oepdnovxa nobdnceoc; AiaKibao-
Then immediately he went after Automedon with his spear, the godlike Qegantov of swift-footed
Achilles,

see also XIX, 400-3.
91 IX, 209.
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show the affection between the two characters, he generally uses the word excuqoc. This can

be seen in the way the adjective cjiiAoc; and others ((jjiAxaxog etc.) are used in relation to

those three words. cfiiAoc; is never used with qvioxoq, once with 0£Qd7icov and 26 times with

cxaiqog (cfiiAxaxoc is not used at all with the first two words, and 4 times with excuqoc;).

The noun nincov ("dear friend", always used in the vocative in the poem) is also

quite interesting, and has not been studied by scholars. Though in the plural it means

"cowards" and is a term of abuse,92 in the singular, it is used as a term of affection and

closeness, and is only addressed to the most intimate of the exalpoi. Etymologically, its first

meaning is "ripe, ripened by the sun", which became either a quality: "nice, tender", or an

insult, especially on the battlefield: "soft".93 It appears only in four specific contexts:

1 - It appears in request for help and collaboration.94

2 - It also appears when a warrior shares his fears about the way the fighting is going, which

he would only do with someone he can trust, so as to avoid demoralising the troops.95

3 - It is used to make reproaches in the mildest way possible, as calling the warrior nenov

can soften the blow (a method used by Odysseus, Patroclus and Nestor, for example, who

are the kind of people to.use persuasion rather than abuse)96

4 - It also appears when a warrior wants to express general thoughts on the human

condition.97

All these examples show the closeness that could exist between warriors in the Iliad, as well

as the fact that they could choose to talk with gentleness and consideration, even on the

92 See II, 235 and XIII, 120.
93 Cf. Chantraine (1968), 884
94 XI, 311-15; V, 109-10; XV, 437-41; XV, 472-75; XVII, 120-21; XVII, 238-45.
95 XVII, 237-44.
96 XVI, 626-29; VI, 55-60; IX, 252-53; XI, 765-66; XVD, 179-82.
97 XII, 322-28.
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battlefield. Other more "utilitarian" qualities are to be looked for in a squire or charioteer,

such as his being ecrGAog, ayaGoq, or Gpacug. Nevertheless, this shows that affection

between warriors is still very much present, even if in the heat of battle, bravery and

strength become more important.

Mildness is extremely important within the circle of family and friends: warriors are

expected to treat their dependants as well as their equals with kindness and respect. This is

not entirely surprising, even for poem of war. However, friends and dependants are not the

only people the warriors are expected to treat with mildness: we will see that to some lesser

degree, even enemies can be shown gentleness.
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A - NO RACIAL BOUNDARIES

Contrarily to the opinion common in classical Greece, Homer is not biased, and the Iliad is

not a nationalist epic poem.1 The Trojans and the Achaians are the same, and are almost

indistinguishable in the way they talk and behave.2 The Trojans are not described as

"barbarians": they have the same gods (for example, Hecuba prays to Athena in Book VI,

even though the goddess protects the Achaians, and Apollo is the patron-deity of Calchas,

even though the god is on the side of the Trojans) and the same tongue as the Achaians

(apart from the Trojan allies, who come from different countries and speak different

languages),3 as well as a similar political system (i.e. a kind of hereditary monarchy:

Agamemnon plays a similar part as political and military leader of the Achaians as Priam as

political leader of the Trojans and of their allies, and Hector as their military leader. Both

camps also summon assemblies4 where everyone is allowed to speak). The fact that both

camps understand each other perfectly well only serves to emphasize the absurdities of war.

1 See for example J. Th. Kakridis (1971), 59-64. See also H. Mackie (1996), esp. 7.
2 On difference in the way the Achaians and the Trojans use language, see chapter I on mortality. See also H.

Mackie (1996).
3 Cf. II, 803-4:

noAAoi yap kara aatu peya npiapou etukouqoi,
dAAr| 6' dAAcuv yAwcraa noAucmeQearv dvOpumarv-
There are many allies with us in Priam's great city, but they are men from far and wide and
each speaks a different tongue.

But as Oliver Taplin remarked, even the Trojan allies are not treated as foreign and barbarous: the Lycian
leaders Sarpedon and Glaucus stand out from both sides for their nobility and chivalry, and their unfailing
martial courage. Cf. Taplin (1992), 114.

4 Cf. the Achaians in Book and the Trojans in Book XVIII, for example.
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This is particularly obvious in the agreements (see part II), when both sides pray for exactly

the same thing, in exactly the same words.5

It is true that the Trojans appear to be slightly more effeminate than the Achaians,

and for example wear golden armour,6 which are useless in battle. The problem of the noise

they make has often be discussed by scholars, with the idea that the Trojans are described as

noisy and undisciplined, while the Achaians are silent and stern. But, as Oliver Taplin

remarked,7 they based this argument on only one example.8 He points out that all the

Trojans are sometimes silent, and the Achaians sometimes noisy:9

'Hviox<f> pfv £7i£txa Etp euexeaaev Eicacrxog
L7T7TOUC £U KCtXtt KOCTgOV EQUKEgEV C(U0' E7IL xd(j)Q(p,
auxoi 6e tiqvaeec, cruv xeuxecu 6a>or]xd£vx£c;
qcoovx' dapEuxog Se (3ot) yevex' ijw0i tiqo.

Then each [Achaian leader] gave instructions to his charioteer to pull in the horses in proper
order right by the ditch's edge, and they themselves swarmed over on foot, dressed in all
their armour: and their shouts rose ceaselessly inn the early morning.

XI, 47-50

Sometimes they are both noisy:

ouxe 0aAdacrr)<; kupa xooov (3oaa Ttoxi xepcrov
7xovxo0£v opvugEvov TivoLrj Boqecu dAEyEivry
ouxe 7tuq>6c xooaoc, y£ noxt |3p6pog aLOopevoio
ouqeoc ev prjacrpg, oxe x' cuqexo Kaiipev uApv-
oux' dvEgoc xooaov y£ 7xepi bpuoiv ur^LKopoLOL
f]7xu£i, og xe paAraxa peya ppegexaL x«A£7xaLva)v,
oacrr] aga Tqcucuv kal Axcucuv etiAexo cjicuvf]
Selvov diiadvxcuv, ox' eti' dAArjAoLaiv opouaav.

Louder than the waves of the sea crashing against dry land, driven in from the deep by the
cruel blast of the north wind; louder than the roar of fire in the hollow of a mountain, when it
has caught the forest in its burning; louder than the wind's scream in the high branches of
oak-trees, and the wind in its anger roars loudest of all things - so huge was the sound of the
fearful shouts of the Trojans and Achaians as they stormed at each other.

XIV, 394-401

5 The Trojans are ploygamous, which could be a difference, although concubines are common among the
Achaian leaders.

6 Glaucus: VI, 234-36 and Amphidamas: II, 870-75.
7 Taplin (1992), 113.
8 i.e. Ill, 1-9.
"

Unfortunately, none of the passages he quotes seem to support his idea that the Trojans are sometimes silent,
but it would surprising if they were not at times. See also H. Mackie (1996), 161.
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Griffin is then wrong when he says that Homer shows the Trojans as "gorgeous, frivolous

and noisy", whereas the Achaeans are "serious and grim" and concludes that the Achaeans

win the war because their discipline is better, "as we are told explicitly: their silence and

obedience to their commanders go with this. The Trojans lose because they are the sort of

people they are - glamorous, reckless, frivolous, undisciplined".10 Unfortunately, Griffin

chooses not to illustrate any of these points, and they might not be as "explicit" as he would

like to believe.

B - THE SUPREMACY OF HOSPITALITY

It looks like EYvog is the exact opposite of cjriAog, as it refers first of all to a stranger.

Nevertheless, the relationship between two strangers can then evolve into friendship. Two

friends whose friendship begins with hospitality, keep the name of £evoi, and this

friendship is transmitted to the sons.11 Eevia may have facilitated travel in a rough world.12

Hospitality is quite obviously a central theme of the Iliad, since the very beginning,

as it is in fact the actual cause of the war itself: if Paris' abduction of Helen is so outrageous,

it is because he has breached the laws of hospitality by eloping with his host's wife. In Book

III, the cause for the war is clearly said to be this breach of hospitality, which shows how

important the notion is in the poem

Zeu ava bog TiaacrBai o pe rcgoxEgog kAk' Logye
blov AAeLavbgov, Kal Eprjg vtlo xsgm bapacraov,
ocjrga Tig eggtyqcn Kai 6i|)iy6vcjv dv0gd)7ia)v
f.£ivoboKov Kaxd pencil, o kev cj>iA6xqxa nagaaxq.

Griffin (1980), 4-5.
11 H. J. Kakridis, 86-108.
12 Konstan, 33-7.
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'Zeus, lord, grant me vengeance on the man who did me first wrong, godlike Alexander, and
bring him low under my hands, so that even among generations yet to be born a man may
shrink from doing wrong to a host who shows him friendship.'

Ill, 351-54

However, despite Menelaus' feeling of righteousness, his prayer is not granted at that point,

but we know it will be in the future, and we know that what will be is the Aiop |3ouAf|.

The role of Zeus himself is made clear as the protector of hosts and guests:

aAApc pev Acb(3r]<; xe k«l alaxeog ouk etuSeueic;
pv £|_ie Aco(3f|aacr0£ lconca! kuvec, ou6e tl 0upa)
Zr|v6g £Qi|3Q£p£X£a) x«AE7if]v EbEiaaxe pfjvrv
^ElVLOU, be XE TXOX' Ugpi 6uXcj)0£QCT£l 7TOAlV aLTlf|V-

'No shortage already of your shame and outrage - that outrage done to me, you vile dogs,
with no fear in your hearts for the punishing anger of Zeus the thunderer, god of hosts and
guest, who in time will destroy your high city.'

XIII, 622-25

We are also reminded that those laws of hospitality exist even among the gods (here

between Thetis and Charis):

XL7TXE ©EXL XaVU7T£7lAe UcdvEIC fjpEXEQOV 6d>
aL6o[r| xe 4>iAr] xe; tkxqoq y£ P£V ou xi GaptCeig.
AAA' £7i£o npoxEQaj, Iva xoi nag £,£lvux 0elcu.

'What is it, Thetis, fine robed-goddess, that has brought you to our house? You are honoured
and loved here, but before now you have not visited us often. But come inside with me, and
let me give you hospitality.'

XVIII, 385-87

On the battlefield, it also appears that £evol were expected to protect, and if necessary

avenge one another.13

The love and affection between guest-friends can be seen for example in the fact that the

noun E,evoc, can be accompanied by adjectives such as cjtiAoc;, cjtLAxaxoc; or cxalpoc;.14

Furthermore, it is also particularly striking that the demands of ^£via are stronger

than the demands of war: even war, and even the pact concluded between the various

13 XIII, 660-62; XVII, 149-51 and XXI, 42-43.
14 See VI, 224; XVII, 150; XVII, 584.
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leaders cannot make a foe out of a former c;£vo<;. Even people who are supposed to be

enemies on the battlefield remain "guest-friends", and that even if the bond dates back from

generations. The obvious example of that is the encounter between Glaucus and Diomedes

in Book VI, who, once they have acknowledged their bound of <;£vta, decide to exchange

their armour and to avoid each other on the battlefield:

eyxog pcv Kax£Ttx|£,£v £7U xQovl rtouAupoxEtpq,
auxap o pEtAtxiotcri 7xpocn]u6a 7xotp£va Aaarv
q pa vu poi £elvot; naxpattoc; ectol rtaAaLog-
Olveuc yap tiote Slog apupova BEAAEpocjjovxqv
^elvict' £vi peydpoiaiv eeococtiv qpax' £pu£,a<;'
ol &£ tcai aAAf|AotcjL nopov £,eivf|'ta tcaAd-

He fixed his spear fast in the nourishing earth, then spoke with friendly warmth to the
shepherd oh the people: 'well then, you are a guest-friend of mine from far back in our
families! Godlike Oeneus once entertained the excellent Bellerophon in his house, and kept
him for twenty days, and they also gave each other gifts of friendship.'

VI, 213-18

xcb vuv oot pfv eycb £,£lvo<; c})lAoc Apyci! pcoacp
£Lpl, cm 6' ev Auklt] oxe kev xcuv bfjpov uccopai.

£yX£« 6' aAApAwv aAed)p£0a xai 6l' opLAou-

'So now you have me as your loyal host in the heart of Argos, and I have you in Lycia,
whenever I come to that country. Let us keep away from each other's spears, even in the thick
of the fighting.'

VI, 224-2615

The use of the expression pEiAiXLOixn 7TQOcrr]u5a at VI 214 is particularly significant, and

shows the mildness that appears between <;£voi, even when they are fighting on opposite

sides. Furthermore, since the war started with a breach of £evia, this reaction is perfectly

relevant to the story line.

But the most striking and significant scene is that between Priam and Achilles in

Book XXIV. Even if the word <;£via is not mentioned, they do share a meal together, which is

the beginning of guest-friendship,16 and exchange "gifts",17 even if those are quite grim ones

15 On the unequal exchange of armour that follows this conversation, see Donlan (1989).
16 See XVHI, 408-9.
17 See VI, 218; X, 269; XV, 532; XVII, 387.
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(the ransom for Hector's body). Achilles even offers Priam hospitality for the night (although

he has to sleep outside of the warrior's tent). Priam and Achilles are not only official enemies

of war, they are first and foremost personal enemies, since Hector has killed Patroclus and

Achilles has killed Hector in return. This particular situation makes the scene of £evia and of

forgiveness all the more moving and significant: a poem relating an official quarrel which

has started because of a breach of £evia ends with a private reconciliation through £,evia.

C - MILD TREATMENT OF ENEMIES

Mildness towards enemies can be divided in two different kinds of approach: towards the

enemy as a people (the Trojans and the Achaians) and towards one individual enemy. Those

two approaches can be found respectively in concluding agreements and in the behaviour

shown towards suppliants.

1 - agreements

The most important word relating to agreements is oqkia , always used in the plural, and

very often with the adjective ruoxog (it accompanies oqklcx 12 times out of 27), which shows

just how important keeping one's promise is to the two armies. The idea of a pact and truce

between Trojans and Achaians appears three times in the poem, and suffers a progressive

degradation. The first occurrence of the idea is in Book III, and follows a clear plan:
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1 - Paris has the idea that a duel between himself and Menelaus might save everything:18 the

winner gets to keep Helen and the loser dies. He shares this with Hector, who officially

makes the proposition to both armies.19

2 - Menelaus acknowledge the religious dimension of pacts: they are governed by Zeus.20

The shows the gods are understood by human beings as upholding values.21 Nevertheless, in

this instance it is quite ironic, as the gods themselves break the truce (through Pandarus). It

seems to point to a difference between what the characters think of the gods and how the

gods actually behave, although it is true that Zeus refuses the oath at the onset.22

3 - To be official, the pact has to be ratified by Priam himself,23 which shows the political

dimension of the pact.

4 - the preparations for the ceremony24

5 - the official oath, sacrifice and libations made by Agamemnon, accompanied by the

armies' curses on the man who breaks the pact25

6 - the intervention of the gods, who want the pact to be broken and send Athena to

persuade a Trojan to wound Menelaus26

7 - the indignation of the Achaians at this treachery27

8 - the Achaians get ready to fight, certain that the Trojans will be punished for what they

did.28 Not knowing that the gods are possibly less involved than they think, human beings

18 in, 67-75.
19 m, 85-94.
20 in, 107.
21 See for example chapter on pity.
22 See Winterbottom (1989): "The Iliad gives us the tragic picture of men acting in the name of gods who show little

sign of moral awareness", 40. He also points out that even in the Odyssey Zeus Xenios never interferes. Contra
e.g. Kullman (1985).

23 III, 105-6 and 249-58.
24 in, 268-70.
25 m, 271-301.
26 IV, 62-72.
27 IV, 155-57.
28 IV, 234-71.
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still believe they are in the right, and that breaking the truce would be a offence punishable

by the gods.

Throughout the episode runs the idea that those who break pacts are going to pay for it. In

that it is not unlike the respect of £evia, which can be regarded as a de facto agreement

between host and guest, the breach of which is followed by the same consequences as the

breach of a pact. The Trojans have broken both, and from this moment on, their fate is more

and more certain, as the likelihood of a pact with the Achaians decreases.

In Book VII, Hector proposes to give back Helen in exchange for peace (after

Antenor has told the Trojans that if they fight, nothing good will come of it because of the

broken pact), and to give the warriors time to bury their dead. Agamemnon accepts the

second proposal, but strongly refuses the first one, as the Achaians know already the Trojans

are doomed.29 In the first episode, the word oqkicx appeared 19 times. Here it occurs only 3

times, as if it was not worth mentioning any longer. Once people have broken an agreement,

it becomes difficult to reinitiate it (the word tucttci is therefore crucial). The diminishing

occurrences of the word OQKia reflect that idea.

The last appearance of the word is in Book XXII, when Hector wishes he could

conclude a pact with Achilles, who violently refuses it. The word appears this time only

twice, and the absolute impossibility of a pact is not only political (between the leaders) but

has become both an individual matter (himself and Hector) and a global and almost cosmic

one (there are no pacts in nature: he gives the example of lions and men and of wolves and

29 vii, 347-411.
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lambs).30 All through the poem, the occurrences of the word become rarer and rarer, until

finally the very notion of a pact becomes unthinkable and even unnatural.

Nevertheless, in Book III, the men were happy that things could be solved in that

way, and took pains to organise everything properly. Differences between them seemed

forgotten, and they were all gathered together with exactly the same desire for peace.31 But

for the gods' intervention, the war would have been over, and in the event, neither of the

two combatants need have died, since though Aphrodite had saved Paris, it was generally

understood that he had lost and that Menelaus had won.

The very idea of a friendship between the two peoples is expressed in the poem, with the

word cjnAoTrjg, which is often found in the same sentence as oqkicx tuutol. According to

Kakridis,32 other than the usual meanings (see previous chapter),33 this word refers to the

"restoration of an agreement" between two parties, where it is then linked to the idea of a

pact or even truce:34

ol 6' aAAot (jxAoxpxa teal oqkux mora xapovxeg
vcuolxe Tpoiryv eq>i|3a)AaK«, xoi 6e veectGwv
Aq>y°? bi7i6[3oxov teat Axcutba KaAALyuvaiKa.

'The rest of you then make a solemn truce of friendship (cj)iA6xr|xa): you live on in fertile Troy,
and let them return to the horse-pasture of Argos and Achaia where the women are handsome.'

Ill, 73-7535

30 XXII, 261-67.
31 See in particular III, 297-301.
32 H. J. Kakridis, 43-6.
'x'x

1 - friendship and affection, for example between Zeus and Thetis (XXTV, 110-11), or between exatpoi (IX, 630-
31). Furthermore, the expression (JtiAoxriTa 6' eAectOou means "to be reconciled" (II, 232; VI, 25; XIII, 636; XIV,
207, 237, 295, 306, 314, 331, 353, 360; XV, 32; XVI, 281-82; XXIV, 130).
2 - To romantic love and sex (II, 232; IE, 353-54).
3 - to hospitality (e.g. HI, 353-54.)

34 For some reason, Konstan does not mention the possibility of friendship between peoples, or even of truces.
35 See also in, 73; 192-94; 256-58; 320-23; IV, 14-16; 82-84; VII, 301-2.
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The most prominent figure in all those discussions of pacts and of reconciliation is very

clearly Hector: he is the one making the propositions to both armies and organising the

duels. He even goes as far as offering to exchange gifts with Ajax when their duel had to be

stop because night was falling.36 Hector is in the poem the man of agreements, and the man

of civilisation.

2 - the attitude towards suppliants

No suppliant is actually spared in the narrative of the Iliad during battle, but the simple fact

that they do think of begging for their lives shows that they at least hope that they will be

spared, and that it is a possibility worth considering. It is hard to say if sparing suppliants is

normal behaviour or not, as the poem narrates a particularly critical time in the war,

especially after the failure of the truce (see above). Menelaus is tempted to spare a suppliant

at VI, 43-53. We are also told Achilles used to do so before Patroclus died.37

On the other hand, Agamemnon has no intention of sparing anyone, and even took

some delight in slaughtering those who begged him for their lives.38 But we have to

remember that Agamemnon does not represent the average warrior, and is consistently

harsh throughout the poem (cf. his attitude towards Chryses and Achilles in Book I).

Menelaus is a much more tender-hearted character as showed for example by his reaction to

Antilochus' cheerful apologies during the funeral games:

TH ga teat 17T7TOV ayotv peyaGupou Necrxopog Hoc
ev xelqectch tl0£l MeveAdou-xolo be Gupog
iavGr] «g el xe tteqi crxaxf>£croxv eepcrr)

Aptou dA6f|crKovTog, oxe (^qloxtouoxv apoupae

36 It is also quite significant that there is no mention of the "fate" of those gifts: in later tradition, Hector is dragged
around Troy, bound to Achilles chariot by the belt Ajax gave him, and Ajax kills himself with the sword Hector
gave him. None of that is even hinted at in Homer, which may give the scene less tragic beauty, but much more
innocence and optimism.

37 XXI, 100-2.
38 XI, 129-47. On this passage, see for example Zanker (1998), 81.
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a)g ago. ooi McvfAae pcta <j>Qecri Gupoc uivGr).

So he spoke, and then great-hearted Nestor's son led the mare across and gave her into
Menelaus' hands. And his heart was melted like the dew on the ears of growing corn, when
the fields are bristling with the crop - so your heart, Menelaus, was melted within you.

XXIII, 596-600

Finally, Achilles' usual generosity and magnanimity is simply not appropriate to the morbid

state of mind he is in after his friend's death.39

Interestingly, only Trojans beg for their lives and offer ransoms in battles. The Trojans keep

going with money, which may save their lives, but does not win battles. The Greeks are

interested in victory, and the Trojans in avoiding defeat, which may explain why the former

never ask for mercy. Furthermore, more Trojans than Greeks die in the course of the battles

shown in the poem.

If we take a look at the occurrences of the word AIctctecjGcu, we see that begging for

a favour (in particular for mercy) does not always occur in a context of battle. In most cases

(33 out of 41 occurrences of the word), the characters are just 'begging' men40 or gods41 for a

favour or for help (or heavily insist on the fact that they are not). In the Iliad, unless those

supplications are directed at enemies, they can be granted (see for example the success of

Meleager's wife's supplications), and sometimes not (see for example the failure of the

Embassy). If they are directed to enemies, they never are (cf. Chryses in Book I).42 But it is

noticeable that between the gods, supplication is always successful.43

39 Cf. XXI, 106-113.
40 Cf. I, 173-74; 282-84; 500-2; V,490-92; IX, 451-52; 464-65; 519-23 (the embassy); 590-92 (Meleager's family); 697-99;

XI, 608-10; XII, 49-50; XV, 659-60; XVI, 46-47; XIX, 303-7; XXII, 35-36; 90-91; XXIII, 609-11.
41 Cf. I, 393-95; IX, 499-501.
42 On supplication, see in particular Gould (1973), esp. 78ff. (on responses to supplication), 90ff. (on supplication

and hospitality). His point that when suppliants who are killed, the act of supplication is either interrupted or
does not involve physical contact (see esp. 81) is interesting, but a little bit unconvincing. See also Pedrick
(1982), esp. on the differences between the Iliad and the Odyssey, 133ff. Unfortunately, she seems to ignore the
important differences in context between the two poems (supplication by the enemy on the battlefield is very
different from supplication by a stranger in peace-time).

43 Cf. II, 15; 32; 69; V, 357-58; VIII, 370-72; XV, 75-78; XXI, 367-68.
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Quite significantly, the last time the word Aictct£ct0cu appears in the text, it refers to

Priam's supplications to Achilles, which represent the only successful supplication to an

enemy to be narrated in the whole of the Iliad. Even if the poem seems rather pessimistic in

its treatment of the relations between enemies, its final book opens up to a more hopeful and

optimistic outlook.44

The gentler virtues are not only limited to the warriors' personal circle of friends and

dependants: mildness towards strangers and enemies, particularly through hospitality,

truces and supplication, is also a possibility in the poem, and is seen several times As a

broader quality, persuasion, both within one's camp and with enemies, is understood to be

an essential quality, especially of the leaders.

44 All of this also contradicts Bowra's idea that the heroes are consistently shown 'treating their friends with
courtesy and consideration and their enemies with the utmost fury'. Bowra (1972), 113.
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In some instances, the adjectives denoting mildness are applied to the language used by the

characters, and they are often employed with the term £7tog. Sometimes, an alternative form

of the adjective is used in such cases: pELAtxpe is only used of human beings, but pciAixLog is

used to describe words (cf. the difference between cjriAoc; and cj^iAiog). Different kinds of

people are said to use persuasion, but it must be noticed that only a particular kind of

persuasion and advice uses the vocabulary of mildness. Indeed, councillors such as

Polydamas, who generally gives advice quite bluntly, are never said to use "gentle words".

The "gentle words" are those of diplomacy, used to appease two belligerents or to calm an

angry man.1

A - OLD MEN

Old men are not warriors in the Iliad, but councillors: They use their experience to advise

younger warriors, leaders in particular. The most obvious figure is that of Nestor. The first

time he appears in Book I, he is said to be qbuenqc (I, 248), which means that he knows how

to speak words which please his interlocutor: f]5uq is the adjective associated with pleasure,

enjoyment or satisfaction.2 Indeed, persuasion seems often to be linked with pleasure and

satisfaction, as being pleasant to someone is often the best way to make them take the course

1 For that reason, the expression eu cj)pov£arv will also be looked at in this chapter.
2 It is used of a laugh (f|6u ygAaaoav, used of the gods in II, 270; of Paris after he has hit Diomedes in XI, 378; of

Zeus when he sees Artemis wounded in XXI, 508; and of the Achaeans after Ajax's fall during the race in XXIII,
784) or the reception given to an idea or a course of action (f|6u yevoito). See also Latacz (1966) on the
vocabulary of pleasure. See also the next chapter.
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of action you are recommending. So the word f|bu£7ir|g might be an indication that Nestor's

means of persuading people is by being deferential and conciliatory and by making them

feel pleased with themselves, and incidentally with him. In the next line, his voice is said to

be peAixog yAuKicuv (I, 249), which only emphasises the pleasing effect of his particular kind

of persuasion, as honey is in the Iliad something pleasant par excellence.3 In Book IX,

he is the one who encourages Agamemnon to send an embassy to Achilles, and he wants

the embassy to persuade him bcbpoiaiv t' ayavolaiv enzooi xe pEiAixlotai (IX, 113). When

ayavog is used of gifts,4 the adjective refers to the effect of the gifts and are not simply a

description of them. Like gentle words, gifts are made to soften and the adjective has an

active use.

But Nestor is not only deferential; he is clearly said to be wise, and his wisdom and

experience are the necessary basis on which he can humour the Achaean leaders: he is said

several times to be iv cjipovEcuv (which refers to goodwill towards others) and he has a clear

notion of the purpose of persuasion. Out of nine occurrences of the phrase eu c^qovecuv,5

four are applied to Nestor. Indeed, he says to Agamemnon that it is even more important for

a king to listen to advice, because he has to take decisions for all of his people:

ouvetca rtoAAdrv

Aacov com avaE, xai xoi Zevc; eyyudAifx
CTKfjrcxQov x' ljbe Bepioxag, iva acjnCTi pouAfupcrOa.
TCO C7£ XQ>f] TC£Ql p£V cj)da0CU £7TOg T]&' ETICtKOUCflL,
Kpr|T]vcu 6£ Kai dAAw, ox' dv xwa 0up.bc; avaryp|
£L7T£iv £ig dya0ov-

3 See the use of the adjective peALr|&r|g: IV, 346; VI, 258; X, 495; X, 569; X, 579; XII, 320; XVII, 17; XVIII, 545; XVIH,
568.

4 It is also used once of sacrifices to the gods: IX, 499. Hecuba is also once described as being f]7u66a>poc; at VI,
251, but there is no link with persuasion.

5 It is also interesting to notice that the words eu (jjQoveaiv, are mostly applied to old men, like Nestor (I, 253; II,
78; VII, 326; IX, 95), Priam (VII, 367), Calchas (I, 73). The only exceptions are Odysseus (II, 283) (but Antilochus
says about him at XXIII, 790: outoc; bt nQOT£Qr]c, yev£f|c; Txpoxeprnv x' dv0Q(i)Txa)v, "but this man belongs to
another age than ours and is one of the ancients"*, so we can suppose he is not very young), and I'olydamas
(XVIII, 253), who is the same age as Hector, and therefore cannot be that old.
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'since you are the king of many peoples and Zeus has entrusted to you the sceptre and the
ways of law, to make judgements for your people. Therefore you more than any other man
should speak the thoughts of your mind and listen too, and act even on another's advice,
whenever a man's heart prompts him to speak for the good.'

IX, 97-102

Nestor uses "honey-sweet words" to make his interlocutor choose the right course of action.

Phoenix is the other old man to use persuasion in the poem (though he is not

specifically said to use gentle words"), in the embassy to Achilles in Book IX, where he

encourages him to listen to 'gentle words' and to be open to persuasion. He is very different

from Nestor, in that he speaks mostly out of affection for Achilles, and his kindness is linked

to his love for the young man. He says to him that even gods are not inflexible, but can be

moved

Bueectox kcu eux«A(]<; dyavrjcri.
Aoi|3rj x£ Kvkrp te

'with the penitence of sacrifices and humble prayers, and offerings poured and
burnt.'

IX, 499-500

Here again, an association can be found between gentle words (or prayers, to be precise) and

gifts. And that is exactly what the embassy is here for: to offer Achilles both gentle words

and kingly gifts, as Nestor advised. So Phoenix urges Achilles to accept the gifts by

comparing him to the gods, making the assumption that Achilles craves glory and

immortality: since Achilles is not superior to the gods, he should at least be moved by

prayers and gifts like they are. But this is ineffective, considering Achilles' present state of

mind: he no longer wants glory and has decided to choose life instead: ou y«Q epoi rjruxq";

dvxa^iov (IX, 401), "nothing, to me, is equal to life". So Phoenix's urging is inadequate, as he

misjudged Achilles' frame of mind.6

6 On Phoenix's speech, see app. VI. All his observations were well-meaning and valid, and Phoenix seems to
remember Achilles as the warrior who was always prepared to take pity on others (including suppliants). But
Achilles has changed and will not go back to that state of mind until book XXIV (see chapter on pity). It is to be
noted that Phoenix is never referred to as being iv (j)QOVEO)v.
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B-SUPPLIANTS

In the Iliad, two suppliants, Pisander and Hippolochus beg Agamemnon for their lives

peiAixloic; ineeaow (XI, 137). And again, their entreaty is linked with gifts, i.e. with a

ransom: they tell Agamemnon ctu 5' a£,ta be^at a7roiva (XI, 131), "take appropriate

ransom"*, as is normal if an enemy is taken prisoner. Yet, even so Agamemnon kills them,

which might go to show that to have an effect, 'gentle words' have to be heard by a 'gentle

person'. But then, what is the point of the gentle words? Surely a mild man would be

persuaded anyway: Polydamas never uses gentle words with Hector, but relies only on the

force of his arguments, and possibly on the natural gentleness of his leader. But men are

nevertheless more likely to be persuaded by mild words. Furthermore, those who are good

at persuading people are clearly valued, Nestor being the most obvious example.7

Polydamas is the same age as Hector,8 and he is his friend, and is evidently seen as an equal

who can speak freely. Nestor on the other hand is respected for his age and experience, but

is not very powerful, and often has to convince kings mightier than he. The explanation

seems to be that gentle words are used as a matter of course when trying to convince

somebody, especially if that person is more powerful than the speaker. Nevertheless

Agamemnon, being harsh by nature, is rarely responsive to them.9

7 See for example the way he is introduced in the poem at I, 245-53: he is called eu cj>Q>ovEarv and AiyA; dyoQr)Tf|<;
and his experience is praised by the poet.

8 He is said to have been born on the same night at XVIII, 251.
9 See chapter on pity and previous chapter on mildness towards enemies.
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C-WARRIORS

Warriors use persuasion and "gentle words" for two purposes: to urge other warriors to

battle, and to show friendship. Five warriors are seen to use persuasion in battle: Odysseus,

Agamemnon, the Aiantes, and Automedon.10 It is noticeable that two methods are generally

used to urge soldiers to fight: either gentle or harsh words. The Aiantes are said to persuade

warriors aAAov pEiAtxfotq, aAAov ctteqeoIc; £7T££aaL (XII, 267), "using p£iAixioi words to

one, harsh words to another". It is not, in this instance, clearly said on what basis they

choose to use either harsh or mild words, but the example of Odysseus might clarify this

question. Indeed, in book II, Odysseus has two very different attitudes, according to the rank

of the man he is talking to. He treats kings and leaders with respect and uses kind words:

"Ov tiva pev (3acnAf]a Kai e£,oxov avbga KixAq
xov 6' ayavolg inieaoiv epqxbcracrK£ nagaaxac,-

Whenever he met with a king or a man of importance, he would come up to him and turn him
back with gentle words.

II, 188-9

He behaves quite differently with common soldiers:

"Ov 6' au bqpou t' avbga Iboi pooarvxa x' £<f>£uqoi,
xov aKf|TTX(xp cAaaaCTKev opoKAqaacnce xe pu0cp-

But whenever he saw a commoner and found him shouting, he would strike him with the
sceptre and berate him.

II, 198-9

It is another proof that persuasion and diplomacy are only used among equals, and that

simple force prevails in dealings with inferiors. Agamemnon's behaviour is slightly more

10 See also Schofield's excellent study of the importance of euboulia as a virtue expected of the warriors (1986), esp.
225ff.
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erratic: he uses kind words to Idomeneus in Book IV, to encourage him to fight.11 Almost

immediately afterwards, he abuses Odysseus for no apparent reason:

Kal cru Kaicoicji SoAolcti KEKaaprvr K£Q6aA£ocj)Q>ov
tl7tt£ KaxaTtTcoaaovTEg at})£CTTaT£, plpv£X£ 6' aAAoug;

'and you, the expert in low trickery, you with your thoughts always set on gain, why are you
cringing here on the side and waiting for others?'

IV, 339-40

This might show that "gentle words" are the norm when addressing an equal or a superior,

but that, in that too, Agamemnon shows his incapacity to behave as a king should,

preferring to show his authority in brutal and unnecessary ways.12

Others, namely Diomedes and Hector, use "gentle words" in friendly gestures.

When he realises that Glaucus' ancestors have been given hospitality at his house, Diomedes

PElAlxlolcti TiQocrr]u5a 7iotp£va Aacuv, "spoke peiAixloi words to the shepherd of the

people" (VI, 214), to make peace with him. They then promise to avoid each other on the

battlefield (VI, 226) and exchange armour. It shows that <;evol treated each other kindly and

did not consider themselves to be enemies, even if they were on opposite sides. As for

Hector, as we saw earlier, he uses "gentle words" to prevent his brothers from abusing

Helen, that is, to protect an Achaean woman, and what is more, one who is the cause of the

war.

D-WOMEN

In the Iliad, the only female character to use "gentle words" is Helen. Persuasion is indeed

also used by women, as is shown by the example of Meleager's wife, told in Book IX.

11 IV, 256.
12 Cp. for example with Nestor in I, with Odysseus in II and XIV, etc.
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Meleager, angry against the Aetolians, can only be persuaded to defend them against the

Kouretes by her entreaties. Helen's gentle words are used to encourage Paris to go to the

battlefield, exactly as a king or leader would do (Paris says himself: vuv be pe TraQciTioua'

dAoxog paAaKoic; eheectctlv VI, 337, "but just now my wife talked me round with paAatcd

words", which shows that Helen is given more than the usual feminine characteristics, since

she can occasionally behave as a male character would. Monsacre points out that Helen is

the first and last female character to speak in the Iliad. She always speaks in her own name

and even initiates dialogue. She is also the only female character who does not weep (as

opposed foe example to Andromache, who weeps and speaks about her own vulnerability

as Hector's wife and Hecuba, who is 'toute entiere du cote de la maternite).'13 Monsacre says

that Helen 'est une femme qui serait a egalite avec les homes, une femme dont les paroles

pourraient intervener avec pertinence dans un monde masculine. Elle a cette capacite de

parler en son nom, sans faire reference systematiquement a son epoux'.14 She adds: 'Helene

semble done etre la seule femme dont la parole soit acceptable pour des hommes : elle ne

gemit ni ne les reticent d'aller au combat ; elle ne les trompe ni ne les charme pour les

detruire ; elle parle sans cris, sans pleurs. Elle se situe a la charniere du "discourse"

masculine et des "voix" feminines.15 But here, the word used is not pEiAixLoq or ayavoq but

paAaKoq, which is mostly used to describe the softness of clothes or beds.16 It may thus be

that she attempts to mollify him in a "softer" way, which is specific to women.17 The only

13 Monsacre (1984), 121.
14 Monsacre (1984), pp.120-1.
15 Monsacre (1984), p.123.
16 It is used of clothes: II, 42; XXTV, 796; of beds: IX 618; X, 75; XXII, 504 and of carpets: XIV, 349.
i n

Helen also uses persuasion in a different way, when she talks to Hector with respect and humility in
apologising for being the cause of the war: tov 6' EAevt) pt)0oi(tl 7iqoot]u6a puAixioKn, "And Helen spoke to
him with peiAixioi words". VI, 343. In this case, it does not seem to be persuasion strictly speaking, but simply a
friendly approach, as Helen is not actually asking Hector to do anything in particular.
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other instance where the word is used in connection with persuasion is when Hephaestus

encourages Hera, another female character, to mollify Zeus and make her peace with him:

AAAa ov xov etzeegol KaOdnzEoOaL paaakolalv-
auxlk' etzelO' lAaog 'OAupTuog ectctexcu rjplv.

'No, you should approach him with paAaicoi words, and then the Olympian will be kindly to
us again.

I, 582-3

E-GODS

Hera and Athena use persuasion pretty much as the kings and leaders do, that is to urge the

warriors to fight: Hera tells Athena

aol<; ayavoic; £7i££omv £Q>f]xu£ cjrcexa EKacrxov

'Speak to each man with ayavoi words'
II, 164

Athena repeats the same words to Odysseus in II, 180. The river Xanthus, Hera warns, will

use gentle words, as well as threats, to convince Hephaestus not to harm him. He would try

anything to protect himself, and Hera tells Hephaestus not to listen to him:

pir) &£ oe ttapttav
pelalxloig etieeooiv a7toxq>£tt£XCU KCU a(D£Lf]-

And do not let him turn you back with any pEiAixioi words or threats.
XXI, 338-9

In these instances, gods use "gentle words" just in the same way as men do.

One other way used by the gods to persuade warriors to go into battle is to make

battle itself seem "sweeter" than home-coming, though in general battle is described by the

poet and by men (and sometime by the gods) as TtoAubcucQUc; and (j)cri0f]vcoQ. This is a

"trick" used by the gods to deceive men into fighting, once by Athena and once by the

goddess of Hate:
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TOicri 6' acjtap rtoAepoc; yAutctarv yevex' f)£ veectGcu
£v vrpoi yAacj>UQ>r|CTi tjtLApv £<; nazgida yalav.

Then war became a yAuidcav thought to them than returning in their hollow Ghipc to their
own dear native land.

II, 453-4 and XI, 13-14

It is interesting to notice than the adjective yAuKug, in half of its occurrences, is used to

describe the "pleasures of life": sleep (I, 610; II, 71; X, 4; XXIII, 232; XXIV, 3; XXIV, 636), love

and desire (III, 139; III, 446; XIV, 328), food (XI, 89), singing 9XIII, 637) and for the gods,

nectar (I, 598). It has a subjective meaning, in that it describes what each individual would

find desirable. Thus gods, like men, only use persuasion with other gods. With their

inferiors, i.e. men, they find it more convenient simply to play with their minds and make

them find pleasant and desirable what they actually hate. A similar use of the word yAuicicuv

can be found in XVIII, 109, when Achilles says that anger seems to men "sweeter than

honey".18 There, anger too is said to be deceitfully attractive.

F-THE EXPRESSION □§□ yevoito IN AGREEMENTS

Twice in the Iliad the word rjbug is used in the expression f]5u yevoLxo, to suggest that an

idea or a course of action is thought pleasant and desirable. The adjective rjbug strongly

implies an idea of pleasure and satisfaction (cf. the use of the word pbuenrjc; relating to

Nestor in Book I).19

The expression rjbu yevotxo is first used in Book IV, when Zeus suggests that the

Trojans and the Achaeans might find an agreement and stop the war:

el 6' au 7tcuc to&£ naoi cf)iAov K«i r)6u yevoixo,

18 XVIII, 108-10. Here again, we find honey as a pleasurable thing par excellence.
19 It is only used once in the Odyssey (XXTV, 436), and it is used of life in general, and not of an agreement.
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rjxoi p£v ouceoixo ttoAu; npidpoLO avaicxog,
auxtg 6' Agiy£ir]v 'EAevtjv MEVfAaog dyotxo.

'Now if somehow this second way could be pleasing and r)6u yevoLxo to us all, then lord
Priam's city may still be peopled, and Menelaus take back Argive Helen to his home.'

IV, 17-19

Yet, Zeus simply says that in order to irritate Hera, and does not actually mean any of it. He

offers the gods (namely Hera and Athena) a choice between noAcpov xc kcxkov icai c|)uAotiiv

aivpv, "grim warfare and the terrible fighting" (IV, 15) and cjnAoxpia pex' dpcjiOxcQotcn

"friendship with each other" (IV, 16). Of course, the goddesses choose war. It shows that it is

the gods who inflict war upon the mortals: if it were up to men, they would probably be at

peace, but the gods are the ones who want to accomplish their revenge. For example in Book

IV, the result of Zeus' "teasing", is that Athena herself is sent to break the truce and make

the war start again.20

Yet, men themselves also find it difficult to reach an agreement: the only time the

expression f)5u yevotxo is used by human characters, it is also in the context of a proposal

which comes to nothing. In Book VII, a herald tells the Achaeans:

pvoryeL npiapoi; xe kcu aAAoi Tpcusc dyauoi
EL7XEIV, al K£ TIEQ Uppt cjjlAoV K«l f]66 yEVOLXO,
puGov AAE^dvbQoio, xou eiveko veIkoi; oqcoqe-

'Priam and the other proud Trojans have ordered me to tell you, if it should be pleasing and
f]6u ytvoLxo, the offer made by Alexander, the man who gave rise to our quarrel.'

VII, 386-8

Paris proposes to give back Helen's treasures to the Greeks, and even to add some of

his own, but stops short of offering to restore Helen herself to Menelaus. In any case,

according to Diomedes' answer, no agreement is conceivable at that stage, since the

Achaeans are confident of their success in the war. They would not even accept Helen back:

xolov Zzvc, £7xi TlaxpOKAul nv6pd)V X£ KOU l7t7icuv

20 Again, this seems to point to an important difference between what the characters believe (that the gods uphold
some fundamental moral values) and what actually takes place: there does not seem to be much point in
involving the gods in a truce, as they are the ones who actually want to break it.
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fjpaxt xco ezavvooe k«kov rtovov- 01)6' aga ncl) xt
t]6e£ IlaxooKAov xeGvpoxa 61og AxlAAeuc-

'Let no one now accept possessions from Alexander, nor accept Helen either. Even a fool can
see that now the threads of death are fastened on the Trojans.'

VII, 400-2

All the Achaeans approve Diomedes' words (VII, 403-4).

Persuasion is a tool often used by the most vulnerable people in the poem, such as old men

and women, but also by the warriors themselves, and even the gods. As Schofield has shown

in his article on eubonlia, it is even a virtue deemed necessary for good leadership, and the

warriors who can use language in a convincing manner are praised for it.21 It is also a gentler

way of resolving problems and of dealing with other people.22

21 Schofield (1986).
22 See next Part III on politics.
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We saw earlier how mortality and suffering encouraged such positive values as pity, human

solidarity and fellow-feeling among human beings, even between enemies. The poem ends

with a striking act of compassion for a personal enemy: indeed, those gentler virtues

ultimately transcend even nationalities and war, as can be seen in the meeting between

Priam and Achilles.

However, those are not the only compensations for the negative aspects of the

human condition: even though the Iliad is a poem full of suffering and brutality (and even

downright cruelty at times), gentleness is an important quality in the poem, and acts of

kindness and generosity are surprisingly frequent, not only among friends and family, but

occasionally with enemies as well.

Another compensation for suffering, in the form of pleasure and happiness, will be

next discussed.
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I - THE VOCABULARY OF PLEASURE AND HAPPINESS

As we saw earlier, the omnipresence of death and the suffering in the Iliad is very real, but

attenuated by the equal omnipresence of the feeling of pity. The poem is not only a reflection

on the tragedy of death, even though it is a major theme of the poem, but a reflection more

generally on human life. As such, more positive things are also present.1 It is an often

overlooked fact that joy, pleasure and happiness are also part of the poem as a whole.2 They

may not be the most frequent emotions and it may not be always entirely positive and

admirable (e.g. pleasure in killing people), but it is part of the poem. To understand the

representation of the human condition in the Iliad, it is fundamental to study what it is that

makes people happy. Even if the poem deals mostly with death, pain, pity and suffering, the

vocabulary of pleasure and happiness is very much present and can tell us a lot about the

joys of human life as shown in the Iliad, be they grim, like the joys of war, or innocent, like

dancing and singing. It is interesting to note that both bodily pleasure and more reflective

pleasure are present, and both seem equally valued.

This chapter will show a progression from individual pleasure to pleasure found in

interaction with other people, and will look at in what context happiness and pleasure are

1 For definitions of pleasure in ancient philosophy, see Gosling and Taylor (1982).
2 Though for a vocabulary study and classification, see Latacz (1966).
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felt, what form they take, how they are expressed (which is where the vocabulary of

laughing and smiling comes in).

Among the four verbs expressing pleasure and joy (i.e. xafQw> yp0£<u, teqttcj,

ayaAAopai: to rejoice),3 there are differences in usage which suggest distinct nuances of

meaning in each case. We will start with the most straightforward cases, moving to those

with less clear-cut divisions of meanings. The words paAotKoc;, yAuKug and p£Atr]5f]<; will

also be looked at.

1 - TEPTTCO

The situation is very clear and unambiguous for teqttco, and the findings provided by a

study of the occurrences in the Iliad are corroborated by Chantraine's Dictionnaire

etymologicjue, which divides the meanings of teqttcu into two main categories: "trouver une

pleine satisfaction de son desir"/" trouver son plaisir a, s'amuser a" in general, and in

particular as applied to games and pastimes. Indeed, the uses show either a meaning

relating to physical satisfaction (food and drink, sleep etc).4It can also relate to entertainment

and peaceful activities (singing, dancing etc.), for example:

Muppibovcov 6' £7il x£ kAutia<; xal vijag uc£cr0r|v,
tov 6' evQov cf>o£va t£qti6[j.£vov cftogplyyt Aiyeip
KaArj bai&aAsp, £til6' apyupcov tuyov f]£v,
xijv apsT e£, evapory rcoAtv 'Hetiojvoc; oAeaoac,-

3
EucjrQcuva) and £t>cf>Q>oauvr| will be given a passing mention, and the vocabulary of smiling and laughing will be
looked at in the next chapter. On laivo) (which does not appear in the Iliad), see Clarke (1999), 97ff.

4 IX, 705-6; XI, 780-81; XXm, 10-11; XXIH, 97-98; XXIV, 2-3; XXIV, 633-34; XXTV, 635-36. Unexpectedly, weeping
also belong to that category. This may seem a paradoxical idea, but in a way, tears relieve the tension of grief. It
can therefore be seen as the kind of joy that diminishes discomfort or pain (rather than improve a previously
neutral state), as does eating and sleeping (which provide relief from hunger and tiredness respectively). It
releases tension and is enjoyable as an activity. Interestingly, grief is not one of Aristotle's nd0r) (see Konstan
2006, 246).
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They came to the huts and the chips of the Myrmidons, and found Achilles giving pleasure to
his heart with a clear-voiced lyre, a beautiful finely-wrought thing with a cross-piece of silver,
which he had won from the spoils when he destroyed Eetion's city.

IX, 185-885

It is not immediately clear if sex belongs to the first or the second category, but it can

be argued that it is seen as simply an enjoyable activity rather than a physical need.

dAA' aye 61) 4)lA6tt]tl TOaTieiopev6 euvr|08VTe-

"No, come, let us enjoy the bed of love."
Ill, 4417

Of course, Homer does not seem to need to make a difference between the two

categories, the emphasis being on the enjoyment: physical satisfaction and entertainment are

both seen as ways of enjoying oneself.8

Furthermore, in contrast to the uses of xcuqco in particular (see below), those are

examples of pleasure found in a mostly non-competitive context. The question may be asked

whether throwing the discus involves competition or not, but the fact that the verb regnco

and not x«lq(u is used suggests that the pleasure found there is purely in the activity and not

in winning.9

5 Furthermore, Leaf comments that "this is the only case in the Iliad where we find music among men; the
concert in L 603 is heavenly. The exigencies of war perhaps account for the fact that the Iliad knows nothing of
the aoi&oi, who are co prominent in Od." This is fair enough, but it is incorrect to say that this is the only
occurrence of music among men, for example in I, 472-74, men sing and dance (arguably, in prayer to Apollo)
and in XVII, 525-26, a shepherd plays the pipe. See also: XI, 642-43; XVIII, 525-26; XVIII, 603-4. Those activities
can include games:

AAA' o pev ev vf|ECTcn KOQaivlcn 7tovt07i6qolctl
kelt' cmopqvlaat; Ayapepvovi noipEvi Aadrv
AxQEibr) Aaolbl txapa Qqyplvi 0aAaaar|<;
blaKOicriv TEP7IOVTQ Kai alyavEqcnv iivT£<;
Tof,oialv 0'-
But Achilles was keeping by his beaked seafaring ships in his fury at Agamemnon son of Atreus,
shepherd of the people. And hie mon wore amusing themselves along the shore where the sea breaks with
games of discus and spear-throwing and archery.

II, 771-75
6 TpaTiElopEv is an irregular form of Taprteaiopev (see Autenrieth 299-300) and not the verb TQE7ia).
7 See also: X, 335-37; XIV, 314.
8 On the dissimilarities of pleasure, see Plato's Philebus (and on it Gosling and Taylor, 134-7), esp. 32c on the

difference between pleasures of anticipation and pleasures of replenishment, as well as 43a-c on replenishment
more specifically. On the question of insatiability, see Gosling and Taylor 137-8.

9
Furthermore,
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2 -aYaXAouai

There are very few occurrences of this verb in the poem (5), but nevertheless, a very clear

pattern can be found: ayaAAopcu seems to refer specifically to the joy one has in possessing

something. It can be armour,10 a chariot,11 or be used in animal similes, and be used to refer

to the joy a bird has in its wings12 or a mare in its foals.13

The 4 first occurrences refer to things which have a function. They do not merely

refer to the possession of the object or body part mentioned, but the pleasure felt is also

linked to the power that they confer as an extension of the individual, and to the capacity

that possession gives (power to fight with the armour and chariot, power to fly with the

wings).14

In the case of the mares, we are perhaps to think there is a reference to their capacity

to be mothers or to the fact that possession of offspring confers status on the possessor. It is

also possible to argue that the human feelings involved may be those of the owner, who not

It is also interesting to note that peace in itself is to be enjoyed: staying at home and not going to war at all, as
when Echepolus buys himself off the army, is seen as a pleasure:

rr)v AyaptpvovL 6wk' AyxLcria&r]:; 'ExertwAo?
5a)Q', iva pf| OL E7TO10' UTtO "IAlOV f]V£pO£CTCTaV,
aAA' auxou TeortoiTO pevtnw
Aithe had been given to Agamemnon by Echepolus son of Anchises, a gift made so that he should not

have to go with him to windy Ilion, but could say at home and enjoy his life.
XXIII, 296-98.
A peaceful life away from the grief or the glory of the battlefield is clearly seen as a source of joy in itself. We
can think of the 'choice' of Achilles between a short, martial and glorious life and a long peaceful and quiet life.
This shows that happiness is not necessarily what everybody would go for: at the end of the day, Achilles
chooses the suffering of the battlefield over the joy of his home.

10 XVII, 472-73 and XVIII, 131-32.
11 XII, 113-15.
12 II, 459-62.
13 XX, 222.
14 Leaf (1900-2) wrongly assumes in his comment on this passage that dyaAAopcu is "perhaps here in the

primitive sense (root gal 'to shine') 'preening themselves'", whereas Willcock properly translates it as
"delighting in". Furthermore, a bird cannot 'preen itself while flying.
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only owns 3000 steeds, but many foals as well,15 feelings which are poetically transferred to

the mares themselves.16

In Chantraine's Dictionnaire, possession as such is not emphasized, but the

definition:17 "ressentir une joyeuse fierte de", would certainly cover pride of the possession

of an object, implicit in the examples found in the Iliad.

The Lexikon indicates the meaning of ayaAAopai in the example of the bird is a

weakened meaning ("in schon abgeschwachter Bedeutung"), presumably because flying is a

normal function of the birds: wings are no more to the birds than legs to men, but viewed

from a human standpoint, the ability to fly is enviable. Therefore the meaning need not be

weaker than in the other cases.

3 - yaipoo and ynQeco

The differentiation between these two verbs is much more problematic.

When we look at the occurrences (34 for xaipco and 28 for ypGeco), it seems that they

are almost exact synonyms, and both express two main types of pleasure: relief (yaiQco: 8

occurrences,18 ypGcco: 3 occurrences)19 and satisfaction at achieving something (xcuqui: 18

occurrences,20 yrjGeco: 20 occurrences),21 or in being able to achieve something (fighting in

particular, when the pleasure is mostly in the anticipation). Both can also be used in negative

15 Cf. XX, 221-22. For a similar idea, see also XI, 676-81, in particular line 680.
16 Incomprehensibly, Edwards (1991) says that "kai (223) links the thought of dyaAAopfvai to that of r|pdocrace;

they were lovely mares, and so he loved them." How he manages to understand dyaAAopevai as 'lovely' is very
difficult to understand.

17 Chantraine (1968). The same idea is expressed in Snell's Lexikon des frithgriechischen Epos.
18 I, 446-47; III, 111-12; VII, 311-12; X, 564-65; XIX, 74-75; 185-86; XXIV, 490-92; 704-6.
19 VII, 121-22; XXTV, 319-21; 422-24.
20 I, 158; 255-58; 111, 23-26; 27-28; 76; X, 277; 462-64; XIV, 153-56; XVI, 599-600; XVIII, 259-60; XXI, 346-47; 423-25;

XXII, 224-25; XXIII, 563-65; 624-25; 646-49; 797.
21 I, 254-58; IV, 255; 272-73; 283-84; 311-12; 326; VII, 189; VIII, 277-78; VIII, 555-59; X, 190-93; XI, 683-84; XIII, 81-82;

343-44; 414-16; 494-95; XIV, 139-41; XVI, 530-31; XVII, 567-68; XVIII, 554-57; XXI, 388-90.
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ways, as litotes ("he won't be glad that" etc.), or, as Willcock calls them "effective

understatements". In which case, both verbs are used in expression of either fear or anger.22

The only nuance that seems to be obvious is that xatQcn belongs mostly to the

domain of family and friends, and yq0eco to that of war (see next part).

Various scholars have expressed divergent views on the differences between yafpoj

and yq0£co, but generalisations regarding the semantic distinction between the two words,

though interesting, are for the most part untenable. For a complete discussion of those

distinctions, see appendix III. A brief summary is as follows:

1 - Willcock's idea of yq0£cu meaning "quiet satisfaction" may be true on occasion, it is by no

means always the case, and not even in the perfect, as Willcock seemed to believe.

Furthermore, the idea of "quiet satisfaction" can also be expressed by other verbs.

2 - Chantraine's idea of yq0ecu as expressing a "joie rayonnante" is even less convincing, as

it is not relevant to every single occurrence of the verb, and because yaLQco too can have a

meaning not dissimilar to "radiant" and in more instances than yq0ecu.23

3 - According to the Lexikon, the main difference between the two verbs is that with yq0£cn,

the cause of the pleasure is either expected or solicited, and with xcuqco, it is typically

unexpected. When looking at the examples in the Iliad, we find that this idea also seems

highly questionable.

22 I, 329-30; VIII, 376-78; IX, 75-77.
23 Furthermore, the etymology of x«lq<o also indicates the meaning of "light, illumination" etc. See Borgeaud and

MacLachlan (1985).
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- Parallel usages

What makes a differentiation between the two terms even more difficult is the fact that they

on several occasions appear to be used as substitutes for each other, in otherwise similar

contexts:

The Trojans and Odysseus respectively are glad at an omen:

Yatpg be xcy opviO' 'Obvasvc,, fjpaxo 6' A0f|vry

Odysseus was delighted at the omen of the bird, and prayed to Athena.
X, 277

eicraxo be acf)i
beting atf.ag bia aaxeog- o'i be Lbovxeg
yf|6r]aav. Kal naaiv evi (jjpeai Gupog Lav0r].

The eagle showed swooping across the city on the right: and they were all delighted when
they saw him, and their hearts warmed within them.
XXIV, 319-21

Xatpca 1,158 = yr|0£<u XIII, 494-95: The leader is glad that his troops have followed him.

I, 254-58: the two verbs are used in the same sentence to express the idea that Priam would

rejoice if he knew that the Achaian leaders are fighting each other.

Xcuqcu III, 27-28 = xctLQcn VII, 191-92 = yrj0£cu VII, 189: a warrior (Menelaus in the first

example or Ajax in the last two) is glad that he is going to fight a Trojan.

Xcuqco XXI, 346-47 = yr|0£co VII, 555-59: a peasant, farmer or shepherd, is glad in his work

and in the weather.

Xcuqcu XVI, 599-600 = yr|0£cu VIII, 277-78: a warrior rejoices at seeing another warrior killing

an enemy.

Xouqco and yt]0£cu are noticeably used in competitive contexts: In the sporting competition

that can be found in Book XXIII, the funeral games of Patroclus, the warriors take great

pleasure in winning prizes:
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TH pa, Kal AuxopEbovti cJ>iAa) ekeAeuctev Exaipcu
oicjEpevai KAixhr]0£v- o 6' cjJX£TO Ka<-OL evelkev,

EuprjAcp 6' ev xeQcl tlGel- o 6e be^axo Yatocuv.

So he spoke, and told his dear companion Automedon to bring the corselet from his hut. He
went off and brought it back, and placed it in Eumelus' hands: and he accepted it with
delight."

XXIII, 563-6524

Those examples highlight the competitive nature of some aspects of the Homeric society. It is

noticeable that the verb used here is x^lqcu. The difference with teqticu is that here, the

pleasure is taken in winning the prize, rather than in the competition itself. With teqttcu, on

the other hand, we saw in the examples that the characters make a deliberate attempt to

amuse themselves, often in order to pass time, as in the examples in the next category.

Thus, when looking at the examples from the Iliad, we find it difficult to make a clear

division between the meanings of x^lqcu and yr]6£co. Even if the indications given by

various scholars are partly true, it is nearer the truth to say that the two verbs are

synonymous, with xarpcu being less often used in a context of expected events, and also in

the domain of family and friends, while ypGecu is more often used in the domain of war. On

the other hand, teqtioj seems to refer her to a different type of pleasure, where the subject is

more directly involved in the enjoyment, and the pleasure is found in the possession of an

object, in being physically engaged in an activity, or in enjoying a particular condition of life.

With x«lqoj and ypGecu, the participation may be indirect, and the pleasure occasioned by

events or circumstances in which the subject is not directly involved.

24 See also: XXIII, 624-25; 646-49; 797.
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4 - The beauty of life: uaAaKoc. vAukuc and ueAinSnc

Despite war and the omnipresence of death, Homer keeps insisting on the beauty of life. It

can of course be found in descriptions of what the warriors have left behind them, and may

never see again, but even life on the battlefield can be beautiful and even joyous. The idea

which appears is that however hard it can be, life is always desirable. Even if the warriors

themselves think a glorious death is the most important thing in the world, the poet always

reminds us that life is beautiful and death a tragedy.

MaAaicog is one word used to suggest the mildness of life. It describes the softness

in reference to touch, and is used of clothes: paAaKov xtxcova (II, 42), ttetiAoktl paAaxoIaiv

(XXIV, 796), of beds: euvijj evi paAaKfj= (IX, 618; X, 75 and XXII, 504) and of grass and fields:

7iofpv...|uaAaK6v (XIV, 347-9), veiov paAaKpv (XVIII, 541). It is also used to describe flesh,

when the Achaeans claim that Hector's body is softer now that he is dead than it was when

he was alive:

d) 7107101, f| paAa 6f| paAaKcoxepog apcjtacjtaaaBcu
"Ekxojq r) ox£ vfjag ev£Txpr|a£v tiuqL rcr|A£cp.

"Look, Hector is much more paAatcoc; to handle now than when he fired our ships
with burning flame."

XXII, 373-425

There is a gradation between clothes, grass and flesh, but the common idea is that

pctAoncoc; is applied to something which yields to the touch, or other pressure (the poking of

swords, in Hector's case). It feels soft, and does not offer resistance. Metaphorically, the

word is also used to describe sleep: paAaKcu bebprjpEVOL U7iv<p (X, 2 and XXIV, 678),

"yielding to paAaxoc sleep", paAaKov tieqL Kcup' EKaAuijta , (XIV, 359), "I have wrapped

25 On the scxualization of Hector's dead body, see Vermeulc (1979) on the pornography of death, 115 77;
Monsacre (1981), 69 77 and n.88, 217 on the link between erotic desire and desire to fight and Vernant (2001), 59
60.
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him in a paAcucog deep sleep", and describes the softness and pleasantness of sleep, rather

than any "yielding" aspect. It is interesting to note that this adjective is also used, as was

seen earlier, to refer to the type of persuasion used by women, whose aim is to humour the

person one is talking to, and, in a way, to yield, or at least to appear to yield to them.

The word mostly used to describe the pleasantness of life is yAuicug (and yAuKEQog , there is

very little difference between the two). It first suggests sweetness to the taste, for example

when describing the gods' nectar: yAuKU vektocq (I, 598) or food:

OXXOU T£ yAuK£0OLO 7TEQI <j)Q£Va<; ip£QOC a'lQEL26

Desire for yAutcEQog food takes over his mind
(XI, 89)

The food is here described as "sweet", perhaps because of lire prospect of satisfying one's

hunger, not necessarily because the food itself is sweet. As for nectar, it is of course

impossible to know if it was thought of as sweet or not. It is thus possible that even when

describing food, the idea of sweetness is simply metaphorical, and that the words only

means "pleasant" (as sweet things are). But it is mostly used in a transferred sense of things

which are not characterised by taste of any kind. In such cases, it is used metaphorically of

what people find pleasant, the paradigm of pleasantness being sweetness of taste. It is used

of sleep: yAuKug utivoc; (I, 610; II, 71; XXIII, 232), u7ivog yAuKepog (X, 4), pebovxo uttvou xe

yAuKEQob xaQTiTjpEvaL (XXIV, 2-3), "they thought of enjoying yAutcepoc; sleep", unvcp utto

yAuKEQcp (XXIV, 636), as well as of singing: poAmjt; xe yAuicEQfjg (XIII, 637), and of different

sorts of fpEQog: nostalgia:

"Qq EiTiouCTa 0£a yAuicuv Ipcpov £p|3aA£ 0upcl>
avbgoc, x£ tiqoxeqou Kai acrxEog rjbE xoKfjarv-

26 aigrt means to seize, to take possession of, and is used metaphorically here. It is used of a number of emotions:
joy, grief, courage, astonishement, longing, fear, and shows emotions as quasi physical entities.
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So speaking the goddess put in Helen's heart a yAuicuc; yearning for her past husband and her
city and her parents.

Ill, 139-40

Sexual desire is another one.27

The pleasures of life are clearly marked as such and are universally sought after. The fact

that this adjective is very often use with words such as ipepoq or pehovxo shows that

anticipation plays an important part. Both the thing desired and desire itself are pleasant. In

such contexts, desire is only yAuicug because it is likely to be realised.

Another adjective which possesses a meaning close to that of yAuKug is pEAir)5t]c,

"honey-sweet". It also quite obviously suggests something sweet to the taste, and is mostly

used to describe wine (IV, 346; VI, 258; X, 569; XII, 320; XVI, 545). But it cannot be assumed

that wine so described had actually been mixed with honey, and the adjective may simply

mean that wine is pleasant. When Nestor prepares a cup of wine for Patroclus in Book XI,

honey is listed as a separate ingredient (XV, 631). Thus, the adjective need not mean that

wine is mixed with honey, especially since the other uses of the adjective do not imply

sweetness of taste at all: wheat cannot be thought of as being sweet (peAir|5£a tiuqov

ebovxeq, X, 569), in the same way as fruits (pEAirjbEa Kaprcov, XVIII, 568). It is likely that the

dominant significance is pleasantness rather than simply sweetness. Honey is a particularly

enjoyable food, and it is that element of enjoyment that is transferred. Like yAuicut; in its

transferred sense, it simply means pleasant. Moreover, in the Odyssey, pEAiqbrjg covers the

same range of vocabulary as yAuicug, and can refer for example to sleep (Od. XIX, 551). It is

27 III, 446; XTV, 328.
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possible to conclude that wine is not "sweet" as distinct from "enjoyable". More

interestingly, this adjective is also used to describe the human "breath of life", the 0up6q.28

Since the sweetness of honey is the paradigm of an enjoyable quality, it is significant

that Homer uses an adjective based upon it to describe human life, and it assesses the value

that was attached to it.29

Despite the grimness of the warriors' life, it is possible for them to find some joy, a,d

many aspects of their lives are described as pleasant and beautiful. The characters' response

to pleasure and happiness, essentially through laughing and smiling, is also quite

interesting, and is the subject of the next part.

28

29

X, 495 and XVII, 17

'H6ui; is also part of the vocabulary of pleasure, but because it is only ever used with ycAaa), it will be
looked at in the next section.
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The two words which will be looked at in this section are peibaco, "to smile" and ycAaco, "to

laugh".

According to the Lexikon, the usage of yeAaco includes "physical and emotional

phenomena beside or without the acoustic manifestation". They add that the sound of

laughing is nowhere directly mentioned in Homer, which, to them, seems to undermine the

meaning of yeAaco as "to laugh". Indeed, they say that yeAaco is often nothing but a

"brightening of the countenance (without accompanying sound)", as fits the etymological

meaning (root *yA: to shine), and that there is no necessary contrast between yeAau) and

pcihdco.1 The difference between the two is difficult to tell from the uses in the poem, as the

two are used in very similar contexts.

Hera's bitter laugh when she is still scared of Zeus and outraged at his plans, and

laughs "only with her lips" (i.e. not truly, not with her eyes), shows that a sign of joy can be

distinct from the actual feeling with which it is normally associated. That clearly shows that

this is a separate thing from the feelings themselves, as expressed in the preceding part.

"H pev dp' cog eiTiouaa taxOeCeTO norvux "Hprj,
oxQpcrav 6' ova bcopa Aibg Geoi r) 6' eyeAaaae
YEiAEaiv. oube p£TC07iov etc' ocfjpucri KuavEpcriv
Ldv0r| naoiv be v£p£crcrr]0£L(Ta pexpuba-

So speaking queen Hera sat down, and there was an uproar among the gods in Zeus'
house. She laughed with her lips, but on the forehead above her dark brows there
was no softening. And she said to them in vexation.

XV, 100-3

i See also Levine (1982-83), 98 and n.7.
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Of course, it is actually more likely to be a bitter smile rather than laughter (can

anyone be said to laugh only with their lips?), but both are acceptable in the context.2

In the case of smiling and laughing, the situation is often not only about simple enjoyment,

as the aim is often to make one's feelings known to someone and possibly to have an effect

on them.3 Either positive (friendliness, reassurance) or negative (ridicule, contempt).4 There

are two main aims to smiling and laughing, which parallel the duality between peaceful and

martial pleasure: to show friendliness and to show hostility or aggression.

A- TO SHOW FRIENDLINESS

1 - to show affection

In the simplest way possible, smiling and laughing can simply be used to show affection, for

example to a friend:

"Qg tjtaxo, p£t&r)a£v bk Tto6aQicr|t; bloc; AxlAAeuc
vexLocov AvtlAoxw, oxi oi cjriAog f)£v exalpog-

She spoke, and swift-footed Achilles smiled in delight at Antilochus, as he was a dear friend.
XXIII, 555-56

2 Janko, in the Cambridge Commentary, gives a lengthy analysis of that particular passage: "If a speaker breaks off
and resumes, the poet indicates some odd circumstance (cf. 1.511ff., 584ff.) - here, the goddess's forced laugh,
confined to her lips while she still scowled. She does not relax her |tet<mov , properly the bridge of the nose. (...)
This laugh warns us not to take at face value what Here says next"; Levine (Cf 78 (1982) 97n.) detects ' an
attempt to show self confidence... as she tries to cover up her defeat at Zeus's hands and preserve her dignity';
bT-scholia (on 108) thinks she waits to see if the gods will defend themselves against Zeus, and then bursts out
in rage at their silence, but Homer had ways to say this; rather, she pauses to increase their curiosity and
suspense.

3 Mon verbal behaviour is important to look at, and smiling and laughing are the most obvious expressions of joy
and pleasure. On the importance of non verbal behaviour in general, see Lateiner (1998), esp. 6 and his point
that laughter is easier when the social control settings are slack (which is true, see in particular the banquets of
the gods and the games).

4 On how laughter always implies superiority (while smiling can imply superiority but does not always), see
Levine (1982-83), 97ff., on smiles of affection or conciliation, 100-102.
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The Lexikon classifies this example in the "affection and/or satisfaction toward

progeny" category. This category extends towards "younger and/or subordinate" other

people. Nevertheless, Achilles is said to be the youngest of the Achaians, so Antilochus is

necessarily the elder. Neither is he Achilles' subordinate: he is a prince of Pylos, and the

leader of the region, his father Nestor, comes to Troy with 90 ships when Achilles comes

with 50. He is from a different region and cannot be a subordinate. Furthermore, Achilles

calls him his cjriAoc cxalpoq, and the combination of the two words indicates that Antilochus

is not a subordinate, but is on an equal footing with Achilles: Kakridis explains that the

leaders are the exalpot of each other,5 and David Konstan remarks that only those exaipoi

described as cjrLAoi can really be described as "friends". Being cj>iAo<; and rnCTxoc; is an

essential element of friendship, which is "a select relationship between non-kin grounded in

mutual affection ("dearness") and loyalty or trust".6 The relationship between Achilles and

Antilochus is thus one of friendship and not of subordination. On that passage, Willcock

comments that "Achilleus is amused by the youthful eagerness of Antilochos. This must be

the first time he has smiled since the death of Patroklos. In 786-92, the young man again

speaks in a way that pleases Achilleus. There is evident sympathy between the two."7

reAaco and pELbdco can also be used in a familial context, in particular in the last meeting

between Hector and his wife and son:

qxoL o pev pribqarv L&cbv et; nal&a criamTy

Hector looked at his son and smiled in silence.

VI, 404

5 H.J. Kakridis (1963), 51-77.
6 Konstan, (1997), 31-33.
7 Similarly, Kirk (1990) says: "Akhilleus smiles for the first and only time in the whole poem, and is delighted by

his friend's frankness."
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Here, Hector is explicitly said to smile in silence, and the poet makes a point of saying so,

which reinforces the contrast with yeAaco (which is never said to be aiumr]). The silence

refers to the absence of words rather than the absence of sounds in general: he does not

address his son, and the first person to speak in this episode is Andromache.

£i7icbv ou naiboc, 6gi£,aro cjxubLpog "Ekxcuq-
ai|> 6' o Tuxig ngoc, koAtcov euCwvoio xi0r|vr|c;
£KAiv0r| Laxcov naxgoc, cf>iAou oi(jiv AtuxQeI?
xap|3f|aa£; x«Akov xe L6e Aocjxrv i7t7tioxuuxr]v,
6elvov an' bncQ>oxdxr)c koqu0oc veuovxa vopoag.
ek 6' eyeaagcxe Tiaxpp xe cjjiAoc; icai rcoxvin; pf|xr)q-

So speaking, glorious Hector reached out to take his son. But the child shrank back
crying against the breast of his girdled nurse, terrified at the sight of his own father,
frightened by the bronze and the crest of horse-hair, as he saw it nodding dreadfully
from the top of the helmet. His father and his dear mother laughed aloud at this.

VI, 466-71

This time, the prefix ek tends to emphasize the audible aspect of the laugh. Furthermore, the

context also indicates that we are dealing with audible laughter: Hector and Andromache

are laughing because they find the situation funny, and as Kirk comments "the emphatic ek

5' EyEAacJCTE suggests the parents' release from tension as well as their love of this child".8

"Qc £L7tcov aAoxoio 4)iAr]g £v XEQcriv £0r)k£
nalb' eov f] 6' aga prv Kr)d)&£l be^axo koAtxcu
baKQUOEV YEAnaacra nooic, b' eA£T|CT£ vopaag

So speaking he placed his son in his dear wife's arm. She took him to her scented breast,
laughing through her tears; and her husband was touched to pity at the sight of her.

VI, 482-84

According to the Lexikon, in this example, Andromache did not laugh aloud, but "rather she

forced a smile". Of course, there is no proof for that, and it is perfectly possible to laugh and

cry at the same time, as Mazon's translation for this expression "avec un rire en pleurs"

shows.

8 Kirk (1990).
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Hera can also be seen to smile to her son Hephaistos, with an emphasis on the smile through

the repetition of peibaco:

"Qg cftaxo, p£i6r]cr£v be Gra AeuicdiAevog 'Hpr],
p£i5r|cracra 6e nmbog ibe^axo xelqL kutceAAov-

So he spoke, and the white-armed goddess Hera smiled, and smiling took the cup
from her son.

I, 595-96

Her smile shows her appreciation for her son's comforting words, after she had been

frightened by Zeus. Again, Hera obtains what she wants, and this could be a simple smile of

satisfaction (see below).

2- as a show of good humour (socially engineered smile)

This is particularly the case in Antilochus' reaction when he loses the race gracefully,

is the appropriate reaction: showing good humour in defeat. Furthermore, Antilochus

being a bit cheeky, talking about the "old age" of the other contestants (XXIII, 787-92),

may mean that he was smiling in advance, knowing what he was going to say.9

3- to show satisfaction

It is also used when a favour has been granted, to express the satisfaction of obtaining

something:

"Qg cjihxo, peibpgev be |3od)7Ttg noxvia "Hpr|,
p£L&r|aaaa 5' £7T£ixa ecu eytcaxbExo KoArap.

So she spoke, and the ox-eyed queen Hera smiled, and smiling put the band back
away in her breast.

XIV, 222-23

Here, Hera is glad that she managed to get the aphrodisiac she wanted from Aphrodite so

she could seduce Zeus. According to the Lexikon, this smile is caused by the success of her

9 XXin, 785-86. Levine (1982-3),101-2, understands this passage differently, but he does not give enough credit to
the apparently rather cheerful nature of Antilochus.

which

is also

which
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deception of Aphrodite. It is also possible that the deception was incidental, and that it was

not the deception as such that made her happy, but the fact that she got what she wanted.

Levine's point that smiles can indicate superiority is very obvious here: Hera manipulates

people as much as she can, often through deceit. The smile could express satisfaction at her

own cleverness and powers of persuasion.10 Janko11 analyses that passage thus: "Aphrodite

confidently predicts that her talisman will work whatever Here has in mind. The latter may

well smile at this, since vague expressions uttered by those not in the know were taken as

omens, e.g. at Od.2.33ff., 18.112ff. (see Aristarchus). The repetition of Here's smile stresses

her eloquent silence." Hera smiles because Aphrodite made the right kind of propitious

remark. Also, it is not the smile that is repeated, but the word.

"Qg cj>axo, pet&qoxv be Ttaxqp avbgcov xe Gecov xe,
lcai piv apeipopevoc enea nxepoevxa 7XQOcrr|u6a-

So she spoke, and the father of men and gods smiled, and spoke winged words in
answer.

XV, 47-48

After Hera had plotted against Zeus, he forces her to promise not to meddle with human

combatants. According to the Lexikon, Zeus smiles at Hera because he saw through her

speech and is about to force her to act according to his will. That is true, but here again, Zeus

is pleased with himself because he got what he wanted out of her, not because of the

deception itself. Janko comments that "it is one of the charms of Homer's style that we are

left to wonder whether Zeus smiles because Here agrees, or because he sees through her

wiles, or for both reasons."12

10 Cp. Penelope's laugh: Levine (1983). Also cp. scene with Hephaistus mentioned above.
11 Janko (1992).
12 Janko (1992).
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4- in entertainment

People in the poem also laugh, quite simply, when a joke is told, or when they take pleasure

in watching games.13

E^eiqt; 6' toravTO, aoAov 6' e'Ae 6Iog 'EnEioc;,
r]K£ 6e &Lvr|gac-y£AaCTav 5' ettI navxec. Aynioi.

They stood in order, and godlike Epeios took up the weight, swung it round, and
hurled it - and all the Achaians laughed at that.

XXIII, 839-40

Here, it is a collective laughter. Commentators do not agree on the meaning of this passage.

According to Monro, who is followed by Willcock, they laugh because of a bad throw.

Willcock even adds: "Epeios is perhaps something of a buffoon (670)". Leaf had given a

different explanation: "we are not told whether the Achaians laughed in derision of a bad

"put" or admiration of a good one. Epeios seems to be the representative of brute strength

(see 640), so the latter is perhaps more probable." A more detailed analysis is given by R.C.

Howland in his article about Epeius,14 says about this passage: "The other event with which

Epeius is concerned is putting the weight, and in this he is distinctly less successful, not on

account of any lack of strength but because he lacks the necessary skill. He was the first

competitor, and he took the aoAog, the lump of iron which was the implement and the prize

in this contest, fjice be bivqcrag (...)- 'he whirled it before he let it go'. Now this is no way to

deal with a craAog. It was much too heavy to whirl and, as Homer knew, the effect of trying

to whirl it would be ridiculous. The Achaians laughed because Epeius clearly had no idea of

how to put the weight. He had the strength but not the skill." But it also possible to think

that the verb bivqcrag is here used intransitively,15 and that he got into a spin, not the croAog,

13 See Levine (1982-83) on frivolous and derisive laughter. Also cp. with the teqtcgj examples.
14 Howland (1954-55), 16.
15 It is used intransitively in XVIII, 494, to describe a young man "whirling in the dance".
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which is why the Achaeans laughed. Indeed, how could anyone even try to whirl a lump of

iron?

"Qc, cfidxo, p£i6r|g£v bk naxpp avbpdjv xe 0ea>v xe,
k«i ga KaAcCTadpEvog TTpocrccfir) x(?vof]v Acf>Qo6Lxr|v-

So she spoke and the father of men and gods smiled, and calling golden Aphrodite to
him he said

V, 426-27

Here, Zeus is amused at the joke that Athena had just made, saying that the cause for

Aphrodite's wound (actually inflicted by Diomedes on the battlefield) was that "when

caressing one of these Achaian women with their lovely dresses she must have scratched

her delicate hand on a gold dress-pin". He does not necessarily approve of it, as

afterwards he tries to comfort Aphrodite, which may be why he only smiled. Kirk adds that

"the goddess [Athena] muttered against Zeus at 4.20 after his little joke; here the father of the

gods merely smiles as at 15.47, then summons Aphrodite and addresses her kindly, perhaps

to annoy the others."16

a0|3£CTxot;17 6' ag' evdjpxo ycArnc paKaQecroi Oeoiaxv
dig 'l6ov "H<j>aicrxov 6ta bcupaxa 7Toi7xvuovxa.

And uncontrollable laughter rose among the blessed gods, as they watched Hephaistos
bustling to and fro in the palace.

I, 599-600

TeAok; is described even by the Lexikon as being an overtly audible laugh. Here, Hephaistos

makes himself into a clown to entertain the gods. Anthon, in his commentary,18 remarks that

"the gods laughed at the clumsy attempts of the lame deity to imitate the graceful movement

16 Kirk (1990).
17 AgpEcrxog refers hore to the famous "Homeric laughter". The word is also used of fire, cry and glory. It might be

a fire metaphor and come from cr|3£VUpi "eteindre" (Chantraine). How can laughter be like fire though? It is
only used of the gods' laughter, so it can be understood that their laughter is as inextinguishable as they are
immortal.

18 Anthon (1958).
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of a Hebe or Ganymede."19 Levine's point that laughter always express superiority (real or

imagined) is still valid. He does not go into detail in that context, but making fun of someone

is to a degree putting them down, if only temporarily. In the first two examples of derisive

laughter given above, those who are made fun of are usually in a superior position (kings

and great warriors), so the laughter can be a relief from ordinary social circumstances.20

5- to appease, to reassure

Smiling and laughing are also used to conciliate somebody who is angry:21

Tov 6' £7up£L&f|crac Tigocrecjjr] Kpeiarv Ayapepvcav
cog yvdo xwopevoio- naAiv 6' o ye Aatexo puGov-

Lord Agamemnon answered with a smile, when he saw his anger, and took back what he had
said.

IV, 356-57

Again, the Lexicon classifies this example as "affection and/or satisfaction" toward a younger

man or a subordinate. While Odysseus is indeed Agamemnon's subordinate, the point of the

scene is that Agamemnon has to pacify Odysseus after insulting him. It has nothing to do

with either affection or satisfaction, and everything to do with what could be called "damage

limitation". The relationship between Agamemnon and Odysseus is one in which

Agamemon recognises his dependence on Odysseus.22

In another passage, Zeus reassures Athena who was afraid for the Achaians.

Tf|v 6' £7up£L&r|crac Tcpoaecj)r] vec^eArjyepexa Zeug-
Gapcrei Tptxoyeveta cjjiAov xeicog- ou vu xi Gupcp
xiQ(xj)Qovl puGeopat, eGeAco 6e xotf|mog elvat.

19 Willcock also comments on that example, and says: "It was the sight of the clumsy movements of Hephaistos
which drove the simple-minded and carefree gods to laughter, and so relieed the tension (570), as Hephaistos
no doubt intended."

20 Cf. Lateiner (1998) on laughter being present in a slack social setting.
21 Cf. Levine (1982-83), 100-102. Facial expressions can also be meant to have a calming effect, and smiles of

affection and conciliation are not mutually exclusive. See also Lateiner (1998).
22 Incidentally, Sophocles' portrayal of Agamemnon's obsequiousness with is consistent with Homer's: see Ajax

1330-1 and 1370-1.
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Then Zeus he cloud-gatherer smiled at her and said: 'Do not worry, Tritogeneia, dear
child. I do not speak with my heart in full earnest, and my intention to you is kind.'

VIII, 38-40

It is also used to pacify someone who is complaining or who just been injured:

xt]v bt ttqotl ol
eLAe 7taTijp Kpovi6r|c, real aveiQExo rj&u yeAaoaac-

Her father the son of Cronos held her to him, and asked her with a gentle laugh
XXI, 507-8

Here, Zeus comforts Artemis who has been hit by Hera. Interestingly, according to the

Lexikon, the expression f]5u yeAacu is only used when the subject is making fun of someone .

But here, Zeus holds her in his arms to comfort her. He might be amused by what happened,

but his general attitude is one of protection and sympathy.

B- TO SHOW HOSTILITY23

1 - Making fun of someone

Those words can also be used more negatively, to make fun of someone. This can be

understood as showing hostility to a certain extent, but the hostility does not go beyond

laughing at someone, and is very mild.24

crhj bk keqcu; pexa X£Qoiv eycuv |3o6g aypauAoLO
ovOov anonxueuv, pexa 6' Aqyelolctlv eeittev-
m nonot fj p' e|3AcuJje 0£a nobac,, f| xo ndpog tteq

pijxrjQ &C, 'Obuenji TrapiaxaxaL f]6' enapTjyEi.
"Qg Ecf)a0', ol 6' aga navxeg ett' auxcp fj&u yEAaaaav.

He stood there with his hand on a horn of the field ox, spitting out dung, and said to the
Argives: 'Oh, I swear it was that goddess that fouled my feet, the one who is always at
Odysseus' side taking care of him like a mother.' So he spoke, and they all laughed happily at
him.

XXIII, 780-84

23 On the malicious laugh, see Arnould (1990), 31-36.
24 cf. Levine (1982-83) on derisive laughter.
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would make people laugh. Furthermore, it is a collective laugh again, and is very similar to

the Epeius example, which, if the analysis according to which Epeius spun himself off his

feet is correct, could belong to this category.

The characters also smile when someone is being so ludicrous he becomes amusing, as when

Dolon tells Odysseus he went as a spy in order to be given Achilles' immortal horses as a

reward.

Tov 6' £7U|j.ei-6f|(jac 7ipocr£<j>r| noAupr)Ttg 'ObucrcrEug-

Then resourceful Odysseus smiled at him and said
X, 400

The Lexikon argues that Odysseus smiles ironically, because he is about to deceive the Trojan.

Yet, they had just met, and it seems more likely that he smiles at the idea of someone like

Dolon could be awarded the horses of Achilles.25

It can also be used more cruelly, such as when Thersites gets beaten up:

'Dc dp' ecf>r), aKtjTixpcp be pexdcj^pevov rjbe Kal cl>pa>
TtAfjf,£v o 6' L6vd)0r], GaAcpov be oi eKneoe baxpu-
apct>6i£, 5' aipnxoEcrcra pcxacjjpevou EfrmavEaxr]
crxfjTixpov utio xpuoeou- o 6' dp' e'Cexo xdp|3r)crev xe,
aAyrjcrat; 5' bxpetov Lbcbv artopop^axo baxpu.
o'i be x«L axvupEvoi neg en' auxcl) f]bu yEAacraav-

So he spoke, and then used the sceptre to beat him on the back and shoulders. Thersites
writhed, and a heavy tear fell from him, and a bloody weal sprang up on his back under
the gold-studded sceptre. He sat down frightened and in pain, and with a helpless look
wiped away the tears. For all their disaffection the men laughed happily at him.

II, 265-70

It is again a collective laughter. Furthermore, the violence of the scene might naturally lead

us to think their reaction would either be horror or laughter, and a moderate reaction like

25 See also Levine's take (1982-83), 101.
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smiling might seem to us inappropriate, although they do not like Thersites.26 Besides, the

Lexikon says the following thing about yeAaco being used with f)5u: "perh. chuckle, chortle

derisively and/or maliciously at another's pain or humiliation; naturally self-satisfaction plays a

role, particularly when harm inflicted by the subj." It is in general right, and the notion of

self-satisfaction is very true for example of XI, 375-79 (see below) for example, and in the

example where the Achaians laugh at Thersites, laughter is caused by someone's pain and

humiliation (although it is not clear where the warriors find self satisfaction in that situation,

as they have not done anything, just witnessed someone being hurt), but what about when

Ajax falls in a cow pat? 'H5u yeAaco is also used, as we saw, when Zeus comforts Artemis.

2 - pleasure in fighting

Like the other words studied, laughter and smile can express joy in battle, very often when

attacking, or when watching a fight. In those cases, the hostility is much more obvious (as is

the feeling of superiority, since they believe they are going to win). It is used when Ajax is

attacking and when Hera is hitting Artemis

toloc ag' A'ixxg copxo tieAwqloc, eqkoc, Axcucov
P£l5loo)v [3AoctuqoIcti ngooclmcxac

Such was the monstrous Ajax, the bulwark of the Achaians, as he rose to battle, and his
face brittle in a grim smile.
VII, 211-1227

Ajax's grim smile is very interesting.

auxolcrtv 6' ag' eOelve nag' ovara pei-bLOcocra
£vtq07raaicop£vr|v- x«x££c 6' £ktu7xxov oictxcr.

26 Willcock (1978) comments on the expression axvuptvoL tieq in II, 270 and says: "they were upset because
morale was low, because of the plague and the quarrel between their leaders, perhaps because they were not
allowed to depart for home. They were not at all upset by the treatment of Thersites." Much more will be said
on the Thersites passage in Part III on Politics.

27 See also: XXI, 434, where Hera smiles when she sees Athena attacking Aphrodite. The lexicon, classifies this as
"malicious satisfaction", which is fair enough, but why put it in the same category as "affection"?
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She used her own weapons to box her about the ears, smiling as Artemis writhed
and twisted, and her quick-flying arrows came scattering from the quiver.

XXI, 491-9228

It is also used when Zeus is watching the gods fighting (cf. part I). In this case, he is very

clearly not laughing out loud, as is shown by the expression cf>L\ov fjxoQ. This is the only

time when the laughter is explicitly silent.

ctuv 5' etiectov pEyaAw Traxdycq, |3pax£ &' eupela xQwv,
dpcfu bk adAniy^EV pgyag ovqcxvoq. aie 6e Zeup
rjpEvog OuAupncp eyeAaooe bk oi cftlAov f|xop
yqQoouvq, 60' opaxo 0£oug eqi&l £,uvtovxa<;.

They joined with a great crash, so the wide earth roared under them, and the great
heaven rang loud like a trumpet. Zeus heard it where he sat on Olympus: and his
heart within him laughed for iov. when he saw the gods joining in conflict.

XXI, 387-9029

There is also the striking image where the whole earth laughs in pleasure at the fights:

cuyAr) 6' oupavov lke, yeAaaox bk nacra tceqI xQdrv
XocAkou vtio crxEpomjt;- uno bk ktutio<; opvuxo tcoctoiv

dvbptuv-

The glitter struck into the sky, and all the earth around them laughed at the gleam of bonze:
and a thunder swelled under the feet of the men.

XIX, 362-64

The Lexikon considers this example, and every case where the word is applied to nature or to

an object, to bear the etymological meaning "to shine".30 Again, commentators do not agree

on this point: To Monro, it means 'was brightened' and "this is perhaps the literal meaning

of yeAacu." Leaf and Edwards (in the Cambridge Commentary) accept both meanings. Leaf

says: "The ideas of laughing and shining pass so naturally into one another that we can

hardly confine the word yeAaaCTC here absolutely to the latter sense, though it is no doubt

28 Richardson, in the Cambridge Commentary, says of that passage that "pEtbLOtoaa stresses the comic character of
the scene, but Here's smile is one of triumph, as at 434, 14.222-3."

29 See also Odysseus' barking heart' (xx, 18-21), which does not prove that barking is normally silent.
But it is also possible that it 13 U3cd a3 a metaphor, and this idea is reinforced by the fact that the main sense of
the word (to laugh) is used of human beings in similar contexts (joy in fights).
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the original one; the former must have been prominent also in the poet's mind."31 Similarly,

Edwards comments: "Here the primary meaning of yeAacrCTe is 'shine' (...). But the idea

'rejoice' may also be present, as it is in the Hesiod and HyDem passage. Similarly earth

'smiles' (p£t5r|CT£) at the birth of Apollo (HyAp 118)."32

The warriors are also seen laughing in triumph:

o bk xofou 7rf]x<->v AveAke
Kai paAev, ou6' dga |jlv aAiov |3eAo<; EtccjmyE xelqoc;,
xagaov &e£ix£Qolo no66c;-Sia 6' aptteqeg Log
ev ynip Kax£7ir|Kxo-6 bk paAa f]5u ysAaaaac
ek Aoxou ap7xf]6r|a£ teat cuxopsvog etioc; r)bSa-

The weapon did not fly wasted from his hand, but hit on the flat of his right foot, and the
arrow went right through and fixed in the ground. Alexander jumped out from his cover with
a happy laugh, and spoke in triumph.

XI, 375-79

Again, it is obvious that Paris is laughing out loud in pride, to show his superiority over

Diomedes. In this case, simply smiling would be inappropriate.33

The notion of pleasantness and its vocabulary are also linked to the idea of joy. The adjective

f]5uc; is often used in the Iliad to describe laughter, in the expression fjbu yeAaacrav, which

again suggests something pleasant (either than laughing itself is pleasant, or the situation

that originated laughter).34 Yet, the laughter it describes seems to be linked to a kind of

cruelty: in the first example of this use in II, 271, the Achaians are glad to see Odysseus

hitting Thersites. In XI, 378, Paris laughs after striking Diomedes. In XXI, 508, Zeus laughs

when he sees his daughter Artemis weeping (she had just been hit by Hera) and finally, in

XXIII, 784, the Achaians laugh when they see Ajax fall in the race, during Patroclus' funeral

31 cf. "beam" in English, German strahlen, but not "briller" in French as Levine seems to believe (1982-83), n.8, 96.
32 See Levine (1982-83), 98.
33 If we follow Levine (1982-83), it would also be inappropriate because smiling is always linked to real

superiority (as opposed to an imagined one), and Paris is obviously an inferior warrior. As wee see later on in
the text, the wound inflicted on Diomedes is fairly minor.

34 cf. Gosling and Taylor (1982), 275.
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games. The characters seem mostly to rejoice when they see somebody else in pain, an

enemy, or even one of their own. This is undoubtedly a kind of joy well suited to the

battlefield,35 but this lack of empathy from the characters is nevertheless surprising. Yet, each

time, they seem to laugh at a minor incident, in which the life of the sufferer is never in

danger. The expression is not used over somebody else's death. Even though they might jeer

at a dead enemy with the utmost cruelty, the expression fjbu yeAaaaav is not employed.

Physical expressions of joy such as smiling and laughing are used for various reasons in the

poem: they can show genuine affection and good will, or more, negatively, they can show

the grim enjoyment of another's suffering, however mild. Levine's interpretation of laughing

as always showing superiority, real or imagined, and of smiling as showing affection or real

superiority are correct,36 but seem to apply more clearly to the Odyssey. In the Iliad, the two

seem to be used in very similar contexts.

35 Cp. Odyssey, where joy of "superiority" is mostly about deception.
36 Levine (1982-3, 1983).
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III- PLEASURE IN HIERARCHICAL RELATIONSHIPS

Interestingly, words relating to pleasure and happiness have social implications that go

beyond simple personal joy. Indeed, many times they are linked to reciprocal favours deeply

embedded in the hierarchical social construction of the poem.

In this category can be found mostly words linked to x^Q1?/ which means "grace,

favour", and brings the idea of gaining or granting a favour, pleasing someone or being

pleased by someone, actions which involve at least two parties, be they gods or mortals. In

this category, pleasure does not come from a thing or an event, but a person and their

actions.1

The words used are x^QLC itself, xaQiCopcu, but also xaQt£t<;, which refers to

something "pleasing", therefore intended to gratify, and indeed, while it is sometimes used

in an aesthetic sense2 (as a description of someone's head or face), it is used most of the time

to characterize gifts.3

Another word which belongs to this category is Eucftpafvcu (only 3 occurrences),

which is derived from eu + cjippv in the sense of "frame of mind" rather than just "mind",

and is used of something that cheers and/or puts the recipient in a good disposition.4 It is

therefore linked to the idea of "pleasing someone", and the emphasis is on the mental state

of the person affected.

The three verbs which have been looked at earlier, teqttco, yr|0£ai and x«lqco, when

1
XaQic, is also a quality that people have or do not have, and they can be judged according to whether or not they
are capable of showing xhpiq.

2 XVI, 796-99; XVIII, 22-24; XXII, 401-3.
3 I, 39; VI, 90-92; 271-73; VIE, 201-4; IX, 597-99.
4 For example: XXIV, 101-2.
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used in a certain way5 can also belong to the "interactive" section: sometimes, the pleasure

described is intentionally created by someone else, and therefore is linked to the meaning,

"being pleased by someone".

XaQiq' primary meaning is 'delight' rather than 'favour', and Parker in his article on

reciprocity acknowledges that this is the case when it is used in the context of a mortal/god

relationship. He comments that the point is for mortals to bring the gods things 'in which

they delight' and that despite the later change to the meaning 'gratitude', the 'fundamental

conception at all period' is 'that of an unceasing exchange of delightful gifts and services, a

kind of charm war'.6 The same applies to relationships other than the mortal/god one:

pleasure is always, it seems, at the centre of the exchanges.

This idea of "pleasing someone" might seem to carry no particular implication for the

relative status of those involved at first glance, but interestingly, this type of interaction is

found to be exclusively of the inferior/superior type. Four types of relationship are involved:

wife/husband, vanquished/victor, mortals/gods and warriors/leader.

This notion of 'pleasing someone' does not appear in any other context, among

warriors of equal rank for example, and as we will see, the context indicates that the

'inferior/superior' relationship is central to the exchange. Another noticeable feature of those

relationships is that the idea of reciprocity is very important, as the relationships work both

ways, and involves both services rendered and the answer to those service, in the form of

recompense or a show of gratitude.

5 NB: this kind of context does not reveal any new difference between and yr|0ta), and all the examples
about to be given have already been dealt with in the first section of this chapter.

6 Parker (1998), 108-9.
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1 - wife/husband

The wife is described as acting (here, against her own interest) with a view to pleasing her

husband:

nf]6aiov 6' ag' enecf>ve Meyr]c; AvxpvoQoc ulov
oc, ga voOog pev Erjv, ttuka 6' exgec^e 61a ©ravel)
Icra c|)1Aolo"i xeKeom YaoiCopevr] txoct£l cp.

And Meges killed Pedaios, Antenor's son - a bastard son, godlike Theano reared him with all
the care she gave her own dear children, to please her husband.

V, 69-717

Similarly, is used once to describe the joy a wife did not have time to give her husband

before he died:

o pev au0i rreocbv KOLprjoaxo xbAxeov utxvov
olkxqoc ano pvpaxfjg aAoxou, aaxoloiv agriyarv,
kouql6lt]<;, rj<; ou xi Ydoiv I6e, 7xoAAa 6' ebwKE-

So he fell where he was and slept the bronze sleep - pitiable man, far from the wife he had
won, bringing help to his countrymen - far from the bride of his marriage: he had known no
iov from her, and had given much to win her.

XI, 241-43

The "benefit" involved seems at first unclear: having a young wife is nice in itself, and could

not x^Qld simply be the pleasure to see her? Furthermore, the direct return for the bride

price had been given (the bride).But the ulterior reason (an heir), was not obtained: we see

that Iphidamas actually expected something back from his wife, after he had given so much to

be able to marry her. It is possible that the marriage had not been consummated at all, if the

bride was too young. Indeed, Leaf comments that the husband "saw no return for the ebva,

as price he had paid to the father for his bride. This passage very clearly shews that marriage

was a bargain."8 But the bargain is not completed until children are born. The point of

having a wife is having an heir. Iphidamas would not have been olktqo<; to the same extent

see also: XI, 241-43.
8 Leaf (1900-2).
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if he had a son.

From those two examples it is clear that the role of women is mainly to provide sons

for their husband, to the extent of raising another woman's child with her own so the man

could be certain to have heirs. If the bastard child had been a girl, it is likely no such demand

would have been made on the legitimate wife.

On the other hand, eucjiQaLvcu is used of the effect of a husband returning safe from the war

(here, it is used ironically, as the man died). It also expresses the relief freeing the family

from anxiety (which corresponds to the category la given by the Lexikon) of being an

unprotected household:9

ou&e e 4>r|pi 7To6£aoi y£ olat Kiovxa
£Uc[)OTjvai dAoxov xe cj5iAr|v Kebvoug xe xoKpag.

'It was not his own feet, I think, which carried him back to gladden his dear wife and his
loved parents.'

XVII, 27-2810

Of course, the wife and parents might simply be glad to see him alive, but considering that

their own safety and livelihood is at stake, it does not seem too far-fetched to see their relief

as being about their own lives as well. It therefore appears that in exchange for the wife's

raising his sons, the husband is due them protection. In this specific example of course, he is

unable to do so, being dead.

2- vanquished/victor

The relationship between suppliant and captor is a complex one. It is interesting to see that

the verb x^QLCopai "to please", also means "to grant ransom", making obvious the

9 Only three instances of eucfipaiva) are to be found in the whole poem. It might not be enough to draw definite
conclusions on the usage of the word, but all three fit in the hierarchical/reciprocal pattern of pleasure, so it is
used here to complement the occurrences of

10 See also V, 684-88 for a similar usage.
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(expected) satisfaction of the captor who manages to gain goods and gold though his

military exploits:

TWV k£V tol YCtoioCUTQ 7iaxf]Q> aTTEQElCTl' IXTIOtVa,
eL van Ccuouc ti£7ti30oix' £7x1 vrpoiv Axulcov.

'Our father would give you unlimited ransom from his store, if he learnt that we were alive by
the ships of the Achaians.'

XI, 134-35"

In exchange, there is granted the simplest thing of all, the life of the suppliant. As the

examples given in this type of relation only deal with ransoms, there is no reference to the

benefit given in exchange, namely the life of the suppliant, which is implied rather than

actually mentioned

3- mortals/qods

Mortals have several ways of pleasing the gods: they can raise them a shrine (I, 37-41), they

can also give them offerings (XX, 297-99) and they can pray and sing to them (I, 472-74).

Once again, it seems possible to say that in this example, listening to prayer is seen

as a pleasant activity for Apollo, so it can still be described as a kind of entertainment (which

is why T£Q7icu is used), whereas the next example, using yrj0£cu, refers to the joy Athena has

to be the first god Menelaus prays to, so it is more a pleasure of the ego than it is

entertainment:

"Q<; tjtaxo, yf|6r|a£v bk Oea yAauKdmu; AGrjvr),
otxl ga oL naptxpcuxa Gewv pppaaxo navratv.

So he spoke, and the bright-eyed goddess Athena was pleased that she was the god he prayed
to before all the others.

XVI1, 567-6812

11 See also: VI, 49-50; X, 78-81.
12 The following example is similar: Athena should rejoice because she is the first Odysseus prays to, and in return

he asks her a favour:
ycupe 9ecx xolobeaai- ok yap 7ipu)xr|v ev 'OAupnw
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<t>£Q£iv x«Qlv and x^QLCopat are used of the gods when they are doing favour for mortals.

In the examples below, the partiality of the gods for this or that mortal has given rise to

hostility among them.13

Where some specific favours are referred to, then other verbs are used (x«LQ« and yr|9£co).

Gods please men by sending them omens.14 They also offer mortals protection.15

A similar situation can exist between a god (here Hera) and an inferior god, such as

Hera and Thetis (XXIV, 101-2), and Hera and Sleep (XIV, 233-35). The fact that Hera is

involved in both cases as the superior god asking for or repaying favours might be

significant. She does not have the power of simply ordering gods about, like Zeus, but she is

still keen to have things her own way. Entering a reciprocal relationship of favour and

counter-favour is therefore necessary for her.

Tidvxojv dbavaxtuv £7Ti6uxj6pE0'- dAAa Kal auxig
7TEp\J)OV £7X1 0QT]K(I>V OLVbQOJV ITITIOVC; T£ Kal EUvdg.
'These are yours, goddess, to gladden you - you are the first we will call to of all the immortals on
Olympus. Now be with us once more and guide us to the Thracians' camp and their horses.'
X, 462-64
The gods can also be invoked when someone else wants to show their gratitude, as when Nestor wishes

the gods would recompense Achilles in return for his kindness to him:
ooi be 0Eot Tclivb' dvtl xdoLV pevociKeq 6oi£v.
'May the gods give you your heart's desire in recompense for this.'

XXIH, 650
13 V, 872-74; XXI, 458-60 and XHI, 631-35, where it is interesting to note that Zeus, who is expected to be impartial,

is used in those two examples as a referee.
14 X, 274-77 and XXTV, 319-21.
15 XXII, 224-25. A favour can also be granted after a mortal had specifically asked for it, like when Glacus is

wounded and prays to be healed (XVI, 530-31).
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4- warriors/leader

This is possibly the most interesting and the most developed and complicated relationship.

Warriors are expected to do their best with the satisfaction of their leader in mind:

rjvia XEpcrlv cyovxa- o pev rt£7x6vr|xo Ka0' t7X7iouc;-
xf] yap ex' p pa 7ioAu TtAElcrxai kAoveovxo cftaAayyEg
"Exxopi Kai TpajECTCTi vaoLCopevoc-

He had the reins in his hands and was busy with his horses, as he was driving them in to
where the fighting ranks swarmed thickest, thinking this would please Hector and the
Trojans.

XV, 447-49

Achilles even argues that the whole Achaian army came to Troy in order to please their

leader Agamemnon:

tiAAa croi to pey' avai6£g ap' £ct7x6p£0' ocj)oa au vaior|c

'No, it was you, you great shameless creature, you we came with, in order to please you.'
1,15816

The idea of pleasing their leaders, while not as important as gaining glory for themselves,

seems to be at the forefront of the warriors' mind when they fight the enemy.

In return, the leader, like the husband cited above, provides relief to his people when he

comes back from a battle unscathed:

vu£ 6' fjbr] xeAeOel- aya0ov Kai vukxl m0£cr0ai,
(be au x' £ucj)of|vr)c navxag Ttapa vr)uaiv Ayaioug,
oovc, x£ paAiaxa Ixac; Kai Exaipoug, oi xoi caoiv-

'And night is coming on now. It is good to give way to the night, so that you can
bring gladness to all the Achaians by your ships, and most of all your kinsmen and
companions.'

VII, 293-9517

The idea seems to be the same than in the case of the husband: the warriors count on

16 As will be seen below, Achilles' complaint is about Agamemnon's lack of xhpig, and therefore of reciprocity:
they did a favour to him, but were mistreated in return. On the link between xhpig and aibuig (Agamemnon is
called avaibeg) see Cairns (1993), 98-9.

17 XXTV, 704-6 and VII, 296-98.
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their leader to protect them.

When a leading warrior serves his people well, he is rewarded with honour and gratitude.

Interestingly, the following example is not about a leading warrior, but about Pandarus the

bowman, when Athena tries to coax him into wounding Menelaus despite the truce. He can

be considered as a quite mediocre warrior (bowmen are not very highly regarded), so the

prospect of such a rise in status must seem particularly attractive to him.

p Qa vu poi tl rtiGoio Auvcdovog uie batcjrQov.
xAaiqc; kev McvsAdcp em7tqo£p£v xaxuv Lov,
naai bk ke Tqw£(7cti ydpLV Kai k06oc apoLO,
£K Ttdvxcov bk pdAicrra AA££,av6pcp |3aaiAfyi.

'Do something now that I tell you, warlike son of Lycaon. You could bring yourself to
shoot a quick-flying arrow at Menelaus, and then you would gain gratitude and
glory among all the Trojans, and most of all with prince Alexander.'

IV, 93-96

Similarly, a leader is expected to show consideration and respect for the exploits his troops

are accomplishing for his sake. Interestingly, that usage of the word only occurs in the

negative in the poem, to highlight the lack of gratitude the warriors are getting. This shows

that to some extent, the main dispute of the poem is about x«QL<T

out' £p£y' AxQEtbqv Ayapepvova 7t£icr£p£v oicu
out' aAAoug Aavaoug, £7t£i ouk aga tic yuolc f]£v
papvaaGai 5qtoiaLV etc' dvbpaor vcuAfpEg aLci..

'I do not think that Agamemnon son of Atreus will win me over, nor the rest of the
Danaans, since it now appears that there is no thanks if a man fights the enemy relentlessly

on and on.'

IX, 315-17. 17 = XVII, 148.

On XVII, 147-48, Edwards, in the Cambridge Commentary say that "the couplet recurs

in Akhilleus' complaint to Odysseus (9.316-17.) Both Hector and Agamemnon have problems

keeping their army in the field." Interestingly, both characters are also accused of being

ungrateful: Agamemnon by Achilles, as we saw, and Hector by Glaucus. They also both are
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occasionally seen struggling to retain their army's loyalty.18

One may also wonder what the exact implications of are in such a precise and

structured social system as that of the Greek and Trojan armies. Is it only gratitude? From

the two examples above, we can deduce that x<*Qlc; implies the necessity of a tangible

recognition of services rendered: that is exactly what Achilles asks of Agamemnon, and

Glaucus accused Hector of being ungrateful because he did not try to rescue Sarpedon's

body, even though the Lycians had suffered a lot for the survival of Troy (XVII, 140-68). But

XaQu; is not meant to be only words, but also material rewards (which can explain the

difference between x^QLC and Kubog in the Pandarus example): several lines after Glaucus'

indignant speech, Hector promises to share the spoils (as well as tcubog) with whoever

manages to get Patroclus' body back (XVII, 220-32). A clear, tangible sign that you are

honoured can thus be to be given things: tcubog comes with the size of the reward given to

you (which is why Achilles was so angry when his own prize of honour was taken away

from him).19

In each case discussed here, the 'inferior' performed a ranged of services for the 'superior',

and what he gets back are various forms of protection. Although both sides perform a very

different type of service, both are described as giving x<*Qig to the other, so the equivalence

of the two kinds of services is clear in Greek. However, the relationships are slightly more

18 Agamemnon most strikingly in Book II, and Hector when he keeps refusing the advice given to him by
Polydamas. Both cases are related to the question of personal honour/interest vs. Group interests. The two lines
mentioned above are repeated couplets but the complaints are different: the complaint aimed at Agamemnon is
very general and has to do with him as leader, whereas the complaint aimed at Hector is linked to a very
specific incident, (Hector not fighting hard enough to get Sarpedon's body back). Similarly, the failings of the
two leaders are very different. More will be said on this point in the next part on politics, as this is a much wider
question than simply pleasing people, but it is interesting to note that it is also grounded in the vocabulary of
pleasure.

19 For a longer discussion on the role of leaders, see the chapter on politics.
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subtle than simply inferior/superior: there is also a question of possession and dependency

(which explain the hierarchical relationship). The 'inferiors' are mostly inactive/passive/weak

physically or politically. They are either too old, or young, or female. The wife, and elderly

parents depend on the man of the family for physical protection.20 The warriors depend on

their leaders to give them good orders which will not put their lives at risk unnecessarily.

The relationship between mortals and gods is slightly different as the warriors for example

are not in any way weak or passive and do not really depend on the gods, but they can be

seen as extremely weak and powerless in comparison with the gods, and they can be

dependent on the gods for their lives, as the gods are capable of killing them on a whim.

The fact that those relationships are about reciprocity and is hierarchical does not

make them less valuable. As Van Wees points out, this idea of "lesser relationships" is due to

modern Western ideology, "which draws a black and white distinction between 'purely

altruistic' gift-giving and 'purely interested' market transactions - a distinction peculiar to

capitalist society."21

A question that can be asked is what pleasure has to do with those relationships at

all. Is it possible to have reciprocity without an explicit mention of pleasure?22 That words of

pleasure are used show a different facet to the characters, away from competition and

honour-seeking, where real joy can be found in relationships with others.

20 So do the children, but they do not appear in those relationships as they do not seem to perform any services
themselves, other than exist as an heir for example.

21 Van Wees (1998), 14.
22 According to the Lexikon, yr]0£aj is the only verb that should be used, as it refers to 'expected' pleasures: when

you enter a relationship based on reciprocity, you tend to expect to be offered services back.
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We saw that the tragic dimension of the human condition, mostly seen through mortality

and lamentation could lead to the expression of positive human values such as pity,

solidarity, mildness and empathy. Those, however, are not the only compensations for death

and suffering: the characters of the Iliad constantly manage to find some degree of personal

happiness in the poem, and find pleasure in the joys of life.
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So far, the dissertation has investigated how Homer portrays the complex dynamic between

the negativity of mortality and suffering and their potential positive consequences, such as

human solidarity: a striking act of compassion for a personal enemy is what the poem ends

on. We also looked at how some possible compensations can be found in personal happiness

and pleasure, essentially through personal relationships.

Those personal relationships mostly involve interaction between the warriors and

their loved ones but they are also noticeably present within the social structures of the poem.

Indeed, hierarchical social relations are often tinted with the vocabulary of pleasure: duties

are understood as the desire to please one's superior, and in exchange, the superiors appear

bound to please their inferiors in return.

The next part will explore such relationships in more detail: in addition to individual

interpersonal relationships, another way for human beings to mitigate the tragic human

condition is found through social organisation. The next few chapters analyse this by

looking at forms of conflict resolution, and the different approaches to political organisation

offered in the poem.
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PART III
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CHAPTER VI

THE PEOPLE IN THE ILIAD

I - Aaoq, 6f||JOS AND nXr|06s

A way to start investigating how human beings organise themselves in the poem is to look

at the common people: how they are referred to, what their role is in the poem. Three words

are used of the people in general in the Iliad: Aaoc,, 5f)pog and ttAt]0u<;.

A -Aaoq

The word relating to the lexical field of the people with the most occurrences in the poem is

undoubtedly Aaop (226 occurrences). It refers to two main things: to the army as a whole (or,

according to Autenrieth, the infantry as opposed to the fleet or troops fighting from

chariots1), or soldiers, and to the civilian people of a city (mostly the Trojans).2

1 Cf. also LfrgE p. 1636: "als auch Fu[3volk im Gegensatz zu den (die Fiihrung reprasentierenden)
Wagengespannen (A. neben i(/ppoi: H 342, 1708, S 153).

2
cp. CTTQaTog in classical Greek.
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Most of the time, however, it refers to the army.3 In this category, both the plural and the

singular seem to be used apparently indifferently. In each case it is very difficult to know

exactly what the plural and the singular refer to: the plural seem to refer to several

individual soldiers or to several contingents, and similarly, the singular can refer to the

whole of the army, to one single contingent or even to one single soldier. Therefore, when

referring to the whole of the army, the poet can use a singular referring to the army, a plural

referring to the soldiers or a plural referring to the contingents. It makes it almost impossible

to find a clear pattern. Nevertheles, the Lexikon contends that Aaog as a singular collective

cannot be used in the plural (Aaog = army or contingent,4 but Aaoi can never mean armies or

contingents): "Eine Mehrzahl zum koll. Sg. Wird nicht gebildet, -oil sind immer Leute,

Manner, nie 'Volker, Heere'".

This contention is difficult to prove, and the examples given by the Lexikon are not

particularly convincing.5

1 - Xaoc and passivity

The word can refer to the army as a physical entity (or 'throng'), which the warriors can go

through or hide in:

AAA' ou rang hi eixev unoxQeaai ovb' avabvvai
ai[) Aacov eg opiAov, etiei npoKaAeacraxo xApprp

But there was no chance of shrinking back or retreating into the mass of the laoi/ since it was
he in his eagerness for battle who had made the challenge.

VII, 217-8"

o

It is occasionally much more inclusive and refer to the entire population of a land or a city. It is not surprising
that most of the time, it refers to the Trojan people: IV, 47; 165; VI, 449; IX, 420; 687; XI, 676; XVII, 145; 226; XXI,
458; XXII, 54; 408; 412; XXIV, 28; 37; 611; 715; 740; 777; 789.

4
e.g. II, 119-22 and VII, 341-3.

5 See appendix IV.
6 See also II, 163; 179; 450; IV; 199; V, 513; VII, 218; 306; VIII, 76; X, 364; XII, 201; 219; XIII, 196; XV, 56; XVI, 368;

377; XXI, 599.
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It may be noted that when referring to the army as a 'throng', the poet always uses

Aaoc; in the singular, except in the example above, where it is used in connection with

optAoc;.

Most of the time, the emphasis is on the passivity of the army (in particular the unnamed

common soldiers). The army seems to be there only to be killed7 or saved8 by a leader or a

god. They are also described as being led by their leader, and being looked after by him:9

ou X£?f| navvuxlov £uh£tv (3ouAt]c|)6qov avhpa
<f> Aaoi x' £7ux£TQ>dc))aTaL xai xocraa p£pr|A£-

'Sleep should not last long for a man of command, who has laoi/ in his keeping and so much
to concern him.'

II, 24-510

Another mark of their passivity is the fact that they are very often shown as being given

orders,11 as being gathered by a leader12 and as showing obedience.13

The active roles of the Aaog are very few and far between: they distribute prizes,14 and form

assemblies.15 Interestingly, they are most active where their duties lie in something other

than war, such as burial16 and entertainment.17

7 I, 10; 54; 382; 454; II, 115; V, 465; 758; VI, 223; 327; VIII, 67; IX, 22; 118; XI, 85; 309; 764; XIII, 349; 676; XV, 15; 319;
XVI, 237; 778; XXI, 295; XXII, 104; 107.

8 I, 117; IV, 184; VIII, 246; IX, 424; 681;X, 14; XIII, 47.
9 This is the duty of the leaders for their troops. In exchange, they gain material goods and honour. See section on

hierarchical relations in the previous part.
10 See also II, 62; 578; 580; 675; 818; III, 186; IV, 91; 202; 407; 430; V, 643; IX, 98; 483; X, 79; XIII, 495; XVI, 551; XVII,

390; XVIII, 452; XIX, 139.
11 I, 313; n, 280; IV, 287; V, 486; VI, 80; IX, 708; XI, 189; 204; 758; XV, 218; 311; 475; 506; 695; 723; XVI, 38; 501; 714;

XVII, 559; XIX, 171; 234; XXII, 205.
12 II, 438; 664; IV, 28; 377; IX, 338; XI, 716; 770; XV, 129.
13 II, 86; XIV, 93.
14 1,125-6.

15 II, 95-6.

16 VII, 433-5
17 II, 773-5.
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It is clear that in battle, the leaders are seen as active while the army is passive. War is really

the domain of the princes and not of the common soldiers, and the leaders seem to stand out

from an indistinct throng. This is also reflected in the functioning of the assemblies (see

below). However, this is not so much the case outwith the battlefield, where group activities

are more common.

According to Haubold, this passivity of the army increases their dependence on

their leader: The Iliadic Aaoi are "both strong and weak, all inclusive and hopelessly

dependent", which also explains that "from the beginning, the Iliad focuses on the innate

problems of Homer's people specifically in terms of the interaction between groups and

leaders".18

2- Aaoc and class

According to Chantraine, the words means "peuple (par opposition aux chefs)" and in the

plural "simples soldats" in Homer. As we saw above, while this meaning is occasionally

very clearly present, at other times, it is difficult to tell whether the word is inclusive and

refers to the whole army, including the leaders or if it only refers to the common soldiers.

This is especially the case when it seems to be used of the army as a physical 'throng', in

which case it is difficult to see how the leaders could be excluded from it.

Furthermore, when we look at the occurrences in the poem, it appears as we saw

earlier that the plural and the singular are used indiscriminately: even when referring to the

people of a city (most of the time Troy), Homer uses both Aaog and Aaoi. The only

categories in which the use of one or the other is consistent is when referring to the army as a

physical entity or a throng, in which case it is always in the singular.19 It is also always in the

18 Haubold (2000).
19 Except in one occasion, where the genitive plural is used in connection with the word opiAoi; which means the

expression as a whole retains the same meaning: i.e. the army as a solid block.
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singular when referring to the army as needing protection and being gathered, but the

reason is less clear, and it could be a coincidence.

The meaning of Aaoc can often be inclusive and refer to the whole of the army without

exception, but it is also true that sometimes, it is socially limited to common soldiers (as

opposed to their leaders):

el &£ K£v (be, £q>£,pg kcu xol 7t£L0O)vtai axcuol,
yvenerp £7T£i0' 6c, 0' pyEpovarv Kaxog oc, x£ vu Aacnv
p&' oc k' ect0A6c £pcu- kara crcjjeac yap paxsovxai.

'If you do this and the Achaeans follow our order, you will then be able to discover the
cowards among your leaders and your Aaoi, and the brave men, because they will be fighting
in their own divisions.'

II, 364-620

The word is also used in expressions referring to leaders which show a consistent antithesis

leader/Aaog, in particular the expression 7TOLp£va Aacev and other similar ones. It can be

used with no obvious meaning, simply as a polite epithet, but it is also used in relation with

what could be called 'kingly characteristics', such as being obeyed and respected, but also

having privileges (such as being helped by a god):

"Qc aga cfiorvpaac |3ouApg ££,ppx£ vecaBai,
oT&' £Ttav£oxpaav n£i0ovxo xe noipevi Aawv
cn<r|ttxouxni p«aiAf|£c- ettectcteuovxo 5e AaoL

So speaking he led the way back from the council, and the other sceptred kings rose from
their seats and obeyed the shepherd of the Aaoi: and the army streamed out to meet them.
II, 84-621

On the other hand, it is not all about respect, and it can also be used in contexts where more

negative aspects of kingship are highlighted, such as being criticised, killed (XIV, 516),

cheated by the gods (XXII, 276-7), and worrying for one's army (X, 3-4):

"Qc; cj)dxo velkelcov Ayapepvova rcoipEva Aacov,
©epaixpp-

20 See also II, 99; 191; XII, 492; 834.
21 See also II, 105; IV, 413; V, 513; VI, 214; IX, 81; XIV, 423; XIX, 386; XXIII, 389.
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So Thersites spoke, taunting Agamemnon, the shepherd of the Aaot.
II, 243-4

Why is that the expression is used in contexts where the king is (rightly or wrongly)

criticised or in a difficult situation? As will be seen later on, the role kingship and leadership

is contested and debated in the poem. That, added to the passivity of the army, can be very

problematic

According to Haubold, the dichotomy between leaders and group becomes even

more evident when one looks at Agamemnon's leadership, since the needs of the people

(protection by the leader) uncomfortably interferes with their leader's aspirations (taking

Troy). Indeed, to Haubold, what is clear in Agamemnon's speech in II is that the catastrophe

of the people is no longer due to the failure of their leader but to their own lack of success in

their fight against Troy, and the king goes as far as threatening the group with blame (II,

119-22). Not to save the laoi but to take the city is now the successful criterion for an epic

career.22 This kind of failure of the leader (also called *7ioipf)v Aacuv, see above) is to

Haubold linked to the recurring theme in archaic poetry of the failure of the shepherd. The

shepherd of early Greek poetry guaranties stability to his social world (by controlling the

herd, means of survival of the people) and is therefore of central importance to it, but he is at

the same time a marginal figure (he lives in the fields), and there are many stories about

shepherds failing to do their duty, which culminate in the almost proverbial-sounding

expression from the Odyssey. ...auxag pf|Aa Kcucoi (^GHqouctl voppec;. (... but bad

herdsmen ruin the flock, xvii, 247). Haubold goes as far as to say that the failure of the

shepherd is the rule and not the exception. He is indispensable and yet ineffective, like the

leader, in particular Agamemnon, in the poem. Like shepherds, Epic leaders typically lose or

22 Haubold (2000), 50-8.
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destroy their group (for examples, cf Haubold, n. 61 p. 28).23 Haubold explains that failure

partly through an imbalance of interest: the herdsman is not the owner of his flock. His

collaboration must be bought at a price (misthos). The shepherd of the people too must be

paid, which leads to a fundamental imbalance of interest, and hence of loyalty, between the

leader and the group. People are said to 'miss' their leaders (see for example XVI, 822), but

the leader does not miss his group: the group ensure cooperation not through an appeal to

his emotions but by assigning and withdrawing tokens of social status (fame, blame,

honour). Since the Aaoi have no monopoly over those tokens of social recognition, co¬

operation regularly breaks down.24

Nevertheless, to Haublod, early epic as a genre carries in itself a strong bias in

favour of the people, which neither Homer nor his characters ever question. Destroying the

Aaop is never acceptable. Failure of the leader and destruction of the people are part of the

same image.25 He then talks about Hector specifically, but his conclusions are a bit far¬

fetched (the tension between "Hector 'the holder'" and "Hector the shepherd" which is

resolved through Hector's idea of dying for his family which finally coincides with that of

dying for the people, and his notion the leader must die even after his people have

perished)26. A lot of this seems a misreading of XXII, 99-130: the people are always forefront

in Hector's mind, and he dies because they are lost.

B - nAqSoq (AND rrALlGoq)

23 Haubold (2000), 19-28.
24 Haubold (2000), 36-7.
25 Haubold (2000), 29-32.
26 Haubold, (2000), 85-94.
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TIAqGug is another word used to refer to the people. The usage is very similar to that of

Aaoq: It refers to people in the assembly, to the army in general (or a contingent), and to the

army as a physical entity, with the added notion of numbers and multitude.

ITAqGoq and nAqGug come from the verb 7up7iAqpt, which, according to Chantraine

means "emplir, rassasier" and in the passive "etre empli, plein, rassasie". nAqGot; to him

means "grand nombre, foule", is used of a democratic assembly, and also means "grande

quantite, abondance". TIAqGug means "/oule, grand nombre".27 This is all true of the Iliad,

but Chantraine forgot to mention that it can occasionally be a synonym of Aaoq, and refer to

the army in general, as well as to the army as a "throng". In the poem, of the 17 occurrences

of the two words, TtAqGog appears only twice, and in each case, it refers very clearly to the

notion of numbers, and in particular of superiority in numbers.

The notion of numbers is really what differentiate it from Aaoq. Otherwise, the uses

seem quite similar. It is nonetheless a significant difference, as it is not so much used in

social contexts: it refers to the army as a physical entity rather than a social entity.28

As Aaoq, it can also refer to the common soldier as opposed to the leaders (indeed,

Autenrieth says that nAqGuc; and TiAqGoc; refer to people, especially as opposed to chiefs).29

C - 6q|JOq

The word hqpoq can refer to the land people live on,30 but in the poem, it most of the time

refers to the people themselves (like the other two words), even though it refers less often to

27 Chantraine (1968).
28 H, 142-3; V, 676; XI, 359-60; 405; XV, 305; XVII, 31; 221; XX,458; XXIII, 639.
29 XV, 290-5 XVII, 330; II, 488.
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the army, and more to the whole of a people living in a country or city. According to the

Lexikon, "wegen des engen prinzipiallen u. hist. Zuch.s der beiden Aspekte ist e. Bed.-entw.

Von 'Land' zu 'Volk (...) oder umgekert (...) nicht notw. Vorauszusetzen, auch nicht im

fgrE, im Myk., oder etym. Erschlie|3bar."

The class distinction is even more obvious then with Aaoq. It is often used of common

soldiers as opposed to the leaders,31 and in particular of how they suffer at the hands of

those leaders. The important thing in those occurrences is the exploitation and mistreatment

of low-class characters:

-physical violence:

"Ov 6' av bqpou x' avbpa 16ot |3o6wvxd x' Etfreupot,
xov <TKf|7xxQa> eAdaacncEV opoKAqaacTKe xe puGco-

But whenever he saw a man of the btjpoq and found him shouting, he would strike him with
the sceptre and berate him.

II, 198-932

-lack of rights:

"Ekxoq ct£i p£v tlojc, poi £7U7xAf|CTCT£ic; ayopfjcnv
eaGAa cjjQaCopevcj, ettei ou6e pev oube eoike

bfjpov Eovxa napcf, dyopeuepev, oux' evi |3ouAf)
ouxe ttox' ev noAEpcp, aov 6e KQaxog aicv diE,eiv-

'Hector, you always seem to be hard on me in assemblies when I give good advice, since of
course it is not all right for a man of the 6f|poq to speak his mind against yours, either in
debate or on the battlefield - no, we must all uphold your authority.'

XII, 211-4

Polydamas' argument is that Hector does not want low class citizens to speak against him.33

However, Polydamas is quite clearly allowed to speak, and Homer makes it clear that he

gives the right advice. Neither does Hector prevent him from speaking in any way. Though

this could show the Trojan assembly as particularly democratic (if Polydamas uses that

30 II, 547; 828; III, 201; V, 710; VI, 158; 225; IX, 634; XVI, 437; 455; 514; 673; 683; XIX, 324; XX, 385; 481.
31 II, 198; XII, 213.
32 Persuasion, on the other hand, is used with the aristocrats. See previous section on persuasion.
33 Cp Achaian assemblies (see next section): only the kings are allowed to speak (+ cp. treatment of Thersites).
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argument to attack Hector, it should mean that the norm is to accept advice from

commoners), it seems more likely that Polydamas is exaggerating, and simply expressing

his frustration at not feeling heard by Hector.34

- economic exploitation:

6r|po|3ogoi; paatAEug excel oimbavolaiv avdacrEu;-

A king who grows fat on his brfpog, with mere ciphers for subjects.
I, 231

Here, the 5f|po<; appears to be used by the king for his own material gain. This is an

important part of the accusations made against Agamemnon by Achilles and Thersites.

- submission

EuqutcuAoc 6' Euaipovibry; 'Yifrpvopa 6iov
ulov UTtepGupou AoAotuovoc, oc, ga EKapav&pou
apr|tf|p exexukxo, 0eog 6' ax; xtexo 6r||aip

Euypylus, Evaemon's son, killed godlike Hypsenor, son of proud-hearted Dolopion, ho was
the priest of Scamander and honoured like a god by his bfjpoc;.

V, 76-8

The Lexikon agrees that brjpog very often has a connotation of exploitatio, suffering and

submission: "doch warden die polit. U. milit. Fiihrer i.d.R. dem bfjpog ggiibergestallt (...),

brjpog dann ~ 'Untertannen'. (...) Auch Aspekt der soz. Klasse ('niederes Volk' im ggs. zu

'Adel)."

Like the other words, it can also more generally refer to the people of a land or city (again,

probably including the women):

e'f 7TOXE rear Cwovxl paxpc EKVoaxpaavxL

xaipex', e7xel peya xhQP« xtoAel x' pv 7xavxi xe bppw.

'See, men and women of Troy, come and see Hector, if ever you rejoiced to see him return
from battle still living, since he was a great joy to our city and our 6f]pog.'

XXIV, 705-635

34 More on this in the next section on assemblies.
35 See also XV, 738; XX, 166.
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Here, we see that the 'men and women of Troy' are associated to the 5f||aoQ, which would

tend to show that the word can be used in a 'non-political' sense and refer to the entire

population rather than just the free men. Though the political aspect is not particularly

obvious here, it does not mean that it is not present at all, but only that it is not made

obvious by the addition of other political references.

Nevertheless, it is also generally agreed that brjpoc; does not refer to everyone in a

land, but to a restricted group, the property-owning citizens, the "body of citizens, civitas" as

Autenrieth calls them, 'as opposed to |3ouAr| ycQOVTcuv and paaiAeug' (this idea could be

exemplified by XI, 703-5 above where it refers to a decision-making group). It means women

are not included, but as far as men are concerned, it is not clear if anybody not belonging to

this group is present in the poem. In some of the examples above, we saw that indeed

women could be included when the word is a synonym of Aaog (in the sense of population

as a whole) and loses its strictly political meaning. We can also add that in Troy, women also

have a civic and religious function: in VI, they offer prayers and clothes to Athena, so they

are not completely alien to the political aspect of the city. According to the Lexikon, the

difference between bfjpog and Aaog is as follows: "zu bfjpoc; wird A. teilw. Synonym

verwendet: A. als die Menschen, Manner, die einen brjpoc, z.B. in seiner polit. Versammlung,

bilden, aber allg. Sind 1. eher die Leute, Einwohner iiberhaupt, ohne da|3 auf die Gemeinde

direct Bezug genommen wird, u. ohne lok., nur mit per. Bezug (aber lok. Bed. Mogl.)".

In one example (XXIV, 704-6), the words bfjpoc; and tioAlc; are put together, and it is

difficult to tell exactly what the difference between the two is. Most of the time, rtoAig is

used in a geographical sense: it refers the city towards which people flee or from where they

come and a place that can be sacked, and it has a meaning very similar to acrru.36

Occasionally nonetheless (e.g. XXIV, 706), it refers to the people in the city. As Chantraine

36 On 7t6Au;, see Glotz (1929), 33-57 and Nilsson (1933), 212-44.
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points out, "7i6Ai<; se distinguee de acrxu en tant que le mot designe une communaute

politique et religieuse" (rather than the city as a material thing). In that case, the difference

between TioAiq and 5qpoq is that no\ic, always refers to every single person in the city while

bqpoq can refer to the restricted group of citizens (and probably has a meaning very similar

to TToAlxai ).37

Though all those words can be used in a very wide sense, as meaning "the whole army" or

"the whole people", some political connotations seem to emerge, in particular with mentions

of passivity or exploitation. Those are important themes which underpin most of the

political conflicts in the poem, as will be seen later on, in particular the question of the basis

of political authority and its misuses. To keep on with the question of the "people" in the

Iliad, we will next have a look at the function of the assemblies, and their role in the poem.

37 Nevertheless, 6f|poc also appears to be used more inclusively, and refer to every inhabitant of a region.
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There are two types of "gatherings" in the Iliad: the Council (BouAq) and the Assembly (Ayopf)).

According to Chantraine, ayopcc (or ayopr]) means "assemblee du people, par opposition a la

BouAq". The Council is composed only of some of the kings, while the whole army takes part in

the Assembly.1 The topics discussed do not differ greatly, and the speakers are likely to be the

same, but the main difference resides in who takes part in them. It is interesting to see that not

all the kings take part in the Council, only eight people, who are called elders, yepovxeq (II,

53ff) and gkx]7txouxoi (3aCTiAf|eg, "sceptred kings" (II, 86). There is a list of the "elders" called at

a meeting by Agamemnon at II, 404ff. They are: Nestor, Idomeneus, the two Aiantes, Diomedes,

Odysseus and of course Menelaus.

The rest of the kings or chieftains only take part in the Assembly, as do the rank-and-file

warriors. This is particularly clear in the assembly of Book II: the members of the Council are

aware that Agamemnon only intends to test the army in suggesting that they return home.

Nevertheless, many kings are seen to flee with the rest of the warriors, to the point where

Odysseus has to stop them and talk them into remaining calm, which shows that they cannot

have been in the know (II, 188-91).

Does it mean that those kings are not "sceptred kings" and, quite literally, do not own a sceptre

(while still being referred to as "kings")? Do you need a sceptre to be in the Council? The

expression aKq7ixouxog (3aaiAeug is used only twice in the poem, and only once in reference to

the Council. It is therefore impossible to determine the link between the sceptre, kingship and

1 It is occasionally explicitely said that the whole of the army (or the people) without exception were present at the
Assembly: II, 785ff.; XVI, 42ff.
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membership of the Council. The fact that some kings are not members of the Council says

nothing about their ownership of a sceptre. Furthermore, the sceptre appears to be a sign of

being a (3acjiAcu<;. On the shield of Achilles, it is the way the artist has to chow that the man in

the centre of the scene is indeed a king (XVIII, 550-7). Therefore it seems impossible to be a king

without having a sceptre.

It is difficult to fathom on what grounds exactly people are chosen to be part of the

Council. The members of the Council are called yepovxec;, and it seems that the word, when

used in the singular, actually refers to an old man, in particular someone's father (cf. the

expression rcaxQi yspovxt XVII, 324 etc.) or it can be used as an epithet (e.g. yepcov i.7X7rr)Adxa

npAeug , IX, 438). When used in the plural, it refers to "elders" or members of the Council.

According to Chantraine, "en raison de l'importance de l'age dans le systeme social et politique

des Grecs (cf. yeQag), [yegcov] designe les Anciens, members du conseil".2 Indeed, some

members of the Council are clearly old men: Nestor, who is otherwise called yeporv, and

possibly people like Odysseus, Idomeneus, Agamemnon. Some, on the contrary, are very

young, like Diomedes (who is described as being of the same age as Nestor's youngest son: IX,

57-8). It is therefore clear that age is not a factor in being part of the Council (or a yeQcov).

Neither are the members of the Council all particularly powerful (in terms of how many troops

they brought), as Odysseus, who only brought 12 ships, is also part of the Council.

In fact, the BouAq simply seems to be composed quite conveniently of the main

characters in the poem. As they are only listed once, it is difficult to know if the list ever changes

or not, or, in other words, if the Council is constitutional or more fluid. It does not appear that

previously non-Council members suddenly gain prominence (for example, Diomedes was a

member of the Council even before his aristeia). It is also difficult to tell whether Achilles was a

2 Chantraine (1968), ad loc. Similarly, Autenrieth, in his Homeric Dictionary, distinguishes two different meanings of
the word: 1- old, aged; 2- elder, member of the Council.
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member of the Council, as the list is given after his quarrel with Agamemnon. Nevertheless, it is

quite probable that he was.

The people as a whole do not take part in the BouAr], but it is striking that the same individuals,

or 'sceptred kings' who compose the BouAr) are the only ones who speak in the Assembly (with

a few notable exceptions). Indeed, ordinary soldiers do not take part in the discussions, and if

by chance they do (as Thersites did: II, 21 Iff), they are severely punished for that, and it is

regarded as a normal and welcomed procedure for restoring order (II, 265-77).3

As we saw earlier, Polydamas is another warrior who regards himself as a man of the people

and considers that, because of that, Hector does not let him speak in the Assembly (or at least

does not allow him to contradict him in the Assembly: XII, 210-4). Indeed, Hector replies angrily:

Tov 6' ag' vnobga ibcov 7tqoct£cj)q KopuOaioAog "Ekxcoq-
riouAubapa, cru pfv ouk ex' epot cj>LAa xaux' ayopEUEtg-

Hector of the glinting scowled at him and said: 'Polydamas, what you say no is not to my liking.'
XII, 230-1

Nevertheless, he does not go as far as beat up Polydamas, who is on the contrary generally

considered to be a trustworthy counsellor:

xoIcjl be riouAu&apag 7i£7tvup£vo<; f|px' ayopEueiv
navBolbqc- o ynq olog oga ngoooco Kai otuctcto)-
"Ekxoql 6' f)£v exalpoc, if) 6' ev vukxl yevovxo,
AAA' o pev ag puBotatv, o 6' eyxei 7xoAAov evuca-

The first to speak was Polydamas in his wisdom, the son of Panthoos, the only man among them
with eyes for both past and future. He was a companion of Hector, the two of them born in the
same night, but Polydamas was far the better with words, as Hector was better with the spear.
XVIII, 249-52

Can it be then said that the Trojans are slightly more democratic the Achaeans, in that a man of

the people can speak in the Assembly and be honoured for that (Polydamas gives advice three

3 More will be said about Thersites in the next section.
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times in the poem), even if his advice may anger the leader? However, as we saw earlier, it is

more likely that Polydamas was being sarcastic and exaggerated the situation because he was

angry at Hector. Futhermore, Polydamas is never described as being a commoner.

Ordinary people are normally not expected to speak either in the Trojan or the Achaean camp.

The only way they can express their opinion is either by shouting their approval after a leader's

suggestion, or by remaining silent if they are not happy with what has been proposed. For

example, the Achaeans shout their approval after Calchas' anoLva offer (I, 22-23), after

Odysseus' speech in Book 11 (saying that they should endure a little longer and go home only

after they have sacked Troy (II, 333ff) and a little afterwards, when Agamemnon tells then to get

ready for battle (II, 394ff.), after Diomedes tell them to refuse the Trojan offer to give Helen back

(VI, 403f), when Diomedes tells Agamemnon that the army will remain in Troy (IX, 50ff).

Similarly, the Trojans shout their approval when Hector tells them to go and have their supper,

and then light fires in the city to pretend they are still there, whereas they actually will be on the

plain (VIII, 542ff) and when Hector tell them to remain on the battlefield and not flee to the city

(XVIII, 31Off). The Achaeans' Assembly is also shown as 'being glad' that Achilles has

renounced his wrath (XIX, 74ff), and in a slightly different context, on Achilles' shield, people

are depicted as cheering both opponents in the trial scene (XVIII, 502ff).

On other occasions, they remain silent, either out of fear or out of disapproval: when

Hector asks for an Achaean opponent in the duel (VII, 92), when Agamemnon says they should

all go home (IX, 29), and when Odysseus speaks of Achilles' refusal of the embassy's offer (IX,

693).

A distinct pattern that can be found here is that the crowd seems at its happiest when a

warlike, bellicose suggestion is made. Nevertheless, they are also seen to be silent when they
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have to fight in a duel, and one must not forget their joy when they thought they could go hone

in book II, and after the truce, when they thought war as over (III, 111-2).

According to Hammer, the fact that people shout their approval in assemblies makes

the political system of the Iliad similar to the "plebiscitary politics" described by Weber. He

notes that when scholars dismiss the public role of the assembly, they often do so by noting that

the leaders make the ultimate decision, often in disregard of the opinion of the public. But that

is to him a misunderstanding of the nature of plebiscitary politics. As Weber indicated, the

assent or dissent of the public in a plebiscitary form of government may at times be "only

formal or fictitious". A plebiscitary form of politics rests upon a system of values in which

decisions are enacted in a public space and subject to community acclaim and sanction. It is to

Hammer a space constituted by both the elite and the bppop. By depicting the people as

shouting their approval, Homer does not only reveal the force of the people, but also lends their

voice some legitimacy by associating it with the agonistic, heroic world.4

We may add that it is true that the fact the crowd approves of something does not

necessarily mean it will be carried out (but it is what happens on most occasions): in Book I, the

Achaeans cheered Chryses' offering of a7ioiva for his daughter, and nevertheless, Agamemnon

refused the offer. But it is important to point out that this is the only time such a thing happens,

and it seems to have been a particularly unseemly thing to do, since when he recalls the whole

incident to his mother, Achilles insists that Agamemnon did this, despite the fact that the army had

agreed to accept the gifts, which shows that it was regarded as a breach of the norm: I, 136). What

happens in every other case is that when a suggestion made by a leader is agreed to by the

army, it is carried out without any more discussion (e.g. II, 394-8). This shows that decisions are

supposed to be approved by the army before being implemented.

4 Hammer (2002b), 155-9.
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It also happens that the crowd does not intervene at all in a debate, even if they have

been gathered to an assembly. The scene then has all the hallmarks of a BouAq rather than an

Ayopr), as no reaction form the people is reported. This is what takes place for example in Book

I, when Achilles summons the assembly to discuss the cause of the plague. The only people

who intervene in any way are Achilles, Agamemnon, Calchas and Nestor, three of whom are

members of the BouAq (Calchas is the only non-Council member to speak in Assembly, and he

only does so because he is specifically asked his advice as a seer). This shows that there is little

practical difference between members of the Council acting by themselves and members of the

Council acting in an Assembly. Nevertheless, it is dramatically necessary that the whole army is

witness to the quarrel between Achilles and Agamemnon, so that everyone knows clearly what

is going on, of course, but also because Achilles blames the army for not supporting him against

Agamemnon,5 and perhaps also because one of the political points of the dispute is to

emphasize the contradiction in Agamemnon's rule between what he considers to be his personal

power, and the powers of the assembly, as he already showed earlier by going against the will

of the army.

- The organisation of the assembly

The pattern of the assemblies is quite clear and formal: they are called by one of the leaders

(possibly always a member of the Council) (e.g. Achilles I, 53-54, Hector VIII, 489ff. etc.), in

order to solve a problem or decide a course of action (for example to discuss the cause of the

plague, to organise a duel in order to put an end to the war, to devise a plan to deceive the

enemy etc.). The discussion itself is simply an alternation of speeches by major warriors (almost

always members of the Council), interrupted or not by shouts from the crowd.

5 As will be seen in the next section, yeQCt are distributed by the whole army.
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The heralds' role is to gather the people.6 It is also to restrain them:

evvea be ac|)£ag
KppuKEt; |3o6o)vt£i; Epfpuov, el ttot' aiixfjc;
axotax', ocKouaEiav be &Loxq>£c])£a)v |3aaLApa)v.

Nine heralds shouted in the effort to control them, to make them stop their clamour and listen to
the god-ordained kings.

II, 96-8

It is from time to time made clear that every man without exception is present at the gathering

(II, 785ff; XVI, 42ff.).

6
e.g. IX, 9-11.
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All things considered, the people arc relatively powerless in the decision making process, as

they can neither convene the assembly nor speak out and give their point of view. Nevertheless,

they have an important part to play, as no decision concerning the whole army and its course of

action is implemented against their will (or if it is, it is evidently regarded as a breach of the

norm). As we will see in the next section, assemblies and their role will play a part in the major

conflicts in the poem, in particular that between Achilles and Agamemnon.
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MANKIND AND POLITICAL CONFLICT

I- THE BASIS OF AGAMEMNON'S AUTHORITY

At first glance, Agamemnon seems to be the leader of the Greek expedition simply because it

concerns him and his family: Menelaus' wife Helen had been stolen by the Trojan prince

Paris, and it seems only natural that Menelaus' elder brother, Agamemnon, should be in

charge of the operations.

Nevertheless, there is a clear distinction between organizing an expedition and

having supreme and unquestionable power over the whole of the army, where many

contingents are under the authority of kings from other parts of Greece. Agamemnon is seen

not only as the organizer of the expedition, but as the most politically politically powerful

warrior whom all must obey. Furthermore, this idea that he is commander-in-chief simply

because his brother is the offended party is never mentioned in the text, even though the

wrong done to the family is never far from the reader's or the listener's mind. Agamemnon's

position of supreme power is in fact justified by two main reasons, each having its own

separate basis.

Indeed, it is not always clear whether he is the 'king of kings' because he has the

biggest contingent of warriors or because he had been given the sceptre of Zeus. It must be

noted that he brings 100 ships (II, 576-8), when Nestor brings 90 and Idomeneus and some

others 80. It is therefore not such a huge difference as might in itself justify Agamemnon's
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authority. It is hard to believe that he expects to be obeyed by the whole of the army, and in

particular the leaders, just because he has a superiority of 10 ships, even though Nestor

seems to think it is important (I, 280-1). True, it seems natural that the leaders should wish to

have Agamemnon on their side, since with 100 ships (plus Menelaus' 60), he is a powerful

ally, but this seems to be a relatively minor point, especially if he keeps taking wrong

decisions and endangering the army, which is clearly what he does.

Furthermore, this argument is not used with as much insistence as his having been

given the sceptre of Zeus. The sceptre is very important for Agamemnon's authority, as it

shows that his power has divine origins, since the sceptre has been transmitted from Zeus

himself, hence the numerous occasions on which Agamemnon compares himself (explicitly

or not) to Zeus. The transmission of the sceptre is described as follows:

dva be kqelcov Ayapcpvarv
eaxr| ctkx|7ttqov e'x«v to prv "Hcjxxiaxoc; Kdpe xeiixwv.
"HcjxxicrTOc; pev bd)K£ All Kqovlcvvi avaicxL,
auxap aga Zevc, bajKE buxKxoQtp dpye'LcfjovTr]-
'Eppeiac be dva( bd)Kev lleAoni 7tAr]£i7T7TCij,
auxap o auxe FleAoijL bwK' Atqel 7xoipevL Aawv,
Axpeuc be Ovrjavccuv eAL7xev noAuapVL ©ueaxp,
auxap o auxe ©ueax' AyapepvovL Ael7xe cjxjQfjvaL,
7xoAAfjoLV vrjaoLUL kol Apyei 7xavxi avaaaeLV.

Then Lord Agamemnon rose, holding his sceptre, the work of Hephaistos' labour. Hephaistos
gave it to lord Zeus the son of Kronos: and Zeus gave it to Hermes the guide, the slayer of
Argos: and lord Hermes gave it to Pelops the charioteer, then Pelops in turn gave it to Atreus,
shepherd of the people. Atreus as he was dying left it to Thyestes, rich in flocks, then in turn
Thyestes left it to Agamemnon to carry, to be king over many islands and all of Argos.

II, 100-8

Agamemnon is therefore defined as an outstandingly great hereditary ruler and the sceptre

of Zeus marks his divinely given prerogative.1 This shows that the superiority and authority

he claims over the army are not so much material and pragmatic (he has more troops and it

1 See Easterling (1989), 105.
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is therefore a bad idea to cross him), as they are 'supernatural', since the sceptre symbolises

the transmission of power from Zeus himself.2

Agamemnon is not the only character possessing a sceptre or "staff": the heralds

have one (VII, 273-78), which can be given in turn to people speaking at the assembly (XXIII,

565-69),3 and to elders passing judgement, which can be construed as another form of public

speaking, as is depicted on the shield (XVIII, 503-5), It is also used in the swearing of oaths (I,

233-39; VII, 412-13; X, 321-24; 328). But the king's sceptre is a symbol of power:4

avT&Q ol npoLTog Kcoca prjoaxo Oupcjj,
6c, q' ek brjpou eAacraev, ercrl ttoAu <j>£QX£QO<; rjcv,
AgyELOJV- Zevc, yap ol vtio o*Kf|7xxocp ebapaaae.

But Proitos intended [Bellerophon] harm, and drove him out of the land of the Argives - his
was the greater power, since Zeus had made them subject to his sceptre.

VI, 157-95

Kings other than Agamemnon have sceptres too, but Agamemnon's is presented as even

more symbolic of power since it comes directly from Zeus, the king of gods. This

particularity of Agamemnon's sceptre is obvious not only in the example where he is said

explicitly to have more authority because of the transmission of his sceptre:
•

AxQE'ibr) ku6iot£ avaS, dvbpcev Ayapcpvov
ev aoi p£v Arjfxo, aeo 6' ap^opat, ouvexa noAAcov
Aacbv £0*0*1 avaf, teal xoi Zevc, eyyudAi£,e
okx|7ixo6v x' f]6£ Gfpioxag, Iva ocjnoi |3ouA£up|o*0a.

2 For the argument that the sceptre is divine rather than political, see Mondi (2003).
3 See e.g. Seymour (1907), 108 and scholia (for a list of passages, see Combellack (1948), 209-10). Combellack

(1948) argues on the other hand that the sceptre is not used by all the speakers, but only before a particularly
solemn or important speech, but also that important speeches do not always mention sceptres. However, if even
in passage? which do not mention the sceptre explicitly its presence can be implied, why would it only be with
certain typec of speeches? Could it not more simply be implied every time? It docs seem more likely that the
traditional scholarship listed at great length by Combellack is right, and that Homer simply did not feel the
need to mention the presence of the sceptre every single time it is used.

4 Andreev (1979) argues that there is a categorical confusion between two kinds of sceptres: the king's sceptre and
the speaker's staff, 367.

5 See also e.g. IX, 154-56 = 296-98
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'Most glorious son of Atreus, Agamemnon, lord of men, you will be the beginning of my
words, and you will be their end, since you are the king of many peoples and Zeus has
entrusted you with the sceptre and the ways of the law, to make judgement for your people.'
IX, 96-99

Here, however, the point is not that Agamemnon is sole king, but that he is supreme king,

and there is no necessary implication that only Agamemnon enjoys power from Zeus or that

his power over the army is from Zeus.6

The particular status of Agamemnon's sceptre is also clear in the fact that in II,

Odysseus uses that sceptre and not his own to regain control over the army:7

auxog 6' Axpetbecu Ayaprpvovog avxioc; eAOcov
bi^aro oi aKfj7xxoov naxptULOV a<j)8ixov atet-
auv xcp e|3r| Kaxa vfjag Axatarv x«AKOXixdtvarv.

[Odysseus] ran straight up to Agamemnon eon of Atreuc, and took from him the sceptre of
his fathers, imperishable for all time: then with this in his hand he went down to the ships of
the bronze-clad Achaians.

II, 185-87

It seems that as Odysseus wants authority not only over hie own troops, but over the whole

of the army, and for that reason he apparently needs the supreme king's symbol of authority.

Nevertheless, it is said that Thyestes left the sceptre to Agamemnon to be king "over many

islands and all of Argos", and not the whole of Greece, but Agamemnon's position in war¬

time apparently makes the authority given by the sceptre even greater.8

Nevertheless, Agamemnon does not manage the authority he had been given by

Zeus properly, and usurps more power than he ought to have.9 Agamemnon seems to

believe that he has the sole right to decide policy (although he calls the BouAf] a few times)

but the basis of his role is relatively insecure: as Seaford points out, his power does not seem

6 But the situation may be complicated by conflict of families (an early TtoAtg with one paramount leader as well
as the fictive situation of a multi-noAu; force overseas.

7 See Easterling (1989), 109. on the topic of threats as an aspect of the kings authority, see Mondi (1980), 208.
Obviously, the fact that Odysseus takes over at that point does not mean that Agamemnon is incapable of
making threats.

8 Contra Mondi (1980) who believes that the sceptre does not represent kingship, see esp. 208.
9 On Agamemnon's failures, see Easterling (1989), 110.
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to be boosted up by the kind of arrangements which would apply in a peace-time situation

(taxation, royal officials etc.).10

10 Seaford (1994), 22. Seaford also mention the judicial function of the king in that list, but that function is in fact
mentioned in relation to Agamemnon (IX, 96-9), who is a ruling and judging king.
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II - THE CONFLICT BETWEEN ACHILLES AND AGAMEMNON

A- BOOK I

The opening book presents quite clearly the type of rule Agamemnon exemplifies, both in

his attitude towards Chryses, and towards Achilles. It is also the point at which he is the

most powerful.

1 - Agamemnon and Chrvses

To sum up the situation, Agamemnon had taken Chryseis as a prize when sacking a city. Her

father, Chryses, a priest of Apollo, offers a ransom (dnotva) to get her back, but

Agamemnon refuses violently.

One of the first things to notice is that Agamemnon clearly goes against the general

feeling of the army, who shouted their agreement to Chryses' speech at 1, 22-3.1 Agamemnon

is also clearly encouraged by the warriors to feel al&coq for the priest. Kevin Crotty has

stated that the exercise of shame (cubclx;) regularly implies "restraint in exercising one's

prerogatives as victor".2 A similar idea is expressed by Douglas Cairns in his book about

albcuq: one aspect of aibcuc; is "self-restraint" (the other being on the contrary self-assertion),

especially with suppliants beggars and strangers. He also adds later on that aibox; is an

important part of supplication and is frequently mentioned in appeals.3 Riedinger

distinguishes between an "aidos personnelle", linked to TLpq and social position, and an

1 See Flaig (1993).
2 Crotty (1994), 33-34, n.17.
3 Cairns (1993), 87 and 118-119.
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"aidos eprouvee devant d'autres hommes", linked this time to self-restraint and shame.4 With

Chryses, those two types of aidos could be of use, as he deserves respect and honour as a

priest, and he also appears as suppliant, whom it is shameful to harm.5

Agamemnon therefore appears as early as the first book as lacking self restraint.

This can also be seen in the unexpected violence of his answer to the priest:

dAAa kxxkcoc, dcJAri, Kpaxepov 6' em puBov exeAAe-

He sent him shamefully on his way, with harsh words of command.
I, 256

However, koikcIk; here is not a direct judgement on Agamemnon and does not refer to him: it

is shameful and humiliating for the priest to be sent on his way in that manner. However, it

can also be said to be some kind of indirect judgement on Agamemnon, as publicly

humiliating a priest of Apollo who came as a suppliant is not an appropriate behaviour,

especially considering that the army supported Chryses' claim.

As Erwin Cook has shown, self-restraint is the essential and defining quality of

Homeric "cunning intelligence", prjxu;.7 From the very beginning of the poem, Agamemnon

can therefore be seen to choose |3lt] over prjxiq , through insults, anger and threats of

physical damage.

Furthermore, Agamemnon's decision is even more difficult to understand since, as

Donna Wilson pointed out, accepting arcotva would in no way diminish his xiprj.8

4 Riedinger (1980).
5 All this is contra Scott (1980) who, following Adkins as always, believes that Aidos is a very weak emotion, and

that the warriors tend to have better things to do that act accordingly.
6 The old man feels understandably afraid of the king: I, 33. A bit later, Calchas too is afraid of Agamemnon: I, 78-

83 and has to ask for protection.
7 Cook (1995), 49-92, although |3ouAf] might be more relevant here, see Schofield's artice on Euboulia (1986).
8 Wilson (2002), 42. Wilson's book significantly highlights the difference in the vocabulary of ransom between

anoiva and 7TOivrj: drtoiva refers to the paying of a ransom for someone's property or family from the person
who stole or captured them (typically father's buying off their sons captured on the battlefield), and tiolvt)
refers to the price paid by an offender for his offence, whether in goods or blood (for example when the brother
of a dead warrior kills the man who slew him, or someone close to him). Therefore, anoiva keep the imbalance
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Nevertheless, his use of vocabulary to express his refusal, however unjustified, is quite

clever: Wilson highlights the different perception of the girl shown by the priest and the

king: Chryses refers to her as his child (nalba cj)LAqv, I, 20) placing her in the sphere of

family, whereas to Agamemnon, she is only xqv, "that woman", I, 29, and is therefore placed

in the sphere of goods,9 diminishing the emotional aspect of Chryses' request. The same

distinction may also appear when Calchas refers to the girl as Buyaxpa, and Agamemnon

answers with only koupqq Xquot|'l5oc;, refusing to employ family-terms.

Nevertheless, Chryses is not as totally unable to retaliate as Agamemnon thought

him to be, and will get revenge or compensation through Apollo (the arcoiva theme becomes

a 7XOLvf] theme, cf. n.10). It is interesting to notice, as has Wilson, that from this point on,

Chryseis occupies a position in Chryses' 7xoivr) theme analogous to that of Helen in the

archetypal theme (i.e. Chryses will get revenge for the abduction of his daughter just as the

Achaians will get revenge for the abduction of Menelaus' wife). In refusing to return the

captive woman, Agamemnon is assimilated to the role of Paris.10 Nevertheless, after the

plague, when he has to give up Chryseis to save the army, he compares her with his wife, to

the detriment of the latter:

teal yap pa KAuxaLpvrjCTXQqg Ttpo|3£j3ouAa
Kouptbtqg aAoyou, £7i£i ou eGev ectxi xepetcov,
ou bEptxq oubf cjtutjv, out' an cjrpEvac; oute xi egya.

And indeed I prefer her to Clytemnestra the wife of my marriage, as she is in no way inferior
in body or stature, or good sense or the craft of her hands.

I, 113-5.

By doing that, he invites further comparison with the Helen theme. Furthermore, as

(it is the party who suffered a loss who has to pay, and is still disadvantaged) while 7Toivf| restores the
equilibrium (the party who has suffered a loss gets compensation). Chantraine expresses the same idea when he
translates 7ioi.vr| as "prix du sang, chatiment, paiement pour un crime, vengeance" and anoiva as "rangon, prix
paye pour racheter la vie ou la liberte, compensation, indemnite de guerre".

9 Wilson (2002), 41-42.
10 Wilson (2002), 47.
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he says he is losing more than a wife, the intended emotional impact is great.11

This also allows him to put himself in the position of the injured party: He offers

Chryseis as arrotva to preserve the army and not as a penalty (noivf]) paid by him because

of his treatment of Chryses

aAAa k«L cog £0eAo) bopEvat naAcv el to y' apcivov-
|3ouAop' Eyco Aaov orbv EppEvaiTj anoAeaQai-

But even so I am willing to give her back, if that is for the best - 1 wish my people to be saved,
not die.

I, 116-7.

There is no mention that the army would not have been in danger in the first place if he had

behaved differently to the priest: he represents the return of Chryseis as merely a generous

gesture on his part in order to protect the army, He will use a similar tactic with Achilles in

IX: for example, in both cases he simply uses the neutral verb di/dwmi as part of his refusal

to present either offer as Tioivr).

Agamemnon is also described by Calchas as impious towards Apollo's priests and

prophets: Chryses, whom he has dishonoured (I, 94) and Calchas himself, who is afraid of

the king's potential violence against him, which is not long to appear (I, 106). Agamemnon's

lack of respect for priests seems to be a consistent pattern in his behaviour.

2 - Agamemnon and Achilles

Finding himself without a prize, Agamemnon threatens to take the gift of honour from

another Achaean leader, first by appealing to the common sense of the army: he, the

commander-in-chief, cannot be the only warrior without a prize (I, 118-19). Achilles attempts

to calm him down by saying that it is not right to take away something that had been given

by the Achaeans' assembly, and promises him a huge amount of spoils from the sack of Troy.

11 See Kakridis J.Th. (1949), 21-24 on the wife in the highest rank in an ascending scale of affection.
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Who is responsible for the distribution of the plunder is a very important question in the

dispute between Achilles and Agamemnon, and we will come back to it.

Nevertheless, Agamemnon reads this offer as an attempt to cheat and deceive him:

pq 6' ouxox; dyaOog keq ecjv 0eo£lk£A' AxuVAeO
kAettxe vocp, ene'iou 7iap£A£ua£ai ou6e p£ tceioxlc;.

'Great man though you are, godlike Achilles, do not think you can cheat me like this - you
will not trick me or persuade me to it.'
1,131-2

According to Wilson, it is because it means he will be dependent on Achilles (as the

distributor and winner of booty, which will actually be his role in the funeral games), and

Agamemnon will not risk his strategic role as distributor of spoils.12 Yet what Agamemnon

actually says is that the Achaeans will have to give him someone else (as he does not want to

lack visible proof of success vis-a-vis all the others, as he says himself):

aAA' el pcv bdxroucn yepag peyd0upoi Axaiol
apcravxEg Kara 0upov otiox; dvxdf,iov coxae

No, if the great-hearted Achaians will give me a prize, suiting it to my heart's liking, to be of
equal value - then so be it.

I, 135-6

Similarly, Achilles had offered that the Achaeans would give him numerous spoils after he

sack of Troy:

aAAa cru pev vuv xqv&£ Becjj Ttgosg- avxag Axaiol
xpi7xArj xExparcAq x' dTtoxeiaopev, ai K£ 7io0L Zevc,
bwai 7toAiv Tpoiqv euxelxEov £^aAa7xdf,ai.

'No, you now let the girl go at the god's will: and we Achaians will recompense you three and
four times over, if ever Zeus grants that we sack the well-walled city of Troy.

1,127-9,

None of that departs from normal practice, and the only distributors of spoils mentioned are

the Achaeans as a whole. Nevertheless, it is true that in IX, Achilles does describe

Agamemnon as a distributor of booty:

12 Wilson (2002), 57.
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taorv £K 7iaa£0)v K£i|ar|Aia rcoAAd Kai ecr0Aa
£5£A6pr]v, kal Tiavxa cfteparv Aya|a£fxvovL Soctkov
Atqel6t]- o 6' O7Tia0£ |a£vcov naga vr|i>ai 0of]cri
6e£,ap£vo<; but navga 6acracnc£to, rcoAAa 5' execkev.

From all these [cities] I took many fine treasures, and every time I brought them all and gave
them to Agamemnon son of Atrcus: and every time, baclc there by the fast ships he had never
left, he would take them in, share a few, and keep the most for himself.

IX, 330-3

Why would he do that after having insisted on the communal nature of plunder dstribution?

Is it only out of anger and resentment for Agamemnon? Van Wees attempts to reconcile the

evidence by making two assumptions: "first, that, when men are said to have "given" a geras

to their leader, this means that they have put the entire booty at his disposal, for him to

choose his geras from", and second, "that, when it is said that men have given gera to

subordinate princes, such as Akhilleus and Nestor, this means that the ruler has presented

these men with gifts 'on behalf of the people"'.13 However, this really means that the power

of the Achaian assembly is purely symbolic and that the king is the one with the actual

power to distribute prizes, which is not entirely consistent with the insistence of both parties

in Book I that the Achaians are the ones distributing the prizes.14 It does appear to be a

communal function, even if Agamemnon plays a leading role.

What can be said however is that this power the warriors' assembly partly has of

distributing gifts limits Agamemnon's power as commander-in-chief. He does go against the

rules, first by refusing to accept that the spoils had already all been distributed and that

there was nothing the warriors could do about that, and secondly by threatening to take an

already distributed captive from one of the leaders without the consent of the assembly:

13 Van Wees (1992), 301-2. and for a full discussion of the distribution of booty, see app. 4.
14 On other compromises, i.e. where both the lung and the ascmbly have some influence over the division of

plunder, see Moreau (1895), 309-14, Murray (1917), 187-94 and more recently, Donlan (1982), 158-9.
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Et 6e ke far] bcbaxnv eycb be kev auxoc eAcupai
r| teov f| A'iavxoc icbv -yegac,, f] 'Obuofjoc
a£,w eAwv- o be kev KExoAcbacxai ov kev uccjpai.

'But if [the Achaians will not give me a prize], then I myself shall go and take your prize, or
Ajax', or Odysseus', and carry it away with me: and he will be angry, whichever of you I visit.

1,137-9

Thereby he highjacks the role of distributor of spoils, which may not even have been his in

the first place, and does so emphatically, as can be seen in the use of both eycb and auxoq in

line 137.15 He also ends up no longer resorting to common sense, but clearly imposing his

power via force and threats:

7x£pr[)co, Eycb be k' aycu Bpicrrfiba KaAAi7xag>qov
auxoc Lcbv KAraipv be xo aov ycpac ocpQ)' eu Eibrjc
ocxcrov cj)£px£Qbc £ipi cteGev, axuyeq be Kal dAAog
iaov cpoL cjxxcrBaL Kai opoicuGrjpEvai avxr|v.

So I shall take the beautiful Briseis, your prize, going myself to fetch her from your hut, so
that you can fully realise how much I am your superior, and others too can shrink from
speaking on a level with me and openly claiming equality.'

1,184-7

He there impinges on the other warriors' right to speak, which is another very important

aspect of the political conflict shown in the poem.

Hammer highlights the fact that the quarrel between Agamemnon and Achilles

broadens from a dispute about war booty (who has the power over the distribution of goods

and honour) into a more fundamental question of authority (who has the power to control

the troops). Achilles structures the conflict by asking who shall 'readily' obey Agamemnon:

cb poi aVai6£LT]V £7U£ip£V£ K£p6aA£OCj)QOV
7xcbc xlc xol 7xq>ocj)q>a)v £Ti£CTLV 7i£i0r)xaL Axaubv
r) 66ov £A0£p£vai f| avbpaoxv icjn paxrcrQai;

'Oh you, your thoughts are always set on gain, and shamelessness is your very clothing! How
can any of the Achaians willingly follow your orders, to go on expeditions or fight an enemy
with all their strength?

15 Cp. Works and Days 359-60:
oc be kev auxoc EArpai dvai6£lr)c()i Tu0f]aac,
kai xe opixpov eov, xo y' e7idxva)a£v cfiiAov qxoQ.

On Agamemnon's arbirtary disregard of the collective responsibility of prize distribution, see also Teffeteller
(1990).
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I, 149-51

For Achilles, the exercise of authority consists in the ability to get others to act together

willingly, in particular by showing aibox; and respecting others' property. For Agamemnon,

the exercise of authority lies in the ability to compel obedience, through force if need be.16

Achilles' withdrawal is not a repudiation of the competition for Ttpf| in the status system,

but a protest against the constraints, represented immediately by Agamemnon, that stand in

the way of his using the system to rise to the top of the hierarchy.17 In other words, since to

Achilles, the way to get warriors to act together is to allow them to gain status according to

their ability,18 when Agamemnon refuses to do that, Achilles has no reason to keep fighting.

As Hammer suggests, Achilles' withdrawal is more than the discontent of one warrior: it

suggests the limit of force. As Achilles says, the resort to force will slowly deplete

Agamemnon's ranks since the only people who remain, who will submit to Agamemnon's

leadership, are 'nonentities', those who no longer speak or act:

6r]po|36QO<; |3ao"iAeu<; excel oimbavolaiv avdacmg-

'a king who feeds fat on his people, with mere nobodies for subjects.'
I, 23119

Pucci points out that "Agamemnon does not deny Achilles the right to speak, he denies him

the same weight, the same commanding power, the same authority of speech that he

enjoys".2" But his display of force docs not demonstrate his power, and certainly does not

successfully turn back Achilles' challenge: in the ensuing books, the "neat equation between

word and power" will be dramatically undermined,21 as Agamemnon will lose control over

the situation and his troops more and more.

16 Hammer (2002b), 16.
17 Wilson (2002), 69. See also Gill (1996).
18 See discussion of xapxepoc; and 4>£QXEpoc; below.
19 Hammer (2002b), 85.
20 Pucci (1998), 189.
21 Pucci (1998), 183.
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We may add that Achilles, like others will afterwards, also emphasise the fact that

Agamemnon is a coward:

OUT£ 7tot' EC, 7l6A£pOV a\X(X Aow 0o)qr]x0fival
oute Aoxov 6' Levcu auv dqlcttf|£crotv Axatdiv
TExAqtcag 0upcj> to 6e tol krjq £l&£tcu Etvat.

'You have never had the courage to join your people in arming for battle, or to go with the
leading men of the Achaians into ambush - that seems sheer death to you.'

I, 226-2822

Nevertheless, he always gets more booty than the rest of the warriors, who actually do the

work (in particular Achilles himself):

ou pcv ctol tiote loov e'x<u ycpac; OTCTTOx' Ax«loL
Tpcucuv £k7r£g>ctcaa' eu vatopevov 7ttoAl£0qov-
dAAa xo pev tcAeiov 7xoAud'iKog 7xoA£poto
X£lq>£<; £pal 6l£ttouct'- dxdp f|v tcote bacrpog ikx)t«i,
ooi xo yepac noAu petCov, eycb 6' oAiyov x£ cj>LAov xe
£px°p' £Ttl vfjag, £7i£i ke kapw TToAeptCwv.

I never have a prize equal to yours, whenever the Achaians sack some well founded Trojan
town. My hands bear the brunt of the battle's fury. But when the division comes, your prize is
by far the larger, and I come back to the ships with something small but precious, when I have
worn myself out in the fighting.

I, 163-68

This reproach can also be seen in the vocabulary of venality used by Achilles to address

Agamemnon (1,123), which Thersites will also use.23

On top of all these arguments, it can be seen that a conflict between the two

characters is brewing right from the beginning, as Achilles, even before the quarrels starts,

seems to disagree with the fact that Agamemnon is the best warrior at all, in his reassuring

reply to Calchas, that no-one is going to hurt him

ou xig £p£u Ccbvxog Kal etu x0ovl 5eqkopevolo
aoi KoiAqg naga vquoi pagEiag x£iQa? erroiaEi

oupTtavxcuv Aavacov, oub' rjv AyapEpvova £L7ipg,
og vuv 7toAAov agiaxog Axmcuv euxetcu eIvcu.

While I live and see the light upon earth, no man will lay violent hands on you by our hollow

22 However, we may wonder whether that is in fact the case, as Agamemnon does perform an aristeia in the poem.
23 Diomedes also makes similar points, see below.
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ships, no man among the whole number of the Danaans, even if you speak of Agamemnon,
who now claims to be far the best of the Achaians.'

I, 88-91

The meaning of Achilles' throwing down the sceptre at I, 270-1 can be understood in

different manners: the most obvious understanding of the passage is to see it as a rejection of

authority, while Mondi curiously sees it as an affirmation of it.24 Hammer links it with the

themis-function of the sceptre.25 It does make more sense however to see the gesture as a

refusal on the part of Achilles to "play the game" in a rejection of the symbol of both kingly

power and assemblies, both of which he considers have failed him.26

It is quite clear that in those conflicts Agamemnon resorts to (3tq rather than pqxtc to show

his power and reinforce his position, which has indeed become quite insecure: simply "by

contesting Agamemnon's refusal [of the priest's offer of anoiva for his daughter], Chryses

calls his position of superiority into question".,27 which explain the king's anger at Calchas

for daring to suggest that Apollo is angry at him (1,106-8).

Furthermore, Agamemnon had decided to refuse the a7iotva offered by Chryses

against the will of the army, which is his right, but in doing so he takes the wrong decision,

and then repeats his mistake with Achilles: his position of superiority in the army is called

into question by the simple fact that he does not seems to be able to take the right decision

which, since he is commander-in-chief, is quite problematic.

24 Mondi (1980), 211.
25 Hammer (2002b), 132.
26 This symbolic gesture will have its verbal explanation in Book IX.
27 Wilson (2002), 44.
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B - BOOK II: THE ASSEMBLY (II, 84-397)

The aim of Agamemnon's speech to the warriors' assembly in Book II is at best unclear. It is

possible that his aim is to use a falsely pessimistic and fatalistic approach (telling the warrior

that Zeus is against them all and that they might as well all go home) in order to get the

Achaeans to show their attachment and faith in the expedition. As Dean Hammer puts it, he

"calls an assembly to test precisely what Achilles had claimed was lacking: the ready

obedience of the Achaian troops".78 Unfortunately his power is almost dissolved as the order

of the assembly gives way to tumult (the warriors rush to the ships in hope of finally being

able to go home):29

Kivr|0r| 6' ayopr] cf)f| Ktlpaxa patcga 0aAacrcrr)g
Ttovxou iKctgioto, xa pev x' Eugog xe Noxog xe

coqoq' £7ia't<;ag nargoc, Atog etc vrcfieAacov.
cog 6' oxe Kivf|crrj ZLcjwgog |3a0t) Arfiov eA0cov
Aapgog £7TcuyiCcov, em x' f]pu£t aaxaxuEaaiv,
cog xcov naa' ayogf] Ktvf|0Ty xol 6' aAaArjxcp
vpag in' eoxteuovxo, nobuv 6' vnevegQe kovit]
LCTxax' a£igop£vr)- xoi 6' aAAf|AoLcri keAeuov
anxeabat vpcov r]6' LAKepev £ig aAa Slav,
ougoug x' £^£K:a0aLgov- aiixp 6' ougavov Ikev
oucabE LEpEvcov* U7xo 6' pgEov L'gpaxa vpcov.

The assembly was stirred like the great waves of the sea, in the deep water by Icaria,
when the east wind and the south wind rush down from father Zeus' stormclouds
and raise them high. As when the west wind stirs a deep cornfield with its coming,
and the standing crop bows its ears in the fury of the blast, so the whole assembly
was stirred to movement. The men swarmed cheering to the ships, and under their
feet the dust rose high in a cloud. They urged each other to lay hands to the ships
and drag them down to the holy sea, and they set to clearing the slipways. Their
shouts reached heaven as they surged for homo: and they began to pull the props from under
the ships.

II, 144-54

The "public field" fragments as there is neither the will nor the desire to act together in

28 Hammer (2002b), 87. On the role and use of the gerontes by Agamemnon in that scene, see Cook (2003), 170ff.
29 Cook (2003) puts it that wajr "In a single stroke, Agamemnon rouses the army's sense of betrayal by the gods,

their frustration and despondency over the war effort, longing for their homeland, concern that if they don't
return soon they never will, and anxiety over the state of their households, inparticular, their wives and
children." 169.
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war.30

Odysseus is the only one able to control the crowd. It has been said that in doing so,

he restores Agamemnon's power to the full. Yet, to Hammer, "in upholding Agamemnon's

authority as the one king, Odysseus is actually the only one at this point acting as a king.

Agamemnon's powerlessness is evident as he stands by helplessly, while his sceptre is used

to violently reassert his authority."31 Odysseus does not restore Agamemnon's power,

because what holds the political field together is no longer people acting together but force.

We can add that it is also singularly significant that Odysseus, the hero of pf|xtq,

when holding the symbol of Agamemnon's authority (the "hero" of |3h]), uses it to beat up

people. He takes the place of Agamemnon not only with his symbolic authority, but also

with his means of action (i.e. brute force).

Both Hammer and Pat Easterling have noticed the irony underlying the fact that the

resort to force necessary to restore order is seen as affirming Agamemnon's claim to divine

kingship, even though Zeus, the basis of such claim, has deliberately deceived him.32 We

may add that the same unconscious irony underlies Nestor's response to Agamemnon's

intentions at the beginning of the passage, when he tells him that if anybody else had said

that they had such a dream (that Zeus was on their side and they were going to conquer

Troy that very day), nobody would have believed them (II, 79-83).33

Agamemnon, after being absent for most of the scene, finally gets approval from the

crowd by saying exactly the opposite of his initial speech:

ov 5e k' eycav artav£u0£ payq? £0£Aovxa vof]cra)
pipvatelv naga vquai Kopamcriv, ou ol eneixa

30 Hammer (2002), 87-88. See also Cook (2003), 167ff.
31 Hammer (2002b), 88. On Odysseus' self-restraint, see Cook (2003), 182ff.
32 Hammer (2002b), 119 and Easterling (1989), 110.
33 On Nestor's response, see Thalmann (1988), 8ff: "In this case, Nestor is correct: the account of the dream was

truthful. But the dream it told was a lie", 8.
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ctQKLOV eaCTelxat cf>uy££iv Kuvag f]6' oiwvoug.
"Qg Etjtax', ApyEioi be piy' layov <bg oxe Kupa
aicxr) ec)?' oxe Kivf|crp Noxog eAGcuv,
7xgo|3Af]xi ctko7ieAcjJ- xov 6' ou 7xoxe tcupaxa Aeitcei
navxoLWV avEparv, ox' av £V0' r| £V0a yEvcovxai.

'And any man I see trying to keep back from the battle by the beaked ships - he cannot be sure
then of escaping the dogs and the birds.

So he spoke, and the Argives roared loud, like the waves on a sheer headland, when
the south wind whips them with its coming. And they roar against a jutting cliff: storm-waves
never leave it, driven by every wind there is, blowing on this side and that.'

II, 391-97

In this scene, we see how Agamemnon's power is eroding, as was warned by

Achilles in I. The king cannot make his troops want to act together in war, and he cannot

even control them when they are dispersing. Furthermore, the use of force as the only means

of social control is becoming truly dominant.34

C - BOOK IX: THE EMBASSY

In order to get Achilles to fight again and to save the Achaeans, Agamemnon sends

Odysseus, Ajax and Phoenix to Achilles, offering him "unlimited anoiva". Before that was

another assembly scene, very similar in content to that of Book II: Agamemnon expression

his desire to give up and go home (IX, 10-30), and Diomedes this time contradicted him and

manages to rouse the army's spirit (IX, 31-52). Nestor, possibly to prevent Agamemnon from

making even more of a fool of himself in front of the whole army, wisely suggested a

meeting with only the yepovxeg. Again, Agamemnon has to rely entirely on the yepovxeg to

keep things in control. During that meeting, Nestor has to point out to him (however

34 On the role of akhos in the scene, see Cook (2003). Interestingly, Agamemnon does start to recognise
his responsibilty in the dispute (II, 370-80), uses expressions such as dvxipioeg etieeoolv (378)and
and even acknowledges that he started it: eyd) 5' fjpxov xaAe7iaLvarv-(378). Cp. with the accusations of
u(/brij and a)naidei/h made by Achilles in Book I.
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tactfully) that he behaved unadvisedly towards Achilles:

Axge'lbq ku&loxe avaf, avbgcov Ayapcpvov
£v crol |uev Aq£xu, cteo 6' agfopaL, ouveko ttoAAwv
Aacov com ava£, kccl toi Zcug eyyudal^e
CTKrjTiTQOv t' f|6£ 0£|aLcrxag, Ivd crcjHCTL |3ouA£uqcr0a.
xu) a£ XQf] 7X£Qi fj£v cjxicr0aL £7iog f]6' ErcaKOuaaL,
KQ>r]f|vai be kal aAAco, ox' dv xiva 0upog avaryT]
el7te1v Elg aya0ov- cteo 6' e'Cexctl oxxl kev apxq.
auxag eywv eqeco cog |jol 6okel clvai agiaxa.
ou ya.Q xig voov aAAog d|j.£LVOva xou6e vof|ctel
olov eyd) voeo) f))x£v 7xdAai f|&' exl Kal vuv
e£, exl xou oxe bioyEveg BgLcrr)'i6a Kougr|v
Xwo|a£vou AxLAf|og epr]g KAiCTLr]0£v anougag
ou xl ica0' fifxexcgov ye voov fxaAa yag xol eywye
tioAA' d7i£fxu0e6|xr]v au be ctw (xeyaAf|xogL 0U|xcy
el^ag dvbga cj)egLoxov, ov d0avaxol 7ieg exicrav,
fixiiarjaag, eAwv ydg exeig yegag- aAA' exl Kal vuv
c|)gaCw|x£CT0' dig kev |xlv dgEacrdfXEVOL 7t£TiL0ai|aev
bdigoLCTLV x' ayavoLCTLV eneoai xe |xelAlxlolctl.

Most glorious son of Atreus, Agamemnon, lord of men, you will be the beginning of my
words, and you will be their end, since you are the king of many peoples and Zeus has
entrusted to you the sceptre and the ways of law, to make judgement for your people.
Therefore you more than any other man should speak the thoughts of your mind and listen
too, and act on another's advice, whenever a man's heart prompts him to speak for the good -
yours will be the credit for all that he begins. Now I shall tell you what seems best to me.
There can be no better thought than what has long been the thought of my mind, and still is
now, ever since the time, my lord, when you went and took the girl Briseis from Achilles' hut,
for all his anger - quite against our feeling: I certainly tried long to dissuade you. But you
gave in to your heart's high passion and brought dishonour on the greatest of men, a man
whom the very immortals have honoured - you have taken his prize and keep it for yourself.
But even at this late day let us consider how we may appease him and win him over with
soothing gifts and kind persuasion.

IX, 96-113

In his answer to the old man, Agamemnon replaces Nestor's previous expression

"took Tipp from" (pxlpriaag, IX, 111) with "delusion" (axag, IX, 115), in order to mitigate his

own responsibility in Achilles' absence from the battlefield.35 According to Hans Van Wees,

by shifting responsibility onto someone else (here, the gods), people are trying to deny that

they intended to behave as offensively as they have undeniable done, and hope for greater

leniency on account of this.36 It is less the case here than in Book XIX however, where

35 Wilson (2002), 75.
36 Van Wees (1992), 113. On divine and human causation, see also Said (1978), 75-83, Schmitt (1990), 36-52, 72-114,
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Agamemnon blames the gods entirely: here, he uses phrases such as cf>Q£oi AeuyaAerjox

TTi0r|CTap (IX, 119), and oub' auxop dvatvopai (IX, 116). Those will not be present in his

'apology' speech to Achilles in Book XIX.37

Agamemnon does send gifts to Achilles, but he does not define them as tioivt): he

uses the language of a7xoiva:

aAA' £7T£i aaadpqv c|)Q£ox AEuyaAepcn m0r|aa<;,
at|» eQeAio (xqeoai bopEvai x' cmeqeioi' anoiva.

'But since I was blinded and listened to my heart's wretched persuasion, I am ready to take it
back and offer the appeasement of limitless aTioiva.'
IX, 119-20

Wilson argues that he intends to represent to himself as attempting to spare the Achaeans

from the life-threatening situation he represents Achilles as now inflicting on them. In other

words, he gives anoiva to recover something (Achaean lives), rather than giving back Briseis

or paying back xLpr|. She points out that Agamemnon uses bibcupL, which is a very neutral

verb, instead of verbs like (apo)iemen, (apo)tinemen and (apo)tinusthai, meaning to pay

back (or to get oneself paid back).38 However, it is clearly intended by Agamemnon as

reparation. He in fact uses the expression ai[> eGeAcu aQEcrai twice in his speech (IX, 120 and

138). It is understood as an offer of reparation by the Embassy, and even to a degree by

Achilles (even though it is not what he was looking for).

Nevertheless, as Wilson points out, he at the same time inverts the social function of

anoiva, as the gifts would cease to consolidate the status Achilles had earned and make it a

function of Agamemnon's own largesse. The offer also places Achilles under heavy

with the point that human beings have no clear idea what is up to them and what up to the gods, Finkelberg
(1995), Lesky (2001), 171ff. and esp. 195ff., Cairns (2001), 13-20, esp. 17-19 on Agamemnon. More will be said on
this in the section on Book XIX.

37 On the difference between Agamemnon's speeches in IX and XIX, see Willamovitz (1931-2), II. 117; Gundert
(1940), 229 and Lesky, 197ff. However, Agamemnon still seems to openly blame himself in Book XIV, where he
worries that the whole army hates him because of the way he treated Achilles (XIV, 49-51).

38 For a study of the vocabulary of 7ioivf| and anoiva, see Wilson (2002), 20-26.
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obligation to Agamemnon, for example the obligation to return to battle.39 Agamemnon

offers to give Achilles women "he chose for himself from the spoils", and among them is

Briseis (IX, 129-132). According to Wilson, Briseis is given away generously by Agamemnon

but at no point is she said to be given back,40 Nevertheless, we have to admit that it must be

clear to everyone present that Agamemnon is giving Briseis back (he says himself that he

took her from Achilles: f)v tot' dTtpuQcov, IX, 131).

Another implicit aspect of the offer Wilson points out is that in the Iliad, dnoiva is

never between cf>LAoi: Agamemnon therefore cleverly casts Achilles in the thematic role of

the enemy.41 Furthermore, the point of the embassy is about Achilles yielding

6prj0r|xa>- At6r)g xot dpeLAixog f|6' abapaaxog,
xouvEKa kai xe |3q>oxoIcti 0£cev exQlotoc; anavxcov-
Kai pOL U7XOCTxf|xti> O0CTOV |3acriA£ux£Q>6<; sipi

'Let him yield - Hades is the one who never pities or yields, and for that he is of all gods the
most hated by men - and let him submit to me, in that I am the greater king and can claim to
be his senior in age."

IX, 158-16042

This does takes the focus away from Agamemnon's intention of making amends (which he

does nevertheless, contrarily to what Wilson says). Furthermore, in order to impose his

authority on Achilles even more, Agamemnon puts himself explicitly in the role of he father,

by offering him one of his daughters to marry and promising to honour him like his own

son:

eL 6e kev Apyoi; Ikol|_ie0' Axcu'lkov ou0ap dqoupr|c;
yapppog kev poi eol- xiaai 6e piv Icrov Oqectxi],
og poi xpAuycxog xq£cf>£xai 0aAtr) evi TioAAf).

'And if we reach the udder-rich soil of Achaian Argos, he can become my son-in-law: and I
will honour him as much as Orestes, my loved young con growing there in abundant

39 On Agamemnon's gifts as offensive, See Donlan (1993).
40 Wilson (2002), 78.
41 Wilson (2002), 78.
42 The audience remembers this, but Odysseus omits this passage when he recounts Agamemnon's offer to

Achilles.
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prosperity.'
IX, 141-43

This could be seen as an honour, but also as a demand for submission, submission which

Agamemnon openly mentions in the last few lines of his speech.

Achilles' frame of mind is understandably different from that of Agamemnon and the

members of the embassy. Achilles is not willing to fight unless he is certain of the possibility

of earning TLprj in both material and non-material form, which is certainly not the case at the

moment, at least in the warrior's opinion:

out' epey' AxQe'ibryv Ayapcpvova 7T£ia£p£v oia>
out' dAAoug Aavaoug, enei ouk apa tic; xapu; rjev

papvaaGai brpoicnv en' avbgdoi vcuAeph; aiei.
lot) polpa pcvovTi Kai el pdAa tlc; tcoAeplCol-
ev be Li) Tipf) fjpev kokoc f]6e Kai ectOAoc;-

1 do not think that Agamemnon son of Atreus will win me over, nor he rest of the Danaans,
since it now appears that thoro is no thanks if a man fights the enemy relentlessly on and on.
Stay at home or fight your hardest - your share will be the same. Coward and hero are
honoured alike.

IX, 315-19

Furthermore, according to him, there is no difference between the abduction of Helen and

that generated by the seizure of Briseis, as he defines her as his wife: IX, 337-43 (when it suits

his purpose; he will later wish her dead), which only adds to his humiliation and sense of

self-righteousness. It can even be said that Achilles seems to be offered goods not only for

sparing the army, but as a compensation for his own life (because if he stays in Troy, he will

die there, even if Agamemnon does not know that): in his own words, it would therefore be

foolish to accept, as he can have all he needs in Phthia and live a long life (IX, 393-400 + IX,

414-19).

Achilles' arguments are not only personal (he deserves compensation and honour

from Agamemnon), but are also broadly political: if Agamemnon uses only force to impose
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his authority and does not leave any scope to the warriors to gain status and honour through

their deeds, he will lose support and will undermine the cohesion of the army.

Wilson's analysis is interesting, and goes a long way to explain Achilles' rejection of the

Embassy's offer, but it also goes to far. Agamemnon does make amends, and he does

acknowledge, however grudgingly, that he made a mistake. His offer clearly lacks humility,

which understandably grates on Achilles' nerves, but that does not mean it was not a

genuine offer of reparation.

Furthermore, it is time to point out that Achilles is not alone in his accusations against

Agamemnon: two other warriors seem to share at least some of his views.

D - THERSITES AND DIOMEDES

1 - Thersites

Thersites' argument is quite similar, yet less profound and developed than that of Achilles

(but he is given less time to expose it): to him, kings (in general, but in particular

Agamemnon) steal their wealth from the toil of ordinary workers:

Axpeibq xeo 6' aux' £7up£pcj)£ai f]&£ xcmCeu;;
7iA£lal xoi xaAKob kAictuxi, 7xoAAai 6e yuvaiKEC
elcsiv £vi KAixhqc E^aipexoi, ac, xoi AxaioL
7iQamoTca bibopev £ux' &v 7ixoAie0Q>ov fAcopev.

'Son of Atreus, what is your complaint this time? What are you missing? Your huts are filled
with bronze, and there are women enough in your quarters - choice girls, offered to you
before all others by us Achaians whenever we capture a town.'
II, 225-28

He does not mention status, but simply states that the redistribution scheme is not
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working. His argument is more economic than political, as he does not seem to contest the

actual authority of the kings, but simply explains that they are driven by their greed.

He also accepts that Achilles has been dishonoured, and even claims that he did not

go far enough in revenge:43

og k«1 vuv Ayi/Vpa eo pry' dpcivova 4>d)xa
f]Tipr)cr£v* eAcuv yap eyeiyEpag auxog d7xoupag.
aAAa pdA' ouk AxiAf|'i xbAoq cjrpEoiv, dAAd p£0r|pa>v-
f] yap dv Axpetbri vuv uaxaxa Awppaaio-

'Now he has even dishonoured Achilles, a much better man than he is: he has taken his prize
with his own hands and keeps him for himself. But Achilles has no fury in his heart, he lets
things pass - otherwise, son of Atreus, this would be your last outrage.'
II, 239-42

This shows some kind of unexpected solidarity, as he was said to be an enemy of

Achilles, as well as of Agamemnon and Odysseus (II, 220-21). He also encourages the other

soldiers to do as Achilles did, i.e. leave Agamemnon on his own to see how he can manage

by himself:

cl) nenovec, Kate' £A£yx£' Axaubeg oukex' Axaiol
oika&E 7T£p cruv vr|uoi V£a>p£0a, xov6e 6' topfv
auxou £vi Tpoip yepa 7i£aa£p£v, ocfjpa ibpxat
f) pa xi oL Xhhel? rtpocrapuvopEv r]£ Kal oukl-

'My poor weak friends, you sorry disgraces, mere women of Achaia now, no longer men -
yes, let us go back home with our ships, and leave this man here in Troy to brood on his
prizes, so that he can see whether the rest of us are of some help to him or not.'

II, 235-38

We may wonder why someone like Thersites end up sharing the same point of view as

Achilles.44 As many have pointed out, he is the lowest and ugliest soldier in the army.45

43 Hence the importance of Athena's intervention in Book I: the audience know that Thersites is wrong, and that
Achilles was in fact very close to killing Agamemnon.

44 On the Thersites scene as comedy, see Thalmann (1988), 16ff. and Lowry (1980).
45 On Thersites' ugliness, see Rose (1988), 18-19. See also Brown, in his study of Greek myth, who pointed to the

common strategy of an oppressed underclass which reverses the terms of a negative stereotype imposed by a
ruling class. He gives the example of Hermes the thief, cheat and liar, used as an emblem of the merchant class
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What immediately comes to mind, though, is that if the best warrior and the worst

warrior share an opinion, this goes a long way to show that this opinion is to some degree

universal.46 However, the reaction of the army to Thersites' humilation at the hands of

Odysseus seems to point to a complete rejection of the former's speech:47

"Qg dp' ecprj, <7Kf|7xxq<p be p£xdcj)q£vov f]b£ kcu copco
7rAtj^£v- o 6' IbvatGr), GaAcpov be oi evcneoe baicQu-
crpcebif. 6' alpaxoEcrcra p£xa<j>p£vou e£,U7iav£CTxr|
aKtjTixpou utxo xpucreou- o 6' cxq' e'Cexo xap[3r|a£v x£,
aAyrjcrag 6' axQelov Ibcbv d7Topop£.axo baKQu.
o'i be Kai ayvupEvoi ixeq en' auxcjt f]bu yeAacraav-
cobe be xtg £i7X£aK£v Ibcbv Eg 7xAr]oxov dAAov-
at 7x07x01 rj bp pupi' 'obuctoeug EcrGAd eopye

|3ouAag x' e£,dpxa>v dyaGdg 7x6Aep6v xe koquctctcuv-
vuv be xob£ |a£y' aptaxov ev ApyeioiaLV ege^ev,
og xov Aa)|3r)xfjpa £7X£a|3oAov eax' ayopacav.
ou 0rjv pLV TidAiv auxLg avrjaei 0upog aypvcop
V£LK£l£LV (3aCTLAfjag OVElbElOLg £7X££CTC71V.

So he spoke, and then used the sceptre to beat him on the back and shoulders. Thersites
writhed, and a heavy tear fell from him, and a bloody weal sprang up on his back under the
gold-studded sceptre. He sat down frightened and in pain, and with a helpless look wiped
away the tears. For all their disaffection the men laughed happily at him, and one would
glance at his neighbour and say: 'Oh yes, Odysseus has done thousands of fine things before
now, proposing good plans and leading in battle. But this now is far the best thing he has
done among the Argives, putting a stop to this horror's rantings in assembly. I doubt that his
proud heart will ever again impel him to taunt the kings with insults.'

II, 265-77

This is often used by scholars to point out the poet's aristocratic bias: Thersites is an

impudent commoner who gets what he deserves.48 However, a more subtle conclusion can

be reached. After all, the warriors are clearly said to be demoralised by the whole situation,

despised by the landed aristocracy. Here, Thersites represents the stereotype of the ugly, impudent commoner.
Thalmann (1988) points out that though there is a clear equivalence made in the poem between physical
appearance, moral worth and social class, the audience have just witnessed handsome heores behaving in a less
than admirable manner, 15.

46 See for example Postlethwaite (1988) on the parallels with Achilles' speech in Book I, 126-30.
47 On Thersites as a scapegoat, see Thalmann (1988), 21-26, as well as Usener (1897), 137, Murray (1967), 212-5 and

Girard (1979).
48 Interestingly, this view tends to point more to the scholars' personal ideological bias. See in particular Atchity

(1978), 126-8, Arnheim (1977), 14-15, Redfield (1975), 161, de Ste Croix (1981), 413, Bury (1967), 75, Finley (1954),
110-11, Forrest (1966), 63-4 and Donlan (1973), 150-1. On the other hand, Thalmann (1988) points out that
though the ideology is validated by what happens to Thersites, the text makes it clear that what that ideology is
is mystification, 19.
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and it is that feeling Thersites expressed. Thalmann points out that Thersites' marginal status

(his appearance for exemple) prevent a close identification with him. Distance is key here to

the warriors' reaction.49 He adds that the result does not cancel the effect of the scene for the

audience.50 All in all, we need to wonder whether the result of Thersites' intervention is

really enough to turn the audience (or at least all the audience)51 against him.52

2 - Diomedes

Diomedes is an interesting example, in that he starts off the poem by showing exaggerated

respect to Agamemnon:53

"Qg cjsdxo, xov 6' ou xi 7ipocrEc])r) Kpaxcpoc Atopf|6r]c
ttibEaOeig |3acnAf]oc £vuxf|v aiboioio-

So he spoke, and strong Diomcdcs made no answer, silenced by respect for the king and his
rebuke.

IV, 401-2

After Capaneus has responded angrily to Agamemon's attack, he even shows his

disapproval of his friend's conduct, justifying the king's behaviour:

Tov 6' dp' vnodga lbd)v TtpoaEcjsq tepaxepoe; Atopf|6qg-
xexxa, aiamr) rjcro, £pcb 6' etiuxeiOeo pu0cp-
ou yap eyeb vEpEcrd) AyapEpvovi rcotpEvi Aawv
oxpuvovxi pax£cr0ai £UKvf|pi6a<; Axatoug-
xouxco pev yap ku&o<; ap' £i|j£xai £i kev Ax«loL (415)
Tpcoac bpeuoajolv eAcuol xe "IAlov iprjv,
xouxcp 6' au ptya ti£v0oc, axm<bv 6pw0£vxcuv.

Then strong Diomedes scowled at him and said: 'Friend, stay still and be quiet, and do as I tell
you. I do not resent Agamemnon, shepherd of the people, for urging the well-greaved
Achaians into battle: because his will be the glory that follows if the Achaians slaughter the

49 Thalmann (1988), 18.
50 Thalmann (1988), 21.
51 On the likelihood of a diverse audience (i.e. from different social strata), see for example Rose (1988), 12-13.
52 Rose's interpretation of the reaction of the army is that their laughter is "bitterly ironic from precisely the

perspective of the politically powerless members of the audience. [...] Thersites is, on the reading, the manifest
butt of their laughter because of his incomprehensibly stupid failure to foresee the consequences of his outburst
in a society where he is utterly powerless.", 20-21. This interpretation, however incredibly attractive, sounds a
little bit like special pleading.

53 On this scene, see Cairns (2001), 210-11.
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Trojans and capture sacred Ilios, but his again the depth of grief if the Achaians are
slaughtered.'
IV, 411-17

Yet in IX, after Agamemnon's speech, in which he encourage the Achaeans to abandon Troy

and flee to their ships (IX, 17-28), the assembly is stricken to silence, but Diomedes, no longer

in awe of Agamemnon, "inserts himself in the political field by pointing out that it is his

'right' to speak out against the king":54

Axpe'i5r| croi npcbxa payrjaopai atjtQabsovxt,
t) Bepic Ecrxlv aval; ayopf]- au 6e prj xt xoAwGfjc.

'Son of Atreus, this is folly, and it is you I will take issue with first of all - such is the right of
custom, my lord, in the assembly, and you must not be angry.'

IX, 32-33

Of course, we can say that one reason for Diomedes' apparently sudden change of mind over

the legitimacy of Agamemnon's authority55 is that by IX, he had performed his aristeia

(Books V and VI), and had been acknowledged by both the Achaeans and the Trojans as the

greatest Achaean warrior in the absence of Achilles. This must have given him the

confidence necessary to stand up to the king. Similarly we saw that Agamemnon has been

called a coward several times by his opponents. Nevertheless, he too does accomplish his

aristeia in XI, and proves those accusations of cowardice to be wrong. It is, however, true that

he seems to have waited as long as possible before truly engaging in action himself, and he is

wounded almost immediately (he still had the time to perform a few shocking acts of

cruelty), which could not have raised his reputation much.

Diomedes then launches into a critique of Agamemnon's power: the king has the

sceptre of Zeus but no courage, and the Achaeans should not listen to him:

0ol be 6iav6ix« 5cok£ Kqovou naic, ayKuAoprjxeco-
cncf|7ixQ>C|j pev xoi bcuKE XExipfjcrOai txeqi Txavxcuv,
aAKpv 5' ou xoi 6cI>kev, o xe KQaxog ectxl peytcrxov.

54 Hammer (2002), 89-90.
55 He does refer to the scene of Book IV at IX, 34-5.
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'But your gifts from the son of devious-minded Kronos go both ways: he has given you the
pre-eminent honour of the sceptre, but courage he did not give you, and this is true power.'

IX, 37-39

He finally states that if Agamemnon wants to leave he can, but the Achaeans will stay:

ei be toi auto) Gupoc; £7x£acroxai wc, xe veectGcu
eqXEO- tuxq xoi oboe,, vf|£<; be xoi ayX1 GaAdcrcrqg
eaxdcr', at xoi etcovxo Muicf|vr|6£v pdAa 7xoAAat.
dAA' aAAoL pevEoucn Kdpr| KopocuvxEg Axcuol
£ig O K£ 7X£Q Tpoir|V 6uX7X£Q>OOp£V.

'If your own heart is eager for return, then go - the way is open, your ships are

standing by the sea, all those many ships which followed you from Mycene, But the rest of the
long-haired Achaians will stay here until we sack Troy.'

IX, 42-46

This time (as opposed to Thersites' speech), it is a political attack on Agamemnon,

stating that his status is not enough to grant him the authority he claims to have over the

troops, but that courage will show itself and push the warriors to act as they should.

Interestingly, Thersites' and Diomedes' arguments put together are a good summary of

Achilles' reason for withdrawing from war.

Nestor, as we have seen also criticizes Agamemnon in Books I and IX. Interestingly,

Odysseus, although he rescues the king during the assembly in Book II, is critical of

Agamemnon too, especially in Book XIV, where he rebukes Agamemnon for his cowardice

(XIV, 83-102).56The content of that speech is quite similar to that of Diomedes in Book IX.57

E-ACTING TOGETHER

In the view of Dean Hammer, Agamemnon considers power as a possession that he can use

to compel others to obey him, but he is in fact powerless because power is located not in a

56 See also Poseidon' criticism of Agamemnon at XIII, 107-15, when he's encourages the Achaians to fight.
57 See also XIX, 181-3 where he encourages Agamemnon to make amends.
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person but in the political field. Power originates from some kind of cooperation among

people when they act together to pursue particular goals. It is manifested in the joint

consultation and action of a group of and it is not available to any single individual.

Agamemnon's power will dissolve the moment it is not actualised by people acting together.

Deception and violence, such as those Agamemnon uses constantly, prevent the

development of power by denying the condition of power, namely people acting and

speaking together. To him, throughout the Iliad, Homer brings into question the traditional

bases of authority: wealth, heredity, even prowess in battle. Hammer believes that none of

these attributes are enough to become a successful leader. A leader's power is not composed

simply of a set of characteristics that he possesses, whether Achilles' prowess in war or

Agamemnon's genealogy. What emerges instead is a notion of power that rests on

relationships that make up the political field.58

What Hammer does not seem to take into consideration is the fact that all three

characters who rail against Agamemnon's rule (Achilles, Thersites and Diomedes) think that

the warriors collectively should be allowed to manage the army: Thersites says that since

they have no power over the decisions taken by Agamemnon, in particular distribution of

booty, the warriors should just leave (II, 235-38). Achilles says something similar, adding the

notion of Ttpf) to that of prizes: the warriors cannot gain anything from this war, so they

should just go home (IX, 417-26). Diomedes, surprisingly enough, is perhaps the most

radical of the three: he does not say that the army should leave Agamemnon alone in Troy,

but that Agamemnon should leave and that the army would manage very well without him

(IX, 42-46). All three therefore agree with the right of the warriors to speak, express their

discontent and participate in decision-making, in the "political field".

58 Hammer (2002b), 114-15.
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All this goes against Agamemnon's conception of power: as Hammer points out, he

is a king chosen by Zeus and therefore thinks he alone owns the right to power and is the

only one entitled to make decisions: in Book I, Achilles calls an assembly to discuss the

problem of the plague, an assembly in which Agamemnon refuses to listen to the seer

Calchas and threatens him, refuses to listen to the wishes of the warrior whose prize he

threatens to take, and eventually treats Achilles' threats of withdrawing from the battlefield

with contempt, saying that he does not need him anyway. This shows two very different

conceptions of the role of the assembly: Achilles wants to discuss a problem and

Agamemnon wants to bully his way through decision-making.

F - KapTEpoq AND cpepTEpop

One remark of Achilles is particularly interesting: in his answer to Odysseus in the Embassy

scene, he says that Agamemnon has made it impossible for the warriors to earn xipf), and so

they might as well go home, since they have nothing to gain in Troy:

lot] polpa pevovxi koii ri pdAa rig TtoAepiCoi-
ev be if] ttpr] qpev klxkoc; f]6e Kai EaOAog

Stay at home or fight your hardest - your share will be the same. Coward and hero are
honoured alike.

IX, 318-1959

It seems that, to Achilles, Agamemnon's type of political power goes against the quest for

iipf), which can also be understood to be political. Achilles ought to be the most powerful

warrior, as he is the best fighter and the one who should be able to gain the most xipf) from

the expedition. But Agamemnon imposes an arbitrary control over the army and makes this

59 See also IX, 321-22; IX, 417-19.
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power impossible to gain.

This seems to be linked to a remark Nestor made earlier, in Book I, saying that even

if Achilles is kcicqxeqoc; among the warriors, Agamemnon is cf)£qx£qog and therefore should

be obeyed:

el 6e ctu Kapxepog ectcti Gea be ere yEivaxo pqxqp,
aAA' o ye cfieqxepog ectxiv £7iei ttAeovectctiv avaooei.

'You may be KaQTEQop, with a goddess for your mother, but he is fe/rteroj, because his rule is
wider.

I, 280-81

According to Chantraine, KaQxcpop refers only to physical strength, and at the root of it is

the notion of harshness, "durete". He also translates Kpdxog by "force physique qui permet

de triompher" and seems to refer to a general capacity to do things. It is used in the context

of a meritocratic order.

Oeqxeqoc; can have a very similar meaning and be used of people "qui l'emportent

sur d'autres par la force physique, par l'habilete aux armes" (indeed, it is used several times

as a synonym for lcapxEpog) but also, and perhaps most importantly "par la place dans la

hierarchie sociale", and is used in the context of an aristocratic order. This can be seen in

particular in the following example:

o'l cteo c(>£ox£qol elox, ctu 6' dnxoAEpoq kal avaAiag
ouxe 7tox' £v 7ToA£|ja) EvapiGpiog oux' £vi [3ouA(j-
ou p£v rang TtavxEg |3aCTiA£ucrop£v evGab' Axmoi-
ouk dyaGov TioAuKOLpaviq- elg Kolpavog ecrxcu,
£ig pacuAEug, cy Scuke Kpovou naig dyKuAoprixEcu (205)
CTKqTTxpov x' f]b£ GepLcrxag, iva ctc})ictl pouAEuqcu.

'Fool, sit quiet and listen to what others tell you, your superiors (cj)£Q>x£Qoi) - you are a coward
and a weakling, of no account either in war or in counsel. We cannot all be kings here, every
one for the Achaians. To have each man his own master is ruin: there must be one master, one

king, the man endowed by the son of devious-minded Cronos with the sceptre and the ways
of law, to make judgement for his people.'

II, 201-360

Furthermore, it is quite telling that c})£QX£Qog is typically used of Zeus:

60 See also: HI, 431; VI, 158.
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ei tieq yap cj>0ov£a> t£ mi ouk eld) buxnigoai,
ouk avucu cj>0ov£ou0' etce! r) noAu (\>eqteq6c, eoctl.

'Because even if I should resent it and try to refuse you [Zeus] her sack, I can achieve nothing
by resentment, as you are far cjtEQTEpog.'
IV, 55-5661

It is also used of gods compared to men:

(I) Neotoq Nr]Ar|id6r| pcya kubog Axaubv
qeux 0£og y' eGeAcuv mi apeivovag t]e tieq oI6e
intioug 6coQ>f|0aix', £7tei f] ttoAu cjreqtepoi eLctlv.

'Nestor, son of Neleus, great glory of the Achaians, a god, if he wished, could easily give even
better horses than these, since gods' power is much greater than ours.'
X, 555-5762

Chantraine adds that the vocative c})£Qxax£ can be used as a deferential apostrophe, and it

appears twice in the Iliad (XVI, 21; XIX, 216). Interestingly enough, this form of address is

used both time to refer to Achilles, and not Agamemnon, which shows that Nestor's view

that Achilles is only KaQxepog when Agamemnon is cj>£qx£Qoc; is not necessarily shared by

everyone.63 Not even Nestor uses it of Agamemnon! The comparative c^eqteqop along with

the superlative c|)£QTaxo<; corresponds to the adjective dyaBog in every sense of the word.

Chantraine compares it to the French expession "l'emporter", which expresses every kind of

superiority: physical, moral and social.64

Of course, this is therefore very different from kocqxcqoc;,65 which only refers to

physical superiority. Achilles is described as being merely physically superior, i.e. a better

fighter, whereas Agamemnon is superior in every domain. This simple fact shows that

Nestor is not unbiased in the conflict between Achilles and Agamemnon, but on the contrary

clearly sides with the latter, and shows his deference to him by using this adjective, as it is

61 See also: VIII, 144; 211; XV, 165; 181.
62 See also: XXI, 264.
63 Although it can be argued that the word can be used by people entirely out of politeness, without much

political theorizing.
64 Chantraine, (1968), ad loc.
65 Which is not formally a comparative, for one thing.
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very questionable that Agamemnon is the best in everything (especially the physical and

moral domains).66 Nestor often criticises Agamemnon's decisions (I, 275-76; IX, 108-111) but

he never seem to question the basis of the king's authority. We can add to that "camp"

Odysseus, who in II does his best to restore Agamemnon's authority, by using the sceptre (II,

185-86)67 and telling the warriors that there can be only one king (II, 203-6, see above for full

quotation).

66 However, this is the argument he uses to persuade Achilles. What he says to Agamemnon (that he should
respect Achilles as a great warrior) is of course very different.

67 Although he has to take it off him!
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It is clear that Agamemnon's authority is undermined by his actions and his own perception

of the nature of political power. It can even be said that Homer himself, in showing the

dissent to this type of power and in presenting Agamemnon in an unflattering light (cruelty,

lack of pity etc.) also contests this particular form of power.68 The difference between the two

characters is most clearly shown in the way they resolve conflict: Agamemnon when he

finally reconciles with Achilles, and Achilles in the way he handles the funeral games for

Patroclus.

68 Hammer (2002b) reminds us of Aristotle's distinction between a newer form of tyranny, in which tyrants rise to
power by gaining the trust or belief (ttlctteuOevte?) of the people (bppou) and the multitude (7iAf|0ou<;) and an
older form, in which kings went beyond their hereditary power to establish a "more despotic rule"
(6£ct7totikt£pa<; aqxfj? ), 162 (Aristotle, Politics, 1310b 12-32). Agamemnon, by systematically using force and
distorting traditional systems of compensation, may be regarded as close to the later definition.
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CONFLICT RESOLUTION

A - BOOK XIX - THE RECONCILIATION

Thoro is not much more to cay about that paccage, ac Agamemnon'c attitude remainc very

much what it was in IX. He still does not accept any responsibility, and again uses axp as an

excuse (XIX, 90-92). It is different this time, though, as he uses axr) to deny that he had any

responsibility in what happened. Up to then, he did seem to accept that he behaved

unadvisadly (see section on Book IX).

Interestingly, in the illustration of the deception axr| creates, he uses a story where

Zeus is deceived by Hera in a similar way (XIX, 95-133): as Herakles was about to be born,

Zeus said that the child from his blood about to see the day was going to "reign over all his

neighbours". Hera asked him to cwear a solemn oath over that, which Zeus did, and she

hurried to a woman pregnant with the great-grand son of Zeus, whom Zeus had forgotten

about, and made her give birth prematurely, so that child would fulfil the prediction rather

than Herakles. Zeus was furious and banished axr] from Olympus. Agamemnon therefore

puts himself in a situation similar to one Zeus has lived, implicitly clinging to his role of all-

powerful monarch chosen by Zeus.

It is not entirely clear why he suddenly decides that it is not his fault after all. This is

the first time Achilles is actually present when Agamemnon talks about the conflict, and this
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may have ad an influence on the way Agamemnon decides to present his offer.1 The king is

not exactly doing himself any favours though, as he appears surly and dishonest.

Odysseus' role is interesting in this scene, as he practically stage-manages the whole

thing, and he is very critical of Agamemnon as well.2

However, the real passage showing successful resolution of conflicts take place later on,

when Achilles and not Agamemnon is in charge.

B-THE FUNERAL GAMES

To Hammer, the funeral games are the "outstanding, ritualised, non-military expression of a

value-system in which honour was the highest virtue",3 but, as we saw earlier, they are

actually more than that: they are the opportunity for Achilles to put into practice his own

view of power and authority in a context where, as distributor of prizes, he can organize the

event as he sees fit.

1 - the prizes

Before each contest, Achilles gives a precise list of the prizes that are to be distributed to the

contestants, so that they know exactly what they are competing for (e.g. XXIII, 262-70). As

Hammer points out, this is a departure from Agamemnon's notion of distribution as an "act

1 On Agamemnon having different faces which he presents to different people, see Lesky (2001) 197ff.
2 See above.

3 Hammer (2002b), 134.
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of largesse",4 and, by announcing the prizes, Achilles "makes the apportionment a public

activity instead of a private matter" which also gives legitimacy to public disagreements

with the way distribution is handled.5

Indeed, we can notice that the announcement of prizes is very firmly respected. One

conflict occurs between Achilles and Antilochus, precisely on the distribution of the prizes:

Achilles, after the horse race, considers that Eumelus' worth as a charioteer is greater than

his actual place in the race (he came last). He therefore decides to give him the second prize

instead of the last, which he considers a true reflection of the xiprj Eumelus deserves. (XXIII,

534-38). Antilochus is the one who actually came second, and he claims that as the prizes

had been set beforehand, he should get what had been announced. If Achilles personally

wants to give something more to Eumelus, he should get it from his own resources and not

from what now belongs to the public domain (XXIII, 543-54).6 Achilles accepts the objection,

and chooses a prize for Eumelus that had not been set beforehand (XXIII, 555-62). Unlike

Agamemnon, Achilles accepts the fact that once the prizes had been distributed (or cot for

distribution), he cannot go back on it and give a prize set for one person (here the driver

who comes second in the horse-race) to somebody else. This is the opposite of Agamemnon's

attitude in Book I where he take a prize back (Briseis) even after she had been given to

Achilles by the army.

Another example which shows that the announcement of how prizes would be

distributed was regarded as binding occurs later, when Diomedes and Ajax are spear

fighting: Diomedes is so efficient that the Achaians fear for Ajax (who probably is not the

kind of person who would give up in a contest, even if he is endangered), and call for the

4 Hammer (2002b), 135.
5 Hammer (2002b), 136.
6 Cp. I, 298-301.
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fight to stop and equal prizes to be given (XXIII, 820-23). Achilles stops the fight, but

nevertheless gives the first prizes to Diomedes, as is his due (XXIII, 824-25), which shows

that the Achaians do not have the power to change the prizes once they have been set for

distribution.

These examples show the respect of the announcement of prizes, but they also chow

that the necessity to have a winner ic not so strong that they would allow harm to come to

one of the contestants, and it is worth noticing in this context that the army is less concerned

to have a winner than to preserve Ajax from injury.7 This is even more obvious in a previous

passage where Ajax and Odysseus are fighting and neither seem to be the better: Achilles,

rather than allow the fight go on and the contestants to exhaust themselves, calls a draw and

gives equal prizes, since to him, everyone can see that each of them is as good as the other

and deserves as much TLpf).

Achilles also seems to take animals into consideration: he refuses to participate in

the horse-race, even though he is sure to win, because, he says, his horses are still mourning

for Patroclus (XXIII, 274-86). Of course the horses' grief symbolises his own grief, which

prevents him from participating in the games. Furthermore, as the organiser and prizes

distributor, it would be difficult for him also to compete for the same prizes he is offering.

As Hammer puts it, the prizes are "subject to public claims" rather than being under

the authority of one individual. Achilles' response to objections stands in dramatic contrast

to Agamemnon's: "Achilles responds not with 'might' but recognizes Antilochos's public

claim to the property",8 Furthermore, violence seems to be absent from the competition

itself, since as soon as a contestant is in danger of being seriously harmed, the fighting is

stopped.

7 Cf the quarrel between Ajax and Idomeneus. See below.
8 Hammer (2002b), 139.
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2 - Resolution of Conflicts

According to Hammer, Achilles initially plans to be the distributor of prizes, "but ultimately

becomes an arbiter of disputes".9 Hammer appears to be arguing that Achilles' role in

organising the games as intended merely to act as distributor of prizes, and that it had

extended to that of arbiter of disputes. There is no evidence that as organiser of the games,

his role stops at prizes distribution, and it is to be expected that he would solve the disputes.

For example, the first conflict that happens in the funeral games is between

Idomeneus, who claims that he can see Diomedes leading the race and Ajax son of O'fleus

(the lesser Ajax), who claims that Idomeneus is too old and has bad eyesight, and therefore

cannot sec what he claims he sees. They end up insulting each other, and almost come to

blows (XXIII, 418 87). Achilles then intervenes, accepts that they arc both angry, but says

that they should not talk in such a way to each other: let them wait, and they soon will know

who the winner is (488-98). He also advises them to imagine themselves as another warrior

watching such a quarrel.10 Here, Hammer points out "this ability to place themselves in

another's position stands in dramatic contrast to Agamemnon's inability to place himself in

the position of the other warriors, a point made by Achilles (I, 149-51) and Nestor (I, 272-

71)".11 Indeed, Achilles actually encourages them to display aibcjc,: they should feel shame in

front of the community for quarrelling over such a trivial thing, and they are asked to reflect

on what lliey would think if they saw someone else behaving as lliey do.12 Nevertheless,

9 Hammer (2002b), 137.
10 This is an important point: as Cairns (2001) argues, the inappropriateness of that quarrel is such "that

disapproval of it is presented as a universal response, one which rests on values which even the participants in
the quarrel share", 207. On the consequences of that for the meaning of the word aischros (which is used of the
way the lesser Ajax addresses Idomeneus, see Cairns (2001-207ff.).

11 Hammer (2002), 137.
12 Wilson (2002) points out that Achilles is generous and gentle, and that the Achaians respond by restraining

their own anger, which results in the crises being resolved without the competition being stifled. 124-25.
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neither Wilson nor Hammer seems to notice that if Achilles intervenes in one dispute, the

rest of the crises are solved by the warriors themselves without his intervention.

The second conflict, as we saw, takes place between Achilles himself and

Antilochus, but the third conflict is between Antilochus and Menelaus, and Achilles does not

have to intervene: Menelaus says that Antilochus has cheated, and that he should be

awarded the second prize instead of the third (566-85). Antilochus points out that Menelaus

did in fact come second, but graciously offers to give up his prize (586-95), which may have

something to do with status. Menelaus is mollified, and says Antilochus can keep the prize:

he should know better next time, but he and his family have been of great help in the war

(Nestor, Antilochus' father, has 90 ships when Menelaus has 60) (596-611). To Hammer,

Antilochus and Menelaus manage to solve their problem thanks to "their ability to be ruled

by the judgement of another party",13 but there is in this scene no need for Achilles to

intervene, even though it is about prize distribution (unlike the previous conflict between

Idomeneus and the lesser Ajax, which was peripheral to the organisation of the games): it

seems that he had set the tone of the games in his intervention in the conflict between

Idomeneus and Ajax, and now the warriors can take care of themselves and solve any

problems they have themselves.14 The conflict between Antilochus and Menelaus could have

been very serious, and its resolution is strikingly peaceful and civilised. This is a good

example of how the warriors have the right to "manage themselves" under Achilles'

supervision.

13 Hammer (2002), 140-41.
14 However, it is true that they are ready to submit to arbitration, but it is still the case that it ends up being

entirely unnecessary.
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3 - Honour and Success

It is also clear in Book XXIII that, surprisingly, success in itself is not the most important

thing: honour that ought to belong to the individual is given to him, in spite for example of

poor actual results in the games: as we saw earlier, Achilles considers that Eumelus deserves

more honour than would be given to him if he took in consideration only his result in the

race (he was last). Hammer describes the scene as follows: "to rectify this seeming imbalance

between recognition by the community and the excellence of the man, Achilles proposes

giving Eumelos the second prize. (...) For Achilles now, it is not enough that Eumelos be the

best man, the community must honour him sufficiently".15 Honour is therefore not only

linked for him to success, as Hammer seemed to think earlier, but to the value of someone:

Eumelus is a very good charioteer, and should be recognised as such by the community,

even if he came last in that particular race.

A similar line of reasoning occurs later, when they have no one to give the last prize

to: Achilles does not keep it to himself, but gives it to someone who did not even participate

in the race: Nestor (616-23). Achilles regards the old man as important to the army and

deserving of honour, even though he cannot compete for prizes anymore. To Achilles,

prowess is only one way of earning xipq. Being of good counsel, as he considers Nestor to

be, is equally important.

Strangely enough, friendship also plays a part in the distribution of prizes: when

Antilochus praises Achilles, the latter adds a half-talent of gold to his prize (784-96). It seems

that prizes are given to give recognition and xipq, but they are also given in exchange for a

rise in one's own xiprj.

15 Hammer (2002), 137.
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Finally, we can see a discreet attack against Agamemnon in the end of Book XXIII,

when the king is given a prize by Achilles without having to compete for it (889-94). Van

Wees considers that the gesture is meant to spare Agamemnon the risk of defeat.16 To him,

the reference to Agamemnon's power suggests not only his reputation as a javelin-thrower is

protected, but also his prestige as ruler of the Achaians. It seems fairer to say that it is an

ironic comment on the part of Homer on how Agamemnon usually get prizes (i.e. doing

nothing to deserve them), and is also a way for Achilles to show his own natural generosity

(again in opposition to Agamemnon, who is described as being very tight-fisted with the

prizes). Wilson seems to believe that this ironic comment is made by Achilles himself,

although even if it is true that Agamemnon is not allowed to display his prowess, it is still

unlikely that Achilles would want to provoke Agamemnon: he does not want conflict, and

he had also accepted Agamemnon's gifts of reconciliation.

16 Which Agamemnon needs, as he has not done himself many favours in the course of the poem, especially in
front of the whole army.
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In conclusion, we can say that the funeral games do seem to function as an illustration of a

political system based on honour (gained by prowess or otherwise), where the distribution

of prizes is a public activity and not a private matter, and can be subject to public claims. In

this system, conflicts are solved peacefully, first by Achilles but then by the warriors

themselves, and all warriors have the right to express themselves and contest the decisions

taken by others (even by Achilles who, as the distributor of prizes, is not exempt from

criticism, which he accepts gracefully). This shows a great contrast with Agamemnon's

behaviour in those same domains: he regards distribution of booty as his own prerogative,

he uses force to make the warriors obey him, he prevents the warriors from being able to

gain Tipf), by withdrawing from them the obvious signs of recognition of honour (i.e.

prizes), and imposes an authority he has inherited and not earned, through force only. The

book also ends with the idea that Achilles would have made a much better king than

Agamemnon, and it also ends on an act of generosity even towards his enemy, in which xiprj

is rightly accorded to Agamemnon. This shows that Achilles does not let his personal

feelings go against the fairness of the nprj-based system he seems to represent, and in that as

well, he shows himself to be superior to Agamemnon.

Unlike death and suffering, which can at best be compensated by things such as

human solidarity and care, the conflicts created by human organisation can actually be

resolved and avoided.
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CONCLUSION TO PART III

The functioning and organisation of human groups, through assemblies and decision

making are an important way to deal with the human condition. They are also a very

important source of conflicts, and, indeed, the main plot of the poem is about political

conflict, and about disagreement over honour and hierarchies. The human condition is grim

and difficult not only because of things inherent to human life, such as death and suffering,

but also because of human constructs and the discord and dissension they create.

However, those, unlike mortality for example, can be resolved by human beings,

rather than simply compensated. Conflict resolution is a very important aspect of the Iliad,

and is part of the way the poem closes: in the funeral games to Patroclus, Achilles

demonstrates how respect and understanding can make human organisation function.

Political resolution and appeasement, essentially in Book XXIII lead to the true and

full resolution and appeasement of the whole poem, which is not on the hierarchical and

political level, but on a personal and human one: the reconciliation between Priam and

Achilles in the last book of the Iliad.
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Death and human suffering are two of the central themes of the Iliad. What seems to matter

most to Homer is the tragedy which irremediably underlies all of human existence: whether

mortals are kings like Priam, supra-human heroes like Achilles, or ordinary people like those

depicted on the shield and in the similes, they are all going to die and share the miserable

fate of all those who have died before them, be they remembered or forgotten. The poem

also offers a universal vision of suffering as something which no human being can escape,

and which therefore must be borne and accepted. It is on this understanding of a universal

suffering, an understanding which leads to the reconciliation of two bitter enemies, Priam

and Achilles, that the poem closes.

It is also noticeable that the way those two subjects are dealt with in the poem show

a subtle subversion of the epic's role as an ideological tool used to support the martial values

of a warriors' ruling class, and highlight the tension between heroic ideals and the reality of

the life of the characters: death, which is everywhere in the poem, is hated by the characters

while life is highly valued and heroic death only partially compensates for it, as the warriors

are actually terrified when faced with their own death. There is also no happy afterlife to

look forward to. Furthermore, lamentation highlights suffering rather than glory as a

consequence of war, and brings a uniquely feminine perspective on war, which nevertheless

is in agreement with other aspects of the narrative. Interestingly, gender differences can be

seen in the manner suffering is portrayed in the poem, not only in the fact that though

suffering seems to be paradigmatically female, it is predominantly male, but also in ways
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that reflect men and women's respective social roles and status. Female grief is formal and

limited to burial ritual as well as passive (nothing ever comes from it). It is also limited to the

family sphere, and women only mourn their male protectors: husbands and sons. On the

other hand, male grief is active, as it leads to revenge and protection. It is also more varied in

expression, and can be manifested in all sorts of contexts.

But the universality of suffering, which, like death and mortality, makes all men

equal, is also one of the things which bring about an important way for mankind to

overcome and compensate for death and suffering: pity and compassion for other human

beings.

Indeed, compensations to the grimness of the human condition can also be found in the Iliad.

Pity in particular is pervasive in the poem. It is a way to overcome death and suffering

through human solidarity and fellow-feeling, as well as through the actions that pity leads to

such as revenge or protection and the poem ends with a striking act of compassion for a

personal enemy: those gentler virtues ultimately transcend even nationalities and war, as can

be seen in the meeting between Priam and Achilles.

However, those are not the only compensations for the negative aspects of the

human condition: even though the Iliad is a poem full of suffering and brutality (and even

downright cruelty at times), gentleness is an important quality in the poem, and acts of

kindness and generosity are surprisingly frequent, not only among friends and family (for

example, the attitude of warriors towards women is significant of their attitude in general,

and towards those more vulnerable than themselves in particular, and affection is clearly

present between the warriors and their friends and family) but occasionally with enemies as

well. Hospitality and respect for supplication are two key values expressed in the poem.
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Important characters such as Hector and Patroclus are described as being pmog and

peiAixog, and lack of mildness is often criticised, by the warriors or by the gods themselves.

Persuasion, rather than simply brute force, is another thing which is highly valued in the

poem.

Moreover, the characters of the Iliad constantly manage to find some degree of

personal happiness, and find pleasure in the joys of life. Unsurprisingly, family and friends

play a great part in this, but even the battlefield can be a source of joy, be it grim such as the

joy the warriors often find in killing and cruelty, or innocent, such as the pleasure found in

food or sleep. This capacity for joy and happiness is also noticeably present between

superiors and inferiors, and hierarchical relations are often tinted with the vocabulary of

pleasure: duties are understood as the desire to please one's superior, and in exchange, the

superiors appear bound to please their inferiors in return.

Furthermore, another way for human beings to mitigate the tragic human condition is found

through social organisation. Although the functioning and organisation of human groups,

through assemblies and decision-making are a very important source of conflicts in the

poem, they are also an occasion for the characters to show their capacity for understanding

and mutual respect. Unlike death and suffering, which can at best be compensated by things

such as human solidarity and care, the conflicts created by human organisation can actually

be fully resolved and avoided.

Political resolution and appeasement, essentially in Book XXIII, lead to the true and full

resolution and appeasement of the whole poem, which is not on the hierarchical and

political level, but on a personal and human one: the reconciliation between Priam and
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Achilles in the last book of the Iliad. Because he became fully part of the Achaian community

again, and shown his capacity to function peacefully in a political, hierarchical setting such

as the funeral games, Achilles can reach his full human potential in the meeting with Priam

in Book XXIV, and transcend the boundaries of human organisation by sharing tears with an

enemy.

It is not a perfect compensation for the sorrow human beings have to endure, but by

recognising the universality of suffering, the heroes, even the sons of gods and goddesses,

finally become fully human.
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APPENDIX I

BEING MORTAL: (Jpotoq, GvriTog, dvGpconoq

1 - comparisons between human beings

pQOTOq 0vr)TO<; dv0QCU7io<;
courage XXIV 505

XXIV, 565-66
XIII, 321-3

strength V, 302-4
XII, 382-3
XX, 286-7

XXI, 566

rhetorical skills III, 223
negative qualities II, 248-9

XXIII, 439
wealth XX, 219-20 XXIV, 534-7

beauty XX, 231-3

2 - the human condition: things common to all mankind

Pqoto<; 0vr|x6q dv0Qomoc
Food: hunting and agriculture XXIV, 39-43 V, 557

XVI, 389-921
XVII, 547-52

sleep X, 82-3
X, 385-6
XXIV, 362-3

XIV, 361

pain XIII, 567-9

fighting XVIII, 361-71 XVI, 620-2
XIX, 221-4

Unhappiness XXIV, 524-26
death VI, 142-3

XII, 326-7
XXIII, 331

language XX, 248-9 II, 804
Transmission of knowledge XX, 203-4 I, 250-2

III, 287
III, 406
VI, 358
VII, 87
X, 213
XVIII, 288-9
XXI, 568-70
XXIII, 331-3
XXIV, 201-2

General limitations XVI, 620-2
XXI, 568-70

XX, 350-7
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3 - contrast gods/mortals

Pqot6<; 0vr)xo<; &v0Qomo<;
Men should not fight the gods V, 359-62

XVI, 379-80
XXII, 8-10

Men are not worth fighting for VIII, 427-31
XXI, 462-7

I, 573-6

Men should not (or cannot) be
saved

XVI, 440-2
XXII, 178-80

XVI, 39-41

Men are ignorant XVIII, 361-3
Men need the gods XIII, 242-4 (portents) XX, 41-3

XVIII, 242-44
(portents)

XI, 28 (portents)
XII, 280 (portents)

The gods are more skilful XIX, 21-2 XX, 262-6
XVII, 361-3

Men are inferior to the gods XXIV, 255-9
XXIV, 58

V, 637

Men can die VI, 141-3
The boundary can be crossed
through marriage and children

XVII, 82-7
XXIV, 534-7

XVII, 82-7
XXIV, 534-7
XX, 302-5

4 - Parallels between men and the aods

Pqoto<; gvrjto*; av0Qco7io<;
The sun rises for both XI, 1-2

XIX, 1-2

They are all subjected to the rule of
Zeus

XV, 96-9 XII, 241-2 II, 669
VIII, 227

They can all be ignorant XVIII, 402-5 XVIII, 402-5

They can be used as witnesses to an
oath

I, 337-42
XX, 61-5

I, 337-42
I, 554-8

They all love XIV, 197-9 XIV, 197-9
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APPENDIX II

ApppoToq (Iliad and Odyssey occurrences)

Immortal god (= dGavaxog 9eog) XX, 358
XXII, 9 (opposition to Gvrjxoc;)
XXIV, 460
xxiv, 445

A god's blood (cupa) V, 339
V, 870

Achilles' immortal horses (ltitiol) XVI, 381
XVI, 867

Clothes (eipaxa) XVI, 670
(given by the gods to mortals) XVI, 680

v, 347 (veil)
vii, 260
vii, 265
xxiv, 59

Achilles' Armour (xeuxeot) XVII, 194
(given by the gods to Peleus) XVII, 202
Other: - gifts (bcbqa ) xviii, 191
(given by the gods to a mortal

Oil (eAoclvov) viii, 365
Loom (Loxog) x, 222
the night (vu£) xi, 330
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APPENDIX III

Xaipco and yr)0£co

Does yrjdeco refer to quiet satisfaction ?

Willcock, in his note on XI 683-84, observes that yrjGcco expresses a "quiet

satisfaction", that is to say what one feels when something positive that is anticipated is duly

achieved. To him, yq0£co always carries that meaning when it is used in the perfect

(y£yq0£), but we can have a look at all the occurrences of the verb, as the tense does not

seem to make a difference. The verb is used in the perfect tense in only two occasions in the

poem, and in both cases, the meaning "quiet satisfaction" is very questionable, whereas it

can be present when the verb is used in another tense. The idea of "quietness" can indeed be

found in the fact that yq0£co is often accompanied by words such as 0upq>, indicating that

this is an internal feeling.1 On the other hand, it is not enough to differentiate it from yaLQco,

which is also used 4 times with Gupcp, and once with qtop.

This feeling or "quiet satisfaction" can indeed be found associated with yq0£co.2

Nevertheless, many cases are even more problematic, and clearly do not invlolve "quiet

1 + Kr|Q x3, + 0upu>=/KaTd Gupov x2, + cjigeva xl + evt CTTr|0£aai xl, + cfiiAov qxog xl
2 This can be seen in several examples when Agamemnon is glad to see that his warriors are respectful to him and

ready to fight (IV, 255; IV, 272-73; IV, 283-84; IV, 311-12; IV, 326) and in parallel cases with leaders other than
Agamemnon (X, 190-93; XII, 494-95; see also XVIII, 554-57, when the king is glad to see his peasants working on
his field). Other examples could arguably be described as quiet satisfaction. Willcock suggests Neleus' pride in
his son Nestor (XI, 683-84. For a more complete study of this example, see part "expected and unexpected") and
the sherpherd who is glad to see a beautiful night (VIII, 555-59. This is the other time the verb is used in the
perfect. Willcock also comment on that example, saying that "the perfect of this verb denotes a state of quiet
satisfaction"). Yet, Neleus' pleasure is not that of satisfaction with an expected performance by his son, but
rather gratifying surprise at the unexpected success of one so young. Similarly, the shepherd is relieved to see
the weather is so nice, and is enjoying the beauty of the night, but we cannot really speak of "satisfaction". Some
might want to add other examples, such as Agamemnon seeing Teucer kill a lot of Trojans (VIII, 277-78).
Achilles' supposed joy in seeing the Achaians slaughtered (XIV, 139-41) may better be explained as the joy of
revenge, which is too grim to be "quiet satisfaction", but satisfaction may play a part. Another example is when
Athena is gladdened by the priority accorded to her by Menelaus when he prays (XVII, 567-68 ).It is as likely
that what she feels is pleasant surprise at what she had not necessarily expected, rather than quiet satisfaction at
what she would have taken for granted.
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satisfaction", for example when the word is used in litotes3 or when it expresses relief.4 The

pleasure a warrior finds in the anticipation of fighting5 cannot be described as "quiet

satisfaction" either, and neither can the satisfaction in achieving revenge.6 Sometimes, the

circumstances are such that the joy felt is too intense a feeling to be just "quiet satisfaction".7

In the same way, pleasures such as a shepherd glad to see a beautiful night, the sea being

glad to part for Poseidon,8 or Zeus' delight in seeing the gods fighting,9 are difficult to

classify, but do not seem to belong to the "quiet satisfaction" category.

Furthermore, even if yqBecu is indeed several times used with the meaning of "quiet

satisfaction", it is not a meaning associated only with that verb, as XAcan sometimes also

have that sense, for example when the Achaians follow Agamemnon to make him glad10, or

when Hera recognizes Poseidon fighting on her side on the battlefield11.

Thus, it can be said that while this idea of yqBcco meaning "quiet satisfaction" may

be true on occasion, it is by no means always the case, and not even in the perfect, as

Willcock seemed to believe. Furthermore, the idea of "quiet satisfaction" can also be

expressed by other verbs.

Does yijdeco mean "radiant joy"?

3 I, 329-30; VIII, 376-78; IX, 75-77.
4 X"ipw: I, 446-47; III, 111-12; VII, 311-12; X, 564-65; XIX, 74-75; 185-86; XXIV, 490-92; 704-6; YO06W: vn- 121-22;

XXIV, 319-21; 422-24.
5 VII, 189; XEI, 81-82; XII, 343-44.
6 XDI, 414-16; XIV, 139-141.
7 Priam learning that the Achaians are fighting among themselves (I, 254-58) and Diomedes discovering Glaucus

is his hereditary guest-friend (VI, 212).
8 XIII, 27 29. On that example, leaf comments that "this is the only passage in Homer where a distinct human

emotion is ascribed to inanimate nature, though some approach to the idea may be found in C 392, T 362, F
387."

9 XXI, 388-90.
10 1,158.
11 XIV, 153-56.
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Chantraine, whose short paragraph announces that yq0£cu express a "joie

rayonnante", seems hardly more satisfying. It is not without interest, however, that his

choice virtually excludes the notion of "quiet satisfaction", as this joy at any rate seems

glaringly obvious. Apart from the fact that it is a bit difficult to know exactly what is

"radiant joy", the only instance in which it appears to apply fully, is that in which Diomedes

discovers that Glaucus is his hereditary guest-friend.12 It might also conceivably apply to the

joy the warriors feel during or just before a fight, but "radiant" seems somehow too positive

to be associated with the grim pleasure of killing people, as rayonnant is a word that does not

have any sinister connotations.

Furthermore, xcuQki too can have a meaning not dissimilar to "radiant" and in more

instances than yq0£cu: when Chryses gets his daughter back,13 when Sleep learns he can

marry one of the Graces, whom he had loved for many years,14 when Achilles is pleased with

his friend Antilochus,15 when the competitors in the funeral games receive prizes.16

It is clear that Chantraine's contribution is not very helpful in understanding the

difference between yq0£cu and xcoqco.

Expected and unexpected ?

According to the Lexikon des friihgriechischen Epos,17 the main difference between the

two verbs is that with yq0£cu, the cause of the pleasure is either expected or solicited, and

with x«iQto, it is typically unexpected. When looking at the examples in the Iliad, we find

that this idea also seems highly questionable.

12 IV, 212.
13 1,446-47.
14 XIV, 267-70.
15 XXIII, 555-56.
16 XXIII, 563-65; XXIII, 624-25; XXIII, 646-49; XXIII, 797.
17 See also Latacz (1966), which consists in the very detailed preliminary notes for the Lexikon's article.
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First of all, though it is true that yr)0£cu is sometimes used for solicited favours that

have been granted or outcomes that are expected, or at any rate likely,18 some cases are very

problematic. Indeed, there are cases where it is not clear whether the outcome is expected or

not, and other cases where it is clearly unexpected. For example, there is no question that

Diomedes could not have been expecting to meet a hereditary guest-friend on the

battlefield.19 He did not know there was such a person as Glaucus on the battlefield, as he

had to ask him his name!20 Also, there is no mention of a meeting between the two families

after Bellerophon and Oeneus, so Diomedes could not have known Glaucus existed. In the

Cambridge Commentary relating to that passage, Kirk says that "Diomedes' joy is unexpected,

and the emphatic ypGeaev be seems designed to show that". When Ajax is chosen to fight

Hector in VII, 189, it is something he had hoped for, but since the decision was arrived at by

drawing lots, he could not have foreseen his lot would come out. In VIII, 376-78, in

expressing her intention to join the Achaians on the battlefield, Athena announces that Priam

won't be pleased to see her. It is not at all obvious that Priam could have expected to see

Athena on the battlefield, and she probably means that it would be a shock to him. In VII,

555-59, when the shepherd rejoices at the good weather, we may say that it is something

would have hoped for, but it is not something he would have depended on, hence his

pleasure. In XI, 683-84, as we mentioned above, the point of Nestor's story is that he was

surprisingly young to be so successful in war, as is shown in the text by the emphasis on

both vecp rcoAepov bt KiovTi and xuyE TioAAa: the degree of success he gained as such a

young age surpassed all the hopes a heroic father had for his son. In XVII, 567-68, Athena is

glad that Menelaus has prayed to her first. Whatever pleasure she has, it makes more sense if

18 I, 254-58; 329-30; IV, 255; 272-73; 283-84; 311-12; 326; VII, 121-22; VIE, 277-78; IX, 75-77; X, 190-93; XIII, 27-29; ;
XIII, 81-82; 343-44; 414-16; 494-95; XIV, 139-41; XVI, 530-31; XVII, 567-68; XVIII, 554-57.

19 VI, 212-15
20 VI, 121-23.
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there is a degree of surprise. In XXIV, 422-24, it probably was a pleasant surprise to Priam to

learn that his son's body was protected by the gods, as he had probably feared the worst.

The idea that yqQeco even "generally" applies to expected events receives very little

support from the above examples.21 Just as questionable is the notion that x«lqcu, by

contrast, is generally used in connection with unexpected events and surprises. In I, 158,

Agamemnon obviously expected the Achaians to follow him! In I, 446-47, Chryses had

prayed to Apollo to have his daughter back, so her return certainly did not come as a

surprise. In III, 27-28, Menelaus could not have been surprised to see Paris on the battlefield,

as the latter was responsible for the war, and it was very likely they would meet at some

point, so surprise could only have been relative. In XIV, 267-70, Sleep had hoped for years

that he would marry one of the Graces, so it must have been on his mind, even though he

may not have expected the offer to be made at that precise moment. He knew it was possible

as he had envisaged it, and his wish must have been known for some time. He could have

been surprise that his wish was granted, but the pleasure is not in the surprise but in the

content of the offer. In XIX, 74-75 and 185-86, to settle the quarrel between Achilles and

Agamemnon, the army had sent an embassy to try to resolve matters. They had strived to

make it happen, so it must not have come as a total surprise.

Though in a majority of cases, contains an element of surprise, this is far

from being invatiably always the case.

21 The Lexicon also argues that yr|0Eu> is never used for un-hoped for reunions, but what about the meeting
between Diomedes and Glaucus?
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Kaoq

The Lexikon argues that Aaoc, as a singular collective cannot be used in the plural (Aaoc; =

army or contingent, but Aaoi can never mean armies or contingents): "Eine Mehrzahl zum

koll. Sg. Wird nicht gebildet, -oil sind immer Leute, Manner, nie "Volker, Heere'", but the

examples they give are not particularly convincing:

First of all, they seem to take the existence of the expression £0v£a/<JTQaxol Aacuv as

a proof that Aaoi cannot mean armies or peoples, which it is not. They also use the following

examples: XIII, 492; II, 578; II, 365.

Aivsiac; 6' exeqcuSev ekekAexo olg exapoun
Ar|1xf>o|36v xe napiv x' eaopdrv xai Ayrjvopa 6iov,
ol ol ap' fjyEpovec; Tpcoarv eaav-auxap eneixa
Aaoi etcovB',

And Aeneas on the other side called to his companions, looking to Deiphobus and Paris and
godlike Agenor, fellow-leaders of the Trojans. And then the Aaoi followed after him.

XIII, 489-9

The fact that several leaders are mentioned could prove on the contrary that Aaoi does refer

to several contigents.

xcav EKaxov vrylrv ppye kqelwv Ayapcpvcev
AxQ>e'i6r]t;- apa xqj ye rtoAu tcAeloxol kxu apioxoi
Aaoi etiovx'-

A hundred ships of these men were led by lord Agamemnon son of Atreus. With him there
followed by far the most and bravest Aaoi.

II, 576-8

It is the same idea as the preceding example, but this time, the troops follow only one leader

(Agamemnon). Nevertheless, that Aaoi is used is both examples does not prove that it has

exactly the same meaning every time (though it is true that the same expression is repeated

rather than simply the same word).
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kqlv' dvbpag Kaxd cf>uAa Kaxd 4>Q>f|xpag Aydpepvov,
cog cj)Q>r|xq>r| cf>Q>r|xqt]c}HV appyp, cfwAa be cjwAoig.
el be Kev cog £p£,r]g kcu xoi 7i£L0cuvxai Ax«ioi,
yvcocn] £7i£L0' og 0' rjyepovcov Kaxog og xe vu Aacov
f)6' og k' £a0Aog o]cn- kaxa (Tc|)£ag yaQ (xaxeovxai.

'Divide your men by tribes and by clans, Agamemnon, so that clan can support clan and tribe
help tribe. If you do this and the Achaeans follow your orders, you will then be able to
discover the cowards among the leaders and the Aaoi, and the brave men, because they will
be fighting in their own divisions.'

II, 362-6

In that example, 1. 365 is constructed on a parallel: the first og refers to one leader (among all

the leaders), which could lead us to believe that on the same basis, the second og refers to

one contingent (among all the contingents that are commended by those same leaders, in

which case Aacbv would mean 'several contingents'), rather than 'one warrior among all the

warriors'. The fact that the warriors are said to fight in their own divisions can either mean

that it makes it easier to distinguish the different contingents, or that if they fight among

their comrades, they have more chance to show their courage. In any case, that example is

not clear enough to be used as a proof that Aaot never means 'several contingents'.
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APPENDIX V

PHOENIX' SPEECH IN THE EMBASSY SCENE (IX, 432-605)

Phoenix is the second person to speak in the embassy scene. It is clear from what Phoenix

says about himself that he feels real love for Achilles, and only wants him to do the right

thing. He also gives what is the closest we get to fatherly advice, as he actually presents

himself as Achilles' surrogate father (585-86). At the same time, it can be construed as an

alternative fatherly advice from that given by Agamemnon (though not directly to Achilles):

as we saw earlier, the king puts himself in a fatherly position, not least by offering Achilles

one of his own daughters in marriage. Furthermore, Phoenix' speech is the single longest

speech in the poem, and must therefore have some importance.

1 - the Litai fIX. 496-5231

The Litai allegory is unique in the poem, and has probably been made up ad hominem by

Phoenix in order to make Achilles change his mind (in the same way that Achilles in XXIV

changed the Niobe story to convince Priam to get some sleep).

In the story, the Litai (supplicatory prayers) are said to be the daughters of Zeus,

certainly because Zeus is the god of supplication (Leaf adds in his commentary that it is also

because "to forgive is divine", and "perhaps to explain their power over the other gods (497-

501)"). They follow after Axq, to ask forgiveness to the person who has been offended. They

are described as "limping" (xcoAaf) "because of |the penitent's] reluctance to go to ask

pardon", "wrinkled" (puaai) "from his face wrinkled with the mental struggle", and "squint-

eyed" (TiaQa|3AcuTiEc; x' ocj)0aApcb) "because he dares not look in the face him whom he had

wronged".1

1 Leaf (1900-2).
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The man who accepts the prayers is said to be loved by them, as they then pay

attention to his own prayers. As Leaf points out, "what is meant is that that they, as

representations of the heavenly powers, ensure a man's prayers being heard". But when a

man refuses to listen to the prayers, they tell Zeus to send Axr] to him until full atonement.

Of course, the point of the story was to convince Achilles that he himself has to

respect the prayers: Agamemnon is offering him gifts and is not angry anymore. He has also

sent Achilles' closest friends to appease him. It is worth noting, as did Wilson, that

supplicatory prayers are offered by those who are guilty of some transgression, which means

that Phoenix acknowledges what Agamemnon refuses to do, i.e. that he has inflicted harm on

Achilles.

It all seems to be a sound general principle: people should accept apologies (or

"supplicatory prayers") to prevent conflictual situations from getting worse. However, the

allegory does not fit the actual situation: Agamemnon has not made any supplicatory prayer,

all he did was to mentioned Axr) as a way of shirking his responsibilities. He does not say a

word about Litai. Phoenix tries to make the point that Agamemnon is not only offering gifts,

but also an apology, but he seems a bit embarrassed as to explain how: all he manages to say

is that Agamemnon is no longer angry (515-16, although it is Achilles who has reasons to be

angry, not Agamemnon), and that he has sent Achilles dearest friends to beseech him (519-

22), which Leaf considers to be "yet another proof of the sincerity of Agamemnon's

penitence".

Nevertheless (passing on the problems posed by the Achilles/Odysseus supposed

friendship), this is not what Achilles wanted at all: to him, the point is that Agamemnon did

not even bother to come and apologise himself, and the way he presented the gifts took away

any notion of an apology. As it is, he is buying a favour off Achilles, i.e. releasing the troops

by going back to the battlefield. It is a conditional offer, which detracts from its value as an
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apology. According to Wilson, the problem is that "Delusion and Supplicatory Prayers come

from separate individuals", i.e. respectively Agamemnon and Phoenix: Phoenix deploys the

examplum to transform the embassy into an act of supplication by the transgression, but

ultimately, Phoenix is no more able Odysseus to disguise Agamemnon's refusal to offer

anything like supplication.2

Furthermore, we can say that if the man who refuses to accept the prayers is sent Axr)

by Zeus, what would Achilles' Axt] be? Neither the narrator nor any of the characters

anywhere suggests that Patroclus' death comprises or is a result of Achilles' Axr].

Furthermore, the Axr) would not follozv the refusal to listen to the prayers, as is shown in the

allegory, but would be the refusal itself, since it is the only time Achilles can be thought to

make a mistake. Again, the allegory does not fit the situation.

Nevertheless, it is possible to say that while Achilles is justified in his refusal of the

gifts, it does not mean that he is right. Phoenix is actually probably in the right in suggesting a

peaceful resolution to the conflict, which would furthermore allow Achilles to gain

considerable wealth and power.

2 - Meleager (IX, 524-6051

Again, Phoenix distorted the traditional myth to create a story ad hominem for Achilles. With

this examplum, Phoenix insists on the material (rather than honorific and divine) gains

Achilles will make by accepting Agamemnon's offer. He show a warrior who was in the same

situation as Achilles (refusing to fight after having been insulted, in Meleager's case being

cursed by his mother), who refused gifts and eventually had to fight for nothing. According

to Leaf in his commentary, "Meleager now has to pay for his stubbornness (512) inasmuch as

he has to yield his point without the gifts which would have made his relenting honourable."

Does it mean that to leaf, relenting without the gifts would be dishonourable? This would

2 Wilson (2002), 100.
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add a new dimension to Phoenix' examplum, and phoenix never says anything like that

explicitly. It is also quite ironic, as Achilles considers that accepting the gifts would be

dishonourable.

Once again, while Phoenix may be right on the general principle, the example does not fit

the actual turn of events, as Achilles will eventually get the gifts. It is also quite misdirected,

as Achilles is not in the least interested in the gifts, even when he does get them (as maybe

Meleager himself was not). Furthermore, according to Wilson, Phoenix uses the myth to

figure the gifts the embassy offers as "an exchange of dora among philoi" (i.e. unlike cmoLva,

which one conventionally offered to outsiders), since it is Meleager's fellow citizens, family

and friends who beg him to fight and offer him the gifts. That allows him to brush 7roivf] and

Agamemnon's offer aside. This is according to her part of a consistent strategy of excluding

Agamemnon from the exchange: Phoenix, not Agamemnon is in loco parentis, the embassy,

not Agamemnon, makes the supplication and philoi, not Agamemnon, offer gifts for

protection. All this may explain why Achilles, who is aware of the strategy, is not impressed

by Phoenix' efforts.
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THE UNIVERSALITY OF DEATH

In the same way that death is present in all aspects of human life, it is present in all aspects

of the poem: of course, it is there on the battlefield, but also outwith it. Similarly, death strike

all ages.

1 - on the battlefield

On the battlefield, death as well as the fear or prospect of death touches every age group.

Young warriors constitute the most widely represented group, partly because of course

many warriors tend to be young rather than middle-aged, but also because the pathos

engendered by the death of a warrior in the prime of his youth not only shows clear literary

possibilities, but is in a way what the poem is about. As for very young characters dying,

Tros, the youngest son of Priam, is a good example: He is the same age as Achilles1, which

makes him the youngest character to die in the poem.

Not only is Achilles' predicted untimely death a recurrent theme in the poem, and a central

element in the plot, but in a way, that untimely death that will come to Achilles is prefigured

into all these other deaths.

Tov 5' fipeipex' £7X£ixa 0£xig Kara 6aKQ>u xrouoa-
GJ |UOl XEKVOV £pOV, XL VU a' £XQ£cf>OV aivd TEKOUCTa;
aid' ocJjeAec naqa vpuaiv dbdKpuxog Kai aTippajv
r}cr0ai, etzel vu xol alua |aivuv0a tceq ov xi paAa 6f]v-
vuv 6' apa x' coKupopog Kai o lCuqoc 7X£Ql ttdvxcuv

1 XX, 403-5.
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enAeo- to> ere kakrj afcn] tekov ev pEyaQOicri.

Then Thetis answered him with her tears falling: 'oh my child, what did I rear you for, after
the pain of your birth? If only you could sit by your ships without tears of sorrow - because
your fate is of short span, not at all long. But now you are both short-lived and miserable as
well beyond all others: so it was a cruel fate for which I bore you in our house.

I, 413-82

But death is obviously not reserved to very young warriors: more mature men also die in the

poem: Hector, Patroclus and Sarpedon are but a few examples.

Middle-aged men face death as well: Odysseus (who is irreverently said by Antilochus to be

"a green old age", XXIII, 791) is afraid he is going to die and considers fleeing (XI, 401-10).

Even a very old man, Nestor, who is described as having "already seen the passing of two

generations of humankind" (I, 250-1), fears he is going to be killed on the battlefield.3

As can be imagined, the simple fact of being on the battlefield means that the warriors,

whatever their age, are at risk of dying, and they are very much aware of that. However,

death is also present to all the age groups even outwith the warriors' group.

2 - outside the battlefield

It is not only in battle that young men die: though they are warriors, the twelve young

Trojans sacrificed by Achilles on Patroclus' pyre do not die a warrior's death.4 Some people

also die (or expect to die) of disease.5 Old people are also expected to die, mostly of old age.6

This presence of ordinary death (of old age) and extraordinary death (human

2 See also for example 1, 352-3; XV, 610-4; XVII, 201-2; XXIV, 540; 725-6.
3 VIII, 90-1; 137-8
4 XXIH, 175-6.
5 XIII, 665-8.
6 XIX, 355.
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sacrifice) shows a strong contrast between the ordinary course of life and the brutal

inhumanity of Achilles' behaviour at that point of the poem. Barbarism is not limited to the

battlefield.

3 - women

Interestingly, death or even the fear of death is very rarely present among women in the

poem. Andromache for example never talks about her own death,7 only about Hector's and

Astyanax's. The closest thing we find is Helen saying to Priam she wishes she had died:

wg ot^eAev Gavaxog pot abclv kokoc onnoTE bevgo
u'li'i acjj ertoppv GaAapov yvwxouc; xe Aircouaa
Tialbix xe TX|Auy£xr|v Kal opr]AiKLr|v £Q>ax£tvr|v

'Oh if only vile death had boon my choice when I came here with your con, leaving behind the
house of my marriage, and my family and my darling child and the sweet company of
friends!'

Ill, 173-5

There are several reasons why women do not die in the poems: there are relatively few of

them (especially compared to the male warriors), they obviously do not fight on the

battlefield and when a city is sacked, women are enslaved rather than killed. It could also be

that the death of women was regarded as distasteful (the gruesome death of the servants in

the Odyssey give us an example of that).8

4 - Achilles' shield

People of all sorts and condition die in the actual narrative of the poem, but death is also

featured outside the narrative itself.

7

8

Though she does mention her mother's death at VI, 425-6.
When depicted in the Odyssey, the killing of women is an example of justice because of the moral element we
get with it: we know zvhy they are killed, and it serves as a warning.
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Oliver Taplin points out that the shield of Achilles is a "microcosm, not a Utopia, and

death and destruction are also there, though in inverse proportion to the rest of the Iliad." 9

Indeed, death is a dominant theme in no less than three scenes.

- Elders are discussing the blood-price to be given to the relative of a man who had been

murdered:

Aaoi 6' eiv ayopq Eaav aBpooe evQa be VEucog
ci)Q>d>Q£i, 6uo 6' dvbpeg evelkeov elvekex noivqg

av&pog a7xocf>0ip£vou- o pev euxexo 7idvx' anohouvai
bqpcp 7XLcj)auaKa)v, o 6' avaivexo pr|&£v £A£a0ai-

The men had gathered on the market place, where a quarrel was in progress, two men
quarrelling over the blood-money for a man who had been killed: one claimed that he was
making full compensation, and was showing it to the people, but the other refused to accept
any payment.

XVIII, 497-500

- During the siege of a city, warriors waiting in an ambush slaughter shepherds:

ol pev xtt 7TQo'i66vxeg ETiEbpapov, cuica 6' IrcEixa
xapvovx' dpcf>i |3ocuv ayeAag kccl ncvea KaAa
agyEWEcov oicov, Kxelvov 6' E7xi pqAo|3oxqgag.

The men in ambush saw [the herdsmen] coming and rushed out on them, then quickly
surrounded the herds of cattle and fine flocks of white-wooled sheep, and killed the
shepherds with them.

XVIII, 527-9

- During the same siege, a battle takes place:

crxr|0dp£VOL 6' epax°VTO rtoxapoio nag' ox0ag,
|3aAAov 6' aAAqAoug x«AKf]Q£cn.v Eyxerqcnv.
ev 6' "Eoig ev be Kuboipog opiAEOV, ev 5' oAoq Kr]o,
aAAov Cmov exouaa vsouxaxov, aAAov douxov,
aAAov x£0vqcuxa Kaxa po0ov e'Ake rtobouv-
Eipa b' ex' apcf>' copoiaL 6ac])oiv£6v a'ipaxi c})a)xd)v.
cupiAeuv 6' dig xe Cwoi pgoxoi q6' epaxovxo,
VEKgoug x' aAAqAwv equov Kaxax£0vqd)xag.

Then they formed for battle and fought it out by the banks of the river, casting at each other
with their bronze-tipped spears. And Strife and Confusion were in their company, and cruel
Death - she gripped one man alive with a fresh wound on him, and another one unwounded,
and was dragging a dead man by the feet through the shambles: the cloak on her shoulders
was deep red with men's blood. The figures closed and fought like living men, and dragged

9 Taplin (2001), 357.
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away from each other the bodies of those who were killed.
XVIII, 533-40

The vision of the human condition as described by the poet on the shield includes death in

war, as well as murder in peacetime. Death is not something that can be avoided, even in a

work of art: the shield is not some form of escapism for the warriors; it is their own world,

put in a wider context.

5 - the similes

Human death is very rarely present in the similes. Achilles' grief over Patroclus is at one

point compared to that of a father whose son died (XXIII, 222-5) and there is a second simile

at XXII, 93-5 where Hector's determination is compared to a poisonous snake about to attack

a man (but we do not know if the man dies of it or not, nor is it relevant). On the other hand,

animals are very often seen to die. Sarpedon' death for example is compared to that of a bull

(XVI, 487-91).

Nevertheless, the most common occurrence of death, by far, is that of cattle being

killed by wild animals (when the warriors attacking their enemies are compared to the wild

beasts).10

10 See for example V, 554-8; XI, 172-8.
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